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Note on translation and transliteration 

In this thesis, I used both editions of sources and, when available, their 

translations to modern languages. Direct citations from sources were translated by me, 

unless indicated otherwise. In case of paraphrases of whole passages, I made the choice 

of using both editions and translations, indicating the position in the text by using the 

most traditional reference forms for each work, which are consistently used both in 

recent editions and translations. For example, although in this work the edition of 

Michael Attaleiates’ History by Inmaculada Pérez Martín was consulted, I made the 

decision of using the number of pages of the Bonn edition, which are indicated both in 

the Pérez Martin’s edition and in the translation by Anthony Kaldellis and Dimitri 

Krallis so that the reader can easily find the passages to which I am referring both in 

modern editions and in the translations.  

Names of Byzantine individuals or of foreigners integrated into Byzantine 

society and therefore, with Greek versions of their names were transliterated from their 

Greek original. In the few cases in which foreigners, i.e. non-Byzantines, not integrated 

in Byzantine society are mentioned, I preferred to use the English version of their names 

(Henry IV, not Heinrich IV; Roussel de Bailleul, not Ourselios). Names of locations, 

cities and regions are also translated into English. 

Despite being fully aware of the current debate about the Romaness of the 

Byzantine society and of the artificiality of the label “Byzantine”, I made the conscious 

choice of using it to describe Eastern Roman individuals and Eastern Roman things for 

clarity reasons. 
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i. Introduction 

The historian who decides to devote himself to the reign of Alexios I Komnenos 

(1081–1118) does not lack sources. His long and eventful reign ensured the existence of 

many accounts from within and without Byzantium. These characteristics also resulted 

in a great number of works concerning different aspects of his reign.
1
 It could be 

possibly argued that the sources on Alexios’ time and reign have been investigated too 

often. However, as Alexander Kazhdan and Giles Constable state in their People and 

Power in Byzantium, modern Byzantine scholars face the dilemma of “whether to 

follow the safe path of collecting individual sources and isolated facts or whether to aim 

in spite the risks of errors in facts and interpretation, at the goal of understanding both 

how Byzantine society worked and how this understanding can help in appreciating the 

modern world”
2
. They inquire further, “is the main task, in other words, to enrich our 

minds with new facts or to approach, with the support of the facts already known, a new 

insight into Byzantine society and culture? In order to reach new shores, is our primary 

need new sources or new perspectives?”
3
 Although this statement dates from 1982, it is 

still relevant. A field can become vitiated by long-established concepts, ingrained for so 

long that they are hardly questioned. This is an insightful thought given that Political 

History was criticized in the 20
th

 century for being positivist and a justification for 

nationalist discourses. Thus, historians were encouraged to work with other subjects 

such as Culture in a wider sense, Economy, and Society. Nonetheless, politics has been 

reassessed by recent scholarship. Approaches from Social and Cultural History, as well 

as Political Sciences and Anthropology gave rise to new studies dedicated not so much 

to the History of States, but rather to power and how it was understood, exercised, 

represented and contested.
4
 

The present thesis identifies with that approach. Although Byzantine chronicles 

and histories organize their economy of events around the sequence of reigning 

emperors, they present the rulers as continuously negotiating with various social and 

institutional forces, contradicting the image of an almighty emperor, elected by God, 

against whom it was sinful to rebel. Accordingly, the emperor shall not be 

                                                           
1
 About the availability of sources during the reign of Alexios I, see Chalandon, Essai, pp. iiixl; 

Karayannopoulos/Weiss, Quellenkunde, II, pp. 409458; Malamut, Alexis Ier Comnène, pp. 518. 
2
 Kazhdan/Constable, People and Power, p. xii. 

3
 Kazhdan/Constable, People and Power, p. 2. 

4
 Mann, Sources, passim; Nieto Soria, Sobre la transformación, pp. 509524; Weichlein, Politische 

Geschichte, in: Jordan, Lexikon Geschichtswissenschaft, pp. 238241. 
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acknowledged as a lofty figure that hovered over political disputes but rather as one of 

the players in the political game; a privileged one to be sure, who had access to 

resources nobody else had. Therefore, he could not escape from necessary negotiation 

and from facing competition. This can be observed in every moment of Byzantine 

History, in varying combinations depending on internal and external conditions.
5
 The 

reign of Alexios I Komnenos was a good example. He appears in the sources, if 

properly examined, as a ruler who, firstly, was in a fragile position throughout a 

significant part of his reign and, secondly, had to negotiate with the opposition. Hence, 

this thesis intends to present an extensive study of the opposition to the emperor 

Alexios.  

i.i. Bibliographic Review 

It is possible to pinpoint the beginning of the discussion about the opposition to 

Alexios in the monograph on his reign by Ferdinand Chalandon. Since his work was 

more concerned with the order of the events, Chalandon does not put much effort into 

analyzing the oppositional movements against Alexios I.
6
 George Ostrogorsky has made 

one of the first and still influent efforts to systematize the opposition to Alexios I. He 

interprets the political struggles of the 11th century as the result of a dual division 

within the aristocracy. According to him, “the Byzantine history of the following 

decades [my note: here he means, after the death of Basileios II in 1025] that at first 

sight seems simply as a tangle of court intrigues, was defined by competing forces of 

the civil aristocracy of the capital and the military nobility of the province."
7
  

Armin Hohlweg also provides one of the earliest and still influential insights into 

the Komnenian rule. In his Beiträge zur Verwaltungsgeschichte des oströmischen 

Reiches unter den Komnenen, Hohlweg presents an extensive study on the Byzantine 

administration and the structure of the Komnenian ruling elite based on blood relations 

and marriage alliances, which is described as a sort of power sharing. Hohlweg argues 

that the Komnenian regime was a consensus reached within aristocracy as to finally 

control the state. This author presents a positive image of the Komnenian rule by stating 

                                                           
5
 Angelov, Power and Subversion, pp. 218; Cheynet, Pouvoir, p. 475; Lilie, Des Kaisers Macht, pp. 

9121. On this subject, pp. 1113. 
6
 Chalandon, Essai, passim. 

7
 Ostrogorsky, Geschichte, p. 265. Further on (pp. 290331), Ostrogorsky states that the accession of 

Alexios Komnenos to power was a confirmation of the victory of the military nobility. This author 

confirmed his views later on, see Ostrogorsky, Observations, pp. 132. 
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that it had put a halt to the political decline of the Byzantine state observed in the 

previous years.
8
 

Another important contribution to the debate on the meaning of the power 

struggles during the reign of Alexios I is Des Kaisers Macht und Ohnmacht. Zum 

Zerfall der Zentralgewalt in Byzanz vor dem vierten Kreuzzug by Ralph-Johannes Lilie, 

who delves into the cause of the disintegration of state authority at the end of the 12th 

and the beginning of the 13th centuries. According to the author, Alexios’ regime 

created a consensus between the central government and provincial forces, grounded on 

the concession or acknowledgement of the autonomy and influence of local elites by the 

emperor. In exchange, these elites supported him politically or, at least, did not contest 

his grip on the central authority.
9
 

In a seminal work on the Byzantine aristocracy translated into Italian in a 

partnership with Silvia Ronchey, Alexander Kazhdan confirms Ostrogorsky’s views, 

classifying the Byzantine aristocratic lineages into the labels “military”, “civil” and 

“metamorphic”. In the latter, Kazhdan and Ronchey listed the families with a balanced 

presence both in the armed forces and in the bureaucracy.
10

 In a review of Kazhdan’s 

and Ronchey’s book, Jean-Claude Cheynet denies the essential division in the 

aristocracy between military and civil. The strong presence of particular lineages within 

branches of the state apparatus is assessed by Cheynet as strategy in face of the political 

situation of their time.
11

 In an article published in 2009, John Haldon says that the 

aristocracy in the middle-Byzantine period was fragmented in several fluid cliques, 

whose formation depended not only on their position in the imperial apparatus but also 

on their geographical origins, marriage connections, and short-range political 

ambitions.
12

 Although discarded as an explanatory model, the understanding that 

antagonism between civil and military aristocracy determined the political struggles in 

the 11th century Byzantium retained its influence in assessments of the political 

opposition to Alexios I Komnenos.
13

  

                                                           
8
 Hohlweg, Beiträge, passim.  

9
 Lilie, Des Kaisers Macht, pp. 3256. 

10
 Kazhdan/ Ronchey, L’aristocrazia, passim. Later, Kazhdan relativizes his position about this issue, 

Kazhdan/ Epstein, Change, pp. 6268. 
11

 Cheynet, Aristocracy and Inheritance, pp. 128. 
12

 Haldon, Social Elites, p. 185.  
13

 Leib, Les silences, pp. 1–11; Lilie, Des Kaisers Macht, pp. 27–28, 32–47; Haldon, Social Elite, p. 192; 

Magdalino, The Empire, p. 188. 
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With his Pouvoir et Contestations à Byzance (963–1210), Jean-Claude Cheynet 

presents another explanatory model, according to which the Byzantine aristocracy is 

grouped according to the geographic origins of their lineage.
14

 Cheynet states that 

Alexios succeeded in his efforts to recruit the “Phrygian” and “Macedonian” parties, 

whilst the “Cappadocians” were left out, attributing the most serious plots against 

Alexios  the conspiracies of Nikephoros Diogenes (1094) and Anemas (around 1100) 

 to the dissatisfactions of this group.
15

 They were supposedly disappointed with 

Alexios I’s hesitation to retake the Anatolian lands lost to the Turks.
16

 Although 

Cheynet’s assessment is valuable and many of his arguments are compelling, his long 

term global and geographic view of the political struggles in Byzantium and his 

approach of assessing the aristocratic lineages as acting in blocks, hardly considering 

internal divisions, overlooks important aspects of the opposition to Alexios I.  

Peter Frankopan’ work on Alexios’ reign also represents an important 

contribution to the study of this subject. Frankopan conducts interesting case studies in 

which the deficiencies found in Cheynet’s assessments are convincingly addressed. 

Moreover, he questions the role of the imperial family as Alexios’ source of support and 

puts forward hypotheses about the participation of some of his relatives in conspiracies 

against him.
17

 In his articles, Frankopan does not dwell particularly on the causes of the 

oppositional movements, but he addresses questions concerning the chronology of 

events, taking into consideration the problematic nature of the foremost source for 

political events during Alexios I’s reign, the Alexiad by Anna Komnene, and the 

personal agency of some important political actors. At this particular point, Frankopan 

touches on a crucial issue: the role of Alexios’ relatives in the political opposition to 

him. For a long time, his family government was considered the bedrock of his regime, 

so that the fractioning of this group is considered a later development.
18

 However, 

Frankopan’s articles present the Komnenian consortium as an ensemble composed of 

different groups and interests, which were often in conflict with one another and with 

                                                           
14

 Cheynet, Pouvoir, pp. 337, 476–478. 
15

 Cheynet, Pouvoir, pp. 370–372.  
16

 Cheynet, Pouvoir, pp. 367–369; Cheynet, Se révolter, p. 65. 
17

 Frankopan, The Imperial Governors of Dyrrakhion, pp. 65103; Frankopan, Challenges to Imperial 

Authority in Byzantium in the Reign of Alexios I Komnenos. Revolts on Crete and Cyprus, pp. 382–402; 

Frankopan, Challenges to Imperial Authority in the Reign of Alexios I Komnenos. The Conspiracy of 

Nikephoros Diogenes, pp. 257–274; Frankopan, Unravelling the Alexiad, pp. 147–166; Frankopan, 

Kinship, pp. 1–34; Frankopan, Where Advice, pp. 71–88; Frankopan, The Fall of Nicaea, pp. 153184; 

Frankopan, Re–interpreting, pp. 181196. 
18

 Magdalino mentions the fractioning in the Komnenian group at the beginning in the reign of Ioannes II 

Komnenos, see Magdalino, The Empire, pp. 217227. 
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the emperor himself. He makes nuanced presentations of individuals such as Adrianos 

Komnenos and Nikephoros Melissenos, who were an integral part of the Komnenian 

group, but at the same time sources of instability inside this same group. Though 

Frankopan’s contributions to the research on the opposition to Alexios I present a wide 

range of convincing insights, it is possible to question and expand some of his proposals 

and approaches.
19

  

i.ii Conceptual and Theoretical Issues on Political Opposition in Byzantium 

Opposition Studies is a field within Political Sciences, but most of its approaches 

are dedicated to modern contexts, such as liberal democracies or authoritarian 

dictatorships.
20

 Since studies on pre-modern societies are not very numerous, it is 

necessary to adapt concepts and explanatory models created for other societies in order 

to establish a suitable analytical model for Byzantium.  

In his introduction to the book Regimes and Oppositions, Robert Dahl classifies 

regimes according to how openly they respond to oppositional expressions. At the one 

extreme, there is a “pure hegemonic regime” that responds to one person or a very small 

group of individuals. At the other extreme, the “egalitarian democracy” gives every 

individual the same level of political participation. Dahl affirms that both extremes are 

merely hypothetical and real societies are normally located somewhere between these 

zones.
21

 Dahl claims that institutional opposition is not tolerated in hegemonic systems, 

even in ones that are more open. Yet it does not mean that opposition does not exist in 

hegemonic regimes.
22

 It can be limited to a small group of powerful people who fight 

secretly to attain the favor of the dictator or to escape his wrath. This opposition might 

also intend to change the members of the ruling group or its policy. Dahl defines two 

kinds of opposition in hegemonic systems: the “factional and interest-based opposition 

                                                           
19

 Studies on the ecclesiastical opposition to Alexios I by Victoria Casamiquela Gerhold are also inspired 

by Frankopan’s insights and thus present convincing observations on the political struggles during his 

reign, which shall be discussed in the following chapters, see Gerhold, Le “mouvement chalcédonien”, 

pp. 87–104; Gerhold, Église et aristocratie laïque, pp. 55–125. 
20

 One seminal work on Political Opposition was “Regime and Opposition” edited by Robert Dahl, whose 

introduction shall provide some basic concepts for this dissertation, see Dahl, Introduction, pp. 118. 

Other introductory and comprehensive contributions are made by Giampaolo Zuchini in Norberto 

Bobbio’s Lexicon of Political Ideas and Nathalie Brack’s and Sharon Weinblum’s article on different 

approaches to political opposition, see Brack/ Weinblum, Political Opposition, pp. 6979; Zuchini, 

Giampaolo, Art. “Oposição”, in: Bobbio/ Matteucci/ Pasquino(ed.), Dicionário de Política, pp. 846–850. 

Although scholarly assessment of opposition in pre-modern societies is underrepresented, some works 

resulting from conferences can be mentioned, see Depreux, Introduction, pp. 917; Kintzinger/ Rexroth/ 

Rogge (ed.): Gewalt und Widerstand.  
21

 Dahl, Introduction, pp. 1f.  
22

 Ibid, p. 11. 
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by leaders essentially loyal to the regime”, which “verges on more fundamental 

opposition to basic policies or institutions”, and the “opponents who wish to subvert the 

regime and who are prepared to participate, if need be and if the opportunity arises, in 

conspiracies, violence, and revolution.”
23

 The first form of opposition can be called 

dissension and the second subversion. This classification presents a model adaptable to 

a Byzantine context. Moreover, Robert Dahl makes a compelling point when he insists 

that opposition tends more to multiplicity and diversity than to polarity, for societies are 

commonly formed by different groups, which sometimes superpose one another. This 

perspective is much more convincing than assessing opposition as a political 

phenomenon composed of two antagonistic groups.
24

  

Some of Dahl’s observations find counterparts in assessments of earlier milieus. 

In his essay on the practice of opposition in England and Scotland during the 14th and 

15th century, Jörg Rogge perceives the king as an arbitrator of conflicting interests, both 

between crown and nobility as well as between different groups inside the nobility. In 

this context, opposition could arise if the king did not act according to previously 

established models of virtues, law compliance, and gender roles, or if the king acted 

against the interests of the nobility. The practice of opposition generally progressed in 

two stages. The first was the correction of the king’s behaviour. A disgruntled group of 

nobles could force a king to abandon illegal or unpopular practices by arresting or 

exiling him. The second was the deposition of the king, although depositions only 

happened in extreme cases. The objectives of oppositional movements were mainly to 

correct royal conduct.
25

  

Rogge’s assessment seems closer to Byzantium than most of the models 

proposed by political scientists, for it deals with Christian medieval polities, whose 

claim of divine election is similar to the Byzantine. Nevertheless, unlike Byzantium, the 

Scottish and English nobility were a concise and more exclusive elite, conscious of their 

identities and with clearly defined duties towards the crown. Since Western medieval 

monarchies had much stronger dynastic traditions, the throne was not easily seized, so 

controlling the monarch and forcing him to act according to the will of the nobility was 

more feasible than replacing him. Moreover, Rogge’s assessment of the political 

opposition in the British monarchies touches an important aspect: rebellions and 

                                                           
23

 Ibid, p. 12f. Giampaolo Zuchini presents a similar classification, see Zuchini, Giampaolo, Art. 

“Oposição”, in: Bobbio/ Matteucci/ Pasquino(ed.), Dicionário de Política, p. 847. 
24

 Dahl, Introduction, pp. 1, 45. 
25

 Rogge, Rebellion oder legitimer Widerstand, pp. 145182. 
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insurgencies were not aimed to reverse the status quo, but rather to protect it. Therefore, 

opposition and forced regime changes were organized by the elite in an effort to 

maintain the core values and stratification of a society or, in extreme cases, to rearrange 

its ruling elite in times of crisis.
26

 

Although comparisons and continuities are worth studying, the Byzantine 

political system shall be considered in its uniqueness and stability. However, stability 

does not mean immobility. According to Byzantine imperial ideology, the polity 

reflected the heavenly order, and the use of dispensation (oikonomia) was tolerated so 

that this order could be maintained.
27

 The political tradition in Byzantium had Roman 

origins and became increasingly Christian throughout the 4
th

 and 5
th

 centuries. The 

Byzantine emperor presented himself as a holy ruler, chosen by God as his 

representative on earth, warden of Church and protector of the Christians. He held on 

earth a position analogous to God in heaven. Virtues that corresponded to this sacred 

office were expected from him.
28

 

Modern scholars contest that the self-representation of the imperial power 

reflected the structures, which determined the Byzantine political life. Following a path 

paved by Hans-Georg Beck’s initial questionings, Anthony Kaldellis reaffirms the 

Republican character of the Byzantine state.
29

 According to him, byzantinists have been 

misguided by the sources used to assess the Byzantine political theory, whose origins 

are in one way or the other the imperial circle (imperial edicts, speeches and 

legislation). Without taking that fact properly into consideration, byzantinists have 

accepted the self-representation that emperors created to protect themselves during a 

systemic crisis in the 3
rd

 century. After the reign of Anastasios, this idea merged with 

Republican ideology as a defense mechanism against political instability.
30

  

                                                           
26

 Philippe Depreux comes to this same conclusion, see Depreux, Introduction, p. 17. 
27

 Kazhdan/ Constable, People and Power, p. 161.  
28

 Cheynet, Se révolter, p. 57; Dölger, Die Kaiserurkunde, pp. 933; Fögen, Das politische Denken, 

pp. 41–85; Kazhdan, The Aristocracy, pp. 43–57; Pertusi, Il pensiero, passim; Schreiner, Das 

Herrscherbild, pp. 135151; Treitinger, Die östromische Kaiser- und Reichsidee. However, it is possible 

to see contradictions in this lofty imperial image. Illustrative is the relation of the emperor with the Law. 

On the one hand, the emperor was considered as the nomos empsychos, the Embodied Law. On the other 

hand, he was expected to observe the laws and traditions of the state, otherwise he could be accused of 

acting like a tyrant, see Beck, Senat und Volk, p. 51, fn. 111; Beck, Res Publica, pp. 2835; Dagron, 

Emperor and Priest, pp. 1921; Fögen, Das politische Denken, pp. 7071; Simon, Princeps legibus 

solutus, pp. 449492. A good review of the great numbers of approaches to the Byzantine political 

thought is Carile, Political Thought pp. 5385. 
29

 Beck, Res Publica, pp. 379–414; Kaldellis, The Byzantine Republic, passim.  
30

 Kaldellis, The Byzantine Republic, p. 176. 
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According to Kaldellis, sovereignty was in the hands of the Roman people, who 

lent power to a particular person in order to defend the common good of the Byzantine 

politeia. This power granted the emperor an unrestrained field of action, including the 

Law. Yet this unrestrained power remained effective as long as it was perceived as a 

defense of the interests of the common good. Kaldellis calls it a “state of exception”
31

 

although he never describes what the Byzantines understood as the “common good”.
32

 

Yet the Republican ideology can also be a legitimizing element, similar to the discourse 

of divine election. While the latter is a post factum argument, which justified successful 

rebellions and explained failed ones, the Republican traditions presented the candidates 

a set of conditions to be fulfilled in order to seize power and to rule.
33

 Moreover, as 

Jean-Claude Cheynet and Ralph-Johannes Lilie demonstrate in earlier studies and 

Ioannes Stouraitis in earlier ones, the Byzantine political scene was actually an arena, in 

which political groups struggled with one another fiercely, and the superposed 

ideologies left a road open to new men without establishing strict rules for the 

succession and conservation of power.
34

 

Although the Byzantine political reality was determined by an assembly of 

differing, contradictory, and superposing traditions, discourses, and ideologies, certain 

important elements cherished by the Byzantines appear frequently in the sources. The 

elections and acclamations followed a long-established tradition, according to which, in 

spite of the military character of his office, the emperor had to be confirmed by the 

senate and the people of Rome (Senatus Populusque Romanus). In the complicated 

years of the 3
rd

 and 4
th

 century, this practice was weakened because the emperors were 

elected mostly by soldiers in military camps. Hence, the senate and the people lost 

much of their active role, restricting themselves to approving the choices of the soldiers 
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officially, if they were mentioned at all. This changed when the senate and the people of 

Constantinople, the New Rome, took on the role. The political participation of the army 

decreased accordingly. Hans-Georg Beck recognizes the acclamation of Leon I in 457 

as a turning point because of his election by the senate, which is described here as a 

group of high officials. Acclamations by the palace, the army, and the people took 

place, but these only followed the senate’s initiative. The ascension of Ioustinos I in 518 

confirmed this trend. This custom was reinforced in the following years. Despite the 

dynastic succession and the fact that soldiers could still instate their candidates as 

emperors, occasionally taking the role of emperor-maker from the senate and the people 

and forcing them into the background, the Senate’s approval, even if symbolic, was still 

always necessary.
35

 

The imperial acclamations were always accomplished by different sets of 

groups, such as soldiers, people of the capital or of the province, senators, bishops, and 

the patriarch, for all represented the Byzantine politeia, and hence – according to 

Kaldellis and Cheynet – had the sovereignty to elect an emperor.
36

 Although most of 

those groups had clear delimitations, it is always difficult to know what the sources 

mean when they mention the participation of the “people”. In studies on Byzantine 

political institutions and practices, it is normally assumed that the only people allowed 

to have active political participation were the inhabitants of the capital, while the 

provinces were relegated to mere spectators of political life in Byzantium.
37

 Kaldellis 

criticizes this view, affirming that the provincial population acted similarly to the people 

in Constantinople. As their metropolitan counterparts, they took a stance in each 

rebellion by supporting it or rejecting it. Nevertheless, the greater weight of 

Constantinople as the economic center, the Empire’s metropolis, and the seat of the 

government is undeniable; consequently, its inhabitants had a greater force in political 

struggles.
38

  

The groups described as the “people” in Constantinople changed over time. 

Until the middle of the 7th century, the demoi, the circus’ factions, were the most active 
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groups among the city populace, but in the following centuries, they died out as a 

political force.
39

 Afterwards, the army seemed to become the main emperor-maker. It 

was a period in which the provincial units (themata) supported the ambitions of their 

commanders in rebellions. However, this does not mean that the “people” were 

excluded from the process. Kaldellis considers the army to be the “people at arms” and 

during the 7th and 10th century the provincial armies merged with provincial society, 

for the soldiers were mostly provincial peasants and the commanders were members of 

the local elite.
40

 Moreover, the disappearance of the people of Constantinople from the 

reports could also be explained by the fact that the stability brought by the 

establishment of the Macedonian dynasty did not force the capital’s inhabitants to make 

political choices.  

The situation changed, however, during the 11th century. By that time, the 

people of Constantinople became once again an active political actor, represented by the 

craftsmen and the merchants. Both groups became increasingly rich, but due to cultural 

prejudices, they lacked recognition and, therefore, they strove for the enhancement of 

their social position. The emperors of that time favored these groups with access to the 

senate for reasons that will be discussed in the following chapters. Consequently, 

members of the senate and the people merged politically. These urban groups were 

more influential in acclamations in the years between 1025 and 1081 than at any other 

time in Byzantium. Although troops could occasionally elect emperors, their choices 

had to be confirmed actively by the people and the senate. Sometimes this confirmation 

was unfavorable or even coerced, but before Alexios I Komnenos, no emperor asserted 

himself by launching an assalt on Constantinople, although some rebels had the 

necessary resources to do it.
41

 

As heir of the Roman politeia, the Byzantines were of the opinion that their 

Empire was a public polity that belonged to no family or clan.
42

 The rulers attempted, 

nevertheless, to control the succession, appointing a successor of his choosing. 

Therefore, the emperors used what Beck called “right of presentation” 
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(Präsentationsrecht), which means that rulers could introduce their candidates to the 

groups that elected the emperor.
43

 Moreover, Gilbert Dagron states that the imperial 

ideology perceived hereditary succession as a confirmation of God’s approval. Thus, an 

emperor who managed to control his own succession and establish a successor of his 

own choice could argue that his position as God elected was confirmed, for the divine 

grace upon him was extended to his offspring.
44

  

Emperors could also crown co-emperors, thus establishing a partnership with 

another emperor who shared the acclamation, but was subordinated to the senior 

emperor.
45

 These measures did not warrant total control over the succession by the 

reigning emperor after his death, but granted the then co-emperor a strong legitimacy, 

contributing to the founding of the Macedonian and Komnenian dynasties.
46

 Moreover, 

this institution was useful to find a compromise between ambitious ascending political 

figures and established political groups or between competing parties. It happened 

mostly when the heir was underage and under the tutelage of the empress or of the 

regency. It was a fragile moment for the established group. Therefore, granting the co-

emperorship to an important political figure normally through a marriage alliance could 

assure the survival of the dynasty until the underage emperor became an adult. 

However, it could result in an awkward situation, since it often led to two competing 

groups sharing power. The outcome was always turbulent. The result was one group 

ousting the other. The established group could expel the new one, as Konstantinos VII 

did with the sons of Romanos I Lakapenos in 944 and as the Doukas sabotaged and 

deposed Romanos IV in 1071. It was equally possible that the new group removed the 

preceding régime, as Andronikos I Komnenos ordered the murder of Alexios II 

Komnenos in 1182 or Michael VII Palaiologos blinded Ioannes IV in 1261.
47

  

In the 11th century, a new form of legitimacy gained importance. In the 9th 

century, families started to monopolize offices in the bureaucracy and especially in the 

army.
48

 Although the Macedonian emperors created legislation and implemented 

reforms to limit the influence of the provincial powerful over the soldiers, aristocratic 
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families were able to control the political scene in that century. This development 

introduced a new idea that the emperor had to be an offspring from one of the few 

families with an expressive number of members in offices over a long period. This 

characteristic was described by the Byzantines as good-birth or “eugēneia”. With the 

end of the Macedonian dynasty and the beginning of aristocratic control over political 

life, eugēneia became a legitimacy factor.
49

  

Although the 11
th

-century historian Michael Psellos was conditional defender of 

the aristocratic ideal, he emphasized the elevated origins of the Doukai.
50

 Micheal 

Attaleiates, who was also a historian, criticized Nikephoros Bryennios for claiming the 

throne at the same time as his hero Nikephoros Botaneiates. In his opinion, Bryennios 

was of lower origin because he was a Western, whilst Botaneiates was an Eastern 

aristocrat, whose family had a longer and more successful history in imperial service.
51

 

Moreover, Attaleiates states that the Botaneiatai were related to the Phokades, and, in a 

more distant degree, with Konstantinos the Great and the Fabii of the Republican Rome. 

All these characteristics made Botaneiates in Attaleiates’ opinion a better candidate than 

Bryennios.
52

 

The flexibility of Byzantine political thought allowed emperors great freedom of 

action to establish reforms and introduce novelties, while the conservative self-image of 

the Byzantines could be maintained. Furthermore, it made possible to justify successful 

usurpations if the rebel fulfilled the conditions to legitimate his rule. If the usurper was 

acclaimed by representatives of the political groups, crowned by the patriarch of 

Constantinople, achieved military victories and ruled according to the expectation of his 

subjects, the new government would achieve legitimacy. Hence, the political tradition 

described above did not need to be questioned if a person or a group had ambitions for 

power.  
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Rebelling against the emperor was still a priori an illegal and sinful act.
53

 

According to Theodosian Law and the Digestes, rebels should be punished with the 

death penalty, torture or confiscation.
54

 According to the Ekloga, the punishment for 

those cases should be decided individually by the emperors in order to avoid the risk of 

injustice due to the judge’s personal grudges.
55

 Nevertheless, death penalties, as well as 

confiscations, appeared again as punishments in Procheiros Nomos.
56

  

Rebellions were considered acts of tyranny. This concept meant in ancient times 

a sort of illegal rule that was not legitimized by formal institutions. In Byzantium, 

“tyrant” had a more plastic meaning, for it was applied to the rebels by the reigning 

emperor’s supporters and, at the same time, to the emperor whom the rebel was trying 

to depose.
57

 In the end, only the outcome of the rebellion decided who the tyrant and 

who the legitimate ruler was. It was a conclusion reached in hindsight
58

 The Byzantine 

political ideology offered a solution for dealing with this internal contradiction: the 

theological and political conception that God transferred his favour from one person to 

another. Accordingly, the emperor was elected by God to be his representative on earth 

in order to lead and protect the Christian Roman people. Yet if this chosen person did 

not exercise his authority in accordance with God’s will, the divine favor would be 

accorded to someone else, who, in turn, should become the emperor. This concept is 

very well illustrated in the letter or speech of resignation by Eirene, the Athenian, to 

Nikephoros I as transmitted by Theophanes Confessor in which she recognized that due 

to her crimes Nikephoros was chosen by God to depose her.
59
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In spite of cultural changes, administrative reforms, and political turns, the 

Romans retained the understanding of their polity as public entity well into Byzantine 

times. Cheynet highlights how central the “common good” was to the legitimacy of 

one’s rule.
60

 Kaldellis points out the existence of a second state of exception, the first 

being the imperial power: the people. According to him, the fate of the Roman and 

Byzantine politeia was decided by the people. Hence, there was no illegality in the 

rebellious actions of a mob, so that the outcome was considered legitimate and not 

contested. Although rebellions might have involved murder, aggression, plundering or 

destruction of private property, no emperor tried to prosecute those responsible for a 

mob action, for it was considered extra-legal and their decision legitimate in itself.
61

 

The doctrine of God’s favor was introduced to Christianize this ancient political 

tradition. It raised the emperor above the rest of society, divinizing him, in order to 

protect the ruler from the intrinsic dangers of his office.
62

  

One of the shortcomings in Kaldellis’ study on Byzantine political system is that 

he wants to present a stable picture of the Byzantine political tradition, in other words, 

to reconstruct a Byzantine political theory that was never theorized. Therefore, he is not 

interested in idiosyncratic developments or the social background of the oppositional 

movements, and indeed goes so far as to deny them, as with the increasing popular 

participation in politics during the 11th century.
63

 Another shortcoming in his study is 

the concept of the common good, repeatedly regarded as the final purpose of any 

political action. Nevertheless, Kaldellis does not specify what the Byzantines 

understood as the common good. Moreover, he stated that the rebellions in Byzantium 

were ideologically empty popularity contests.
64

 This thesis surely demonstrates that the 

ideological justifications (what was understood as the “common good”?) are historically 

conditioned.
65

  

After considering the specificities of Byzantine political thought and practice, it 

is possible to propose an analytical model. Byzantium’s political system differed from 

our modern ones. It did not have political parties, so the modern concepts of political 

participation and political thought would be strange to the Byzantines. Yet hegemonic 

systems as described by Robert Dahl are similar to Byzantium in their legal intolerance 
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of opposition. His analytical model of opposition to a hegemonic system can be 

juxtaposed with Rogge’s conclusions on the opposition in medieval Scottish and 

English societies and adapted to the Byzantine context.  

Considering that Byzantines, as a rule, did not question their political system and 

opposition – as Philippe Depreux observed
66

 – was aimed at the maintenance of the 

status quo, we propose the following classification for the analysis of the political 

opposition in Byzantium: 1) Factional and interest-based opposition by individuals 

essentially loyal to the regime. These did not intend to depose the emperor but desired a 

change in his policies and actions on particular issues. We will see that the churchmen 

and Alexios’ direct family represented a significant portion of this type of opposition. 2) 

To the subversive opposition belonged the individuals or groups that believed that the 

rule of the reigning emperor was essentially flawed or illegitimate because it was not 

working for their interests and/or it was acting against their understanding of the 

common good. Thus, they acted towards deposing the reigning emperor and 

establishing a ruler who would comply with their interests and/or that of their polity.
67

  

In spite of the chronological proximity and a wide range of shared values, the 

comparison with late Western medieval political systems such as 14th and 15th century 

England and Scotland analyzed by Rogge is also limited. Western medieval societies 

had a clearly delineated elite. Although, as mentioned, we see the rise of a more stable 

aristocracy in Byzantium from the 9th century onwards, Byzantine society never 

reached the level of social stratification found in the Western medieval world. 

Theoretically, all levels of the Byzantine imperial service were open to everyone. This 

was not the reality in the Scottish and English context assessed by Jörg Rogge. Unless 

he belonged even indirectly to the reigning dynasty, an English or Scottish noble could 

not aspire to the throne, regardless of how powerful he was. Therefore, the path of 

“correcting” the king was in most cases the only one available.  

This characteristic presents serious limitations to any comparison between 

Western and Byzantine political practices but does not hinder it. The imperial diadem 

might theoretically have been accessible to everyone and the Byzantine political 

traditions offered resources to justify rebellions and legitimize them if successful. 

However, they did not guarantee success and most rebellions failed. Rebellions against 
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emperors were dangerous and, once started, could not be stopped. Accordingly, the 

caution in practicing opposition observed by Rogge in medieval Scotland and England 

is also observed in Byzantium. Dissatisfaction with the emperor’s policies was 

expressed in private circles or hidden in panegyric discourses.
68

 As in England and 

Scotland, Byzantine oppositional movements tried initially to urge the monarch towards 

acceptable agency. Deposition attempts were thus escalations of dissatisfaction caused 

by internal and external developments. Although rebellions needed planning, their 

outbreak was a leap into the dark, since the rebel could only know who his supporters 

really were, once he had decided on rebellion. The risk of finding himself alone and 

without supporters was considerable.
69

 Hence, it is important to assess the opposition as 

a gradual phenomenon, but very dynamic and rebellions as its extreme and therefore 

visible events. Furthermore, at times, the two kinds of opposition listed above – 

dissension and subversive opposition  were so intermingled that a clear differentiation 

is not always possible.  

As far as the rebel’s support base is concerned, Robert Dahl proposes an 

interesting model. He denies the existence of two antagonizing blocks, understanding 

opposition as a multifactorial phenomenon. Dahl affirms that the more open a regime is, 

the greater the number of interest groups is.
70

 Yet it does not mean that in “more closed” 

regimes different groups do not exist. They are simply off the radar. Since Byzantium 

was simultaneously a closed regime, since the reigning emperor and legislation did not 

allow opposition, and an open regime, for their political traditions legitimized 

usurpation quite easily, we observe various groups exerting pressure on the emperor and 

occasionally trying to depose him. However, these factions were very fluid, responding 

to immediate events and developments.  

i.iii Sources  

The sources for this dissertation are written sources such as historiographies, 

hagiographic texts, imperial speeches and reports on synods. Hence, before dealing with 
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the sources individually, it is imperative to addressing the issue of how Byzantine texts 

should be read.
71

  

In their survey on the state of Byzantine Studies in their days, Alexander 

Kazhdan and Giles Constable admonish further studies on Byzantium that search for 

indirect information. They state that by asking the sources “questions that their creator 

never intended to be asked, […] they can thus be compelled to give evidence about facts 

that stood outside the interests and imagination of medieval authors, who in this way 

unconsciously and unintentionally provide a type of information that we shall here call 

indirect.”
72

 Besides the importance of the quest for indirect information, the authors 

emphasize the significance of ambiguity, also in the assessment of the causes of events. 

Kazhdan and Constable state, “owing largely to modern experience, many events of the 

past are now seen to have had more than one consequence, sometimes to have involved 

contradictory elements, can be variously viewed, and were – to use the aforementioned 

new word – ambivalent.”
73

 

In his contribution How Should A Byzantine Text Be Read?, Jakov Ljubarskij 

states that Byzantine texts should be read considering their symbolic references. 

Consequently, the author believes that Byzantine texts “are to be evaluated as artistic 

works and should be read as multi-dimensional texts with overtones, and these 

overtones can often be the most significant element of the composition.”
74

  

In her study of Nikephoros Bryennios’s Material For History, Leonora Neville  

notices the ambiguity of the Byzantine text. She says, “some writers wove hidden 

meanings into their texts that could only be understood by certain members of their 

audience. […] Embedding multiple meanings in a text was a means of intellectual play 

as well as a means of criticizing without exposing oneself.”
75

 Neville concludes that 

Nikephoros Bryennios used this rhetorical method to criticize Alexios Komnenos and to 

praise his grandfather Nikephoros Bryennios, the rebel blinded in consequence of his 

defeat by Alexios Komnenos.  
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Ralph-Johannes Lilie lists several aspects in Byzantine history writing, which 

should be considered when dealing with the information they provided, such as the use 

of rhetorical techniques (characterization by deeds, over-dramatization, bonmots and 

sayings, epic elements, timeless episodes, and anonymous citations); references to the 

supernatural; conceptual problems; and deliberate tendentious modifications.
76

 These 

aspects reveal two important characteristics of Byzantine historiography: the 

partisanship of the authors, which is a general characteristic of all historiographic 

traditions, and the particular understanding of truth held by Byzantine historiographers. 

In a recent presentation, Anthony Kaldellis lists “unhistorical” elements present in 

Byzantine historiography. Despite denying that there is no factuality in the Byzantine 

histories, he points out that the historical narrative in Byzantium had a heavily rhetorical 

and literary character. In order to express their perception of the historical characters, 

the Byzantine author invented gossip, copied ancient authors, elaborated their narratives 

according to rhetorical models and dramatized episodes. Kaldellis concludes, to the 

desperation of historians dedicated to Byzantium, that a replicable method of reading 

Byzantine histories does not exist. Each work is different and demands different forms 

of reading.
77

  

In their prooimia, all historians claimed that their main purpose was to tell the 

truth. Although this was surely an expression of Thucydidean models, it does not mean 

that the Byzantine author did not consider truth important.
78

 According to Lilie, 

amusement was the main goal of the historiographic genre. The readers pleased 

themselves in reading and listening to stories about famous people, especially courtiers 

and rulers. Therefore, exaggerated or unbelievable episodes were not taken as literal 

truth or as forgery, but rather as a matter of characterization.
79

 Lilie asserts that “if it 

was a standard authorial practice to alter accounts so as to present a more colorful 

portrait of people and their characters, to shift events, deeds, speeches, and sayings both 

in time and space, and to deploy anonymous quotations in order for an author to 

demonstrate his own erudition and to satisfy that of his listeners and readers, then 

Byzantine historical writing can no longer be regarded as comparable to today’s.”
80
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However, the founders of Byzantine Studies were heavily influenced by positivist ideas 

of objective truth and made great efforts to find it in Byzantine sources. They expected, 

maybe unconsciously, that Byzantine historians fostered an idea of truth similar to their 

own. Lilie clearly demonstrates that this was not the case, comparing Byzantine 

historiography with an impressionistic painting or “even better with the pointillist style: 

the overall impression of the picture is the decisive criterion, while the individual 

significance of the single dot of color is primarily determined by its effect within the 

picture as a whole. In itself, it has no – or very little – significance.”
81

  

Ambivalence and concealed meanings became very important when the years of 

political unrest ended with the accession of Alexios I. Previously, political instability 

and constant regime changes led to the appearance of critical assessments of deposed 

governments. Sometimes, in order to criticize rulers they did not approve of, Byzantine 

historians were forced to eulogize their protectors, the reigning emperor, insincerely, as 

Michael Attaleiates apparently did for Nikephoros III Botaneiates and Michael Psellos 

for Michael VII Doukas.
82

 The Komnenian supremacy restricted the author’s criticism 

towards the dynasty. The Komnenoi did have several enemies, but the political success 

of the Komnenoi kept enemies at bay, unable to sponsor open criticism.
83

 For this 

reason, Byzantine authors had to resort to their highly sophisticated rhetorical training 

in order to criticize the emperors safely by subverting topoi; omitting or substituting 

information; using virtue codes to suggest inadequacy; praising the emperor for virtues 

that he did not have, making unfavorable comparisons; using topoi from other genres to 

imply an inadequacy for the role; using dreams to create a negative impression; and 

praising desired feats not yet accomplished.
84

 

The reign of Alexios Komnenos was a foundational one. This emperor was not 

only the founder of a dynasty on which his direct and indirect descendants based their 

claim to legitimacy, Alexios’ acts as an emperor and the ideology he fostered also 
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became a paradigm and a source of comparison.
85

 Therefore, it was of major importance 

to know who Alexios Komnenos was and what kind of emperor he was. The first steps 

in that direction were taken during the reign of his son, Ioannes II Komnenos (1118–

1143), when the former Empress Eirene Doukaina requested her son-in-law Nikephoros 

Bryennios to write a history of Alexios’s reign, a task he never finished, which was later 

undertaken by his wife, Anna Komnene.
86

  

There is also a text entitled the Muses, which contains advice supposedly given 

by Alexios I to his son Ioannes II.
87

 Though its authorship is contested, it was probably 

written in Ioannes II’s inner circle in the first years of his reign to reinforce the 

legitimacy of his troubled succession.
88

 Moreover, Ioannes II Komnenos had himself 

portrayed mourning his father in a pictorial representation at the Blachernae Palace. 

Later, the Emperor Manuel I Komnenos, Alexios’s grandson, also used the image of 

Alexios, but in a different and more extensive manner than his father did. While Ioannes 

II presented himself as the mourning, loving son, whose succession was desired and 

blessed by his father, Manuel I presented himself as the greatest of the Komnenoi, 

whose feats surpassed those of his father and grandfather. Anna Komnene’s decision to 

complete her husband’s unfinished work was most likely motivated by these 

appropriations (or – in Anna’s opinion – misappropriations) of Alexios’s image and 

reign.
89

 

Ioannes Zonaras and Niketas Choniates were also motivated by their desire to 

give their account of the facts. Unlike Anna Komnene and the successors of Alexios 

Komnenos, who were struggling for their position as his legitimate heirs, Zonaras and 

Choniates criticized the Komnenian system and the legitimacy of their policies. 

Interestingly, they provide the only critical accounts on the Komnenian system, most 

likely because of their chronological detachment. Both authors will be examined 

individually in the following lines.
90
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The assessments on Alexios I’s reign were mostly late accounts. The Alexiad, 

written by Anna Komnene is a work whose dating can be established with more 

certainty, for it was finished in the reign of Manuel I Komnenos (1143–1180), at least 

thirty years after Alexios’ death.
91

 Ioannes Zonaras might have written earlier, but his 

biography is less known, so no clear conclusions can be reached.
92

 Naturally, the 

Materials for History precedes all of them, for it was ordered by Eirene Doukaina after 

her husband’s death and written intermittently for the rest of Nikephoros Bryennios’ 

life, between 1118 and 1138.
93

 Nevertheless, he left his work unfinished and only 

managed to deal with the events before the ascension of Alexios Komnenos in 1081.  

Nikephoros Bryennios, Anna Komnene, Ioannes Zonaras and Niketas Choniates, 

the most important historians who devoted themselves to aspects of Alexios’s reign, 

wrote decades after the death of Alexios Komnenos. After the troubled reign of the first 

Komnenos, the family government established by Alexios I Komnenos in his seizure of 

power at Easter 1081 reached its peak in the reign of his son and grandson. Manuel I 

was able to control a huge family network that was built through marriage connections 

and blood relations, not without disturbance, but with a strong hand.
94

 Thus, it was 

natural that authors dealing with the genesis of this regime projected – maybe 

unconsciously – their contemporary situation to the past and assumed that Alexios 

Komnenos had a similar command over his family.
95

 However, a more careful reading 

of the same sources suggests a different picture. The Komnenian system was founded 

through a troubled birth and it was very frail in its first years. It only managed to 

survive due to favorable conditions and through the skillful political action of its 

founders, the Emperor Alexios I, his brother Isaak Komnenos and their mother Anna 

Dalassene.  
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i.iii.i Material for History of Nikephoros Bryennios 

As mentioned above, Nikephoros Bryennios wrote his Material for History in 

response to a request from his mother-in-law, Eirene Doukaina, to compile the deeds of 

the Emperor Alexios I.
96

 He states that his work was neither rhetorical nor 

historiographical, but rather a source for those who were engaged in writing about 

Alexios, hence the title Material for History (Hyle Historīas in Greek).
97

 Although 

Bryennios died before he could give his account of the facts during Alexios’s reign, and 

the last events he narrates can be dated to 1080, he provided precious information about 

the families Komnenos, Doukas, and Bryennios.
98

 His remarks on struggles within and 

between these families, which formed the main core of the Komnenos establishment 

after the coup d’état of 1081, represent serious challenges for long-established views 

about the unity of this so-called clan, as well as for our understanding of how family 

issues intermingled with politics in Byzantium.
99

  

Alexander Kazhdan considers this work as a narrative focused on the marriage 

between Alexios Komnenos and Eirene Doukaina. They were members of two rival 

families who overcame difficulties in order to be together as in a romance.
100

 In her 

study of the Material for History, Leonora Neville refutes this conclusion, stating that it 

was in fact intended to be a family memoir, for it portrays members of the Komnenos, 

Doukas and Bryennios families tackling the Empire’s internal and external problems, 

actions in which the members of these same lineages were engaged by the time the 

work was composed.
101

 Although requested by Alexios’s wife and written for a 

readership composed of Alexios’ descendants and relatives, Neville perceives signs of a 
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light Kaiserkritik in Bryennios’ lines. In her opinion, Bryennios was influenced by the 

increasing interest in Roman values and identity in the Byzantine court. He, therefore, 

presents his grandfather, the rebel Nikephoros Bryennios, as a typical Roman vir who 

respected strict morals and fought openly, while Alexios was depicted as a trickster and 

only half a man due to the close link he maintained with his mother after reaching adult 

age.  

Neville finds traits of censure in Bryennios’ account of how Alexios fought 

using guile and deception; Neville describes it as, “fighting like a Turk”. She affirms, 

“any one of these strands of criticism could be dismissed as incidental, but together they 

reinforce each other and make it difficult to escape the conclusion that overall 

Nikephoros held a negative view of Alexios’s character. Nikephoros appears to have 

worked to create a portrait of Alexios that denigrates his character as not properly 

masculine in a classical Roman sense. Alexios may have been very successful, but he 

was not a virtuous man”
102

 Interestingly, Zonaras came to the opposite conclusion: 

Alexios was a virtuous man, but a bad emperor.
103

 Neville’s conclusion has internal 

coherence if one considers that the author was based solely on the mos maiorum, but it 

was probably not the only source for models of political and military behaviour.  

Later in the text, Neville balances her views, saying that “the reading that 

Nikephoros did not write this text to rouse people against Alexios and John but rather to 

reconcile courtiers to the reality that a ruthless politician, like Alexios Komnenos, was 

exactly the right person for the job, would fit well with later time of composition.”
104

 In 

her view, the Bryennioi and the Doukai are the most favorably depicted in Material for 

History and this was a sort of compensation for these two families for having lost their 

place trough the ascension of the Komnenoi. The Doukai were set aside in the new 

system of titles created by Alexios I and did not receive lands in Europe to compensate 

the lands lost in Anatolia. Although the authority of Bryennioi was confirmed in the 

region of Adrianople and they behaved faithfully during Alexios’s reign, Neville 

considers that they resented having lost the imperial power to the Komnenoi.
105

 In the 

following chapters, a conception of the imperial family will be presented that 

challenges, at least partially, the conclusions presented by Neville. 
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i.iii.ii The Alexiad of Anna Komnene 

The Alexiad by Anna Komnene is by far the most important source for a study of 

the political struggles during her father’s reign. It is well documented, comprehensive, 

and gives the perspective of someone who witnessed a significant part of the narrated 

events.
106

 Nonetheless, the Alexiad is still a problematic source. Concerning the 

authorship, the scholarship has considered how much is Anna Komnene’s work and 

how much is taken from the work Nikephoros Bryennios left undone. James Howard-

Johnston questions Anna Komnene’s authorship due to its focus on military campaigns 

and external politics. According to Howard-Johnston, a Byzantine princess with no 

military experience, who spent most of her life in palaces and whose only political 

initiative failed miserably, could not be the author of such a narrative. For that reason, 

he attributes the military and political reports to Nikephoros Bryennios. Afterwards, 

Anna Komnene reorganized all the drafts left by her husband and created a narrative not 

centered on events, but on her father.
107

  

This vision was heavily contested by Ruth Macrides and Barbara Hill. In their 

opinion, Anna Komnene’s narrative reinforced her imperial claims and criticized her 

father’s successors.
108

 Neville uses a stronger argument, asserting that Anna Komnene 

did not need to have possessed battlefield experience to write battle accounts. She could 

certainly find models in classic historiography accessible to men and women alike.
109

 

Another argument might be added for Anna’s authorship. While the traditional modesty 

expected from women limited their access to army officers, often men who did not 

belong to their kin, the Komnenian regime turned power into a family business, which 

enabled a woman like Anna Komnene to have access to politicians and commanders, for 

they were family after all. Futhermore, Neville points out that one of Anna Komnene’s 
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intentions was to correct how her husband, Nikephoros Bryennios, depicted her father. 

According to Neville, Anna Komnene portrayed aspects of Alexios’ personality, which 

had been given a negative connotation in Bryennios’ work, in a positive light. Alexios’ 

use of stratagems was a case in point. While Bryennios portrays negatively the episodes 

in which Alexios used tricks to overcome his adversaries, Anna Komnene makes them 

part of the characterization of her father’s cunning.
110

  

In a more recent monography, Larisa Vilimonović develops the argument of 

conflicting narratives by arguing that Anna Komnene emphasized the role of her 

mother’s family both in Alexios’ seizure of power and in his government, reinforced her 

connection with her mother Eirene and her temporarily mother-in-law Maria of Alania 

and exposed – even if not evidently – the disagreements between Eirene and her son 

Ioannes Komnenos. By doing that, Anna Komnene was supposedly stating that the 

Doukas family had a stronger legitimacy than the Komnenoi, and her connection with 

both lines of the Doukas family was stronger than that of her brother. This would have 

created an alternative narrative of dynastic legitimacy that contradicted those of her 

siblings. Vilimonović interprets the Alexiad as Anna Komnene’s attempt to present a 

portrayal of her father’s reign which was different from the one brought up by the circle 

of supporters of her brother Ioannes II (1118–1143) and her nephew Manuel I. 

Vilimonović also finds criticisms to Alexios in the Alexiad, for example, when Anna 

Komnene mentions the gossip about a supposed affair between Maria of Alania and her 

father, as well as Maria’s participation in the conspiracy of Nikephoros Diogenes 

(1094).
111

 This line of argument neglects the fact that her readership was familiar with 

those episodes. Hence, if Anna Komnene had decided not to address them, the readers 

would have questioned the truthfulness of her account.  

The chronology of the Alexiad is also faulty. In general, her narrative follows the 

chronological order, but Anna Komnene dislocates particular events and connects them 

with others of much earlier or later times, for reasons that Anna Komnene left us to 

conjecture.
112

 One known example is the Bogomil trial, which is placed in the last 

chapter and just before the account of Alexios’s death.
113

 According to her account, the 

sebastokrator Isaakios Komnenos participated in the hearings. However, he died 

between 1102 and 1104; consequently, the proceedings against the Bogomils most 
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likely happened before that date.
114

 Anna Komnene is preparing the scene of her 

father’s death by presenting a man abandoning mundane preoccupations, devoting 

himself entirely to higher and more divine causes. Anna Komnene also connects this set 

of events with the expansion of the Orphanotropheion, the imperial orphanage though 

its foundation was undoubtedly much earlier.
115

 Many other examples could be 

mentioned, but it would be exhausting to list each single case. The most important is to 

emphasize that the sequence of events given by Anna’s narration cannot be 

automatically understood as a chronological sequence. 

As the narrative economy, the portrayal of Anna Komnene’s family in the 

Alexiad also deserves attention, for it cannot be adopted at face value. As it has been 

often stated, Anna Komnene wrote long after her father’s death, finishing her Alexiad 

during the reign of Manuel I. Therefore, she was reacting to interpretations of the past 

prevalent during the time in which she was writing. She also might have projected the 

existing situation to her father’s reign. Consequently, she could have assigned her 

relatives a more prominent role in the government than that they actually had.
116

 In this 

thesis, we will tackle these hypotheses to find out the role of the imperial relatives in the 

government and in the opposition during Alexios’ reign.  

 As Leonora Neville recently affirmed, Anna Komnene was pressured by two 

expectations while writing her Alexiad: as a historian, she could not indulge herself in 

eulogizing her father and, as the emperor’s daughter, she was supposed to show 

reverence towards her progenitors.
117

 This reverence was clearly extended to her 

paternal and maternal family. She makes clear efforts to highlight the family’s unity as 

well as to understate conflicts, depicting Alexios as constantly encircled by allies and 

family members.
118

 Therefore, Anna Komnene denies that Alexios had any plans of 
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divorcing from Eirene Doukaina in order to marry Maria of Alania.
119

 She mentions that 

her grandmother Anna Dalassene openly and strongly disliked the kaisar Ioannes 

Doukas and his entire family when she deals with the troubled issue of Eirene 

Doukaina’s crowning.
120

 She very likely has done it because Nikephoros Bryennios had 

already emphasized this grudge in his work and it therefore would have been strange if 

she had not mentioned it at all.
121

 Naturally, this aversion had further impact in the reign 

of her son, given Anna Dalassene’s influence, but Anna Komnene does not mention it 

again. Moreover, it is noticeable that whenever an emperor’s relative was involved with 

Alexios’ opponents, Anna Komnene uses her narrative skills to understate the 

relationship between Alexios’ relatives and problematic figures, such as Ioannes Italos, 

Leon of Chalcedon, or the rebel Nikephoros Diogenes.
122

 She constantly “forgets” the 

names of people involved in conspiracies against her father.
123

 Furthermore, she less 

often mentions conspirators by naming individuals, but rather reports collectively that a 

great number of officials, senators, or bureaucrats took part in the conspiracies, or by 

mentioning secret murmuring and whispering.
124

 To sum up, Anna Komnene makes 

every effort to portray Alexios Komnenos as a very successful ruler. In order to achieve 

this, she tries to legitimize her father’s policies by concealing their unwelcome 

consequences and, when it was impossible to hide them, she portrays her father’s 

problems and failures in such way that she never casts a negative shadow on Alexios. 

She often reports her father’s mistakes as successes.
125

  

One last aspect to be highlighted in the Alexiad is the patience Alexios practiced 

towards his internal enemies and conspirators. In the chapter dedicated to the imperial 

reaction to political opposition, we will examine the reasons for this behaviour. It is 

noticeable that Anna Komnene depicts her father as being very mild and forgiving to his 

internal enemies. Alexios I allowed likely enemies to live in Constantinople and nobody 

was condemned to death for political offense during his reign. Anna Komnene describes 
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him as being against physical punishments such as blinding. The times when Alexios I 

demanded violent punishments – as the blinding of Nikephoros Diogenes and Katakalon 

Kekaumenos and the burning of the Bogomil leader Basileios – were exceptional. In 

some cases, Anna Komnene reports confiscations and imprisonments. However, they 

were often reversed.
126

  

i.iii.iii The Epitome Historion of Ioannes Zonaras 

Ioannes Zonaras was protoasekretis and megas droungarios of the watch, as 

well as a canonist and law scholar in the 12th century, who made his career during the 

reign of Alexios I. Sometime towards the end of Alexios I’s reign or afterwards, 

Zonaras retired to St. Glykeria monastery and adopted the name Ioannes. His 

historiographic work is mostly a summary of other works.
127

 The date of composition of 

his work is difficult to pinpoint. Herbert Hunger and Iordanis Gregoriadis defend its 

composition in the reign of Manuel I as a possible reaction to the eulogistic narratives 

by Nikephoros Bryennios and Anna Komnene.
128

 Thomas Banchich suggests an earlier 

date: the reign of Ioannes II Komnenos.
129

 Banchich’s hypothesis is more plausible, for 

Zonaras would have included a chapter on Ioannes II otherwise. 

Only the account of Alexios Komnenos’s reign is fully original. The most 

valuable aspect of Zonaras’ description is the material he provides on the internal issues 

of the Komnenos-Doukas faction, which can be used to counterbalance the image of 

family harmony, disrupted only by isolated events, created by Anna Komnene. 

According to Zonaras, Alexios Komnenos was not pleased with the influence of his 

mother
130

; Maria of Alania and Konstantinos Doukas were slowly pushed aside 

although Alexios’s association with the porphyrogennetos Konstantinos Doukas gave 

legitimacy to his seizure of power
131

; and the relationship between the emperor and his 

wife Eirene Doukaina was not the love-story reported by their daughter, for they had 

difficulties at the beginning of their marriage due to Alexios’s infidelities, among other 

things.
132

 Zonaras tells of Eirene Doukaina’s dislike of her own son Ioannes Komnenos 
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and of her attempt to influence her husband to choose Anna Komnene and Nikephoros 

Bryennios instead of Ioannes Komnenos. Zonaras also recounts how Ioannes Komnenos 

tried to overcome his mother’s conspiracies in order to confirm his rightful place as 

Alexios’s successor.
133

 

His disapproval of the patrimonial regime established by Alexios I and the 

emperor’s treatment of senators is widely known. Therefore, Tinnefeld considered him 

a representative of the senatorial class that lost position under Alexios’ rule.
134

 Yet 

Zonaras’ criticism is much more than mere complaints by a member of a disempowered 

social group. Cyril Mango discovered a potential link between a certain Naukratios 

Zonaras and Gregorios Taronites. Since Naukratios held also the title of droungarios of 

the watch and was in the monastery of Glykeria almost at the same time as the historian 

Ioannes Zonaras, Mango considers it possible that Naukratios could be identified as 

being either the author Ioannes Zonaras or Nikolaos Zonaras, who was also droungarios 

of the watch in 1088. Due to the chronological information the notice gives, Gregorios 

Taronites cannot be other than the rebel doux of Trebizond.
135

 This connection of the 

Zonaras family with the Taronitai, a family linked with the Komnenoi by marriage, but 

whose members had a complicated relationship with their imperial in-laws, opens new 

possibilities of understanding Zonaras’ criticisms towards the Komnenian rule that goes 

beyond some general expressions of group feelings.
136

 

His criticism also illustrates how Zonaras and others understood the functions of 

the Byzantine state and imperial power. Moreover, in his account of Alexios’s reign, 

Zonaras provides information about the conspiracies against Alexios Komnenos though 

they are very abridged compared to Anna Komnene. The Epitome Historion is therefore 

a valuable source not only for events ignored or misreported by Anna Komnene but also 
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for the ideological guidelines rejected by the Komnenoi that have legitimized 

expressions of political opposition to Alexios I. It also presents a counterpoint to Anna 

Komnene’s effort to present an image of a unified family and Alexios as an omniscient 

and omnipotent emperor. 

i.iii.iv The Chronike Diegesis of Niketas Choniates  

As with the Material for History written by Nikephoros Bryennios, and Anna 

Komnene’s Alexiad, Niketas Choniates’ composition of his chronicle was a long 

process.
137

 It began at the end of the 12th century and ended some years after the sack of 

Constantinople by the crusaders in 1204. Hence, the main question that featured in his 

work was what went wrong for the Byzantines and caused the disaster of the Fourth 

Crusade. Choniates was intelligent and well trained in rhetoric and composed a 

balanced and very critical narrative of the reigns between 1118 and 1206.
138

 In his 

search for the causes of the disaster in 1204, Choniates blames the Komnenoi and the 

Angeloi’s branch of the family, holding them responsible for the decadence of the 

Empire. In Magdalino’s view, Choniates’ criticism of the Komnenoi is the result of his 

social position as a member of a second-class aristocracy debarred from most prominent 

positions.
139

  

 Choniates introduces the reign of Ioannes Komnenos by giving an account of 

Alexios’ last years. According to Choniates and in agreement with Zonaras, while 

Eirene Doukaina praised her son-in-law, Nikephoros Bryennios, to her husband, she 

forced Alexios to dismiss Ioannes Komnenos on account of his moral weaknesses. 

Although Alexios points out the absurdity of an emperor appointing his son-in-law as 

his successor, while having a perfectly apt son, the emperor generally keeps his 

opinions to himself, behaving ambiguously towards Eirene. Choniates recounts the 

steps Alexios took to ensure his succession, as does Zonaras, and gives also an account 

of the conspiracy to murder Ioannes II, which Anna Komnene and her supporters 

organized. To Anna Komnene’s discontentment, it fails due to the lack of support by 
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Bryennios. After the failure of the plot, Ioannes II punishes his sister with imprisonment 

and loss of property, pardoning her shortly afterwards in a public reconciliation.
 140

  

Leonora Neville contests the veracity of this episode reported by Choniates. In 

her Anna Komnene: The Life and Work of a Medieval Historian, the author has two 

main hypothesis, one very convincing and another not equally convincing. She states 

that, for the Byzantines, the historiography was an essentially masculine activity since it 

concerned war and politics and emphasized the author’s personal experience as a 

witness of the reported acts. Therefore, Anna Komnene risked being judged as an 

immodest woman who trespassed against the boundaries established for her gender by 

writing a history.
141

 Moreover, the objectivity expected from a historian demanded that 

Anna Komnene would also write about her father’s failures. This presented her a 

dilemma: if she only mentioned her father’s positive aspects, her credibility as a 

historian might well be questioned, but if she also dealt with Alexios’ errors, she risked 

censure for not presenting the reverence due to her father.
142

  

Neville demonstrates that Anna Komnene employed a number of rhetorical 

ploys, which were not enough to solve the dilemma entirely, but effective enough to 

avoid the argumentative collapse of the Alexiad on the ground of its own contradictions. 

Anna Komnene’s main artifice of was the use of lamentation whenever she was forced 

to assert her own intellectual authority. Her aim was to counterbalance any negative 

impressions of her a Byzantine reader might harbour. According to Neville, it was a 

normal feminine strategy to appeal to the male condescension. By appealing to feminine 

frailty, men were coerced into benevolence. In Neville’s opinion, Anna Komnene’s 

lamentation in the Alexiad served a similar purpose.
143

 Yet they were misinterpreted by 

modern historians, who based their accounts on Alexios’ succession on Zonaras and, 

principally, Choniates.
144

  

Neville explains that the account of the murder conspiracy against Ioannes II 

planned by his sister should not be read as plain truth, but interpreted as a moralist 

fabrication. It aimed to point to the dysfunctionality of the Komnenos family, which 
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was, in Choniates’ opinion, one aspect responsible for the decadence that led to the sack 

of Constantinople in 1204.
145

  

In this passage, Niketas Choniates intends to emphasize perversion through a 

gender reversion: the men, Alexios I and Nikephoros Bryennios, adopt a passive and, 

therefore, feminine position, whilst the women, Eirene Doukaina and Anna Komnene, 

appear assertive and, accordingly, masculine. Neville hereby lessens the importance of 

this account, while emphasizing others, such as Georgios Tornikes’ eulogy of Anna 

Komnene and Prodromos’ description of the marriage of Anna Komnene’s son, who 

entered the Church with his imperial uncle.
146

 Thus, the author denies any evidence of a 

dysfunctional relationship between Anna Komnene and her imperial brother, likewise 

with Nikephoros Bryennios. Instead, she creates a new image of a harmonious family, a 

happy marriage between kindred spirits and of a woman who bypassed the traditional 

roles of her gender in order to become a respected and influential scholar.  

This image may be correct in many aspects, such as Anna Komnene’s strategies 

to bypass the restrictions against higher education for women and her assertion as a 

respected historian and scholar. However, it seems to me that Neville interprets 

evidence in order to confirm her own wishful thinking. If Anna’s lamentations were 

empty of content and were solely laments for her widowhood and for the loss of her 

parents, they would not have any effect on her readers, who were more familiar with her 

biography than we are. They would have known whether her life was as uneventful as 

Neville claims. In all probability, this would have made Anna’s efforts to appeal to her 

readers’ sympathy ineffective.  

It is highly likely that Niketas Choniates colored his account about Alexios I’s 

succession with made up details so to create a negative image of the Komnenoi. Yet it 

would be reckless to fabricate a murder conspiracy against an emperor by a 

porphyrogennetos, especially considering that Choniates was seeking placement in the 

Laskaris’ court. I believe that the descendants of Anna Komnene and Nikephoros 

Bryennios were still alive and influential enough to react against an entirely invented 

story about their venerable ancestors. Moreover, such fabrication would taint Choniates’ 

reputation as a historian. One thing is creating harmless anecdotes or fictional speeches; 

another is inventing a conspiracy to murder the emperor by his own sister. It goes 

beyond any traditional effort to characterization present in Byzantine historiographic 
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tradition. Instead of entirely disbelieving Choniates’ account, it is possible to interpret it 

together with the accounts by Zonaras and by Anna Komnene as a reflection of the 

troubled succession.
147

 Even though Choniates could possibly have included fabricated 

details to delineate the role of each character in the episode more clearly, the conspiracy 

itself and at the least the suspicion concerning Anna Komnene’s involvement can hardly 

be discarded as a fabrication.  

i.iii.v The Non-Historiographical Sources 

In addition to historiographical sources, the political struggles in the times of 

Alexios I were covered by different types of sources, being the imperial speeches 

(basilikoi logoi) contemporary sources of primary importance. According to the models 

established by Menander of Laodicea, which exerted a strong influence over Byzantine 

rhetoric, the imperial speech was a form of enkomion.
148

 They praised the emperor’s 

origin, his physical appearance, his deeds, and his virtues as a wise and humane ruler.
149

 

Elisabeth Jeffreys states that the Vita Constantini established the models of imperial 

virtues in Byzantium. Since the basilikoi logoi could be used to praise and advise rulers, 

some samples of this genre were considered as a sort of mirror of princes although the 

use of this concept can be controversial.
150

 Since they were written and/or presented to 

emperors, one might think that the basilikoi logoi are not an adequate source for a study 

of political opposition. Yet Margaret Mullett demonstrates that there was a place for 

criticism in the imperial speeches even if conveyed indirectly.
151

  

The era of Alexios I was particularly fruitful for imperial speeches.
152

 His reign 

actually marked the beginning of a rhetorical tradition, which blossomed under the 

sponsorship of his son and grandson. For this particular study, the most “political” 

imperial speeches will be examined: two composed by Theophylaktos of Ohrid,
153

 two 

by Manuel Straboromanos,
154

 and another two by Ioannes Oxeites, patriarch of 
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Antioch.
155

 These speeches in particular were chosen because of the content of their 

writings and their author’s relationship with the emperor. 

Theophylaktos of Ohrid was the master of rhetoric, but sometime between 1088 

and 1092, he was appointed to the Archbishopric of Ohrid, which he viewed as a kind 

of exile.
156

 Before and after his appointment, Theophylaktos was very close to 

important members of the imperial dynasty, including Maria of Alania, to whose son he 

gave a speech, Nikephoros Bryennios, both the senior and junior, Gregorios Taronites, 

and Ioannes Komnenos, the son of the sebastokrator Isaakios.
157

 Many of his 

correspondents were involved in distressful episodes with the Emperor Alexios I.
158

 He 

was also held responsible denouncing Ioannes Komnenos to the emperor, causing the 

first crisis of the Komnenos family.
159

  

Whilst a political interpretation of his letters is difficult due to their 

chronological uncertainty and often enigmatic tone
160

, his speeches are easier to date 

and examine. Theophylaktos of Ohrid composed two imperial speeches: one to the 

porphyrogennetos Konstantinos Doukas sometime between 1085 and 1086,
161

 and the 

other to the Emperor Alexios I in the year 1088.
162

  

Elements of criticism of Alexios’ unbalanced generosity and the voice of the 

displaced aristocracy can be heard in the speeches of Manuel Straboromanos.
163

 Gautier 
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considers it plausible that Manuel Straboromanos was the son of Romanos 

Straboromanos, a faithful supporter of Nikephoros III Botaneiates who led efforts to 

repress the revolt of the Komnenoi. This would explain the financial and political 

distress experienced by his family during his childhood.
164

 According to Straboromanos 

account, he was able to acquire higher education and enter the imperial service. 

However, Straboromanos must have felt that his career was not advancing as he wished, 

so he sent a speech – he did not hold it in front of the emperor – praising Alexios’s 

generosity and philanthropy, but complaining that these have not reached him. After 

Manuel Straboromanos sent a second speech, asking whether the emperor had received 

the first, Alexios shortly answered that he had received his letters and that they were 

beautifully written. There is no word about Straboromanos’ complaints. 

Among the speeches addressed to Alexios Komnenos, Ioannes Oxeites reserved 

the harshest words for the emperor. Oxeites composed two works to emperor Alexios. 

Paul Gautier, who edited, translated and commented these works, accepted that the 

longer work was composed first and the shorter one was a sort of follow up to the issues 

Oxeites dealt with in the longer one.
165

 Recently, Judith Ryder convincingly argued that 

the shorter work might have been composed before the longer one. The shorter “speech” 

could have been a sort of application sent to the emperor for the position of Patriarch of 

Antioch. Hence, the longer work could have been a development of the subjects tackled 

in the shorter text and might have been commissioned by the emperor himself.
166

 

Since it is longer and refers to historical events, the longer speech is easier to 

date. It was composed on early 1091 because Ioannes Oxeites mentions the loss of 

Chios and Mitylene, the rebellions in Crete and Cyprus, the advance of the Petchenegs, 

and pirate activities by the Turkish emir Tzachas.
167

 The latter controlled Smyrna and 

several islands in the Aegean Sea. Holding these positions, Tzachas declared himself 

emperor and allied with the Petchenegs, aiming to conquer Constantinople.
168

 So the 

events depicted by Oxeites refer to the months before the great victory at Levounion in 

April 1091, when the Petcheneg menace was entirely neutralized; also before the 

expulsion of Tzachas from the Aegean islands by the forces under Ioannes Doukas, the 
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megas doux, commander-in-chief of the Byzantine fleet, at the beginning of the 

following year.
169

  

On account of his severe words, Ioannes Oxeites is often considered a 

representative of the opposition to Alexios I, but his biography shows that he was very 

close to the Komnenoi.
170

 He was a fairly obscure monk with a confrontational 

personality until he was appointed patriarch of Antioch in September 1089.
171

 He was 

also known for his treatise about bad conditions in monastic institutions and against the 

charistikia. These were concessions of administrative rights over monasteries granted 

often to wealthy lay personalities.
172

  

His quick accession to one of the most important posts of the Christian church 

seems surprising, but there is an indication of an earlier connection with the Komnenos 

family. In a letter to the Synod, Oxeites dedicates a eulogy to Anna Dalassene, the 

emperor’s mother, and mentions his admiration for her.
173 

Evidently, he had some kind 

of connection with the “mother of all the Komnenoi”. Oxeites may have been part of the 

group of monks sponsored by her. This hypothesis is viable because it is known that this 

circle existed, that she was always eager to be introduced to new monks
174

 and that one 

of its members had already been chosen for another chief post in the Church: Eustratios 

Garidas, the patriarch of Constantinople, who replaced Kosmas in May 1081.
175

  

Alexios I appointed Ioannes Oxeites to a key post, the Patriarchate of Antioch, 

whose holder was personally appointed by the Byzantine emperor ever since the city 
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was reconquered in 969. Antioch was of strategic importance to the Byzantine Empire 

although politically unstable and prone to revolts against imperial authority.
176 

The 

loyalty of the patriarch became even more important considering the conditions of the 

time, with the city under Turkish control since 1084.
177

 The patriarch was accordingly 

the imperial representative among enemies, and Oxeites held this post under duress, for 

he was even tortured by the Turks during the crusaders’ siege because they suspected 

that he was a spy. In 1100, the crusaders accused him of being an imperial agent 

conspiring to yield the city to the emperor. For this reason, he was then released from 

his post.
178

 Consequently, his connections with the imperial house, the faith deposited in 

him by the emperor and the duress which Oxeites endured during his time as the 

patriarch make it difficult to defend that Ioannes Oxeites was a political opponent of 

Alexios I.  

The survey of the sources on political opposition in the time of Alexios I 

Komnenos above includes only the most important or problematic sources which 

needed clarification concerning certain aspects, but it is not complete. Particular issues 

will be assessed more deeply in the course of the study. Moreover, there are other 

sources as yet unmentioned, which will be assessed in the analysis. Their singularities 

and potential problems will be considered. One example is non-Byzantine sources on 

Alexios I’s reign which although they provide information about internal politics in 

Byzantium, tend to be worse informed than the Byzantine sources. We cannot exclude 

them from the analysis, for they might provide important information if read with 

caution.  

In the following chapters, the opposition to Alexios I will be the centre of our 

attention. In general terms, the internal economy of this dissertation follows the 

chronological sequence of the events. Yet this approach poses challenges, for there are 

many uncertainties as to when specific events took place; some oppositional expressions 

and movements superposed one another chronologically; some groups or individuals are 

found in various contexts with different roles; and there are movements and tendencies 

that existed for longer periods or during his entire reign. These aspects make it difficult 
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to clearly delineate chronological blocks. Therefore, I will propose a periodization 

capable of assembling common aspects of various moments of the political struggles 

during Alexios Komnenos’ reign.  

The first two chapters are dedicated to the years preceding the seizure of power 

by Alexios I. The time between the death of Basileios II (976-1025) and the rise of the 

Komnenoi is the subject of the first chapter. This period was marked by increasing 

political instability, which happened simultaneously with a stronger economic 

prosperity and stronger cultural dynamism. Politically, some aspects contributed to the 

instability of the period: lack of legitimacy of the emperors reigning after the end of the 

Macedonian Dynasty (867-1056), the aristocratic hegemony in Byzantine politics, and 

foreign invasions. The political careers of the genoi Komnenos and Doukas are the 

subjects of the second chapter, which presents how their ascendancy was 

simultaneously the result of the context in which they lived and of the political acumen 

of the family members.  

The third chapter deals with the first ten years of Alexios’ reign, a period of 

uncertainty, in which the newly established regime lacked strength and legitimacy; a 

time of diffuse opposition, and hesitant support. The new ruling group faced many 

challenges caused by controversial way the Komnenos-Doukas alliance took power by 

letting their troops ransack Constantinople, as well as by the sequence of military 

defeats by the hands of the Normans and the Petchenegs. Moreover, there were disputes 

and conflicting ambitions within the new Komnenian consortium that risked its 

existence.  

The years between the Battle of Levounion in 1091 facing the Petchenegs and 

the Synod of Blachernae in 1095 are the subject of the fourth chapter. The decisive 

military victory over the Petchenegs helped Alexios I to secure his position, which 

allowed him to crown his son Ioannes Komnenos in 1092 as presumptive heir. These 

events created the perspective of not only a long reign, but also the rise of a new 

imperial dynasty. A clear line between opposition and dissidence was drawn. 

Coincidently, we observe in this period the most dangerous conspiracies that Alexios 

had to face during his reign; relatives and former allies were implicated in some of 

them. In this chapter, these events are analysed within the framework of the power 

struggles in previous periods and of the Byzantine political culture. In the meanwhile, 

the First Crusade arrived in Constantinople in 1096. This event not only forced a 

recalibration of Alexios’ foreign policy but also influenced Byzantine internal politics. 
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The Synod of Blachernae marks the end of this period because it finally gave a closure 

to the controversy around Leo, the bishop of Chalcedon, which was the main point of 

discord within the Komnenos-Doukas ruling group. After almost fifteen years in power 

and the defeat of his most dangerous internal adversaries, Alexios I was able to solve 

this issue and recast his alliance by removing problematic individuals. 

The fifth chapter covers the last eighteen years of his reign. Alexios had long 

been installed on the throne and crowned his older son as presumptive successor. In the 

previous years, the most important internal struggles within the Komnenos-Doukas 

ruling group had been settled. Since this period was indeed politically calmer than the 

earlier years, this chapter also includes provincial manifestations of resistance to the 

imperial power in Constantinople. It is possible to observe how Alexios tried to use the 

same strategies he used to co-opt adversaries within the main aristocratic groups of the 

capital with the local elites with mixed results.  

The discursive strategies of the opposition to Alexios and his regime are 

analysed in the sixth chapter. In the eleventh-century Byzantium, there was a lively 

debate on forms of government, as well as on how and for whom the emperor should 

rule. These discussions did not end when Alexios I became emperor in 1081, as 

observed by the innovations in the administration and delegation of power he 

implemented. Moreover, Alexios and his supporters made efforts to legitimate his rule 

and face opposition using discursive tools. We see how Alexios carefully projected his 

image to face the criticisms to his regime, to present himself as an ideal emperor 

according to Byzantine traditional models and to defuse potential crises among his 

supporters.  
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1. The background of Alexios I Komnenos’ reign (1042–1081) 

The reign of Alexios I encompasses the last stage of trends and historical 

processes begun in previous decades. Accordingly, it is relevant to assess some of these 

developments before dealing with the political struggles during the reign of Alexios. In 

this chapter, two important issues will be discussed: the Byzantine aristocracy and the 

political disputes before 1081. Unquestionably, the assumption of power by the 

Komnenoi marks the completion of the “aristocratization” of Byzantine politics, begun 

in the 10th century. Consequently, in order to understand Alexios’ mindset and his 

actions as emperor, it is imperative to examine the origins, delimitations, and aspirations 

of the Byzantine elite. Similarly, in order to understand Alexios’ imperial measures and 

the hostile reactions they sometimes provoked, it is important to assess the policies of 

former emperors, to consider how they approached the problems faced by the Empire 

and the dilemmas that these policies created.  

1.1 The Role of the Aristocracy in the Middle Byzantine Period 

In the Early Byzantine period, there were powerful and rich families such as the 

Anicii in Constantinople. This lineage had enjoyed an exalted position in the senate for 

generations and the emperor Anastasios (491–518) was one of its members.
1
 The 

Apiones in Egypt during the 5th and 6th centuries are another example.
2
 Yet the Arab 

and Slav invasions convulsed economic life in the Byzantine provinces, weakening the 

urban life and causing the loss of important cities, such as Alexandria and Antioch. 

Moreover, these invasions also caused the disappearance of the late Roman and early 

Byzantine aristocracy. An established elite could not be found anymore although the 

existence of wealth and large estates in the 8th and 9th century can be evidenced in the 

Vita of Saint Philaretos and in the information we have on the widow Danielis.
3
 Jean-

Claude Cheynet affirms that between the 7th and the 9th centuries, the highest offices of 

the Empire, including the imperial title, were held by a network of people connected or 

related to one another. Yet the use of family names was not widely established in this 
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era so that the aristocracy in this “dark age” is difficult to trace and for the great part 

remains hidden.
4
  

From the 9th century, individuals with the same surname were appointed to high 

offices in the imperial apparatus, either in the army or in bureaucracy, or could be found 

near the emperor. This permits more systematic studies on the aristocracy. In some 

cases, their kinship is easy to demonstrate because they were fathers and sons, 

grandfathers and grandsons, uncles and nephews. In other cases, especially when 

individuals with the same surname are distant chronologically, the relation is harder to 

demonstrate. The surnames of the Byzantine elite often appeared as nicknames or 

epithets, according to the offices held (Doukas from Doux), personal characteristics 

(Argyros “the silvery”) or geographical origins (Dalassenos from Dalassa). Later, their 

descendants adopted these sobriquets and nicknames as surnames because of the fame 

of their ancestors.
5
  

Since laws establishing social stratification in Byzantium did not exist, the 

historian must work with other sources – mainly historiography and speeches – in order 

to understand the definitions, divisions, and delineations of the elite. Often the evidence 

is episodic, indirect, or even contradictory, for authors had varying conceptions of social 

status.
6
 Comparisons with the feudal nobility are limited and should be made with 

caution. Wealth, offices, and titles are specific characteristics, but the weight of each 

one of these criteria varies according to the opinion of different scholars. George 

Ostrogorsky considers wealth and office as equivalent to the conceptualization of 

Byzantine aristocracy. He says, “genetically, the Byzantine aristocracy arose from the 

upper ranks of the services, but its power was determined both by service position and 

by wealth – especially landed wealth – and it is thanks to this combination that the 

expansion of the “powerful” proved irresistible. To put it more simply, the “powerful” 

man was at the same time a landholder and a government official. The central authority 

was therefore faced with a compact front that was economically the strongest and 

socially the most influential”
7
.  

Holding offices and the bearing title clearly carried significant weight in 

belonging to the elite. It was possible thereby to enjoy a share of the imperial power 
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through service, and bearing a title guaranteed access to the senatorial rank. Receiving a 

court title also meant that its receptor could participate in the palace ceremonial and had 

access to offices. If the young officer was fortunate enough and in command of a good 

network, he would be able to have constant access to the emperor himself. Furthermore, 

titles and offices were connected with stipends (rogai), which could surpass the income 

that landed property normally provided.
8
 Since confiscations were numerous and 

relatively common, the importance of wealth, chiefly landed wealth, as fundamental for 

the Byzantine elite must be considered with care. Confiscation was not only a 

punishment for rebellion or even the suspicion of rebellion but was also used according 

to the raison d’état. Property could be seized to finance the armed forces or to relieve 

financial difficulties of the state. Estates that lacked heirs and abandoned land could 

similarly be seized.
9
  

Yet the Byzantines resisted. When Attaleiates established his religious and 

philanthropic foundation, he ensured that the institution he had created would remain 

intact and free from external influence by warranting the issue of two imperial golden 

bulls, one by Michael VII and the other by Nikephoros III.
10

 Nevertheless, the emperors 

could simply ignore these protective measures. Isaakios I Komnenos seized private and 

ecclesiastical property without considering the golden bulls intended to guard them 

exactly against imperial appropriation.
11

 In the opinion of Alexander Kazhdan and 

Sylvia Ronchey, this is enough evidence to affirm that, in the last instance, land 

belonged to the state. In their opinion, the form in which the Byzantine taxation was 

organized created a relationship of dependence between the Empire and taxpayers. 

Hence, the emperor had the right to confiscate, transfer and donate private and 

ecclesiastical property. Moreover, the transmission of property was only valid with 

imperial authorization.
12

 Similarly, the power and influence granted to the aristocrats by 
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their offices and titles were limited, for the emperor had the right to oust anyone from 

office or to transfer any official to another post. Titles had their worth as long as they 

provided access to the court. Loss of the emperor’s favor could result in the removal of 

a titleholder.
13

 

Considering what was presented above, the conclusion could be that the position 

of the aristocracy was completely dependent on the whim of the emperor, for he could 

withdraw position and fortune at any moment, as well as appoint obscure individuals to 

the highest positions. Yet this conclusion does not correspond to the political and social 

reality of Byzantium. Confiscation was one of the imperial prerogatives in consequence 

of the political dispensation that permitted emperors to override the law and even to 

ignore edicts by former emperors.
14

 However, they were always a source of 

discontentment not only among those affected but also among their contemporaries. 

Because of the above-mentioned confiscations, Isaakios I Komnenos was hated, quickly 

lost political support and was forced to abdicate.
15

 No emperor tried to continue his 

confiscation policy. Instead, they generously distributed tax exceptions and wealth in 

order to gain support.
16

 The distribution of titles by the emperors, although an imperial 

prerogative, was also under aristocratic scrutiny. Michael Psellos defends in a very 

famous passage that the rational distribution of titles and the correct use of the imperial 

treasury were essential to the health of the Byzantine state. He made this statement in 

order to criticize the emperors of his times, who he claims granted titles to unworthy 

individuals. The rulers, mainly Konstantinos IX Monomachos, brought people directly 

to the top of the hierarchy without considering the cursus honorum.
17

 These were, if 

Psellos is to be believed, “the people from the market.”
18

 Here, he means the merchants 

and artisans, who were rich, but lacked social recognition.
19
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Nikephoros Bryennios, who was even more conscious of social status than 

Psellos, condemns the Emperor Nikephoros III Botaneiates in similar terms.
20

 He says, 

“there are two reasons due to which the Empire of the Romaioi was praised: it gave the 

distinctions to the best ones and to those who at the same time contribute [to the state] 

with goodwill, [but] he [Nikephoros III] extended both of them and began therefore to 

bath everyone with luxurious gifts, for he conferred the highest distinctions not to the 

best, the soldiers and to those who came from the head of the senate, not also to the 

ones who contribute [to the state] with goodwill, but to everyone who asked.”
21

 

Skylitzes Continuatus expresses a similar position towards Nikephoros III’s generosity 

and reports the senator’s disapproval of his policies and his decision to elevate Borilos 

and Germanos.
22

 This aversion to perceived arbitrary distribution of titles is evidence 

that the titles not only granted social position but also confirmed an already existent 

elevated status or a contribution to the well-being of the state. Finally, the generous 

policies of the emperors compromised the affirmative effect of the court titles, forcing 

its substitution by a wholly new hierarchy at the end of the 11th century.
23

  

This immaterial sense of status confirmed by the granting of titles and ofices 

meant that power was not primarily based on wealth, access to title, or offices, but in 

social influence resulting from networks built on kinship, marriage connections or 

political alliances. While belonging to these networks and therefore being part of the 

elite granted access to titles and offices as well as wealth, their possession was a key 

factor in the maintenance of the networks and the self-identification of the elite. It was a 

circle, which could easily be broken by political instabilities. For this reason, most 

Byzantine lineages did not survive for more than a few generations. Families traced 

over centuries were exceptional and generally connected with the military.  

Because of the influence these networks had over the apparatus of the Byzantine 

Empire and the zeal of their members in defending their position, emperors had no 
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choice but to form his inner circle from the offspring of the same influential and 

powerful families. Even “anti-aristocratic” emperors such as Basileios II could only 

defeat an aristocratic party with the help of other aristocratic groups. Careers in the 

army and in the administration were thereby advanced and fortunes built.
24

  

The emperors had to cope with various elite groups, thus the success of a ruler 

could be measured by how well he managed them in his own interest. In order to 

describe the exercise of power in Byzantium better, I repeat the words of Hans-Georg 

Beck. Concerning Byzantine constitutional history, he states, “the Byzantine Empire is 

absolutistic when it can afford the luxury”.
25

 This statement epitomizes the notion that 

emperors had to cope with different social and economic conditions so that they could 

not simply impose their will. On the contrary, they were forced to negotiate with 

opposing parties and opinions and to reach compromises while at the same time the 

image of imperial omnipotence had to be maintained by the ruler and his subjects.
26

 The 

possibility of rebelling against the emperor and deposing him has always existed. The 

ideological mechanisms necessary to depose an emperor were discussed above, but they 

were not enough for success. For this, financial means and social connections were 

necessary. Here we can recognize a differentiation in the Byzantine aristocracy.  

The Byzantine imperial service offered two paths: the administration and the 

military. In order to have a successful career in both, it was important to have a well-

connected network and financial resources. Günter Weiß, in his study of the numerous 

letters that Michael Psellos wrote, states that bureaucrats furthered the careers of their 

protégées actively. Psellos himself advanced the careers of his relatives, the sons of his 

friends and his pupils. His own career was promoted with the help of his contacts. He 

was brought to court during the reign of Michael IV by Konstantinos Leichoudes, and 

Psellos, in his turn, introduced Ioannes Xiphilinos and Ioannes Mauropous to the 

court.
27

 Novices were normally placed in the retinue of the head of a bureau, who could 

be his father, brother or uncle. If it was possible, they were introduced to the emperor. 

The consecutive appearance of the same surnames for the post of the judge of the velum 
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is a good demonstration of this tactic.
28

 Money was also essential for promotion in the 

administration since financial contributions were demanded for entrance to the imperial 

bureaus.
29

  

A career in the administration permitted the able and the well connected to work 

near to the emperor and to exert influence over him. Independent of whether the ruler 

was “civilian” or “military”, the bureaucrats were indispensable in order to conduct the 

everyday matters of the state. Processes had to be judged and taxes collected. The 

difference lay in which role these imperial officials occupied in the high politics and the 

decision-making. The composition of the inner circle of decision-makers is not always 

easy to determine. Eunuchs were always present around the emperor. Konstantinos IX 

Monomachos’ inner circle is known because of the wealth of information provided by 

Psellos. Michael IV, Konstantinos X and Michael VII relied strongly on their relatives. 

Demetrios Kyritsis proposed the existence of an informal high council that helped the 

emperor with decisions whose composition he handpicked.
30

 For a very long time, these 

urban, highly educated and influential men were classified as “civil aristocracy”. Yet 

this categorization does not correspond completely with historical reality. The holders 

of higher posts in the bureaucracy belonged mostly to two groups: they were either 

individuals from a middle social strata brought to the top of the administration through 

good education and personal contacts such as Michael Psellos and Ioannes 

Orphanotrophos. Alternatively, they were descendants of families whose first members 

appeared in the ranks of the army, but in the 11th century provided their children with 

excellent education, introducing them into the bureaucracy.
31

  

Cheynet argues convincingly that the so-called “civil” families adopted the 

tradition of bearing and inheriting surnames later than the “military” did. Yet he states 

that a person cannot be classified as a homo novus only because this person is the first 

known carrier of a certain surname.
32

 However, the adoption and transmission of 

surnames were surely symbolic in itself and an important factor in aristocratic 

representation. Accordingly, the late adoption of this custom by the bureaucracy is 

understandable, for they were closer to the emperor. Since the adoption of surname 

meant the affiliation to another group, the genos, which required loyalty to it that could 
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perhaps enter into conflict with the allegiance to the emperor, the bureaucrats could 

have hesitated to adopt this custom in the first place.
33

  

Those close to the emperor, who helped him with the everyday administration 

und were awarded court titles and stipends as a result of this proximity, were in constant 

danger in case of regime change. Their properties could be seized; moreover, they 

risked being exiled or arrested.
34

 Attaleiates, a bureaucrat himself and very conscious of 

this uncertainty, praised the legislation of Nikephoros III that prohibited the 

mistreatment of those who had served a dead or deposed emperor. According to 

Nikephoros III’s legislation, they could not be exiled or be stripped of their properties or 

titles without a legal process.
35

 As a countermeasure, in order to protect their and their 

descendants’ position, high officers and imperial secretaries strove to amount fortunes 

as well as to assure the integrity of their heritage. Besides landed property, members of 

the high bureaucracy appear to have invested in a wide spectrum of activities: stores, 

small-scale industries, ports, money lending, real estate and so on. Furthermore, they 

took on charistike, the administration of monasteries in financial difficulties. Although 

this institution was created with the well-being of these establishments in mind, some 

charistikarioi took financial advantage of this office.
36

  

Günter Weiß states that the efforts by Attaleiates and Psellos to bequeath their 

fortune and influence to the next generations failed. The foundation built with 

Attaleiates’ wealth, protected with imperial golden bulls and destined to be under the 

care of his son disappeared from the sources after his death.
37

 Weiß suggests that the 

institution may have been seized by Alexios I in consequence of Attaleiates’ 

connections with Nikephoros III Botaneiates.
38

 Like Attaleiates, Michael Psellos tried to 

assure the position of his son-in-law and adoptive daughter through the purchase of the 

title of protospatharios for his son-in-law and the concession of a dowry of 3.600 

nomismata when both were engaged. These presents did not assure the future of his 

descendants. Sometime later, a grandson of Michael Psellos is found in the position of a 
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supplicant in a letter of Theophylaktos of Ohrid, who recommended him to Gregorios 

Kamateros.
39

 The cases of Psellos and Attaleiates are one of the few known to us, but 

they allow an insight into the vicissitudes that characterized the destiny of many civil 

officials in the 11th century. Michael Keroularios, Ioannes Orphanotrophos, Ioannes 

Xiphilinos, Konstantin Leichoudes, Ioannes Mauropous, Ioannes of Side and 

Nikephoritzes came from families who, in the middle of the 11th century, could hardly 

be described as aristocratic, for they could not be found in previous periods. Likewise, 

their families were not able to extend their power and influence to the following 

generations, with the exception of the Xyphilinoi, who held offices in the 12th 

century.
40

 Traditional families such as the Bringas, Kamateros and Makrembolites 

cannot be ignored, but they seemed to be an exception in the bureaucracy.
41

 

In the military, we find greater stability. Many lineages first recorded in the 

army ranks in the 9th and 10th century were still found in the 11th and 12th century and 

even later: Bourtzes
42

, Bryennios
43

, Doukas
44

, Komnenos
45

, Skleros
46

, Melissenos
47

, 

Dalassenos
48

 and Botaneiates
49

 are examples.
50

 Their members are first documented as 

military commanders at the Western and Eastern frontiers of the Empire. Many of these 

families were local Armenian, Georgian and Arab dynasties absorbed into imperial 

service. The Byzantine emperors strove to assure the loyalty of these warlords by 

granting titles and offices, which integrated them gradually into the Byzantine 

aristocracy.
51

 Kekaumenos recommends – maybe from the experience of his own family 
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– precaution in the face of imperial generosity. The local ruler, the toparches, should 

never accept presents or dignities from the emperor, for he could risk being seen as a 

simple server and being despised by the emperor.
52

  

Yet the attraction exerted by the promised wealth and by the court in 

Constantinople was often too strong to resist. This process explains the rise of the 

Brachamioi, Pakourianoi and probably the Dalassenoi.
53

 Moreover, military competence 

offered the possibility of career promotion until the 9th
 
and 10th centuries. In this 

manner, the Phokades, Argyroi and the Doukai ascended to the elite.
54

 Besides the 

frontier wars, the conflicts between the emperor and aristocratic parties also promoted 

the ascension of new families. Although antagonistic interests between the imperial 

power and the local aristocracy often resulted in conflict, the emperor depended on his 

commanders in order to fight external enemies and rebels. In order to face the rebellions 

of the Phokades and Skleroi, Basileios II promoted the ascension of so-far unknown 

families, among them the Komnenoi.
55

  

Independent of the conditions in which these commanders have risen, they 

strove as the bureaucrats did but with more success to assure favorable positions for 

their offspring and relatives. Hence, the same surnames were found in the highest 

offices of the Byzantine army from the 10th century on. Gradually, the highest offices 

were closed to new groups. However, new families still emerged in the middle layers of 

the military hierarchy, promoted by the most important lineages or by imperial support, 

which tended to promote foreigners with aristocratic background.
56

 The existence of 

family networks was equally important for the continuity of the military tradition inside 

particular families. Younger officers were put under the command of relatives as part of 

their military education and as a prelude to the higher offices they would hold in the 

future. Nikephoros Bryennios gives an interesting report of the first years of Alexios 

Komnenos’ military career. He was sent to serve under his brother, Isaakios Komnenos, 
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during the latter’s tenure as doux of Antioch. Konstantinos Diogenes, son the former 

Emperor Romanos IV, was sent too and died in battle.
57

 

The above-mentioned stability of these families could be attributed to the 

strategies they adopted in order to build their estates. Apparently, Byzantine 

commanders did not have the entrepreneurial spirit of the administrative officials, for 

their wealth was mostly invested in land.
58

 The fortune of the military commanders 

granted them influence over the provinces, which in many aspects superposed the 

imperial authority. As Leonora Neville states, imperial interest in the provinces was 

limited to the monopoly of violence and taxation. Provinces were let to regulate 

themselves in many aspects. This meant that local magnates took leading roles and 

internal conflicts were decided by them. We must ask what the authority of the 

provincial magnates was based on. Neville says, “authority seems not to have been 

vested in an aristocratic social status. The people who were described as archontes and 

dynatoi were such because they had the support of an effective household, wealth, and 

the community standing necessary to act authoritatively.”
59

 It should be pointed out that 

Leonora Neville deals in her study with the internal provinces and not the frontier 

regions. She notices, however, that in those regions besides the two already mentioned 

concerns, the emperor was also interested in the maintenance of sovereignty in the 

territories and accordingly in the loyalty of the frontier rulers. Therefore, the emperor’s 

representatives were not to be too strict in order to avoid rebellion.
60

 

The resilience of many lineages in specific regions over a long period is strong 

evidence that they could maintain their areas of influence in spite of participation in 

failed rebellions and the consequent retaliations by the imperial power.
61

 Yet it took a 

certain time to transform the dominance in the provinces into political influence in 

Constantinople. Between the 9th century and Isaakios I Komnenos’ seizure of power in 

1057, no military rebellion was successful. Commanders could prevail if they associated 
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themselves with the Macedonian dynasty. Romanos I Lakapenos married his daughter 

to Konstantinos VII.
62

 Nikephoros II Phokas and Ioannes I Tzimiskes married the 

Empress Theophano.
63

 Romanos III Argyros was chosen by Konstantinos VIII to marry 

his daughter Zoe.
64

 Isaakios Komnenos was only successful because he had the support 

of the most important leaders in Constantinople, but had to abdicate in the moment he 

lost it.
65

 The estrangement between Constantinople and the provincial elite was 

attenuated to some extent through a “constantinopolization” of the aristocracy. It was a 

gradual development, partially constrained by emperors such Basileios II and 

Konstantinos IX, who were suspicious of the military officials, and partially put in 

motion through the provincial elite itself, seeking to be near the central power. 

Consequently, they began to spend more time in the capital, marrying into families with 

bureaucratic tradition and holding offices in the administration.
66

 Both the voluntary 

and the constrained move of aristocratic families from the provinces to the capital had a 

strong effect on political life in Byzantium. When members of these families took over 

the imperial power, they began to administer the Empire as they had exerted their 

authority in the provinces. This development was a long process that peaked when the 

Komnenoi took the imperial power. 

1.2 The Political Conditions during the 11th century 

1.2.1 The End of the Macedonian Dynasty and the Legitimacy Crisis  

 At the political level, the most important turning point for Byzantium in the 

11th century was the end of the Macedonian dynasty. After the descendants of Basileios 

I (867–886) had ruled for almost two centuries, Theodora, the last member of this 

family, died. She and her sister, Zoe, came to the throne after their father, Konstantinos 

VIII (1025–1028), died without a son. Consequently, Zoe associated herself by means 

marriage and adoption with men who ruled in her name. She was also expected to 

produce an heir with her husbands, but she was already advanced in age when she 

married for the first time. With the blessing of the sisters, four emperors reigned: 

Romanos III Argyros (1028─1034), Michael IV, the Paphlagonian (1034─1041), 
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Michael V Kalaphates (1041─1042) and finally Konstantinos IX Monomachos 

(1042─1055). Theodora and Zoe were the legitimacy carriers and important political 

players in their times. Although female rulers were known in Byzantine history, the 

traditional position was that the imperial office should be held by men, for the emperor 

was also the commander-in-chief of the Byzantine armed forces, thus the ruler was 

supposed to be at least theoretically able to conduct the troops personally. For this 

reason, it was important that a man should rule, but at the same time, Zoe and Theodora 

could not be displaced.
 67 

Their popularity and support for the dynasty among the people can be observed 

in two episodes. The first episode was the famous attempt by Michael V Kalaphates to 

depose Zoe and become the sole ruler in 1042. First, he removed and blinded his 

relatives. Afterwards, Michael ordered that Zoe’s hair should be cut and sent her to a 

monastery. Michael V’s acts outraged the people of the capital, initiating a massive 

uprising, which finally resulted in his deposition.
68

 The second event happened during a 

procession to the Church of the Forty Martyrs. On this occasion, someone from the 

crowd expressed his anger at the position held by Maria Skleraina, Konstantinos IX 

Monomachos’ mistress. He feared that the Empresses Theodora and Zoe might be 

executed because of her. Thus, he said, “we do not want Skleraina as empress and the 

porphyrogennetai Zoe and Theodora – our mamas – shall not be murdered because of 

her”. Only the Empress Zoe could appease the tumult, as she seemed not to be angry 

about the fact that her husband openly had a mistress.
69

  

On Theodora’s deathbed, she appointed Michael Bringas, the logothetes of the 

stratiotikon, as her successor. This succession symbolized the maintenance of the 

existing status quo of the last years of the Macedonian dynasty. The inner circle around 

the Emperor Michael VI and the leadership of the imperial army during Isaakios 

Komnenos’ rebellion were, as described by Zonaras and Attaleiates, almost equivalent 

to the group formed by Zoe, Theodora and the emperors they legitimized. We find the 

eunuch Theodoros, a member of Theodora’s retinue, the synkellos Leon Parapondylos, 
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Konstantinos Leichoudes and Michael Psellos.
70

 As a result, according to Skylitzes, the 

supporters of Isaakios I Komnenos accused Michael VI of “being ruled by eunuchs”.
 71

 

However, without a member of this dynasty, this political construction was weak. 

Consequently, Michael VI’s reign was short, lasting less than a year.  

1.2.2 The Role of the People in the Political Process and the Expansion of the 

Senate 

The Macedonian dynasty was the culmination of the dynastic succession in 

Byzantium. Six generations of the same family reigned one after another, although at 

times they had to share the throne with non-dynastic emperors under the pretext that 

they were protecting the legitimate successor. Such an accomplishment was only 

outdone by the Palaiologos dynasty. Meanwhile, the traditional emperor-making groups 

endorsed the porphyrogennetoi, but when the dynasty died out, acclamation was once 

again more than just a formality. For the acceptance of a new emperor in 

Constantinople, it was an unavoidable necessity.
72

  

While Zoe and Theodora were still alive, respect for the empresses and for the 

dynasty was necessary in order to rule, but not enough to guarantee the political survival 

of the emperors connected with them. Hence, the rulers used strategies through which 

they strove to win the support of the population of the capital. Therefore, the emperors 

turned to the merchants and shop-owners when the political situation became 

increasingly turbulent. From the 10th century onwards, the Byzantine Empire 

experienced an economic recovery that accelerated in the following centuries. Due to 

this historical development, the merchants in the whole empire, but especially in 

Constantinople, became increasingly richer.
73

  

Even though wealth was a condition for membership the aristocracy, not all 

forms of wealth were assessed equally by the Byzantines. The access of merchants and 

shop-owners to the senate came up against cultural and legal barriers. Yet these were 

partially removed by emperors in need of political backing.
74

 "Those from the market”, 
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as the arrogant Byzantine authors called them, appeared often in acclamations and were 

introduced into the senate through imperial generosity.
75

 Psellos accused Konstantinos 

IX Monomachos of introducing them into the senate and ruining the politeia as 

consequence of it.
76

 Konstantinos X’s first action as an emperor was to assemble the 

city’s guilds (ta somateia tes poleos) and deliver them a speech in which he agreed not 

to order any illegal confiscations and to act lawfully. Furthermore, he granted them 

court titles and invalidated former seizures.
77

  

The merchants and shop-owners were not the only politically active group in the 

capital. When Isaakios Komnenos negotiated a compromise with the envoys of Michael 

VI after his military triumph near Nicaea, the Patriarch Keroularios and his supporters 

hurried in order to gain the upper hand in the succession, assembling the people and 

acclaiming Isaakios as emperor. This event led to the end of the negotiations and 

accelerated Isaakios’ entry in Constantinople.
78

 Because the people were starving and 

resenting the economic policies introduced by Nikephoritzes, they acclaimed 

Nikephoros Botaneiates as emperor.
79

  

The composition of what the Byzantine authors described as “people” is 

debatable. Anthony Kaldellis denies that these were only the wealthy merchants and 

shop-owners. He points out a massive participation of the crowds in the political events. 

The sources seem to confirm his views.
80

 Rulers promoted the merchants and it can be 

assumed that the emperors adopted this strategy because they expected that the 

wealthier part of the “people” would exert influence over the rest of it. Attaleiates grants 

us one of the few insights into this political patronage. In his description of the 

boundless generosity of Nikephoros III to the inhabitants of Constantinople, the 

historian mentions the idle and the poor of the capital gathered around the titleholders. 
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The poor stood under the city’s colonnade, praising both the courtiers and the emperor 

in the hope of receiving donations. Even these were supposedly enriched by the 

emperor’s generosity, for the titleholders and the privileged were so numerous that a 

stream of money in the form of donations, the so-called “Christ’s custom”, reached the 

poor. They walked around the whole city in order to gather the gifts.
81

 Here, the 

existence of a dependence relation between the titleholders and the urban crowd, to 

which the homeless, unemployed, unspecialized workers and outcasts of all kinds 

belonged, is presented. This penniless mob forced the courtiers to distribute the results 

of the imperial munificence.
82

  

The failed rebellions display in even clearer tones the importance of the people 

in the acclamations. During the rebellion of Leon Tornikes in 1047, he managed to 

achieve a crushing victory against the troops loyal to Konstantinos IX at the doors of 

Constantinople. Tornikes could have taken the city. Yet he declined and did not enter 

Constantinople. His indecision gave the emperor time to reinforce the walls. The next 

day, Tornikes returned to the walls, waiting for the invitations of the inhabitants of the 

city, which did not come. Eventually, Leon Tornikes was defeated.
83

  

The rebellion of Nikephoros Bryennios in 1077 and 1078 was similar. The rebel 

sent his brother, Ioannes Bryennios, to Constantinople, who did not besiege the city but 

waited at its gates, expecting to be invited in by the inhabitants. According to 

Attaleiates, they had already chosen Botaneiates, who was rebelling simultaneously in 

Anatolia, as emperor. The inhabitants of Constantinople did not open the doors to the 

troops accompanying Ioannes Bryennios. When the latter noticed that his entrance was 

not desired, he made his troops acclaim Nikephoros Bryennios again and ordered that 

houses in the district of Saint Panteleon should be burned down. His aim was probably 

to force the inhabitants to allow the soldiers’ entrance, but they did not react as 

expected, for his actions nurtured the hate of the citizens. Eventually, Bryennios had to 

return hopelessly to his brother.
84
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The recorded conflicts between emperors or rebels and the inhabitants of 

Constantinople, as well as its political groups, are examples of the increasing influence 

of the “people” during the 11th century, as well as of their cooperation with the senate. 

For successful and failed rebel commanders, acclamation by the people of 

Constantinople was an unavoidable condition for the confirmation of their position as 

emperors. Naturally, the fragmentation in many groups enabled manipulation by 

different various groups and the acclamation did not need to come from all citizens, a 

significant minority sufficed, but the cases of the rebellions of Leon Tornikes in 1047 

and of Nikephoros Bryennios in 1077 and 1078 proved that imperial power could not be 

achieved solely through violence although some of them, mainly Tornikes, had means 

to do so. 

1.2.3 New Enemies: Military Challenges for the Empire and State Reforms 

After a century of frontier expansion, the Byzantines had to face frequent defeats 

and territorial loss in the second half of the 11th century. The sudden turn can be 

explained by the fact that Byzantium started to fight with more numerous and more 

demanding enemies: the Petchenegs, Cumans, and Normans in the West, and Seljuks, as 

well as other Turkish nomad groups in the East. Yet the timing could not have been 

worse, for the new enemies appeared while Byzantium was facing an internal political 

crisis. The reigning emperors had to adapt the state to the new conditions while they 

strove to construct a power basis. How successful these adaptations were is 

controversial. Paul Lemerle understands this epoch as one of social and economic 

progress in which society became richer and more open. The introduction of merchants 

into the Senate and the development of the bureaucracy during the reign of 

Konstantinos IX (1042–1055), Michael VI (1057) and Konstantinos X (1059–1067) 

demonstrated that Byzantium was ready to adapt to the transformations that were 

happening in the rest of the Mediterranean. Even the devaluation of the nomismata and 

the demobilization of the Iberian themata under Konstantinos IX are considered by him 

to be signs of a richer and more monetized society.
85

 

The Byzantine economy expanded and society became more dynamic. 

Otherwise, the rapprochement between emperors and merchants would not have 

happened. The economic expansion also extended to the provinces, but it resulted in an 

unequal distribution of wealth due to the increasing pressure by the Byzantine imperial 
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authority for a growth of fiscal entries and the generous tax exemptions granted by the 

emperors who reigned after Basileios II. This led to the emergence of new provincial 

powers and the transformation of the local peasantry from independent farmers to 

tenants.
86

  

As a countermeasure, emperors such as Konstantinos IX, Konstantinos X and 

their supporters put reforms in motion whose aim was to dismantle the huge military 

structure built up in the previous decades. They demobilized themata such as the Iberian 

and increasingly the defense had to rely on foreign mercenaries and allied frontier 

rulers.
87

 Officers in frontier regions were often alternated in order to avoid the 

development of dependence relations between commanders and commanded, which was 

an important ingredient for rebellions. Until the reign of Isaakios I, the custom of 

dispatching officers of Western origin to the East and vice-versa seemed to be the rule.
88

 

Together with the reorganization of the military, Konstantinos IX reformed the 

provincial administration by establishing the office of epi ton kriseon to manage the 

work of the provincial judges, releasing them from the authority of the strategoi.
89

 

Another important development at this time was the generous policy toward 

urban merchants and shop-owners. Since these received stipends, the rogai, when they 

were introduced into the senate, this policy could have been connected with the 

devaluation of the gold coin. Lemerle believes that the devaluation was ordered by 

Konstantinos IX in order to fulfill the needs of a more monetized society.
90

 Although a 

more complex economic situation in the 11th century may have given the Byzantines a 
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better understanding of the finances, Michael Angold perceives, in opposition to 

Lemerle, the economic advantages as accidental, for the assessments defending an 

economic rationale behind these measures are based on modern models. In his opinion, 

the cause of the devaluation was the necessity of the state, both the increase in the 

bureaucracy and the wages of the mercenaries.
91

 The same author  convinced of the 

connection between the devaluation of the nomismata and the demobilization of the 

provincial themata  states, “it has to be admitted, however, that complaints about the 

failure of the honor system coincide with, rather than antedate, the debasement of the 

coinage. The two worked together to undermine the fabric of the state: the inflation of 

honors combined with other items of unnecessary expenditure and with various fiscal 

measures to cause budgetary difficulties, leading to debasement under Constantine 

Monomachos. Thereafter the combination of debasement and a galloping inflation of 

honors ensured that the financial position would continue to deteriorate and well-

conceived measures of reform had little chance of success.”
92

 

In addition to the financial ruin of the state, these policies had military 

consequences. According to Zonaras, these reforms were responsible for the defeats that 

Byzantium suffered in the following years.
93

 From the reign of Konstantinos IX, the 

Petchenegs ransacked the Balkans and made the Western provinces unsafe until Alexios 

Komnenos subdued those completely. The Petcheneg offensive was a reality shock for 

Monomachos and his circle, to which Michael Psellos, Konstantinos Leichoudes and 

Ioannes Xiphilinos belonged. Consequently, they all lost the imperial favor and had to 

leave the court temporarily.
94

  

The crisis in the Byzantine military, especially on the Eastern frontiers, had 

another cause. The constant civil wars during the 11th century demanded men and 

attention from the Byzantine fighting forces. Instead of guarding the frontiers and 

fighting enemies, the Byzantine soldiers were busy fighting one another. Consequently, 
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the frontiers were neglected and the number of troops deployed in these regions was 

reduced. Moreover, the policy of the Patriarch Konstantinos Leichoudes (1059–1064) 

against the Miaphysites affected the relations between the Byzantium and the 

Armenians, who were numerous in the frontier regions, negatively. As a consequence, 

the Empire suffered heavy military defeats in Melitene in 1058, in Ani in 1064 and 

finally in Manzikert in 1071, and the insecurity in the provinces increased.
95

  

1.2.4 The Reign of Isaakios I Komnenos (1057–1059): a Komnenos for the First 

Time on the Throne 

Isaakios Komnenos’ seizure of power began with the dissatisfaction of a group 

of military officers concerning the biased treatment by the Emperor Michael VI. They 

complained that he was not so generous to the officers as he was to the courtiers, 

senators and the populace. The commanders led by Isaakios Komnenos and Katakalon 

Kekaumenos went to the emperor twice as representatives of the unsatisfied officers in 

order to express their disgruntlement and to demand equal treatment.
96

 Yet their 

demands were denied. Probably the emperor was not satisfied with the performance of 

the two mentioned officers at the frontiers. Accusations against Kekaumenos during his 

tenure as doux of Antioch resulted in his substitution by the emperor’s nephew.
97

 

The portrayal of the rebellion led by Isaakios Komnenos as a dispute between 

the military and the civil aristocracy does not correspond to historical reality. Although 

Isaakios was supported by officers from important Eastern units, most of the Western 

troops and an important part of the Eastern military officers remained loyal to Michael 

VI. This insurrection also cannot be seen as a conflict between the Eastern and Western 
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provinces, for a certain Bryennios from Adrianople supported the conspiracy and was 

blinded in consequence of it.
98

  

In fact, the Doukai were originally a family with a strong presence in the 

military and Skylitzes lists the brothers Konstantinos and Ioannes Doukas among the 

army officers who accompanied Isaakios Komnenos and Katakalon Kekaumenos in 

their complaints to the emperor.
99

 However, both Doukai were not mentioned in his 

description of the battle of Nicaea. Moreover, Konstantinos Doukas was connected with 

the family Dalassenos through a former marriage, and to the Makrembolitai and 

Keroularioi through his wife, Eudokia Makrembolitissa. He also had an unspecified 

family connection with Isaakios Komnenos. Therefore, it is reasonable to conjecture 

that the Doukas brothers acted as a connection between the Isaakios and the urban elite 

in Constantinople.
100

 This association with the Patriarch Keroularios and the city 

aristocracy was decisive for Isaakios Komnenos’ acclamation as emperor in 1057, after 

his military victory in Nicaea.  

After almost two hundred years, an emperor has been instated without the 

blessing of the Macedonian dynasty. Isaakios I believed that he could legitimize his rule 

without the dynastic factor, solely through this victory, for he ordered coins in which he 

portrayed himself in full military panoply and bearing a naked sword to be minted. 

Although Isaakios I had fulfilled all the conditions necessary to legitimize his rule as 

emperor in achieving a decisive victory on the battlefield, being acclaimed by the 

political groups and crowned by the patriarch, his efforts to implement reforms 

demonstrated that his position was in fact weak.  

The beginning of Isaakios I’s reign was marked by consent between the emperor 

and the people of Constantinople: he was received by the people and the senate with 

pomp and celebration. Most likely at their request, he rewarded his soldiers in the city 

quickly and released them, fearing that they would create problems if they remained in 
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Constantinople.
101

 This promising beginning was subsequently ruined because Isaakios 

I suspended privileges and tax exemptions for private people, office holders, 

monasteries, and churchmen. Although themselves offspring from the middle of society 

and promoted by the meritocratic policy of previous emperors, Michael Psellos and 

Michael Attaleiates agreed that Isaakios I’s reforms were necessary, considering the bad 

condition of the Byzantine state finances.
102

 Yet Psellos stressed that the reforms were 

introduced too swiftly. This convulsed the body politic, causing discontent not only 

among senators and other members of the city elite but also among the soldiers, who 

were affected by the emperor’s measures too.
103

  

Tensions became critical in consequence of the dispute between the emperor and 

the Patriarch Michael Keroularios. The latter was appointed by Konstantinos IX. In the 

power vacuum of that time, Keroularios became one of the most powerful people in 

Constantinople not because of his office, but due to his personal influence and his 

political connections. Attaleiates accused him of establishing a temporary 

administration during the interregnum between the deposition of Michael VI and the 

arrival of Isaakios Komnenos, distributing offices and functions.
104

  

The conflict between the emperor and the patriarch was a consequence of the 

cancellation of ecclesiastical privileges and the confiscation of monastic property. The 

patriarch considered that the hated measures weakened the emperor’s position. 

Keroularios thus began to adopt imperial privileges, such as wearing purple shoes, and 

threatened the emperor with deposition. The arrogance of the patriarch was too much 

for Isaakios Komnenos, who ordered that Keroularios should be arrested outside 

Constantinople in order to avoid a tumult among his supporters. Afterwards, he was 

brought to justice. The same applied to his relatives. His demonstration of power over 

the patriarch was, however, a Pyrrhic victory, for Keroularios died before his process 

was brought to an end and Isaakios had the patriarch’s death on his conscience. He, 
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therefore, allowed Keroularios’ corpse to be buried in a monastery he had founded and 

reinstated his nephews in his retinue.
105

  

These conciliatory measures were insufficient to avoid the emergence of 

opposition. The dispute with the patriarch cost the support Keroularios had secured 

among the parties in the city. Isaakios I was alone and hated for his confiscations. The 

campaign against the Petchenegs in 1059, whose success might have afforded the 

emperor some relief, was indecisive. A relatively serious disease gave Isaakios 

Komnenos a pretext to abdicate and transfer the imperial power to Konstantinos 

Doukas, who may have inherited Keroularios’ supporters because of his familial 

connection with the late patriarch.
106

 

The role played by Isaakios I’s kin in his reign, such as his brother Ioannes 

Komnenos and his nephew Theodoros Dokeianos, is controversial.
107

 Zonaras mentions 

that Isaakios I made Ioannes Komnenos kouropalates and megas domestikos.
108

 

Nikephoros Bryennios states that Isaakios offered the throne to Ioannes, which he did 

not accept despite Anna Dalassene’s loud protests. Skylitzes Continuatus informs us 

that Konstantinos Doukas was always his first choice, as his co-conspirator and 

financier.
109

 Psellos, however, reports that Isaakios treated his brother like everybody 

else and consciously excluded him from succession.
110

 Yet this version can be attributed 

to the fact that Psellos wanted to justify this controversial succession and the part he 

played in it. Isaakios I did benefit his brother, but he neither elevated his kinship over 

the rest of the aristocracy nor strove to build up a power group based on it. 

Consequently, Ioannes Komnenos refused to consider forcing his candidature as his 

brother’s successor, for he most likely felt too weak politically in comparison with 

Konstantinos Doukas.
111
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Isaakios I’s political errors were clear for his contemporaries. The emperor 

trusted the elite of Constantinople, whose loyalty was unpredictable. He introduced 

reforms hastily. Consequently, Isaakios lost political support and was abandoned by his 

alleged allies. Moreover, Isaakios I did not bestow enough favors on his family. Overall, 

if his errors were obvious to Byzantine historians, they must have been similarly 

obvious to his relatives: if they chose, they could learn how to conduct themselves if 

they should take the imperial throne again someday.  

1.2.5 From Konstantinos X Doukas (1059–1068) to Nikephoros III Botaneiates 

(1078–1081) 

The following emperors did not continue Isaakios I’s reforms. After 

Konstantinos X Doukas (1059–1068) held an inaugural speech to the guilds of the city 

and to the senators, he immediately reestablished the privileges and revenues canceled 

by Isaakios.
112

 Apart from Psellos, whose influence in the court depended on the favor 

of the Doukai, the other historians criticized the reign of Konstantinos X. Attaleiates 

and Zonaras accuse him of neglecting the frontiers and the military. Attaleiates, 

therefore, considers him responsible for the fall of Ani. The devastation of the Western 

themata by the treat imposed by the Uzes was removed only because of a disease that 

wiped out the invaders. At the same time, Konstantinos X implemented a harmful tax 

policy, which resulted in the insurrection in Larissa reported in detail by 

Kekaumenos.
113 

 

During the reign of Konstantinos X, the gold coin was further debased, 

indicating a worsening of the financial situation of the state. Although there is no clear 

causal relation between these debasements and his generous policy, its simultaneity is 

strong evidence of a possible connection. Konstantinos X appeared to have learned from 

the errors of his predecessors and involved his family in the government by appointing 

his brother, Ioannes Doukas, as kaisar and crowning his sons as co-emperors. Despite 

military defeats and financial crises, he was able to establish a dynastic succession.
114

  

Under Romanos IV Diogenes (1068–1071), the military became the center of 

attention once again. Romanos had a reputation for his military deeds in the Western 
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provinces. That was probably the reason – and not sexual attraction – why the Empress 

Eudokia Makrembolitissa chose him as her husband, the emperor and the guardian for 

the under-age Doukas.
115

 In his three-year reign, Romanos IV led many campaigns 

against Turks in which he aspired to reestablish the Byzantine armed forces after a 

period of abandonment. The Doukai feared that a decisive victory would result in the 

legitimation of his rule and a deposition of their family. Consequently, they contributed 

actively to the defeat in Manzikert in 1071. Actually, this event was not a military 

tragedy, but it did have decisive effects in the political context. It was followed by 

rebellions that compromised the political and territorial cohesion of the Empire, 

consumed the remaining military forces and attracted the Turks to Byzantine territory, 

who were introduced in Anatolia in order to fight in the following civil wars. This 

unquestionably contributed to the end of Byzantine Anatolia and to the establishment of 

Turkish hegemony.
116

 

The Sultan Alp Arslan released the Emperor Romanos Diogenes not long after 

he was captured in the confusion of the battle. Meanwhile, Michael Doukas, under the 

influence of the kaisar Ioannes Doukas and Michael Psellos, his tutor, seized the 

imperial power and declared the deposition of Romanos Diogenes. He, however, did not 

accept this and fought the Doukai in a civil war, which concluded with his defeat and 

being blinding.
117

  

Through that violent action, Michael VII Doukas (1071–1078), the son of 

Konstantinos X, confirmed his position as emperor. However, he came soon under the 

influence of his logothetes of the dromou Nikephoros or “Nikephoritzes”, as he is 

widely known. Psellos does not mention him. Attaleiates, Zonaras and Bryennios 

consider him repressive and conspiratorial. They attributed the removal of Ioannes 

Doukas and the synkellos Ioannes, the metropolitan of Side, from the private council to 

him, and accused him of making the emperor his slave.
118

 Bryennios limits his criticism 
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to Michael VII, probably because of his wife, Anna Komnene, who was a Doukas 

through her mother, and because of Eirene Doukaina, the empress who requested a 

history on Alexios’ reign from Bryennios. Zonaras and Attaleiates, however, make even 

more severe accusations concerning the financial measures of the logothetes. Both 

describe a repressive regime in which the property of important citizens was 

confiscated. In their view, Nikephoros implemented these actions not for the well-being 

of the state, but for his own good. Meanwhile, the Turks ransacked the Eastern 

provinces, reaching Chrysopolis and Chalcedon.
119

 After Michael VII’s deposition, the 

logothetes of the dromou was arrested and tortured by the orders of Romanos 

Straboromanos. His captors were convinced that Nikephoritzes had assembled an 

enormous wealth during his time in office and wanted to know where it was hidden. 

They also feared that Nikephoritzes could draw the new emperor, Nikephoros III, under 

his influence.
120

  

Michael VII’s government intended to restore the state finances through further 

monetization of the taxes and the debasement of the nomisma. It also attempted to 

reorganize the army by establishing the tagma of the “immortals”.
121

 It is possible that 

Nikephoritzes was unjustly assessed by Byzantine historians, for it seems that he clearly 

strove to reorganize the bankrupted state even though some of his measures only 

worsened the situation. 

Because provinces were insecure due to Petchenegs and Turkish advances, 

crowds of refugees fled to Constantinople and the failure of the economic measures led 

to famine among the population of the capital.
122

 Until that moment, the government of 

Michael VII had to face little opposition, but finally two major military rebellions broke 

out in a very short time: the insurrection of Nikephoros Bryennios and the rebellion of 

Nikephoros Botaneiates. The latter was an elderly commander of prominent ancestry 

with strong support in Constantinople. Botaneiates was backed by a group of Eastern 

aristocrats: Alexandros Kabasilas, the family Synadenos, Romanos Straboromanos, a 

certain Goudelios, and by members of the senate.
123

 With the help of Turkish auxiliary 
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troops, Botaneiates marched from his country house in Anatolia to the capital, where he 

was acclaimed as emperor.
124

  

Nikephoros III (1078–1081) followed the customs of his direct predecessors, 

awarding the inhabitants of the city and the Turks generously for their support with 

titles and presents. If we are to believe Attaleiates, the number of titleholders seemed to 

have achieved a peak during Nikephoros III’s reign. The emperor also announced a debt 

relief.
125

 Although Attaleiates reports an unstoppable flow of presents, offices, refunds 

and debt remissions, Bryennios presents another image by informing us that the rogai, 

the senatorial stipends, could not be paid anymore because the imperial treasury seemed 

to be empty.
 126

 

Despite the contradicting reports, there is enough evidence to conclude that 

Nikephoros III was the last emperor who could use the generous policy implemented by 

Basileios II’s direct successors, which was intensified by Konstantinos IX. Nikephoros 

was able to dispense favours and concessions to supporters and former adversaries after 

his successful seizure of power, but, during his reign, the state treasure seemed to be 

finally exhausted. The causes were possibly the difficulties imposed by the military 

efforts against invaders and usurpers, resulting in loss of tax income. Moreover, the 

increasing political instabilities and lack of legitimacy forced the Byzantine emperors to 

be more generous than their predecessor in trying to ensure their position, which 

naturally created increasing strain on the state finances. 

1.2.6 The “Vicious Circle” of the 11th century: the Generous Pragmatism and the 

State-conservative Reformers 

Through the summary of the political developments in Byzantium between 1054 

and 1081 presented above, it is evident that the Byzantine Empire was trapped in a 

vicious circle caused by the necessity of tackling contradictory facts. The disappearance 

of the Macedonian dynasty led to a legitimacy crisis. Despite the lack of an established 

dynastic rule for the succession in Byzantium, the Macedonian emperors enjoyed strong 

support in Constantinople in consequence of its length and success, which limited the 

ambitions within the aristocracy. Temporarily, their efforts to seize the imperial power 

in a long term were condemned to fail. Yet the imperial throne was open to competition 
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again once the dynasty died out. There was no obstacle anymore for the officers and 

their ambition. It must be added that the legacy of soldier-emperors such as Basileios II 

was an enormous and expensive military structure that granted its officers influence and 

power. Hence, the military officers had at their disposition the support of the soldiers 

and their retinue, as well as of their kin, who in their turn provided the support of their 

soldiers and their retinue. Yet they were initially estranged from the bureaucracy of the 

capital, which not only controlled the central administration but was also near to the 

emperors.  

In that sense, it is possible to understand a conflict between the military and the 

bureaucracy. A continuous tension existed between the army commanders, who were 

mostly members of families with an army tradition, and the central administration, 

which was run by individuals who were not necessarily from established families. The 

administration was open to new talents coming from the middle layers of the 

Constantinople’s society. By examining the most influential people of the time, it is 

noticeable that social climbers were as numerous as the members of the traditional 

families were. Psellos and Attaleiates reflect the ideology supporting that not only 

nobility of blood but also that of character, as well as capacity, should be considered 

when appointing officers. Yet these two groups are not clearly separated since 

provincial aristocrats moved to Constantinople during the 11th century as a result of 

imperial pressure, political strategy and the increasing insecurity in the provinces. Thus, 

members of “military” families began to marry into “civil” families and hold civil 

offices. Therefore, the political history of Byzantium cannot be understood in these 

terms. 

Striving for legitimacy and dealing with increasing influence of the officers, 

emperors such as Konstantinos IX Monomachos and Konstantinos X Doukas decided to 

dismantle the military structure in part and to implement a generous policy with the 

saved funds. Their natural beneficiaries were the merchants of Constantinople, who 

profited from the economic recovery, but lacked social recognition. Accordingly, the 

emperors granted them senatorial titles, expecting that they, in their turn, would support 

the rulers politically. The cutbacks within the military and the reform of the state were 

aimed to adapt the Byzantine polity to the social and economic changes of the 11th 

century. However, they facilitated the invasion of new and more dangerous enemies: the 

Turks, Petchenegs, and Normans. From the 1050s on, they made the provinces 
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increasingly insecure and presented the Byzantines with new challenges, to which the 

new organization had no adequate response.  

The insecurity and the dissatisfaction of the military promoted the ascension of 

Isaakios I and Romanos IV. Both intended in their own way to implement reactionary 

reforms whose objective was to give back the Byzantine imperial state its capacity to 

react. Isaakios I wanted to cancel the distributed privileges and reduce the senate to its 

former size and Romanos IV intended to reestablish the former acting capacity of the 

army. Their measures, however, were in conflict with the interests of the new economic 

elite of the capital. With further distribution of court dignities, Konstantinos IX, 

Konstantinos X and Nikephoros III satisfied the need for social recognition among the 

nouveau riche. Consequently, they were able to secure their position as emperors and 

reign for longer periods. Nikephoros III was the exception because the system was 

broken during his reign. Meanwhile, the imperial treasury was depleted, the political 

cohesion of the Empire was compromised and the authority of the emperor outside 

Constantinople was weakened. 

The Byzantine political history in the 11th century was characterized by the 

struggle between two approaches. The pragmatic emperors like Konstantinos IX, 

Michael VI, Konstantinos X and Nikephoros III focused their attention on the 

adaptation of the state to changing economic conditions, on the promotion of new social 

forces and on the urgent search for political support among the leaders of the population 

of Constantinople and some factions within the military. This approach was well 

received, but it ruined the foundations of the state. The second policy, distinctive during 

the reigns of Isaakios I and Romanos IV aimed at the maintenance or the recovery of the 

capacity of the state to act. They promoted austerity policies, such as the cancellation of 

privileges, tax exemptions, and gratifications. Yet this approach faced strong opposition 

and emperors who ventured to implement these measures quickly lost political support. 

Finally, this vicious circle was broken by Alexios Komnenos, when he adopted aspects 

of both approaches.  
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2. The Family History of the Doukai and Komnenoi from the 10th Century to 1081 

In the lines below, it will be presented how the conditions presented in the 

former chapter presented ideal circumstances for the accession of an emperor such as 

Alexios Komnenos to the throne and for the establishment of a regime such as the one 

he founded. Accordingly, it is important to tackle the political careers of the families 

Komnenos and Doukas up to 1081. While both families were affected by the context in 

which they lived, they were also players with a strong impact on political developments 

and responsible for significant changes in their times. Moreover, the political struggles 

during the reign of Alexios I were in many aspects a continuation of previous conflicts, 

thus it is meaningful to survey the history of both families and how they were connected 

with one another before 1081. Even though in the long term the alliance between the 

Doukai and the Komnenoi was the bedrock of the regime founded by Alexios, its 

genesis was troubled, demanding some adjustments in the first fifteen years of his rule. 

2.1. The Doukai 

Demetrios Polemis states that three family branches of the Doukas family are 

recorded before 1204. The first documented Doukai were Andronikos and his son 

Konstantinos. Although these were the first known carriers of the name Doukas/Doux, 

there was probably an ancestor who held the office doux, from which the surname 

derived. The obvious military background of Andronikos and Konstantinos Doukas and 

their close connection with the army supports this hypothesis. Because of their 

successes in the frontier war against the Arabs, the Doukes gained a strong reputation in 

Anatolia, leading to conflicts with the imperial authority. Andronikos was exiled 

between 906 and 907 after he lost favor with Leon VI through the machinations of 

Samonas. In 913, after the death of the Emperor Alexandros, the people of 

Constantinople acclaimed Konstantinos Doux as emperor in the Hippodrome. He 

stormed the Palace with the help of troops and supporters, but the attempt failed, 

resulting in a blood bath in which Konstantinos Doux and many other Doukes died. 

Others were arrested and later blinded or castrated.
1
  

The following family branch, the Doukas-Lydos, under Andronikos Doux Lydos 

and his sons, did not have such adventurous history as the previous Doukes. The degree 

of kinship is difficult to determine. They appear during the reign of Basileios II as 
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supporters of the insurrection instigated by Bardas Skleros. It is assumed that they were 

later pardoned by the emperor, for the Lydoi are seen again fighting for Basileios II.
2
 

The first documented member of the imperial branch of the Doukas is 

Andronikos Doukas, the father of the Emperor Konstantinos X and the kaisar Ioannes 

Doukas. Polemis attributes to him a seal belonging to a certain Andronikos Doukas, 

protospatharios and strategos of the Great Preslav in the early to the middle 11
th

 

century.
3
 Yet Psellos does not name him among the famous ancestors of Konstantinos 

X, preferring Konstantinos Doux and his father Andronikos Doux as well as a certain 

Pantherios instead.
4
 Ioannes Skylitzes lists both Konstantinos and Ioannes Doukas, his 

brother, among the military officers offended by Michael VI.
5
 Although they are both 

first documented as army officers, their political career did not have strong connections 

with the military. There is no evidence that Konstantinos Doukas ever held military 

command before his elevation to the imperial throne.
6
 In the only reference to 

Konstantinos X in a campaign, he is portrayed as a ridiculous figure. When the Uzes 

crossed the Danube River and wasted the themata of Illyrikon and Hellas, Konstantinos 

X was under pressure to react. According to Attaleiates, his response was to assembly a 

force composed of 150 men, who were brought to a place named Choirobakchoi near 

Constantinople. All were surprised by the fact that instead of calling the Eastern troops, 

he assembled this insignificant force. The emperor, however, was able to celebrate 

because he received news that the Uzes were decimated by disease.
7
 The kaisar Ioannes 

Doukas, in his turn, is often reported in the role of a commander, however in special 

situations that will be addressed below. 

When Konstantinos Doukas assumed power, he had two sons, Michael and 

Andronikos. He had a third, Konstantios, after his crowning.
8
 Psellos reports that the 

two older boys were crowned co-emperors only after Konstantios, the 

porphyrogennetos, was crowned. Even though Psellos mentions that the father preferred 
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Michael Doukas as his successor, his actions indicate that he preferred Konstantios. It is 

possible that Psellos was trying to do Michael VII, his last patron, a favor.
 9

 

After the death of Konstantinos X, his widow, Eudokia Makrembolitissa, 

became the head of the regency in the name of their underage sons. However, this 

situation did not last long. Military pressures and – according to the sources – personal 

infatuation resulted in a union between Eudokia and Romanos IV Diogenes, which 

resulted in the birth of the porphyrogennitoi, Nikephoros, Konstantinos, and Leon 

Diogenes.
10

 Although Romanos IV became emperor in association with the sons of 

Konstantinos X, the new status quo threatened the position of the Doukai. They had 

only recently seized imperial power and their rule was not characterized by military 

victories or prosperity.  

If the primacy of Romanos IV menaced the status of the Doukai, the emperor 

himself was not in a safe position. During the reign of Romanos IV Diogenes, there 

were two opposing groups at the palace, the Emperor Romanos IV and the Doukai. 

Both of them bequeathed us their version of the political events of these times: the 

Chronographia by Psellos, whose report of the events after 1059 is almost panegyric to 

the Doukai, and the Historia by Attaleiates, who was inclined to Romanos IV.
11

 

Attaleiates, who belonged to the group of Romanos IV’s and later Nikephoros III’s 

supporters, reports the conspiratorial movements of the Doukai, describing them as 

ephedroi, those who wait for the succession.
12

 Skylitzes Continuatus is more direct in 

naming those who conspired against Romanos IV: the kaisar Ioannes Doukas and his 

family, as well as Michael Psellos and Nikephoros Palaiologos.
13

  

Not able to trust the Doukai, Romanos took them always with him on his 

campaigns to avoid conspiracies in Constantinople in his absence. Romanos once had to 

send Manuel Komnenos in his place, most likely because the internal situation was so 

dangerous that he could not leave the city.
14

 The undeclared war between the Doukai 

and Romanos IV found a tragic end in Manzikert. The defeat of 1071 had tactical and 

structural causes, but the Doukai used these weaknesses for their own interests. 

Attaleiates reports that during a tense retreat, Andronikos Doukas, responsible for the 

rear during the battle, spread the rumour that the emperor had fallen. Consequently, a 
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supposedly organized retreat became a chaotic flight, resulting in the emperor’s capture. 

Whether Andronikos Doukas was to blame for the defeat depends on the report. 

Attaleiates confirms it with some reserve.
15

 Because of his connection with the Doukai, 

Michael Psellos blames the Emperor Romanos IV for the defeat.
16

 Bryennios does not 

mention any contribution of the Doukai to the defeat, presenting the emperor as a victim 

of bad unnamed counselors.
17

 Since his work was written at the request of his mother-

in-law, who happened to be the daughter of Andronikos Doukas, Nikephoros Bryennios 

would have a good reason to hide his responsibility for the defeat.
18

 

When the Sultan Alp Arslan finally released Romanos IV, he immediately 

embarked on his return to Constantinople. In the meanwhile, Michael VII had become 

the ruler and the Empress Eudokia Makrembolitissa was forced to release an edict 

announcing the deposition of Romanos IV.
19

 A civil war followed, in which Romanos 

Diogenes was defeated. When he was besieged in Adane in Cilicia, Romanos promised 

to resign the imperial title and to become a monk if he was to be spared. Although the 

conditions were initially accepted by the Doukai, Romanos Diogenes was blinded. For 

this action, Attaleiates accused Michael VII of ingratitude and perjury.
20

 The defeat also 

deepened the enmity between Ioannes Doukas and Anna Dalassene, the head of the 

Komnenoi after the death of her husband. She was accused of exchanging letters with 

Romanos Diogenes during the civil war. In consequence, she was arrested and exiled.
21

 

During the reign of Konstantinos X, Ioannes Doukas, his brother, promoted the 

career of Nikephoritzes, introducing him to the court during the reign of Michael VII, 

who became increasingly dependent on him. Since Nikephoritzes did not desire any 

competition concerning his influence over the emperor, he forced Ioannes Doukas out 

of court. Nikephoros did the same with Ioannes of Side. The once influential Michael 
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Psellos was overshadowed by Nikephoritzes to such an extent that his role at court was 

limited to be the teacher of rhetoric for the emperor.
22

  

Nikephoritzes used the rebellion by the mercenary commander Roussel de 

Bailleul as a pretext to move Ioannes Doukas away from the emperor.
23

 Michael VII 

appointed Ioannes Doukas and Andronikos, his son, as commanders of the Byzantine 

troops and employed them against Roussel at some point between 1073 and 1074. The 

kaisar Ioannes Doukas clearly did not want to go, sending his son instead. The emperor 

insisted though. Ioannes was then defeated by Roussel. During the battle, Ioannes and 

Andronikos Doukas were injured and captured. Once Michael VII rejected the 

conditions imposed by Roussel, the latter ordered his troops to acclaim Ioannes Doukas 

as emperor. Nikephoros Bryennios states that Ioannes Doukas offered some resistance 

to this plan at first, but Attaleiates does not mention any opposition at all by Ioannes. 

After the Turkish troops sent by Michael VII defeated Roussel de Bailleul, Ioannes 

Doukas returned to Constantinople. Fearing retribution, he took the monastic garb 

before he arrived. Ioannes Doukas was later pardoned, but he had to leave court. From 

now on, he no longer possessed any influence anymore over his nephew.
24

  

Even though Nikephoros III was successful in taking the imperial title from the 

Doukai, he was intelligent enough politically to maintain friendly relations with the 

family.
25

 Moreover, following Ioannes Doukas’ suggestion, Nikephoros III married the 

wife of his predecessor, Maria of Alania. The marriage resulted in a scandal, for 

Michael VII was then still alive. Yet the union helped to create a sense of continuity and 

favor for the Doukai.
26

 Furthermore, Nikephoros III favored Konstantios Doukas, the 

son of Konstantinos X (1059–1067). After the acclamation of Botaneiates in Hagia 

Sophia in 1078, Alexios Komnenos, by the time domestikos of the scholai, urged 

Michael VII to react, but the emperor was disinclined. However, he showed himself 

inclined to appoint his brother, Konstantios, as his successor. Alexios, who was 
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Konstantios’ friend, convinced him to accept the imperial title. Yet they encountered 

resistance from the people, who did not approve of Alexios’ intentions. Konstantios 

then decided to go to Nikephoros Botaneiates and submit himself to him.
27

  

Later, Nikephoros III put him at the head of a Byzantine force against the Turks 

in Chrysopolis. In this occasion, Konstantios decided to enforce his imperial claims as a 

Doukas and porphyrogennetos by rebelling as soon as he reached the Asiatic coast. 

Attaleiates gives us an interesting piece of information concerning this rebellion. He 

presents the immortals, unit created under Michael VII, among the rebellious troops. 

Attaleiates describes them as numerous and well trained, but undisciplined and 

disloyal.
28

 The explanation for such a description could be that this unit retained some 

sense of loyalty to the family Doukas. At any rate, Konstantios’ insurgency was a 

failure because the emperor bribed the insurgent troops in order to arrest the rebel 

leader. Consequently, Konstantios had to become a monk like his brother.
29

  

It is remarkable that Konstantios behaved completely differently towards 

Nikephoros III on two different occasions. When his brother resigned, Konstantios 

hesitated to strive for the imperial title, but shortly afterwards he decided to start an 

uprising. The difference lies in the fact that Konstantios was in Constantinople during 

the rebellion of Nikephoros Botaneiates in 1078. As it was demonstrated in the 

assessment of the insurrection of Nikephoros Bryennios, Botaneiates enjoyed massive 

support in the capital. Thus, if Konstantios wanted to become emperor, he would have 

to suppress the opposition of the Constantinopolitan population, as Alexios Komnenos 

proposed at the time and did himself some years later. As demonstrated above, 

candidates for the imperial title did not go against the will of the people of 

Constantinople. However, later as commander of troops and with the support of the 

soldiers, Konstantios was a stronger player, considering himself capable of applying 

pressure to Constantinople. 

Nikephoros III’s generosity towards the Doukai did not change the fact that they 

were excluded from the circle of decision-makers. Nikephoros Bryennios reports that 

the union between Nikephoros III and Maria of Alania, organized by Ioannes Doukas 

and Michael Doukas, his grandson, gave the kaisar some influence over the empress.
30
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However, it seems to have been very limited since he was living away from 

Constantinople when the Komnenoi rebelled.
31

 Moreover, a divorce from Eirene 

Doukaina may have been considered by Alexios Komnenos or at least by some 

members of the Komnenos faction, as well as a union with Maria of Alania.
32

 These 

plans conflicted with the interests of Ioannes Doukas directly and demonstrated that 

Maria of Alania enjoyed a relatively autonomous political agency independent of the 

other Doukai.
33

 

2.2 The Komnenoi 

The origins of the Komnenoi can be traced back to the reign of Basileios II. This 

ruler promoted the ascension of officials from the middle ranks of the army in order to 

compensate the influence of the great houses Skleros and Phokas, resulting in the 

emergence of surnames such as Dalassenos, Bryennios, Tornikes and Komnenos and 

the reemergence of the Doukai.
34

 In the times of Basileios II, two Komnenoi are 

registered. Nikephoros Komnenos was appointed commander in Vaspurakan in 1022.
35

 

Konstantinos VIII condemned him to be arrested and blinded in consequence of 

conspiracy accusations.
36

  

The second documented Komnenos was Manuel Komnenos, the father of 

Isaakios I and grandfather of Alexios I. According to Nikephoros Bryennios, Manuel 

Komnenos made the Emperor Basileios II responsible for the education of his sons, 

Isaakios and Ioannes. The emperor cared personally for their upbringing. Basileios II 

established the Monastery of Stoudios as their dwelling so that the brothers could enjoy 

the positive influence of the monks and participate in hunting and military training in 

the grounds not far from the monastery.
37

  

After Isaakios I’s resignations, the Komnenoi had to face a worsening of their 

political situation even though they managed to maintain their proximity to the 

emperors by holding high military offices and court titles. Furthermore, Anna Dalassene 

ensured the position of her family by marrying her daughters to members of important 
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families of the Anatolian aristocracy.
38

 While Ioannes Komnenos was still alive, Maria 

Komnene was married to Michael Taronites and Eudokia Komnene to Nikephoros 

Melissenos. Theodora was engaged to Konstantinos Diogenes, the son of the former 

Emperor Romanos IV Diogenes after the death of her father.
39

 Besides the entry in the 

commemoration list at the Monastery of Christ, the Philanthropist, which informs us 

that Ioannes Komnenos died as a monk at July 12
th

, 1067, there is no more information 

about him. This means that he most likely fell from grace during the reign of 

Konstantinos X Doukas.
40

 Anna Dalassene, in her turn, never completely accepted the 

removal of the Komnenoi. She considered Konstantinos X’s seizure of power as 

usurpation by the Doukai. Consequently, she never omitted an opportunity to act against 

the Doukai. Years later, she resisted to a marriage union between the Doukai and the 

Komnenoi vehemently.
41

  

The information on the Komnenoi up to the reign of Romanos IV is meager. Yet 

this emperor reinstated this family by appointing Manuel Komnenos, the older son of 

Ioannes Komnenos and Anna Dalassene, as the commander of the Eastern forces and 

granting him the title of protoproedros in 1070. Attaleiates praises his maturity despite 

his young age, his fairness when dealing with the soldiers and his early victories. Since 

he had few soldiers at his disposal, the protoproedros Manuel Komnenos was defeated 

and captured by the Turks. However, he managed to convince his captor, Chrysokoulos, 

a Turkish tribal leader, who lost favor with the Sultan Alp Arslan, to surrender to the 

emperor and become his servant. Romanos IV received Chrysokoulos joyfully, 

rewarding him with the title proedros. Manuel died shortly afterwards at the beginning 

of 1071.
 42

  

During the civil war between the Doukai and Romanos Diogenes following the 

battle of Manzikert in 1071, the Doukai accused Anna Dalassene of corresponding with 

Romanos Diogenes. Consequently, she and her children were exiled to the Prinkipos 

Island.
43

 Their exile, however, was not long, for the emperor Michael VII summoned 

them back to court after the death of Diogenes, proposing a marriage union between 
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Isaakios Komnenos, the second son of Anna Dalassene, and Eirene, a cousin of the 

empress Maria of Alania.
44

 This union was an initial approximation between the Doukai 

and the Komnenoi, for Anna Dalassene still clearly resented the Doukai.
45

 Moreover, 

Michael VII and Nikephoritzes did not trust the Komnenoi. The tasks given to them are 

evidence of this suspicion.  

After 1071, the city of Antioch became increasingly estranged from 

Constantinople. As in the rest of the Byzantine Eastern provinces, Antioch was affected 

by Turkish invasions at the end of the 11th century. Consequently, the imperial 

authority lost their preeminence to local figures such as Philaretos Brachamios, who 

used the situation to extend his influence over the city.
46

 He was a military officer of 

Armenian origin to whom Romanos IV gave the command of the Byzantine troops 

stationed on the Eastern frontiers.
47

  

After the deposition of this emperor, Brachamios became independent by not 

acknowledging Michael VII. He then strove to take Antioch, where Philaretos 

Brachamios already had many supporters, including the Patriarch Emilianos.
48

 Isaakios 

Komnenos was sent to counterbalance Brachamios’ influence in Antioch and to repress 

local opposition to the Byzantine authority. In Antioch, Isaakios had to comply with the 

emperor’s order to arrest the patriarch, resulting in a bloody insurrection.
49

 In addition 

to Brachamios’ political offensive and local resistance, the doux of Antioch had to 

tackle the constant danger represented by the Turks. During his term as doux, Isaakios 

was captured in combat by the Turks. His brother-in-law, Konstantinos Diogenes died 

whilst accompanying him as a subordinated officer. In order to buy his release, the 
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people of Antioch had to collect a significant amount of money. This surely contributed 

to the worsening of the relations between Isaakios and the city.
50

  

Alexios Komnenos’ position was no less complicated, for Michael VII ordered 

him to repress the insurrection of Roussel de Bailleul. After rebelling and then 

acclaiming the kaisar Ioannes Doukas as emperor, Roussel was defeated and captured 

by the Turks. Later, he was released after his wife paid his ransom. Roussel then went to 

the domains he established in Cappadocia with a seat in Amaseia. The emperor sent 

Nikephoros Palaiologos and six thousand soldiers against him, but due to lack of 

payment, they deserted Palaiologos and defected to Roussel. After this sequence of 

failures, Michael VII sent Alexios Komnenos with few resources and soldiers.
51

 By 

using guerrilla tactics, trickery and bribery, Alexios was able to arrest Roussel de 

Bailleul in Amaseia and repress the resistance offered by his supporters. Indeed, 

Alexios almost failed because the local population appeared to prefer to be ruled by 

Roussel than by the imperial authority represented in the person of Alexios. In order to 

break the resistance of the local population, he staged the blinding of the rebel leader.
52

 

We see that both Komnenoi were handpicked to address the most complicated 

problems. Both Michael VII and Nikephoritzes must have considered the situation in 

Antioch and Cappadocia to be so hopeless that it would be worth sending the distrusted 

Komnenoi. In case of success, the problems would have been solved. Yet in case of 

failure, Isaakios and Alexios would have been discredited and could have been accused 

of cowardice, incapacity, and even treason. Nikephoros Bryennios states that Anna 

Dalassene told Alexios to refuse the task of fighting Roussel de Bailleul.
53

 Although it 

is likely that Bryennios invented this intervention, it is in the text for a good reason. 

Bryennios wanted to portray his perspective of the Komnenos-Doukas relationship 

during the rule of Michael VII.
54

 Thus, in putting these words into the mouth of Anna 

Dalassene, Bryennios informs us that the relationship between these two families was 

one of distrust by that time. If we accept the chronology established by Paul Gautier, the 
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campaign against Roussel took place in 1075, when Alexios was 18 years old. It was a 

very early age for such responsibility.
55

  

The same happened with Isaakios. Considering the pressures to the imperial 

authority in Antioch and the resources available to him, Isaakios Komnenos was given 

an impossible task. Although he did his best to keep Antioch under Byzantine authority, 

it fell to Philaretos Brachamios as soon as Isaakios Komnenos was called back to 

Constantinople.
56

 

After Andronikos Doukas returned seriously injured from his failed campaign 

against Roussel de Bailleul in 1074, Ioannes Doukas decided to connect his family with 

the Komnenoi. He achieved this by arranging an engagement between Eirene, his 

granddaughter and Andronikos’ daughter, and Alexios Komnenos. Although Alexios 

seemed to be enthusiastic about the project of marrying into the Doukas family, the 

union was resisted by Anna Dalassene and the emperor. The imperial opposition lasted 

until 1077, when permission was finally given after Ioannes Bryennios’ attempt to 

besiege Constantinople.
57

 

This marriage is considered as a sign of a political alliance between these 

families and its inner contradictions are hardly assessed.
58

 Scholars who come to this 

conclusion do this in hindsight, in knowledge of the following events, namely Alexios 

Komnenos’ seizure of power with the support of the Doukai in 1081. Yet the 

rapprochement between the Komnenoi and the Doukai could not have had such an 

intention, for it happened early in the reign of Michael VII, in 1074, before the military 

uprisings that led to his deposition. Hence, this marriage union must be understood in its 

contemporary context.  

Actually, the relations between the Doukas and Komnenos families were marked 

by suspicion and resentment. At first, relatives and allies, the Komnenoi and the Doukai 

went apart after Isaakios I made Konstantinos Doukas his successors. This increasing 

estrangement led to the rapprochement between the Komnenoi and the Emperor 

Romanos IV Diogenes, who named Manuel Komnenos domestikos of the East and 

married his son to Theodora Komnene. The enmity between the Doukai and the 

Komnenoi were so strong that Anna Dalassene kept her loyalty to Romanos IV even 
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after his defeat in Manzikert and his following deposition. At the same time, both 

lineages were struggling to survive in the unstable political context of their times, which 

hindered the implementation of long-term strategies. As consequence the hegemony of 

Nikephoritzes, Ioannes Doukas and his descendants had lost imperial favor, thus they 

were forced to leave Constantinople. Moreover, the rebellion of Roussel de Bailleul was 

a catastrophe for this branch of the Doukas family. Ioannes Doukas hat to become a 

monk after his candidacy for the imperial title failed. Andronikos Doukas, Ioannes 

Doukas’ heir as the head of the family, was heavily wounded during combat in 1074 

and never recovered. He died years later in 1077. His other son, Konstantinos, had also 

met an early death in 1075.
59

 The family nucleus around Ioannes Doukas was, 

consequently, unprotected. The political position and even the safety of his descendents 

could be assured through the union with a promising young officer.  

Alexios Komnenos probably saw the obvious advantages of associating himself 

with the reigning dynasty even though this family branch had a troublesome relation to 

the reigning emperor. In addition, Alexios may well have developed a more pragmatic 

approach towards the Doukai than his mother had, for he was very young when Isaakios 

I resigned and his family was removed from power. Consequently, it is more reasonable 

to understand this union as a first step to ease the resentment and as a deal which 

benefited both sides and addressed their momentary needs. Ioannes Doukas found a 

protector for his family after his sons, Andronikos, deceased and Alexios Komnenos 

established a connection with the imperial family, becoming indirectly related to the 

emperor himself.  

Although we cannot exclude the possibility that both families sought imperial 

power, it seems that the plan was not possible for either the Komnenoi or the Ioannes 

Doukas’ branch during Michael VII’s reign. Ioannes Doukas was already a failed rebel 

and the Komnenos brothers did not try to seize power during the confusion following 

Michael VII’s renunciation. Alexios decided to support Konstantios Doukas instead. 

The ascension of Nikephoros III, an old man whose reign was not expected to be long, 

opened possibilities for young ambitious officers like Alexios Komnenos and for the 

Doukai. Yet since the union between Eirene Doukaina and Alexios Komnenos was not 

originally intended to take over the imperial throne, the accession of Alexios Komnenos 
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to power exposed the internal contradictions and the unsolved conflicts between the two 

families.
60

 

The brothers Komnenos enjoyed the favor of Nikephoros III Botaneiates. He 

appointed Isaakios Komnenos as sebastos after he was called back from Antioch. 

Moreover, the emperor granted him properties and chambers in the imperial palace.
61

 

Alexios was also granted properties and the title nobelissimos
62

 and then sebastos.
63

 

According to Zonaras, Nikephoros III named the Komnenos brothers his successors, but 

this is probably an exaggeration and a reflection of the Komnenian propaganda.
64

 His 

victories over Roussel advanced Alexios Komnenos’ reputation as a young and 

successful commander. On this account, Nikephoros III sent him to repress the 

insurrections led by Nikephoros Bryennios and Nikephoros Basilakes, now, however, 

with more soldiers and resources. Alexios was successful in both cases.
65

  

As a consequence of the Komnenoi triumphs and the imperial favor, Isaakios 

and Alexios Komnenos were envied by many in the court, especially by the emperor’s 

favorites, Borilos and Germanos.
66

 It is difficult to achieve a clear picture of these two 

influential individuals during the reign of Nikephoros III because of the defamation 

campaign promoted by the historiography influenced by Komnenian propaganda.
67

 

Borilos, protoproedros and ethnarches, and Germanos were described as Botaneiates’ 

slaves (douloi).
68

 Due to the emperor’s favors towards the Komnenoi, Borilos and 

Germanos were reported as becoming envious. Consequently, they continually 

conspired against Alexios and Isaakios Komnenos. Their intrigues served as pretext for 

the outbreak of the Komnenos rebellion. 
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2.3. Observations on the Political Careers of the Doukai and the Komnenoi until 

1081 

Considering his advanced age at the moment of his takeover, it was clear that the 

reign of Nikephoros III Botaneiates was an interregnum. Jean-Claude Cheynet identifies 

four groups during his rule. The “Phrygians” supported a certain Synadenos, an 

emperor’s relative; the supporters of Maria of Alania defended the succession rights of 

Konstantinos Doukas, the son of Michael VII; the party of Ioannes Doukas supposedly 

supported the ascension of any Doukas; and Anna Dalassene’s party wanted either 

Isaakios or Alexios Komnenos as emperor.
69

  

In general terms, I agree with Cheynet’s classification, but the Doukas family 

branch led by Ioannes Doukas was not willing to support any member of the family. 

Each group strove for the interests of their own members and if they found any kind of 

compromise with another branch of the family, they had independent political goals. 

Moreover, the imperial court was overcrowded with male porphyrogennetoi: 

Konstantinos Doukas, the son of Michael VII, Konstantios Doukas, the youngest son of 

Konstantinos X, and Nikephoros and Leon Diogenes, the offspring of the marriage 

between Romanos IV and Eudokia Makrembolitissa.
70

 Since Nikephoros III was linked 

with no other party that had already held the imperial title, he had to be more generous 

than his predecessors were. Therefore, he granted the Komnenoi high positions in his 

government and strove to find a compromise with the Doukai. However, his deposition 

through cooperation between the two branches of the Doukai and the Komnenoi showed 

that his position was the weakest of all mentioned groups. 

The Doukai as well as the Komnenoi represented a new form of making politics 

in Byzantium that gave weight to the kinship, establishing its foundation upon these 

relations. The Byzantine family had the oikos, the house or household, as its bedrock. 

This concept went beyond the scope of the domestic dwellings and became a social 

institution, which ran throughout the whole society. The aristocratic oikos had its center 

in the nuclear family, but relatives, servants, slaves, members of the retinue and 

eventually weaker and smaller oikoi also belonged to it. This institution granted their 

members support and a sense of belonging in contexts, like in the provinces, in which 
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the imperial power was hardly felt and foreign enemies and internal conflicts made life 

unsafe. In politics, the oikos enabled stable connections for the composition of factions 

in a time in which ancient forms of securing political support, namely court titles and 

their hierarchy, including the stipends attached to them and their symbolic and social 

distinction, were in decline. However, there were limitations, for the oikos was based on 

personal and direct relationships with the nuclear family. The death of the oikodespotes, 

the head of the household, led necessarily to the disappearance of an oikos and 

eventually the founding of another although the widow could become the head of a 

household. Anna Dalassene was a clear example. Moreover, confiscations and political 

downfalls disrupted networks based on the oikos.
71

 

The Doukai and the Komnenoi were not the first ones to use the customs and the 

values of the oikos as a model for the exercise of power and the establishment of 

factions. In the time of Michael IV, the Paphlagonian, his brothers and relatives played 

a significant role in his reign. Yet Michael V, the nephew and successor of Michael IV, 

exiled Ioannes Orphanotrophos, his uncle. He also ordered the blinding and castration 

of his relatives. Konstantinos X ruled in a similar form by appointing his brother, 

Ioannes Doukas, as kaisar and crowning each of his sons as co-emperors. The fact that 

the Doukai could not hold power for long afterwards reveals the above-mentioned 

weakness of the oikos as a political fundament. As emperor, Konstantinos X was the 

head of the household. When he died, his brother Ioannes Doukas attempted to take 

over this role, for his nephew Michael VII was young, inexperienced and supposedly 

weak.
72

 Initially, Ioannes Doukas had everything in grip and was able to force the 

widow Eudokia Makrembolitissa never to marry again.
73

 Ioannes Doukas started to lose 

influence when Eudokia broke this promise, marrying Romanos IV Diogenes and 

begetting children with him. When Michael VII came under the influence of 

Nikephoritzes, the emperor gradually removed Ioannes Doukas and his sons from the 

court. If the estrangement between Michael VII and Ioannes Doukas, then it is possible 

to conclude that there was a rupture in the oikos, whose head had once been 

Konstantinos X. Even though Ioannes Doukas tried to hold the family together, he could 
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not hinder Konstantinos X’s sons from forming their own factions in order to pursue 

independent power claims.
74

 

Among the Komnenoi, internal conflicts can hardly be observed until 1081. 

After the abdication of Isaakios I Komnenos in 1059, the siblings Komnenos stuck 

together under the leadership of their mother Anna Dalassene and could enforce 

relatively harmonious actions. Isaakios and Alexios Komnenos never appeared to 

compete with one another. During the rebellion that resulted in the acclamation of 

Alexios I Komnenos as emperor, the brothers Komnenos displayed impeccable 

cooperation undoubtedly with Anna Dalassene’s contribution.  

Not only the internal family disputes resonate in the following period; there were 

also unresolved issues between the Komnenoi and Doukai, which presented challenges 

to the reign of Alexios Komnenos. At the time of Isaakios I’s seizure of power, the 

Komnenoi and the Doukai were not only political allies but also related. Yet this 

connection was embittered by the resignation of Isaakios I. The transmission of imperial 

power to Konstantinos Doukas and not to Ioannes Komnenos irritated Anna Dalassene 

deeply. The consequent disgruntlement and mistrust could not be neutralized by the 

marriage between Alexios Komnenos and Eirene Doukaina, for it was still evident 

during the reign of Alexios I.  

The identification of the hero in the History of Attaleiates has produced a 

controversial discussion. At a first sight, Nikephoros III Botaneiates seems to fulfill this 

role.
75

 Yet it has been proposed by Dimitri Krallis that the ambiguities in the praise 

towards this emperor create the impression that the hero of the work was actually 

Alexios Komnenos.
76

 Despite the validity of this discussion, my impression is that the 

main characters of the History of Attaleiates are not its heroes, but its villains, a part 

clearly played by the Doukai. The History by Attaleiates until the report about the reign 

of Nikephoros III has a clear pessimistic tone and the members of this family represent 

the decaying mood that Attaleiates was trying to express. According to the author, they 

rose to power at the cost of the whole politeia. Although Attaleiates’ assessment was 

conditioned by his political alliances, he can only be accused of exaggeration.  
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At the same time, it is not correct to say that the Doukai ruined the Empire 

because of their moral deficiencies. At the end of the first chapter, it was demonstrated 

how the interests of the ruling groups were in conflict with the interest of the Byzantine 

polity. The Doukai did their best to hold power and this led to the bankruptcy of the 

imperial finances, the decay of the title hierarchy and military defeats. Accordingly, the 

marriage between Eirene Doukaina and Alexios Komnenos was a consequent attempt to 

ensure the political survival of the Doukai. Even though this union became the bedrock 

of the Komnenos dynasty, this consequence was accidental. The objectives were 

originally in a short-term to assure the Doukai a position through the connection with a 

talented man, who appeared to have a brilliant future.  

2.4. The Rebellion of the Komnenoi in April 1081 

In his Pouvoir et Contestations à Byzance (963–1210), Jean-Claude Cheynet 

understands the political struggles in Byzantium as an aristocratic competition, in which 

aristocratic families contended for power and wealth.
77

 He denies the division of the 

aristocracy between a military and a civil party, proposing a geographically based 

classification. Cheynet acknowledges that the support brought by kinship was limited to 

brothers and first cousins and that matrimonies did not assure cooperation, being often 

indeed a tool which attenuated hatred between families. However, he still approaches 

the political struggles of the period in terms of aristocratic groups or extended families, 

that is, everyone who carries the same family name and their dependents.
78

 In this 

survey on the opposition during Alexios’s reign, the limitation of that approach 

becomes very clear. If kinship was paramount for the formation of factions and the 

assurance of political support, why did the Diogenai and Taronitai with whom Alexios 

Komnenos’ sisters were married not support the Komnenos’ seizure of power? Why did 

Michael Taronites conspire with Nikephoros Diogenes although he had no family 

connections with him? Why did Maria of Alania also conspire?
79

 Why do we find an 

“obscure” Doukas (Exazenos Doukas) as a participant in the Anemas conspiracy? These 

lose ends cannot be answered convincingly by Cheynet’s approach. To make it clear: 

neither his analysis nor his conclusions should be denied completely. Kinship bonds and 
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the aristocratic appetite for estates and offices were indeed important in Byzantine 

politics. However, they have clear limits and gradations, which were not fully 

considered in Cheynet’s survey.  

The accounts of conspiracies during Alexios Komnenos’ reign are rather short 

and described from the emperor’s perspective, even in critical accounts such as those of 

Zonaras and Choniates. Therefore, much information is lacking, such as motives and 

names of other participants. The conspirator’s lists are generally very abridged or 

complemented with generalizing descriptions such as “several members of the senate” 

or “numerous officials”. Anna Komnene, our main source, used this device on a number 

of occasions and once, in her account of Nikephoros Diogenes’ murder plot, she 

consciously erased names from her report.
80

 For those reasons, the rebellion of the 

Komnenoi in 1081 provides the starting point for a study of the opposition to Alexios I. 

Due to the foundational aspect of this conspiracy, we have plenty information which 

enables us to develop of a deep analysis of the workings of opposition in Byzantium. 

This event was already explored in numerous studies, but a survey of Alexios’ seizure 

of power is still relevant as a case study for the following oppositional expressions.
81

 

There is enough information about the insurrection, as well as about its consequences 

and resulting traumas, to be able to assess the points of conflict between the opposing 

groups and the emperor, the composition of the opposition to Nikephoros III, as well as 

their actions, their strategies, and their goals.  

In her account of the rebellion that brought her father to power, Anna Komnene 

describes the actions of Alexios and Isaakios Komnenos as reactive. She builds a 

narrative in which her father and her uncle were faithful servants of the Emperor 

Nikephoros III and were favored by him though relentlessly pursued by his envious 

servants Borilos and Germanos. However, other accounts refute Anna Komnene in this 

aspect. Zonaras attributes the rebellion to long cherished ambitions for the imperial title, 

besides the defamations spread by Borilos and Germanos.
82
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More interesting is an addendum to the Material for History, attached after the 

death of Alexios I, in which the author defends Alexios I’s seizure of power incisively. 

The author claims that the throne was taken from his family when a stranger – 

Konstantinos X – was chosen to succeed Isaakios I and not a family member. Therefore, 

Alexios Komnenos accepted the acclamations by the troops because he was his uncle’s 

rightful heir.
83

 In this preface, there are factual mistakes, such as confusing the 

porphyrogennetoi Konstantios Doukas and Konstantinos Doukas, as well as affirming 

that Alexios Komnenos was elected emperor in Adrianople, when he was actually 

acclaimed in Schiza, in Thrace. For that reason, this allows us to state that this 

apologetic introduction was not written by Nikephoros Bryennios. It is unlikely that he 

would make such basic factual mistakes, especially because later in the text Bryennios 

established a clear difference between Konstantios and Konstantinos Doukas. Gautier 

cannot convincingly explain this late defense of Alexios’ coup d’état.
84

 However, it 

clearly demonstrates that the illegality and the uncanonical aspect of Alexios 

Komnenos’ ascension were still a target for criticism even in later times.
85

 

In addition to the long cherished Komnenos family’s ambitions of returning to 

the imperial power, other claims from various branches of the Doukas family also 

existed. Considering the political instability of the time, Konstantinos X ruled for a long 

period, establishing one of his sons as his successor, who, in his turn, also had a 

relatively long reign, even though both emperors, Konstantinos X and Michael VII, 

lacked any remarkable achievements. However, it was enough to form a group of 

supporters to defend their dynastic claims. In 1081, however, the Doukas family was 

divided into two interest groups due to the above-mentioned political events during the 

reign of Michael VII: the faction supporting Ioannes Doukas and the faction supporting 

Konstantinos Doukas, the son of Michael VII. By 1081, porphyrogennetos Konstantinos 

Doukas was only a boy; it was his mother Maria of Alania who defended his succession 
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claims. She was ready to risk public shame by marrying Nikephoros Botaneiates to 

protect her son’s position though her husband Michael VII was still alive. Besides, she 

did not hesitate to conspire against her new husband when he started to show a 

preference for his own relative, a Synadenos.
86

  

Anna Komnene reports that the insurrection was devised and executed by two 

family groups: the immediate family of Alexios Komnenos (Alexios himself, his 

brother Isaakios Komnenos, and his mother Anna Dalassene) and the immediate family 

of the kaisar Ioannes Doukas (the kaisar himself, Michael and Ioannes Doukas, his 

grandchildren and the brothers of Eirene Doukaina, their mother Maria of Bulgaria and 

their brother-in-law Georgios Palaiologos). Moreover, it had the participation of Maria 

of Alania, Gregorios Pakourianos, and Konstantinos Humbertopoulos.
87

 Since Alexios 

Komnenos was the domestikos of the scholai
88

, he had the support of the Thracian and 

Macedonian tagmata, which after the defeat in Manzikert probably encompassed the 

majority of the Byzantine standing army,
89

 and Turkish troops enlisted by Ioannes 

Doukas when he was on his way to meet the rebels.
90

  

This plot involving two families, two important officials, a former empress, and 

a significant part – if not the majority – of the remaining Byzantine military forces 

could not have been a desperate move organized in a hurry, as Anna Komnene tried to 

convince her readers. Some planning was surely required to organize this rebellion. The 

Komnenoi – for at the beginning it was not clear who was to be the emperor: either 

Alexios or Isaakios – had to reach a compromise by promising Pakourianos the office 

Alexios Komnenos had at the time (domestikos of the West) and Maria of Alania that he 

would crown her son as co-emperor.  

After Alexios and Isaakios escaped from Constantinople, a sequence of very 

well organized actions took place, leaving Nikephoros III and his supporters with their 
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hands tied. Alexios and Isaakios Komnenos joined with their loyal forces and marched 

through Thrace and Macedonia to receive (or to force) acclamation from its cities.
91

 At 

the same time, Alexios Komnenos sent a coded message to Ioannes Doukas, who had 

retired to his private house with his grandsons Michael and Ioannes, Eirene’s brothers, 

who were clearly waiting to act.
92

 Meanwhile, other simultaneous actions took place in 

Constantinople. Directly after the flight of Isaakios and Alexios Komnenos, the women 

of the family left the house to seek refuge in an annex of Hagia Sophia in order to 

guarantee sanctuary in case the rebellion failed.
93

 Maria of Bulgaria, Eirene’s mother, 

simultaneously put pressure on her son-in-law, Georgios Palaiologos, to join the 

rebellion.
94

 He hesitated because his father, Nikephoros Palaiologos, was loyal to 

Nikephoros III Botaneiates.
95

 Georgios Palaiologos’ support was important because of 

the immense fortune that he had stored in the monastery of Kosmidion, which he used 

to finance insurgent troops. It was complemented by the money confiscated by Ioannes 

Doukas from Byzantios, a tax collector he met on his way to meet Alexios and 

Isaakios.
96

 

Money alone did not assure support for a rebellion against an emperor. Soldiers 

had to be persuaded to follow their commander in actions that were essentially unlawful 

and could result in shedding their own blood in the combat against fellow-Byzantines.
 

Therefore, when all the supporters of the rebellion were encamped in Schiza, near 

Constantinople, a strong commotion arose among the rebels to decide who should be 

acclaimed: Alexios or Isaakios Komnenos.
97

 Anna Komnene describes the efforts 

undertaken by Alexios’ in-laws because of which he had a greater number of supporters. 

Isaakios acknowledged this, dressing his brother with purple shoes.
98
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According to Anna Komnene, an important element of this political dispute was 

a speech to the troops held by the kaisar Ioannes Doukas. She states that he pointed out 

that if Alexios were elected emperor, he would reward each of them with offices and 

prizes according to their merits, and not randomly, as other commanders did. Alexios, 

he said, was a soldier like them, who knew the hardships of war, for he was the “darling 

of Ares (areifilos)”.
99

 Although direct speeches are a literary topos adopted from 

classical historiography, it is possible to assume that the kaisar used similar arguments 

to convince the troops, maybe not with these words and not in only one speech. After 

the rebels united to support Alexios Komnenos, they marched towards 

Constantinople.
100

  

Anna Komnene reports that Nikephoros III and their supporters tried to organize 

resistance to this rebellion in the meanwhile, but the fast moves by the partisans of the 

Komnenoi paralyzed them. Romanos Straboromanos and Eupheminianos were sent by 

the emperor to arrest the womenfolk of the Komnenoi and failed.
101

 Apparently, the 

emperor did not have troops outside Constantinople because no help was sent against 

the rebels. Alexios’s soldiers were able to enter the city after German mercenaries who 

were responsible for a sector of the Theodosian Walls were bribed.
102

  

Afterwards, Nikephoros III sent an envoy with the fleet, carrying orders to bring 

Nikephoros Melissenos and his troops, encamped on Damalis, on the other side of the 

Bosphoros, to Constantinople. Georgios Palaiologos aborted that plan by arresting the 

envoy.
103

 Nikephoros Palaiologos and Borilos advised Botaneiates to take the chance 

while Alexios’ soldiers were spread in the city and to order the Varangian guard and the 

Chomatene soldiers to slaughter them.
104

 Nikephoros III rejected the proposal, sending 

Nikephoros Palaiologos to propose a truce with the rebels and to offer Alexios the co-
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emperorship. When this offer was rejected at the insistence of Ioannes Doukas, 

Nikephoros III followed the advice of the Patriarch Kosmas and abdicated.
105

  

After this short overview of the historiographic reports on the rebellion that 

brought Alexios Komnenos to power, it is possible to reflect on the political struggles 

and the exercise of political opposition in Byzantium at the end of 11th century.  

The sequence of events described above relies heavily on the report by Anna 

Komnene. Despite being shorter, Zonaras’ account also gives important information, 

which at least in its factuality does not contradict Anna Komnene’s version. We have 

already mentioned that bias may have affected her justification for the Komnenos 

rebellion. Borilos and Germanos were depicted as villains who conspired against 

Alexios and Isaakios, pushing them into illegal acts. This account is not believable 

considering the great amount of preparation needed to organize an enterprise such as a 

rebellion to seize the throne.
106

  

Vilimonović recently suggested that the important role given by Anna Komnene 

to the family of Ioannes Doukas might signal that she saw her father as a usurper who 

depended on the legitimacy brought by the Doukai to have a claim for the imperial 

throne. According to this interpretation, Anna Komnene would have intended to present 

herself as the heir of the Doukas imperial claim.
107

 Indeed, from the moment in which 

the kaisar Ioannes Doukas was invited to participate in the rebellion, Anna Komnene’s 

narrative gives a strong emphasis on the actions of his family, reporting many 

developments from their point of view. However, it is possible to interpret the evidence 

differently. Leonora Neville has convincingly proposed that Nikephoros Bryennios 

relied heavily on a lost report by Ioannes Doukas to write many events in his work.
108

 It 

is, therefore, perfectly possible that this hypothetical source went further, reporting the 

beginning of Alexios’ reign, probably ending with the seizure of power of Alexios 

Komnenos, which was the climax of the kaisar’s political career. Afterwards, Ioannes 

Doukas disappears from the Alexiad. Even his death is not reported.
109
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Moreover, Zonaras indirectly confirms the important role the Doukai played in 

the rebellion. He says, “Alexios was proclaimed emperor; he was preferred over his 

older brother because the soldiers were more attached to him as a more successful 

general and because they were drawn to his side with haste and promises by those 

around him”.
110

 This short report confirms in general lines the account given by Anna 

Komnene about the events in Schiza and the efforts made by the Doukai to promote 

Alexios’ candidacy. One could argue that the uncertainty about when the Epitomē 

Historiōn was written implies that Zonaras had access to the Alexiad. However, despite 

the lack of consensus in scholarly debates concerning the dating of Zonaras’ work, it is 

accepted that his report is independent of the Alexiad.
111

 

The rebellion that took place between February and April of 1081 was a purely 

military coup lacking support inside Constantinople. In contrast to the great military 

rebellions of the 10th and 11th century, which involved a great number of thematic and 

tagmatic forces, the rebellion of 1081 seemed to be carried out by a smaller number of 

troops. Alexios I Komnenos was by that time megas domestikos and had the Byzantine 

western tagmata at his disposal. Probably, after the battles in the rebellions of 

Nikephoros Bryennios and Nikephoros Basilakes, their numbers must have been greatly 

reduced. The Turkish mercenaries recruited by Ioannes Doukas complemented his 

forces, but most likely Alexios did not have a great army. This development is not new, 

for Nikephoros Botaneiates himself rebelled against Michael VII with the support of 

only 300 Chomatene soldiers and Turkish allies.
112

 Nevertheless, there was a significant 

difference between Alexios’ coup and the preceding one, by Nikephoros III Botaneiates 

in 1078. The latter was also a military insurrection but enjoyed a wide support in 

Constantinople because Michael VII Doukas and Nikephoritzes were very unpopular. 

Botaneiates was proclaimed emperor in the Hagia Sophia by the assembled archbishops 

led by the Patriarch Kosmas with – according to Attaleiates – the full support of the 

people.
113

  

Alexios Komnenos, however, enjoyed little support within the city. It was 

limited to his female relatives, the Patriarch Kosmas and the German mercenaries 
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bribed to allow the rebel troops to get in. He was only proclaimed emperor in 

Constantinople by his own soldiers after their invasion. Although Skylitzes Continuatus 

informs us that the senators were not happy about the influence exercised by the 

emperor’s henchmen, Borilos and Germanos, Nikephoros III still enjoyed strong 

support in the city, for the senators and the people attempted to organize some 

resistance. However, according to Zonaras, they were “men from the rabble and for the 

most part ignorant of war or rather assembled from the marketplace and from urban 

crowds”; therefore, they could not resist the attack.
114

 Zonaras expressly says that when 

Alexios’ troops entered the city, they behaved as if in an enemy city by plundering, 

killing and attacking senators.
115

 Anna Komnene confirms this account although she 

tries to absolve him.
116

 As we will see in the following lines, it was a traumatic event 

that created an institutional breach, which reverberated until the last days of his reign 

and even after.  

Other commanders who had rebelled before Alexios I may have tried to force 

the inhabitants to proclaim them emperors, but none of them had dared to launch a 

direct attack against the city in order to seize it by force. This breach has not been 

appreciated by modern scholars sufficiently.
117

 It is generally solely considered with 

regard to the senatorial opposition that Alexios Komnenos suffered.
118

 This violent and 

illegal act was, for that matter, an open political statement.
119

 In previous rebellions and 

seizures of power, candidates took great pains to ensure the approval of the leading 

figures of the city (senators, patriarchs, clergy, rich merchants, etc.) and its people, 

granting them ample concessions. These strongly constrained the emperor’s field of 

action and his ability to implement necessary reforms. If the emperor tried to act more 

freely, he risked destroying his expensive support. This is what happened to Alexios 

Komnenos’s uncle. Therefore, Alexios Komnenos violent seizure of Constantinople was 
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designed to break this practice. This gesture meant Alexios would build his support on 

different terms. 

The female role in these events is also noteworthy.
120

 Maria of Alania helped the 

Komnenoi with their search for legitimacy and conspired with them. Maria of Bulgaria 

put pressure on her son-in-law to adhere to the Komnenian cause. The role of Anna 

Dalassene is interestingly portrayed in Anna Komnene’s account. She assigned her 

grandmother a role without great political consequences: to find a safe haven for the 

women of the family. Yet Anna Komnene reported this episode thoroughly.
121

 Perhaps 

it was a way of acknowledging Anna Dalassene’s importance without risking the honor 

of her father and her uncle by portraying them as grown-up men who were controlled by 

their mother.
122

 Alexios’ desire to meet Anna Dalassene and hear her advice when his 

troops were scattered through the city and Nikephoros III was about to abdicate could 

also be interpreted as a subtle form that Anna Komnene found to acknowledge her 

grandmother’s importance.
123

  

The group of ringleaders appears to have been reduced to the closest relatives of 

Alexios Komnenos and Eirene Doukaina, such as their brothers, mothers, and 

grandfathers. The syngenike boetheia observed by Cheynet
124

 seemed to be limited to 

their immediate family. Nikephoros Melissenos was the only person related by marriage 

to Alexios who was mentioned with exception of the Doukai. Melissenos rebelled 

simultaneously in Anatolia and proposed that Alexios share the Empire with him since 

he was not willing to fight his relative.
125

 Alexios Komnenos’ sisters were married to 

the families Taronites and Diogenes, but there is no evidence of their participation.
126

  

Maria of Alania’s involvement with the conspiracy was solely aimed at the 

protection of her son’s interests rather than by loyalty to Eirene Doukaina, who saw 

Maria of Alania as a menace to her own position, hence as neither a relative nor an ally. 
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Curiously, Alexios Komnenos seems to have been the only link between the partisans of 

Ioannes Doukas and Maria of Alania. It is also intriguing that the success of the 

rebellion appears to have heavily relied on the actions of the relatives of Eirene 

Doukaina. As it was discussed above, the importance assumed by the Doukai in Anna 

Komnene’s account of the rebellion might have been a result of her loyalty to her 

mother and her former fiancé. However, Zonaras corroborate that Alexios’s supporters 

were important so that he was prefered over his brother and then acclaimed as emperor. 

Moreover, the influence of the Doukai on the reign of Alexios I and their staunch 

resistance to any emperor’s attempt to diminish their influence indicate that the Doukai 

considered the imperial power as much as their own as Alexios’.  

Alexios Komnenos’ seizure of power satisfied the short-term ambitions of the 

co-conspirators. The Komnenoi regained the imperial power. Ioannes Doukas was able 

to instate his progeny on the throne. Maria of Alania assured the claims of her son, at 

least temporarily. Nevertheless, these short-term ambitions were in conflict with long-

term ones. The new emperor Alexios I had to deal with the fact that his mother hated 

Ioannes Doukas and his family. However, the newly crowned emperor knew that he 

could not get rid of his mother or of the Doukai. The latter knew that the role of the 

emperor’s family was more important than that of the empress’. This entailed they 

would have to struggle for their position in the new regime. Maria of Alania could also 

expect that the imperial couple would beget their own porphyrogennetoi, who would 

compete with her son, but under more favorable conditions. Consequently, in addition 

to the strong opposition from non-members of the newly established consortium, the 

Alexios I had to face contradictory positions in the core of his own faction.  
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3. 1081–1091: Building an Internal Status Quo in Face of External Threats and 

Internal Discontentment 

 

This chapter is an assessment of the first ten years of Alexios I’s reign. It was a 

turbulent period. Alexios Komnenos took power on the eve of a major Norman 

invasion. Furthermore, the Empire was still dealing with Petchenegs and Turks 

roaming, ransacking and destabilizing the Byzantine provinces. Therefore, Alexios had 

to face the same dilemma as his predecessors: how could he establish a stable regime 

and make the sacrifices necessary to tackle the immediate problems? There were few 

resources to finance a Byzantine reaction. This situation forced Alexios to adopt 

polemic measures. Furthermore, as said in the previous chapter, the removal of 

Nikephoros III Botaneiates addressed the short-term interests and worries of the parties 

involved with the deposition, but now it was necessary to form a functioning 

government. Among members of the faction, suspicions grew and contradicting 

interests shocked. Consequently, the first ten years of his reign were a time for 

adaptation for the participants of the rebellion of 1081, whose roles were still uncertain. 

Eventually, dissension emerged out of the disputes for favorable positions and of the 

conflicts of interest. As a consequence, the boundaries between political support and 

opposition were not quite clear in this period. The opposition was similarly 

undetermined. Anna Komnene portrays a picture of general dissatisfaction with Alexios 

I. Expressions of opposition were hesitant and lacked proper leadership. While they 

were able to present challenges to his government, they were not strong enough to 

overthrow it. 

3.1 The imperial concessions 

Surveys of the patrimonial regime established by Alexios Komnenos and 

expanded by his successors are numerous, but they tend to come to similar conclusions.
1
 

After he took power, Alexios created new titles, which he distributed to his brothers and 

brothers-in-law. They superposed the old court hierarchy with the exception of the rank 

of kaisar, which was only subordinated to the emperor himself and to the newly created 

dignity sebastokrator, granted to his brother Isaakios Komnenos. Old court titles not 

only forfeited their precedence, Alexios also canceled the stipends  the rogai – 
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attached to them.
2
 However, Alexios was doing nothing new here. Nikephoros 

Bryennios reports that the payments were discontinued in the reign of Nikephoros III 

due to the bad financial situation of the state.
3
  

Since he lacked resources, Alexios I rewarded his supporters with tax revenues 

from imperial estates. Isaakios Komnenos received these concessions in the region of 

Thessaloniki, Adrianos Komnenos on Kassandra Island, Ioannes Doukas and 

Nikephoros Komnenos in the Hierissos region, Gregorios Pakourianos in the Smolene 

region and Leon Kephalas in Hellas and Thessaloniki.
4
 Similar concessions were also 

given to the emperor’s opponents. Nikephoros Melissenos was granted Thessaloniki for  

residence (eis katoikian) with all the taxes and contributions that were supposed to be 

paid to the emperor (choregian chrematon) and the title kaisar.
5
 Nikephoros Diogenes 

received the governance of Crete with the obligation of living there.
6
 Alexios I also 

acknowledged Theodoros Gabras as the lord of Trebizond.
7
  

The most prevalent position among scholars is that Alexios I Komnenos 

reorganized court titles, created new offices and distributed concessions to family and 

relatives by marriages to acquire political or military support. This resulted in a 

patrimonial state and consequently, compromised the Byzantine state’s capacity to act 

effectively.
8
 However, the list of the individuals who received these concessions 

weakens this hypothesis. As we mentioned, three of them were Alexios I’s competitors 

or enemies: Nikephoros Diogenes, Nikephoros Melissenos, and Theodoros Gabras. 

Among the emperor’s direct family, Nikephoros Komnenos never held any important 

political or administrative role
9
 and we will see that Alexios I could not trust Adrianos 
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Komnenos.
10

 Gregorios Pakourianos died some years after Alexios’s takeover and could 

not provide political support in accordance with the concessions he had received.
11

 The 

only true supporters of Alexios to be found in the list, who actively defended his rule 

and made important contributions to his reign, are his brother Isaakios Komnenos, Leon 

Kephalas and Ioannes Doukas. Kostis Smyrlis conjectures that their main aim was to 

reward officials for their service to the state, as Alexios’s predecessors did with the 

strategoi, but with movable wealth. The bad condition of the finances forced Alexios to 

find a new solution, hence the land concessions. They not only entailed exploratory 

rights but also some administrative, judicial and defense functions. These did not 

interfere with imperial hegemony, for the emperor could intervene in local issues if it 

served his interests and the concessions could be naturally canceled.
12

 Frankopan 

proposes one additional reason. In his views, concessions were a reward for those who 

helped Alexios in his seizure of power.
13

  

These interpretations explain the land grants made to his direct family and 

relatives by marriage, but how should we interpret those made to his competitors? The 

concession of Thessaloniki and its hinterland to Nikephoros Melissenos was a 

compensation for surrendering his imperial claims. An interesting detail is that 

Melissenos not only enjoyed the revenues from Thessaloniki but was also expected to 

live there (eis katoikian). The concession to Nikephoros Diogenes was presented in a 

similar fashion. He was awarded the government of Crete to serve as dweling place (eis 

endiaitema idion). In the case of Theodoros Gabras, it was unnecessary to emphasize 

that he should stay in Trebizond since his interests lay there and not in Constantinople. 

Granting Gabras the title doux of Trebizond was, therefore, an imperial 

acknowledgement of his local influence and of the fact that Alexios could do nothing 

about it, at least for the moment. Nevertheless, he assured Gabras loyalty by keeping his 

son at court as a hostage.
14
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Seeing the three examples above, we see that in those cases the concessions 

given by the new emperor to his former and potential adversaries to Nikephoros 

Diogenes and Nikephoros Melissenos were not only an appeasement policy but also a 

glorified and very expensive form of exile. That Alexios had to make such compromises 

in the first years of his reign is evidence of the weak position in which he found himself.  

3.2. Alexios and Constantinople: Traces of a Difficult Relationship
15

 

Another hypothesis is that the titles and concessions that Alexios I made to his 

family and supporters were also intended to alienate the senators as well as the rest of 

the aristocracy who were not related to the emperor.
16

 This is sometimes addressed 

negatively as if Alexios I were the representative of conservative strata from Byzantine 

society that was not content with the “progress” made in Byzantium in the preceding 

years. It supposedly resulted in a Byzantine humanism and a meritocratic policy, which 

brought the sons of merchants and shopkeepers into the senate.
17

 However, this 

hypothesis only stands if we accept the division of the Byzantine aristocracy into two 

clear groups: the civilian and military aristocracy. Scholars have already questioned this 

division as an explanation for the political struggles during the 11th century. Yet, it has 

been difficult to assess the problem of the political opposition to Alexios I and to 

understand his political strategy in different terms.
18

  

Earlier we posed that the violence of Alexios I’s seizure of power was a political 

statement through which he intended to establish a relationship with Constantinople, 

especially with its elite, which differed from that of his predecessor. We also already 

pointed out that if Isaakios I’s contemporaries knew how and where this emperor failed, 

Alexios I and his family must have known it too. Accordingly, it is interesting to 

observe to which extent the policies of both emperors were similar and to which extent 

they differed. Isaakios I and Alexios I were aware of the appalling condition of the 

imperial treasury and adopted similar measures: both canceled stipends of the 

titleholders and both confiscated lay and ecclesiastical properties. Nevertheless, after 

Isaakios I had achieved a decisive military victory over the forces loyal to the emperor 

Michael VI, he negotiated with representatives of the Constantinople leading groups. In 
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that he followed the century-old political tradition, which awarded the acclamation by 

the people and Senate of the imperial city a great importance, leaving these groups 

inside Constantinople the last word, Isaakios I put himself in a fragile position, as his 

predecessors had done. Consequently, he was not able to confront their interests. 

Isaakios I was probably not aware of that contradiction that caused his downfall. 

Alexios I, in his turn, had learned the lesson. Thus, his violent coup as well his first 

actions as emperor – cancellation of the rogai and of many measures taken by 

Nikephoros III
19

 – were not just one more episode of hereditary rivalry within the 

aristocracy. It was a conscious political decision, the consequence of the empirical 

knowledge gathered in the short time in which the Komnenos family held imperial 

power.
20

 

The violence of his seizure of power had repercussions on the relationship 

between the emperor and Constantinople as well as with its elite. Beyond the illegal and 

uncanonical character of his accession to power, the confiscations in consequence of 

real or invented conspiracies or of the so-called epibole, the cancellation of the rogai, 

and the concessions to his family were also the cause for the emergence of a staunch 

opposition. The Constantinopolitan elite seemed to reject Alexios Komnenos for the 

most part, but their identity, their movements, their position and their goals are very 

difficult to trace, for our major sources only mention them indirectly. Whenever 

someone was at odds with the emperor, senators, and members of the aristocracy or, in 

more general terms, the aristocratic oikoi were involved. A number of unnamed senators 

supported the rebellions staged by Pounteses in 1083
21

 and Nikephoros Diogenes in 

1094.
22

 Anna Komnene says about the conspiracy of the Anemas brothers around 1100 
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that the brothers convinced the leader of the Senate, Ioannes Solomon, to take part in 

the conspiracy, promising that they would make him emperor if they were successful.
 23

 

According to Anna Komnene, the man was extremely stupid and the Anemades did not 

intend to make him emperor. They only coveted his money. The Anemades also 

managed to win the support of the former eparch Konstantinos Xeros and of a certain 

Skleros.
24

 This is the only case in which Anna Komnene names senators or non-army 

officers among the conspirators. Anna Komnene also mentions in several passages 

enigmatic murmuring and gossip in the corners of Constantinople.
25

 This image of 

secretive enemies besieging Alexios while he strove to put the Empire back at its feet is 

an important part of Anna Komnene’s characterization of her father. It also, however, 

says a great deal about the relationship between Alexios Komnenos and the elite of 

Constantinople, and the practice of political opposition inside the city. 

The senators and civilian officials did not limit their opposition to Alexios I 

Komnenos to taking part in conspiracies to dethrone this emperor but also participated 

in other oppositional movements against him that were not aimed at his deposition. This 

is true for the controversies of Ioannes Italos and Leon of Chalcedon. Both episodes 
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were extremely complex and it is possible to address them from very different, but still 

valid and correct perspectives. However, for the moment, it is important to point out the 

presence of senators, civilian officers and members of unnamed aristocratic houses in 

the company of individuals at odds with the emperor, influencing them or being 

influenced by them. This was perceptible in the process against Ioannes Italos in March 

1082. While the emperor faced the most complicated phase of the Norman invasion, he 

still found an opportunity to prosecute Ioannes Italos, the consul of the philosophers. 

This whole process had multiple angles, resulting in multiple conclusions about the 

hidden motivations behind the process.
26

 Some of these approaches to the process 

against Ioannes Italos will be addressed here to begin with, followed by a general 

conclusion.  

Unlike most events in Alexios’ reign, whose investigation relies solely on the 

accounts of Zonaras and especially Anna Komnene, the process against Ioannes Italos is 

reported by other sources because of its ecclesiastical aspect. The Italos controversy is 

recorded in the account by Anna Komnene
27

, process proceedings
28

 and the Synodikon 

of Orthodoxy.
29

 It is interesting to compare these accounts, chiefly Anna Komnene’s 

and the proceedings. While the proceedings focused on the theological aspects of Italos’ 

works and its effects in the clergy, Anna Komnene was concerned with the 

philosophical and political facets. She considers Ioannes Italos a disturbing influence 

and an unworthy successor of Michael Psellos. Anna Komnene mentions the long 

relationship that Ioannes Italos enjoyed with the Emperor Michael VII and his brothers, 

which once saved him from being condemned for heresy.
30

 Later in her account, she 

names three of his disciples: Ioannes Solomon, a man named Serblias and one named 

Iasites, whom Anna Komnene accused of not being able to understand the subtleties of 
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the philosophical argument.
31

 Anna Komnene begins with the political accusations by 

claiming that Italos “stirred up many irrationals to rebellion and from his own disciples 

reestablished not few as tyrants.” She adds that she “could mention many if the time had 

not dimmed my memory.”
32

 Here, Anna Komnene resorts to a convenient memory loss 

in order to avoid compromising herself. Thus, it is clear that the controversy of Ioannes 

Italos had two ramifications: the philosophical-theological one was addressed in the 

proceedings and the political one was enigmatically hinted by Anna Komnene. On this 

occasion, it is possible to see the same group of senators, civil officers, and families 

from the middle rank of the aristocracy rallying around someone in conflict with 

Alexios Komnenos. Something similar was observed with the Leon of Chalcedon 

controversy, which began a little earlier than the process against Italos but dragged on 

until late 1094 or early 1095.
33

 Anna Komnene states that the bishop of Chalcedon was 

encouraged by members of the bureaucracy to resist the emperor’s conciliatory 

approaches.
34

 

Perspective presented so far seems only to corroborate the existence of an 

opposition to Alexios I from senatorial, bureaucratic and less illustrious aristocratic 

elements in Constantinople. Obviously, this conclusion is not new. Actually, the most 

important thing here is not the social origin of the members of the opposition, but their 

motives. They did not oppose Alexios I because of the military character of his faction. 

It was rather a direct reaction against specific policies adopted by this emperor to face 

the contradiction between the necessity of assembling political support while addressing 

the financial issues and the defense of the Byzantine polity. Alexios broke with the 

generous policy which favored the bureaucracy and with the social promotion of 

enriched merchants, implemented lastly during the reign of Nikephoros III, who was an 

offspring of one of the most illustrious families with military tradition. Michael 

Attaleiates widely praises this emperor for promoting officials, returning ecclesiastical 
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property confiscated by Michael VII, forgiving debts, returning commerce rights over 

the docks of Constantinople to their owners, and for passing a law that protected civil 

servants from the consequences of a change of regimes.
35

 Alexios I Komnenos could 

have canceled many or even all these measures as a result of the financial difficulties. 

An evidence that the Constantinopolitan elite was not driven by class motives is the fact 

that they were always ready to support anyone who wanted to depose or simply create 

difficulties for this emperor, including other military officers from the same background 

as the Komnenoi, like Nikephoros Diogenes and the Anemas brothers. It becomes 

therefore evident that this opposition was not an expression of an aristocratic binary 

struggle, it was rather an ideological battle based on the following question: whom 

should the Byzantine state serve?  

It is interesting that, during the reign of Alexios I, members of the 

Constantinopolitan urban elite were often found as supporters of oppositional 

movements, but not as leaders. Imperial power was, in theory, an elective post and 

accordingly anyone could occupy it, but nobility of birth (eugeneia) became an 

increasingly important legitimacy element during the eleventh century. In Byzantium, 

this aristocratic ideal was not clearly established, but it was linked with the presence of 

an individual’s family or relatives in the administration or in the military. Offices in 

bureaucracy and in the military initially had the same importance, but families with a 

tradition in the army could achieve higher levels of eugeneia due to the stronger 

nepotistic traditions prevalent in that institution than in the bureaucracy. As a result, 

they ended up controlling Byzantine politics.
36

  

This process was clearly completed during the reign of Alexios I. Accordingly, 

the ringleaders in plots were usually army officers from families with strong traditions 

in that institution. Meanwhile, members of the senate or of families from the lower 

ranks roamed around these officers, seeking someone who could be an adequate 

candidate to depose Alexios Komnenos. Anna Komnene also describes Ioannes 

Solomon as being of illustrious origin (geneous lamproteta), but at the same time 

considers his imperial aspirations ridiculous and preposterous
37

. It could have been a 

reflection on this development. 
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Although a stark resistance by the civil elite existed from the beginning to the 

end of Alexios I’s reign, resilience did not correspond with effectivity. Despite all 

conspiracies, Alexios I did not fall. In previous periods, this section of the elite was 

powerful because emperors recognized their influence. Afterward, removed from the 

group of the emperor’s supporters and unable to present an acceptable candidate from 

their own ranks, they had to turn to any pretender. They hoped that one of them could 

take Alexios’s throne and return to a policy similar to that of Nikephoros III, who 

opened the treasury and created laws that protected imperial servants.
38

 Yet, this part of 

the elite was not able anymore to use their network of dependents in order to elect 

someone of their own choosing.  

3.3 Pretenders and Foreign Enemies  

The reign of Alexios I was contemporaneous to the establishing of a new order 

in the Mediterranean world. During Alexios I’s reign, the nomadic Turkish tribes settled 

themselves in Anatolia and took the form of polities, such as the Seljuk Sultanate and 

the Danishmend Emirate. In the West, Byzantium increased its contacts with the Latin 

Christian world first through commercial relations with the Italian republics of Venice 

and Genoa, the Norman invasion led by Robert Guiscard, and afterwards, through the 

Crusades. Although these external developments lie outside our scope of the 

investigation, it is interesting to observe how external politics influenced in inner 

political struggles in Byzantium during Alexios I’s reign.  

In disputes between polities, lending support to internal opponents of the enemy 

was and still is common. In Byzantium, one form of doing this was when enemies of the 

Empire were accompanied by supposed pretenders or by deposed emperors during 

invasions. On the occasion of the Norman campaign in the Balkans between 1081 and 

1085, Robert Guiscard brought with him a person who impersonated the deposed 

emperor Michael VII Doukas.
39

 His son Bohemund did the same thing between 1107 

and 1108 by bringing a pretender who claimed he was one of the sons of the emperor 
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Romanos IV Diogenes.
40

 The Cumans acted similarly, bringing with them a man who 

claimed to be a son of Romanos IV Diogenes when they invaded the Empire in 1095.
41

 

However, this strategy was not very effective. Although Anna Komnene reports that 

many joined Robert Guiscard when he arrived near Avlona, believing that the pretender 

was indeed Michael VII, Robert Guiscard could not achieve greater gains with this 

ruse.
42

 He presented the pseudo-Michael VII Doukas to the population of Dyrrachium, 

but the inhabitants did not acknowledge him, insulting him instead.
43

 The pretender 

Diogenes went to Adrianople, and presented himself to Nikephoros Bryennios, the 

blinded former rebel, who did not recognize his voice.
44

 The pretender Diogenes was 

able, however, to assemble a small number of supporters in Constantinople, but they 

may very well be the part of the Constantinopolitan elite who had earlier supported 

Nikephoros Diogenes’s plot against Alexios I.
45

 

It was also possible to support your external adversary’s internal oppositionists, 

but it is difficult to find in the sources reports of such external influence in internal 

politics in Byzantium. Yet there is suggestive evidence. In the Alexiad, Anna Komnene 

links many conspiracies with wartime. Plots occurred after Alexios I returned from 

campaigns
46

 or during campaigns.
47

 These phenomena can be interpreted in two ways: 

first, the rebels took advantage of the emperor’s frailty, especially when he had just 

faced a defeat; second, since we are dealing mostly with information provided by Anna 
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Komnene, this may have been a rhetorical construction. She builds her narrative in such 

way that conspiracies, which were internal aggressions, were always connected with 

foreign invasions, which were external aggression. Anna Komnene consciously portrays 

her father as a hero fighting alone against foreign and internal enemies in order to 

restore the Roman might.
48

 Zonaras demonstrates, however, that this connection 

between external and internal aggressions cannot be limited to the rhetorical 

construction of a loving daughter, for he also links the conspiracy attributed to 

Pounteses with the struggles against the Normans.
49

  

Although the image of Alexios Anna Komnene creates as the sole fighter against 

internal and external enemies is highly literary, it does not mean that it was untrue. 

Wars demand from a given society men and resources and accordingly have a strong 

impact on the support a regime enjoys. For Alexios I, it was not different. He took over 

the rule of a polity with serious financial problems facing foreign invasions and the 

measures he adopted exposed him to criticism and opposition. In addition, both Robert 

Guiscard and his son Bohemond were very willing to interfere with Byzantine internal 

issues.
50

 Besides presenting spurious candidates to the imperial throne, Robert Guiscard 

could have influenced Byzantine internal politics indirectly by supporting Alexios’s 

internal enemies or organizing a combined action with them. Anna Komnene only once 

accuses rebels of acting together with the enemies, when she associates the Anemas 

conspiracy with the coming Norman invasion led by Bohemond of Taranto.
51

 However, 

it is possible to notice external connections in the conspiracy discovered by Alexios I 

after his return from a decisive victory against the Normans in December 1083. Zonaras 

and Anna Komnene give accounts of this conspiracy, but none of them provided names 

or goals. However, it is very likely that two Normans officers, Pounteses and Otton, and 

an Armenian, Baasprakanites, participated in the plot, for there is an imperial order 

commanding the transfer of their property to Leon Kephalas in 1084 in consequence of 

their participation in a conspiracy against the emperor.
52

  

Anna Komnene registers that Pounteses was a Norman noble, who disembarked 

in Illyria with Robert Guiscard in 1081 in order to assist him in his offensive against the 
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Empire, but he was found conspiring with two others, Renaldos and Guillelmos, to 

defect to the emperor. While the two others were blinded, Pounteses managed to 

escape.
53

 It means that little more than a year after defecting to Alexios I, Pounteses was 

involved in a plot against him. The space between these two events is not long enough 

for Pounteses to break off his connections with his Norman origins fully. Therefore, it is 

valid to conjecture that Pounteses acted as a double agent for Alexios and afterwards, 

for Robert Guiscard, maybe in order to receive a pardon. He could have acted as a 

connection between the Normans and some of Alexios I’s internal enemies within the 

city.  

This argument is strengthened by the fact that Anna Komnene, before giving her 

short account of this conspiracy, reports that the city was in uproar. It was supposedly 

taken by conspiratorial movements as result of the confiscation of church property by 

the emperor, but she informs us further that the arrival of Alexios I in Constantinople 

coincided also with her own birth (2 December, 1083).
54

 This is important because the 

birth of a porphyrogennetos Anna Komnene, who was acclaimed and engaged with 

Konstantinos Doukas not long afterwards, afforded Alexios’ rule a little more 

legitimacy, reinforcing the alliance between him and the Doukai.
55

 This event also 

weakened Robert Guiscard’s argument for his offensive against Alexios I. He was 

waging a costly using as casus beli his intention to reinstate Michael Doukas and 

reestablish the engagement between his daughter and Konstantinos Doukas.
56

 Anna 

Komnene’s birth, accordingly, made the emperor’s position stronger and his internal 

and external adversaries weaker. Accordingly, the conspiracy of 1083 can be interpreted 

as a desperate move and a reaction to these new events.  

The Normans also interfered in Byzantine internal issues by negotiating with 

Georgios Monomachatos, the doux of Dyrrachium. Nikephoros III appointed him to this 

post after its former holder Nikephoros Basilakes rebelled.
57

 Monomachatos did not 
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acknowledge Alexios’ ascension initially and then started to plot with Robert Guiscard 

and Konstantinos Bodin.
58

 When the Normans were about to arrive, Alexios feared that 

Monomachatos would surrender Dyrrachium to Robert Guiscard and so sent his 

brother-in-law, Georgios Palaiologos, to that city as Monomachatos’ substitute.
59

 When 

Palaiologos arrived in the city, Monomachatos had already left to join Bodin for fear of 

retaliation. Alexios assured his safety through a golden bull and they were reconciled.
60

 

Norman connections, or the suspicion of this possibility, may have had an 

influence on the fate of Ioannes Italos. He was of Italian origin and had formerly been 

accused of conspiring with the Normans when he was sent there as the Byzantine 

envoy, probably to negotiate the terms of engagement between Konstantinos Doukas 

and Robert Guiscard’s daughter. This made him an ideal target at the time of the process 

against him.
61

 Apart from his origins and the former accusation, there is not enough 

evidence to suggest a connection with the interests of Robert Guiscard, as in the above-

mentioned cases. However, the process against Ioannes Italos caused submerged 

tensions and a general suspicion of everything connected with the Normans to erupt. 

These were the Norman wars, the confiscation of ecclesiastical property, the first 

concessions given to Alexios I’s relatives, the cancellation of the stipends, the recent 

takeover by the Komnenoi, and the violence against the senators, in particular.  

It is natural that Robert Guiscard, a cunning leader, would take advantage of the 

existing tensions. Byzantium had a long relationship with Southern Italy. It was the last 

of Justinian I’s annexations still under Byzantine control. Important parts of it were still 

under Byzantine political administration ten years before Alexios Komnenos’ seizure of 

power. The population of Southern Italy had a significant percentage of Greek-speaking 

Orthodox-Christians. During the reign of Alexios I, there were still a strong 

commercial, cultural and political exchange between Byzantium and Southern Italy.
62

 

Consequently, it was natural that its new rulers, the Normans, would search for dialogue 

partners among disgruntled members of the Byzantine elite. These, in their turn, may 

have turned to Robert Guiscard to achieve their political goals.  
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If the data collected and assessed above does not present a conclusive argument, 

still it is persuasive. It becomes even more convincing when one observes that the 

internal political scene seemed to calm down after the Norman threat was neutralized 

through Robert Guiscard’s death and the recovery of Dyrrachium in July 1085. After 

the conspiracy attributed to Pounteses in 1083 or 1084, there is only one known plot 

against Alexios until the beginning of the 1090s.
63

 Hence, the Norman defeat and the 

temporary mitigation of internal opposition seemed to be simultaneous.
64

  

External meddling in Byzantine internal politics was only possible because the 

reigning emperors opened a channel through marriage alliances or granting high court 

titles to foreigners. Anna Komnene blames Michael VII for proposing the union 

between Helene and the porphyrogennetos Konstantinos Doukas, giving Robert 

Guiscard a pretext to attack the Empire and interfere with its internal affairs. Tzachas’ 

ambitions of establishing an autonomous rule in Smyrna had its origin in a very similar 

policy. Tzachas was one of the Turkish emirs who established a domain in Anatolia in 

the aftermath of Manzikert in 1071. After Alexandros Kabassilas captured him during 

the reign of Nikephoros III, the emperor released Tzachas and gave him the title of 

protonobelissimos.
65

  

Tzachas was only one of the Turkish leaders benefited by Nikephoros III in his 

effort to assure his political position and fortify the Byzantine military forces, which 

were seriously weakened as a consequence of the defeat in Manzikert and the following 

civil wars. However, this act of introducing the Turkish emir into the Byzantine 

hierarchy legitimized Tzachas, or at least in his and his supporter’s eyes, to aspire to 
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imperial power, which he did in Smyrna sometime before 1091.
66

 Thus, it is possible to 

observe a similar process in the cases of Tzachas and Robert Guiscard. Emperors 

(Michael VII and Nikephoros III) seeking military and political support gave foreigners 

(Robert Guiscard and Tzachas) access to internal affairs in Byzantium by introducing 

them into the Byzantine political stage, either through marriage alliance with the 

reigning dynasty or through granting of a high court title. The regime changes gave 

those benefited by this policy the pretext for claiming not only territories but also the 

imperial power. The difference between Tzachas and Robert Guiscard is that the latter 

had a greater effect on the Byzantine inner political struggles due to cultural and 

political proximity although in the end both failed. 

3.4 The Komnenos-Doukas Relation: Struggle for Hegemony and Building of a 

Status Quo  

As observed in the chapter dedicated to the rebellion of the Komnenoi in 1081, 

the Doukai, both the family branches of Ioannes Doukas and Maria of Alania, had an 

important role in the success of the coup, even if we consider all possible bias 

embedded in Anna Komnene’s report. Therefore, the alliance between the Komnenoi 

and the Doukai is considered the kernel of Alexios I’s regime. The approaches to the 

Komnenos-Doukas relations during his reign can be separated in two different general 

conclusions: either that the Doukai were satisfied with the position given to them by 

Alexios I
67

 or that disputes existed.
68

 In this latter group, we find works that tackle very 

interesting issues concerning the relationship between the Alexios I and his kin. Here, it 

is important to highlight the series of articles by Peter Frankopan on different aspects of 

the political background during the reign of Alexios I. Frankopan was able to present an 

elaborate image of the opposition to him.
69

 Some of his conclusions will be adopted in 

the present work and others will not. A differing summary of the disputes within the 

emperor’s kin group will be presented. 
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3.4.1 First Conflicts after the Seizure of Power in 1081 

 Each of the two remaining groups of the Doukas family had their own troubled 

history with the new emperor and with each other, beginning with the coup d’état. As 

the rebels took over the palace, Nikephoros III was deposed and sent to a monastery. 

Immediately thereafter, Alexios Komnenos invited Maria of Alania and her son to live 

with him and his family in the higher part of the Boukoleon. Meanwhile, Ioannes 

Doukas, Eirene Doukaina, her mother, brothers, sisters, and relatives by marriage lived 

in the lower part of the same palace. Then the gossip that Alexios I and Maria of Alania 

were having an affair and that the new emperor was planning to divorce his wife with 

whom he did not yet have any children in order to marry the basilissa Maria started to 

spread.
70

  

Although Anna Komnene tries to discredit the gossip, the reaction of the Doukai 

demonstrated that they must have taken it very seriously. Firstly, Georgios Palaiologos 

was sent to order the sailors of the imperial navy stationed in Constantinople to acclaim 

Eirene Doukaina as empress. However, members of the Komnenos-party (hoi peri tous 

Komnenous) tried to silence the acclamations. Outraged, Anna Komnene reports that 

Georgios Palaiologos said, “I myself have not toiled so hard for you, it was rather for 

the fore-mentioned Eirene”
71

 Simultaneously, Ioannes Doukas approached the Patriarch 

Kosmas in order to urge him not to lend his ears to Anna Dalassene. What she was 

asking of him, Anna Komnene does not tell us, but from the context, it is clear that 

Anna Dalassene was negotiating with him his substitution for Eustratios Garidas, a 

monk of her personal circle, and the possibility of a union between her imperial son and 

the former empress. After approaching the patriarch, Ioannes Doukas arranged Maria of 

Alania’s depart from the Palace with her.
72

 These efforts achieved the expected results. 

Kosmas obeyed Ioannes Doukas. He said that he would only abdicate after he had 

crowned Eirene Doukaina. Kosmas, therefore, presented a dilemma for Anna 

Dalassene: either Eustratios Garidas becomes patriarch or Alexios divorces Eirene 

Doukaina. She chose to have Eustratios as patriarch.
73
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Ioannes Doukas was also able to reach an agreement confirmed by an imperial 

golden bull with Maria of Alania. Accordingly, the porphyrogennetos Konstantinos 

should share the imperial title with Alexios. As co-emperor, Konstantinos was given 

privileges of an emperor such as to wear the purple boots and the crown, be acclaimed 

together with Alexios and sign the golden bulls under Alexios I’s signature and 

accompany him during parades.
74

 Zonaras complemented Anna Komnene’s account by 

reporting that Alexios I granted Maria of Alania possession of the Hebdomon 

monastery and the Mangana Palace where she could live with Konstantinos with full 

imperial service.
75

 

This was the last episode in which Anna Komnene clearly reports disputes 

between her father’s and her mother’s family. However, the adjustments made in the 

first moments of the Komnenian rule obviously did not settle the conflicts of interest 

between Alexios I and the Doukai. The emperor’s flirtation with the idea of divorcing 

Eirene Doukaina and resistance by the Komnenian partisans to acclaiming her as 

empress were clear signs to her allies that they should act very carefully and be ready to 

defend Eirene’s position and consequently, their own at any moment. Moreover, Anna 

Dalassene presented Alexios with a difficult dilemma. She was an element of instability 

in the relation between his in-laws and himself, but at the same time, the newly crowned 

emperor was unable to remove his mother, at least at the beginning of his reign. 

3.4.2 The Role of Anna Dalassene in Alexios I’s Reign 

The role Anna Dalassene played in her son’s reign is controversial. Most surveys 

acknowledge her importance.
76

 Nevertheless, it is a matter of discussion whether her 
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authority was restricted to religious aspects, such as monastic patronage
77

,
 
or whether 

her influence also extended to political affairs;
78

 and also whether Alexios I was 

comfortable with this maternal influence or simply tolerated it against his will. The 

reason for Anna Dalassene’s removal from her position is similarly unclear.
79

 Is it 

possible that she was involved with heretical movements as Steven Runciman once 

proposed?
80

  

Anna Dalassene’s role during the reign of Alexios I Komnenos evidently went 

beyond monastic patronage. When the emperor left the city in 1081 to fight the 

Normans, Alexios I composed a golden bull, which officially confirmed Anna 

Dalassene’s position by granting her imperial prerogatives.
81

 Moreover, she acted 

actively in order to protect her son’s interests as she saw fit. As seen above, Anna 

Dalassene conspired in order to facilitate the divorce from Eirene Doukaina and the 

marriage with Maria of Alania. This would have given the new emperor a stronger 

source of legitimacy, for Maria of Alania was empress under two emperors, and at the 

same time, Anna Dalassene would get rid of Ioannes Doukas’ family. Furthermore, she 

was able to put forward Eustratios Garidas as her candidate for the Patriarchate of 

Constantinople. When Alexios I Komnenos was in need of resources for his wars 

against the Normans, Anna Dalassene and Isaakios Komnenos proposed the 

appropriation of ecclesiastical properties based on an old law that justified this measure 

in order to rescue Christians from captivity.
82

 Anna Dalassene’s last political action 

recorded by Anna Komnene was the blinding of the pretender who claimed to be 

Leon/Konstantinos Diogenes in 1096, at her order.
83

 Although Anna Dalassene was 

subordinate to Alexios I, the autokrator, she took actions that were clearly imperial 

prerogatives, such as choosing a patriarch, confiscating property and punishing a 

rebel.
84
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Indeed, Anna Dalassene’s measures would not have taken place without her 

son’s approval, but she was responsible for these measures and was perceived as such. 

Otherwise, Zonaras would not have pointed out that “Alexios resented it because he 

almost only enjoyed the imperial power in name, but he respected his mother and did 

not want to take the authority from her involuntarily”
85

 and Theophylaktos of Ohrid 

would not have celebrated the teamwork between mother and son.
86

 

Besides helping Alexios I with his government tasks, Anna Dalassene had 

another and even more important function. She was the guarantor and the bedrock of the 

Komnenos faction. The crisis involving Ioannes Komnenos, as reported by Anna 

Komnene, clearly illustrates it. He was the son of the sebastokrator Isaac Komnenos, 

Alexios’ brother, and appointed doux of Dyrrachium. Anna Komnene informs us that he 

was accused by the archbishop of Ohrid of conspiring against the emperor when the 

latter was organizing a campaign against the Serbs. When informed of the accusation, 

Alexios acted very carefully. He summoned Ioannes meet him in Philippopolis, but 

simultaneously he instructed the envoy to arrest him if Ioannes refused to come. 

Isaakios was informed of the events and rushed to Philippopolis, for he feared that his 

son would resist. Arriving there, Isaakios was told that his son had already arrived and 

then he became furious. In the imperial tent, Isaakios accused his brother, Adrianos 

Komnenos, and his brother-in-law, the kaisar Nikephoros Melissenos, of fabricating 

these accusations against his son and threatened them with physical violence. Finally, 

Alexios dismissed all accusations out of respect for his older brother, reestablished 

Ioannes Komnenos as doux of the city and sent Isaakios back to their mother to inform 

her that all had been settled.
87

  

The chronology of this episode is bewildering. Ioannes Komnenos’ direct known 

predecessor in the office was Ioannes Doukas, the empress Eirene Doukaina’s brother. 

The following statement is based on the following report in the Alexiad: 
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“This Ioannes [Doukas] was sent by the emperor to Epidamnos with a 

considerable army, for two purposes: to concern himself diligently with the protection 

of Dyrrachium and to make war on the Dalmatians. A certain man called Bodin, a 

combative and completelly unprincipled rascal, refused to stay inside his own borders 

and made daily attacks on the towns near to Dalmatia. These he annexed. For eleven 

years Ioannes Doukas remained in Dyrrachium. He recovered many of the defended 

places under the control of Bolkan, and many Dalmatians prisoners were sent to the 

emperor. In the end, he clashed with Bodin in a fierce battle and took him too.”
88

  

We also know from the Alexiad that Ioannes Doukas predecessor was Georgios 

Palaiologos, sent to the city in 1081 to replace Georgios Monomachatos as its governor, 

where he stayed defending the city until at least 1083.
89

 Given that Anna Komnene tells 

us that Ioannes Doukas remained in Dyrrachium for eleven years, he could have 

supposedly been its doux until 1094 at the earliest, being replaced by Ioannes 

Komnenos. This conclusion, however, contradicts another report given by Anna 

Komnene, for she tells that her father appointed Ioannes Doukas to the office of megas 

doux in the next spring after his victory over the Petchenegs in Levounion (29 April 

1091), which led to an earliest date of 1092 for Ioannes Komnenos’ appointment and 

consequently for the outbreak of this crisis.
90

 

Scholarship noticed this chronological contradiction in Anna Komnene’s text 

and offered possible explanations. Demetrios Polemis and Basile Skoulatos state that 

Ioannes Doukas was appointed doux of Dyrrachium in 1081 in honoris causa.
91

 

Frankopan considers plausible that Ioannes Doukas’ term as doux of Dyrrachium lasted 

between 1083 and 1094, though he cogitates that Anna Komnene might have committed 

a mistake in counting the years in which Ioannes Doukas held this office.
92
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Nonetheless, an interesting yet openly overlooked detail is that Anna Komnene 

does not state that Ioannes Doukas spent eleven years in Dyrrachium as the governor 

(doux or strategos) of that city. She only says that he was sent there with enough troops 

to support the defense of Dyrrachium, where he remained for eleven years after having 

successfully faced the Serbs, having even captured one of their leaders in battle.
93

 One 

thing that Anna Komnene does not mention is the office held by Doukas. Therefore, I 

suggest he was sent there together with his brother-in-law, Georgios Palaiologos, as part 

of his military and political education, and was appointed as his successor at some point 

between 1081 and 1092.
94

  

In my opinion, this is a convincing hypothesis given the sparse sources we have 

about the upbringing of young Byzantine aristocrats. Part of their education was 

accompanying their older relatives with higher offices during military campaigns or 

during their terms as imperial representatives in the provinces. Nikephoros Bryennios 

reports that the emperor Basileios II took care of the military education of the future 

emperor, Isaac I Komnenos, and his brother, Manuel Komnenos, Alexios’ father.
95

 

Later Bryennios also reports that the young future emperor Alexios Komnenos and 

Konstantinos Diogenes followed Isaakios Komnenos, Alexios’ older brother, when the 

latter was appointed as doux of Antioch. Konstantinos died while fighting the Turks 

under his orders.
 96

 As an emperor, Alexios followed the aristocratic tradition of keeping 

a retinue of young nobles during his military campaigns because he felt responsible for 

their upbringing.  

Considering what was presented above, we can pinpoint 1092 as the most 

probable year for Ioannes Doukas’ promotion to the office of megas doux and Ioannes 

Komnenos’ appointment as doux of Dyrrachium. The accusations against the 

Komnenos, therefore, were made in 1092 or shortly afterwards.  

Anna Komnene, our only source on the event, does not report the reason or the 

kind of conspiracy the incumbent doux of Dyrrachium was accused of being involved 
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with. Bernard Leib presented Ioannes Komnenos as a foolish young man who let 

himself be instrumentalized by others.
97

 Peter Frankopan hypothesizes that Ioannes 

Komnenos decided to conspire after the emperor’s first son, also named Ioannes 

Komnenos, was born in 1087, for it meant the end of any ambition that the doux of 

Dyrrachium could have had of succeeding Alexios I some day.
98

 This hypothesis is, 

nevertheless, highly unlikely. Anna Komnene mentions that the emperor saw him as a 

son at the beginning of his reign, for Alexios I did not have any male children of his 

own yet. However, this statement was made when Anna Komnene reproduced a letter 

sent by Alexios to the German Emperor Henry IV (1053–1106) in which the Byzantine 

emperor proposed a marriage alliance in exchange for support against Robert 

Guiscard.
99

 Hence, it is natural that Alexios I elevated the boy’s status in order to 

present him to the German emperor as a more suitable bridegroom. Hence, he was never 

intended to be Alexios’ successor. If the marriage between Alexios Komnenos and 

Eirene Doukaina had remained without male issue, the obvious successor would have 

been Konstantinos Doukas, who was crowned together with Alexios and betrothed to 

Anna Komnene, his first daughter.  

An adequate explanation for the origin of this crisis can be found in the letters of 

Theophylaktos Hephaistos, the archbishop of Ohrid. Considering the dating of this 

event, in the early 1090s, the anonymous archbishop of Ohrid to whom Anna Komnene 

attributes the accusation against Ioannes Komnenos, could be none other than 

Theophylaktos of Ohrid, for he was appointed archbishop sometime between 1088 and 

1092.
100

  

Among several important political personages of his time, Theophylaktos 

corresponded also with Ioannes Komnenos when the latter held the office of doux of 

Dyrrachium. As we mentioned in the chapter dedicated to the characteristics of the 

sources, Theophylaktos’ letters are difficult to work with. It is hard to order them 

chronologically, the letters rarely mention the missive to which they were answering 

and Theophylaktos frequently expresses himself through allusions and metaphors, 

which probably would be understood by the receiver or else should be explained by the 
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letter-bearer, but remain enigmatic to us. Considering that, the letters of Theophylaktos 

of Ohrid to Ioannes Komnenos deal with two themes: illegal taxation of Bulgarian 

Church property and gossips.
101

 In one of the letters (no. 12), Theophylaktos accuses the 

doux of ignoring direct orders from the emperor by continuing to tax ecclesiastical 

property and forcing corvée upon the clergy.
102

  

Contrary to those who read retaliation by Ioannes Komnenos in consequence of 

Theophylaktos’ accusations against him in this letter, Gautier dates it to the eve of the 

crisis involving Ioannes Komnenos.
103

 Although there is no particular element in the 

letter that would allow us to establish an exact dating, its tone points out a disagreement 

between both parties, which gives a background to the extreme action taken by 

Theophylaktos of accusing Ioannes Komnenos of conspiring against the emperor. 

Ignoring an imperial decree and acting directly against its orders was a rebellion of 

sorts. Therefore, it is reasonable to conjecture that the whole Ioannes Komnenos 

conundrum was the result of an escalation of the complaints by a churchman very well 

connected with important personages in Constantinople, an unskilled treatment of a 

fiscal quarrel by Ioannes Komnenos, gossip and the natural distrust of the emperor 

towards his provincial governors.
104

 The facts that Ioannes Komnenos continued to hold 

his post without rebelling and that he did not offer resistance when called by Alexios I 

are also evidence that he was not plotting something more serious against the emperor. 

The most important aspect of the episode is not the conspiracy itself or the 

suspicion of one, but the exposure of the internal mechanics of the Komnenos family. It 

is the first registered quarrel among the Komnenoi. It could have resulted in a rupture 

between the brothers Alexios, Isaakios and Adrianos, but Alexios decided to dismiss the 

accusations and not to give credit to Adrianos’ insinuations. The reason for this easy 

and quick de-escalation of tension is Anna Dalassene, to whom Alexios I sent Isaakios 

in order to inform her that all had been settled.  
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Here, in this particular case, Anna Dalassene’s most important function is 

obvious, as well as the reason why Alexios allowed her to have the role that she had 

during the first half of his reign. Anna Dalassene warranted the union and cooperation 

between brothers. She made sure that everyone played their part despite the fact that 

Isaakios was the older brother, who also could have become emperor instead of Alexios, 

and that Adrianos was a conspiratorial and untrustworthy member of the family.
105

 

Consequently, Alexios was not weak with women as Paul Lemerle puts it, but – as in 

other aspects of his reign – an able political agent in a weak position who knew when he 

should step back and compromise in order to achieve greater goals. In the present case, 

the exceptional role given to Anna Dalassene was tolerated in order to secure his 

brothers’ collaboration and to keep the Komnenos family together. Nevertheless, 

Alexios I removed his mother promptly when the political conditions changed and the 

benefit of keeping his mother in such a position was outbalanced by problems brought 

by it.  

3.4.3 The Rise and Fall of Maria of Alania  

Konstantinos Doukas was a child at the time of Alexios I’s seizure of power. He 

was no more than seven years old.
106

 Therefore, the protector of his interests was, at 

least in the early beginning, his mother Maria of Alania. It is hard to delineate the group 

of the supporters surrounding Maria of Alania and Konstantinos Doukas. Nevertheless, 

she seemed to be very close to scholars such as Theophylaktos Hephaistos, who was to 

become the archbishop of Ohrid, and Eustratios of Nikaia.
107

 It is openly assumed that 

Ioannes Italos supported Maria of Alania, but there is no direct evidence for this 

connection.
108
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Theophylaktos Hephaistos held a speech to the porphyrogennetos Konstantinos 

Doukas most likely in the Manganas Palace shortly before the birth of Ioannes 

Komnenos in 1087.
109

 It is possible to find evidence of criticism to the emperor in it.
110

 

Since Konstantinos was still a young boy, Theophylaktos was not able to eulogize his 

deeds, thus he devoted himself to offering council to the porphyrogennetos. In order to 

reinforce the actions of a good emperor, Theophylaktos presents an image of a tyrant as 

an anti-example.
111

  

For Theophylaktos, a tyrant is someone who takes power not through the hands 

of the people, but by violence. This action leads to moral and political deterioration to a 

point that the tyrant himself has to live in fear of those who he pays to oppress his 

fellow citizens. Theophylaktos, hence, highlights the importance of the legal ascension 

to power through the hand of the people.
112

 Konstantinos is also advised to lead armies, 

but not to expose himself as a common soldier.
113

 Finally, Theophylaktos claims that 

there was nothing worse for the Roman Empire than the lack of a strong elder to 

manage public affairs, for the body wrinkles with time, but the inner fruit keeps itself 

compact as a nut.
114

 The criticism of Alexios is evident in Theophylaktos’ words. 

Alexios took the throne violently and illegally, was twenty-four at the occasion of his 

takeover and was almost captured on many occasions after defeats as in Dyrrachium in 

1081
115

 and in Dristra in 1087.
116

  

It is important to ask about the reasons for this apparent criticism by 

Theophylaktos of Alexios. In the period between his seizure of power in 1081 and 

neutralizing of the Norman threat in 1085, Alexios I’s situation was fragile. In his 

speech to Maria of Alania and Konstantinos Doukas, Theophylaktos of Ohrid does not 

attack the Emperor Alexios I directly, for his patron still had an official alliance with 

him. Nonetheless, by attacking characteristics and actions that could easily be connected 

with Alexios I, Theophylaktos was clearly flirting with his internal opposition and 

presenting his patron and pupil as the potential option to the hated emperor. Had 
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Alexios’ rule became politically compromised, Theophylaktos had an adequate 

successor in Konstantinos Doukas. In this, he acted in similar form as Michael Psellos 

acted with Konstantinos X Doukas when Isaakios I Komnenos’ government became 

unsustainable. Actually, both situations were very similar. Moreover, Konstantinos 

Doukas, the son of Michael VII, was a much stronger candidate than his grandfather 

Konstantinos X had been, for he was a porphyrogennetos and already crowned.  

The birth of Ioannes Komnenos in 1087 changed the destiny of Konstantinos 

Doukas and his mother, but not abruptly. Ioannes Komnenos was not crowned 

immediately after his birth unlike Anna Komnene, who was betrothed to Konstantinos 

Doukas after her birth. One possible reason for this delay was that the crowning of 

Ioannes Komnenos would clearly have meant breaking the settlement with Maria of 

Alania. The exact moment when Konstantinos Doukas forfeited his co-emperorship is 

hard to pin down. Anna Komnene laments that she suffered a disaster as she was not 

still eight years old, that is 1090.
117

 Neapolitan registers reveal that Ioannes Komnenos 

was already crowned co-emperor in November 1092.
118

 

If Anna Komnene was referring to the removal of Konstantinos Doukas, as 

described by Zonaras, and the consequent end of her imperial ambitions, it is possible 

that the removal of Konstantinos Doukas – maybe using health problems as an excuse
119

 

– and the elevation of Ioannes was a gradual process. Meanwhile, according to Zonaras, 

Maria of Alania was more or less constrained to adopt monastic attire.
120

 The betrothal 

between Konstantinos Doukas and Anna Komnene was maintained and the emperor’s 

first child was sent to live with her future mother-in-law.
121

 When Konstantinos was old 
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enough, he established his own residence near to Serres.
122

 It is not clear whether this 

location was a family property or granted by Alexios I. In spite of all the care shown 

and the compensations made by the emperor, the move was a serious blow to the 

destiny of both Maria of Alania and Konstantinos Doukas, as well as a clear violation of 

the settlement reached at the beginning of Alexios I’s reign.  

Aware of the resentment that this action could have caused, Alexios I estranged 

Maria of Alania and Konstantinos Doukas from their supporters. Theophylaktos 

Hephaistos was elected archbishop of Ohrid between 1088 and 1091. His appointment 

to this post coincided exactly with Konstantinos Doukas’ removal and Maria of 

Alania’s adoption of the monastic garb. It is difficult to separate one fact from the other. 

Although complaints by Constantinopolitans that appointments to posts in the provinces 

were in fact an exile are often considered as a literary topos by the scholarship, Mullet 

believes that Theophylaktos Hephaistos saw his ecclesiastical post in Ohrid in this way, 

for “to be ‘exiled’ from Constantinople at this date meant not only the exile from the 

heart of the empire, from the theatra and literary society, but also from participation in 

major changes in the government of the church”.
123 Moreover, in a second panegyric to 

the imperial circle, dated in 1088, Theophylaktos urged the emperor to crown his first 

son. This seems to have been a desperate move by Theophylaktos of Ohrid, already 

informed of his future appointment, to make amends with the emperor, whom he had 

blatantly criticized some years ago in a very different political context.
 124

 

This change in Maria of Alania’s fortune, the breakdown of the agreement by 

Alexios I, the separation from her supporters and Konstantinos Doukas’ loss of imperial 

rank forced them into the opposition and contributed to the formation of the most 

dangerous internal threat for the emperor: the conspiracy of Nikephoros Diogenes in 

1094.  

3.4.4 The Leon of Chalcedon Controversy: 1081–1095  

Needing resources to finance his Norman wars, Alexios I asked Isaakios 

Komnenos and Anna Dalassene, who he had appointed to maintain stability in 

Constantinople, to solve this problem. The solution they found – the confiscation of 
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ecclesiastical property – resulted in a long and complex dispute with a group of 

clergymen led by Leon, the bishop of Chalcedon, which lasted until the end of 1094 or 

the beginning of 1095.
125

 As in other internal conflicts during Alexios’ reign, the Leon 

of Chalcedon controversy had many layers and various causes, such as ecclesiastical 

and theological, which naturally cannot be clearly separated from one another. 

However, the focus here is on the influence this crisis had on politics. Other aspects will 

be addressed as far as they relate to the political background of this controversy.  

The whole polemic concerning Leon of Chalcedon was long and draining for 

Alexios. It is impressive that one metropolitan could offer such resistance to an emperor 

even if he was contested and in a fragile position as Alexios was in the first years of his 

reign. With the support of other clergymen, such as Metaxas, Leon of Chalcedon denied 

the emperor the right to confiscate church property. He not only accused the emperor of 

Messalianism and demanded the deposition of the Patriarch Eustratios Garidas. He also 

called for the reestablishment of Kosmas, the patriarch removed soon after Alexios’ 

crowning.
126

 In order to placate the rebellious metropolitan, Eustratios Garidas was 

forced to abdicate in 1084 and the emperor appointed Nicholas Grammatikos to the 

Patriarchal See in 1084.
127

 Leon of Chalcedon was, nevertheless, not satisfied with this 

measure and insisted that the name of Eustratios Garidas should be banned from church 

prayers and diptychs, a demand that the new patriarch did not acknowledge. Leon of 

Chalcedon was persistent, to the extent of putting himself in a schismatic position by 

not agreeing to participate in ceremonies with the patriarchal clergy and by accusing his 

opponents of iconoclasm. This situation resulted in his exile to Sozopolis in 1086.
128

  

Leon of Chalcedon controversy was more than an ecclesiastical crisis, for it had 

a clear political angle. Anna Komnene points out that some members of the bureaucracy 

supported and encouraged the persistence of the bishop of Chalcedon.
129

 Moreover, 

Leon of Chalcedon can be directly connected with Georgios Palaiologos, Eirene 
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Doukaina’s brother-in-law
130

, Maria of Bulgaria, Eirene Doukaina’s mother, and 

indirectly with the Empress Eirene Doukaina herself.
131

 Victoria Casamiquela Gerhold 

points out the connection between the resistance of Leon of Chalcedon and the Doukai. 

According to her, the “Chalcedonian movement” was an association between the 

Doukai, who struggled to maintain their political position, the bureaucracy, which 

resisted displacement and their loss of influence under Alexios I, and part of the clergy, 

which defended the legacy of Michael Keroularios with regard to church privileges and 

independence vis-à-vis the emperor.
132

  

Gerhold is correct in relating the Chalcedonian crisis to members of the Doukas 

family and their discontent with Alexios I’s regime. However, the reasons for 

dissatisfaction, as well as the likely objectives of supporting Leon of Chalcedon, which 

Gerhold presents, are not entirely convincing. Gerhold states that the Doukai were not 

acting against their own interests in opposing Alexios I. She then names episodes, 

which displayed conflicts of interest between the Komnenoi and Doukai, such as the 

efforts undertaken by Eirene Doukaina to convince Alexios I to remove Ioannes 

Komnenos from the line of succession and her leanings towards Anna Komnene and 

Nikephoros Bryennios.
133

 Elsewhere, Gerhold states that the causes of the tensions 

between Komnenoi and Doukai lay in Alexios I’s mistrust of his relatives by marriage 

and Eirene Doukaina’s ambitions.
134

 This explanation is not entirely satisfactory, for 

Gerhold presents as evidence of Eirene’s ambitions actions against her son and in favor 

of her daughter, which, however, only took place at the end of Alexios’ reign. This is 

too late to explain the tensions of the first years of his reign. Secondly, Gerhold 

understands the Byzantine aristocratic family as a clan with unified interests despite 

occasional internal conflicts. Accordingly, although she recognizes the rupture in the 

Doukas family between the group around Maria of Alania and the group around the 

kaisar Ioannes Doukas, Gerhold states that they were able to present a unified front at 

the end of the day. Thus, the agreement brokered by Ioannes Doukas to convince Maria 
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of Alania to leave the Palace would have been a sacrifice in name of family unity and 

the crowning of Konstantinos Doukas a sign of family union.
135

  

The situation appears to be very different. Both fractions in the Doukas family 

represented different, conflicting interests. As long as Eirene Doukaina had no offspring 

with Alexios, Maria of Alania was a threat to Eirene. Therefore, the agreement between 

Ioannes Doukas and Maria of Alania was not an understanding among relatives. It was 

rather a compromise between adversaries. In the following years, Maria of Alania and 

Konstantinos Doukas distanced themselves from the emperor, while Eirene Doukaina 

and her family became gradually closer through the birth of the imperial couple’s 

offspring. Furthermore, Alexios Komnenos seemingly trusted his relatives by marriage 

considering the role they played in his seizure of power and afterwards as military 

commanders and provincial governors. Thus, the source of suspicion and tension with 

the Doukai must be sought elsewhere, not in the emperor, but in his mother, Anna 

Dalassene. As stated above, she cherished a long grudge against Ioannes Doukas and his 

family. There is convincing evidence indicating that she actively worked in the first 

days of her son’s reign to remove Eirene Doukaina and her family so that she would not 

have to work with people she hated so much. Thus, she appears to have encouraged her 

son’s divorce, trying to convince the Patriarch Kosmas to collaborate. Nonetheless, she 

was out-maneuvered by Ioannes Doukas, who persuaded the patriarch not to resign 

before crowning Eirene Doukaina.  

The hypothetical marriage between Alexios Komnenos and Maria of Alania 

would have been complicated canonically, as well as scandalous. Maria of Alania’s 

marriage with Nikephoros III had already caused enough outrage because her husband 

Michael VII was still alive. Thus, a third marriage with Alexios would be even more 

insulting, not only because two of her former husbands were still alive but also because 

Maria of Alania had adopted Alexios Komnenos as her son.
136

 This adoption was 

politically motivated. Alexios thereby gained unlimited access to the women’s quarter 

in the Palace in order to conspire with Isaakios Komnenos and Maria of Alania without 

attracting greater attention. Yet the Byzantines considered spiritual kinship as important 

as blood kinship, or indeed even more important, and a marriage between Alexios 

Komnenos and Maria of Alania would definitely have caused indignation among the 
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clergy and among the society in general.
137

 Consequently, we can see how far Anna 

Dalassene was ready to go in order to expel Ioannes Doukas and his family from court.  

The “Chalcedonian Movement” can be observed from a different perspective by 

emphasizing that, first of all, Eustratios Garidas was chosen for the Patriarchal Seat not 

by Alexios I, but by Anna Dalassene, whose inner circle he frequented and whose favor 

he acquired by prophesying imperial futures for Anna Dalassene’s sons.
138

 Secondly, 

according to Anna Komnene, it was Anna Dalassene and Isaakios Komnenos who 

proposed the idea of confiscating church property. Alexios I was absent fighting the 

Normans and delegated the task of finding resources to his mother and his brother.
139

 

Thirdly, by controlling the women’s quarter in the Palace and being the feminine 

leading figure at court, Anna Dalassene was clearly occupying the place that should 

have belonged to Eirene Doukaina. It is hard not to see how her family and supporters 

would not be dissatisfied with it. Consequently, when Leon of Chalcedon demanded the 

deposition of Eustratios Garidas and the reestablishment of Kosmas, he was acting 

according to the interests of Ioannes Doukas and his family and against the interests of 

Anna Dalassene. It must have been embarrassing for the emperor’s mother to have 

someone with whom she had a long association accused of heresy.  

At this point, we should consider the accusation of heresy against her made by 

Matthew of Edessa. According to him, Anna Dalassene became a follower of a monk 

who worshipped Satan as a god. Because of him, she put pieces of the True Cross in the 

emperor’s shoes so that he would step on it while walking. When the emperor found it 

out, he burned the heresiarch, drowned his followers and banned his mother from the 

court.
140

  

This accusation is taken with a grain of salt by Steven Runciman due to the 

uncertainties concerning the date, the identification of the heresy, and the 

trustworthiness of the source.
141

 Yet Zdenko Zlatar has recently suggested that the 

accusations put forward by Matthew of Edessa were truthful, connecting Anna 
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Dalassene to the Bogomil heresy.
142

 Zlatar is correct in identifying the heresy 

mentioned by the Armenian historian with the Bogomils, as well as with the imperial 

reaction to it. This group indeed identified Satanael as the second son of God and 

denied the cult of relics for its materiality. Moreover, its leader, Basileios, was also 

burned in a public event. However, the connection between the Bogomils and the 

emperor’s mother is made difficult for two reasons. Firstly, due to the date given by 

Matthew for the event, between 1088 and 1089, as it probably happened later.
143

 

Secondly, Matthew of Edessa is neither particularly well-informed about internal 

Byzantine matters, nor is he very interested in them. The few times that he mentions 

events in Constantinople, he either exaggerates or mixes up different episodes that 

happened in different moments in one single report.
144

  

Instead of considering Matthew of Edessa’s accusations against Anna Dalassene 

as a historical fact, it makes more sense to interpret it as a distant echo of court politics 

during Alexios’ reign. Leon of Chalcedon’s accusations of heresy against the patriarch 

Eustratios may have tainted Dalassene by association. The gossips later reached 

Matthew, but, in the meanwhile, they had grown, and the indirect association with 

iconoclastic heresy  for that was the accusation of Leon against Eustratios  had turned 

into an open accusation against Dalassene. For reasons unknown, Matthew of Edessa 

decided to connect the gossip with the Bogomil trial, probably because it was the most 

high-profile heresy trial during Alexios’ reign.  

In brief, the whole crisis caused by the resistance of Leon of Chalcedon could be 

described not as a proxy war between Alexios and the Doukai, but between Anna 

Dalassene and Ioannes Doukas’ family. Alexios I’s role in this controversy is not 

defensive. He was more of an arbiter, who had to achieve a balance between two 

opposing forces that composed the kernel of the group of his supporters: the Doukai, 

who played a key role in his coup and gave him dynastic legitimacy, and his mother 

Anna Dalassene, who warranted the support and collaboration of Alexios I’s brothers. 

The emperor had to be careful lest he loses these two very important sources of support. 

Consequently, Alexios I endured Leon of Chalcedon’s arrogance and his attacks on the 
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Patriarch Eustratios Garidas, which indirectly tainted his own mother. During the whole 

crisis, Alexios I tried to find a conciliatory ground between the two sides by forcing 

Eustratios to abdicate and appointing a “neutral” patriarch, Nicholas Grammatikos, 

instead of reinstating Kosmas, which would be a humiliation.
145

 When Leon of 

Chalcedon insisted on his opposition, Alexios I found no other option than to send him 

into exile.  

3.5 Summary of the Period between 1081 and 1091: the Capacity and Limitations 

of the Komnenian Patrimonial Regime 

The opposition to Alexios I Komnenos before 1091 was characterized by 

moments of escalation and de-escalation of tensions. The first period of intensification 

took place between 1081 and 1085. Its causes were his seizure of power, the rupture 

with the generosity fostered by his predecessors, whose aim was to grant the emperor 

political support, the concessions to those who had supported Alexios I’s coup or to his 

opponents, the appropriation of church property to finance the wars against Normans, 

and finally the constant military defeats.  

Alexios I’s first measures produced an opposition formed by the beneficiaries of 

the previous status quo, that is, the aristocratic houses of Constantinople linked with the 

bureaucracy and with the clergy of Hagia Sophia and holders of lesser court titles. 

However, this opposition cannot be understood as the result of an essential division 

within the Byzantine aristocracy. This group did not offer resistance to Alexios I 

because he was military. Nor did Alexios cancel the rogai and used violence when he 

entered Constantinople because he disliked the politikoi or any meritocratic policy 

linked with this part of the aristocracy. These actions were rather an extreme answer to a 

problem that none of his predecessors was able to solve.  

After the Macedonian dynasty, nobody else was able to claim dynastic 

legitimacy; hence, the emperors turned to the city and its electoral elements seeking 

support. Yet this backing was expensive and eventually bankrupted the state. If any 

emperor tried to limit his generosity toward these urban elements, as Isaakios I 

Komnenos had, the automatic response was the loss of support and deposition.  

Alexios I must have concluded that the only way to avoid the crumbling of the 

Byzantine state was to destroy this vicious circle. This is what Alexios I did through his 

violent accession to power in which the city was plundered by his troops and cancelling 
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the generous distributions of stipends to a large group of people, as it had become a 

tradition in previous reigns. Nevertheless, this option brought with it a shadow of 

illegality and illegitimacy that accompanied Alexios I to the end of his reign and even 

afterwards. In the eyes of many, especially of the Constantinopolitan elite whose 

previous position and influence diminished, he never ceased to be a usurper.
146

  

As a result, it is possible to understand the unnamed senators, officials, and 

bureaucrats portrayed by Anna Komnene as gossiping in the corners and at the court of 

Constantinople and clustering around anyone at odds with the emperor. They were 

intransigent churchmen like Leon of Chalcedon, army officials of the same social 

background as the Komnenoi such as Nikephoros Diogenes, the Anemades and Aaron, 

and foreign enemies like Robert Guiscard. The neutralization of the Norman threat 

coincided with a period of relative calm in the political situation in Constantinople. The 

staunch resistance of Leon of Chalcedon remained. However, it never presented an 

internal menace for Alexios I in itself, for, in its political aspect, it was a dispute 

between two competing groups within his ruling elite. The second period of internal 

instability also seemed to be related to a military event, but this time a victory: in 

Levounion against the Petchenegs in April 1091. This will be the subject of the 

following chapter. 

It is also necessary to summarize what the analysis of the internal conflicts in the 

ruling elite taught us. Though important, the two pillars of the Komnenian regime – 

land and tax grants and family connections – had strong limitations. The concessions 

had two aims: rewarding supporters and placating opponents as well as removing them 

from the capital. The concessions did not necessarily result in support nor were they 

even assurances that the benefited would not turn against Alexios I, as it will be 

demonstrated with the cases of Nikephoros Diogenes and Theodoros Gabras. 

Nikephoros Melissenos seemed to be satisfied with his position although he plotted 

together with Adrianos Komnenos against the sebastokrator Isaakios’ son.  
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Family relations were equally limited as a source of support. The Byzantine 

family organization is often described as clan structure.
147

 However, this term is very 

problematic, since it assumes a group of people related to each other by sometimes very 

distant connections. According to this literature, these often-distant bonds create an 

obligation of support or at least non-aggression. Such phenomena were not seen in 

Byzantium or at least in the times of Alexios I.  

The Byzantine aristocratic family was centered on the household, whose 

organization was limited by direct family connections, while the connection with 

cousins, uncles, and aunts was weaker. Relations that are more distant hardly counted, 

unless the relation was also one of service, a smaller household subordinated to a more 

powerful one, as for example the Dokeianoi and Boutomitai to the Komnenoi. 

Sometimes, these dependence relationships were reinforced through marriages. Another 

limitation is temporal. Due to heritage laws, households were dissolved on the death of 

the oikodespotes or the oikodespoina. Although Cheynet correctly states that this frailty 

was compensated by a transmission of social connections, it was natural that the sons 

should establish households of their own where they would be their own oikodespotes 

independent of their siblings.
148

 

 A clear example of the limits of the Byzantine aristocratic household is the 

commemoration list in the typikon of the Kecharitomene monastery founded by Eirene 

Doukaina in 1110. The empress lists herself, her husband, her sons, her daughters, her 

daughters-in-law, her sons-in-law, her mother-in-law, her brothers, her sister, her 

parents and her uncle. It is remarkable that Alexios I’s brothers, father, brothers-in-law, 

and sisters-in-law who were not Doukai were left out, as well as Maria of Alania and 

Konstantinos Doukas.
149

 Peter Frankopan understands this list as an “endorsement of 

the Doukas family” and that the list “indicates (and reveals) that power was centered 

squarely on Alexios and his wife in the first instance, on their children in the second and 

on the empress’ family in the final case”.
150

 However, this list demonstrates very well 

whom Eirene Doukaina considered family and whom she did not. Furthermore, it shows 

that the Komnenos and Doukas family were clearly separated, even in the last years of 

Alexios’ reign. The typikon of the Pantokrator Monastery founded by Ioannes II lists the 
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names of his uncles and aunts from both sides of his family, indicating that the fusion of 

the Doukai and the Komnenoi happened only when the offspring of Alexios and Eirene 

started to rule.
151

  

The often mentioned “kin obligation” only seemed to apply to individuals 

married to the imperial family and not to the rest of their family, for members of 

lineages that provided in-laws to the imperial family continued to rebel, such as the 

Diogenes, Katakalon Kekaumenos, Taronites and even Doukas
152

. The emperor’s in-

laws acted, nonetheless, as bridges between the ruler and their rebellious relatives. 

Ioannes Taronites, the emperor’s nephew through his sister, was sent to convince or – in 

case of resistance – subdue Gregorios Taronites. Adrianos Komnenos was sent to 

persuade Nikephoros Diogenes, his brother-in-law, to reveal the names of other co-

conspirators in exchange for his amnesty. In both cases, Alexios I’s emissaries failed. 

Ioannes Taronites had to subdue his cousin by force and Nikephoros Diogenes resisted 

his brother-in-law’s pledges, the rebel only revealed the names of some of his co-

conspirators under torture.
153

  

The marriage unions forged by his mother before his reign were not fully 

effective as a warrant of political support, but the marriages organized by Alexios I 

himself were more successful. Although his flirtation with the idea of divorcing Eirene 

Doukaina in order to marry Maria of Alania caused deep concern among Eirene’s 

relatives and supporters, resulting in internal conflicts within the ruling group, the 

marriage with Eirene Doukaina assured political, administrative and military support 

when it was needed. There is no reason to doubt that the empress’ brothers, Michael and 

Ioannes Doukas, and her brother-in-law, Georgios Palaiologos, served faithfully under 

Alexios although they may have supported Leon of Chalcedon’s staunch resistance out 

of dislike to Anna Dalassene and discontent with the position she enjoyed in her son’s 

government and court, which in normal conditions should have been occupied by 

Eirene. Meanwhile, the group supporting Maria of Alania and Konstantinos Doukas 

were not connected with the ruling group because Konstantinos Doukas and Eirene 

Doukaina were third degree cousins, but because Maria of Alania had a deal with 

Alexios I.  
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It is important to highlight the clear fact that the kernel of the ruling group that 

took power in 1081 was marked by conflicting ambitions: Anna Dalassene against 

Ioannes Doukas’ family and Maria of Alania against Eirene Doukaina. Consequently, 

Alexios I acted as an arbiter. At times, he was successful in appeasing the conflict, as in 

the case of Leon of Chalcedon controversy. At times, he was not, as with Maria of 

Alania. Alexios I broke the agreement settled at the beginning of his reign by removing 

Konstantinos Doukas from the succession line in favor of his own son and thereby 

forcing them into the opposition.  

 Another successful union was forged with the aristocratic families from 

Adrianople. After Konstantinos Doukas died, Alexios I married his first daughter, Anna 

Komnene, to Nikephoros Bryennios, the grandson of the homonymous rebel blinded 

after being defeated by Alexios Komnenos during Nikephoros III’s reign. Afterward, 

Alexios extended his connection with the aristocracy of Adrianople by marrying his 

other daughters to members of distinguished lineages from that city, Maria to 

Nikephoros Euphorbenos Katakalon and Theodora to Konstantinos Kourtikes.
154

 

Actually, this alliance was only possible because Nikephoros Bryennios, still a person 

of immense influence and authority within the army and in Adrianople, decided to lend 

Alexios I his support.  

Because of Alexios’ role in the repression of his rebellion, the population of 

Adrianople refused to hail Alexios as emperor in 1081, most likely at Bryennios’ 

command.
155

 Afterwards, Nikephoros Bryennios is reported as advising the emperor 

before the battle of Dristra in 1087.
156

 It is probable that Alexios formalized Bryennios’ 

position in Adrianople with a concessions and a title, as he did with Theodoros Gabras 

in Trebizond.
157

 In 1094 or 1095, Nikephoros Bryennios proved his loyalty to Alexios I 

by refusing to recognize the pretender as Leon Diogenes.
158

  

One wonders what the reason for this change of heart was. It is important to 

mention that Nikephoros Bryennios also tried to become emperor through a military 

rebellion. On that occasion, he was faced with the rejection of the population of 
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Constantinople, who had already chosen Nikephoros Botaneiates. Nevertheless, 

Nikephoros Bryennios, or better his brother Ioannes Bryennios, who was sent to 

Constantinople to take the city in his name, did not besiege the city nor attempted to 

storm it. They set houses in the outskirts on fire in order to force an acclamation by the 

people of the city, but these actions only reinforced their rejection of the Bryennioi. 

 Considering that episode, it is reasonable to conjecture that Nikephoros 

Bryennios was impressed by the form Alexios seized power. Instead of waiting for the 

acclamations of the citizens, as did Nikephoros Bryennios, Alexios bribed a unit 

responsible for a sector of the wall allowing him to introduce his troops into the city that 

had chosen an old and incapable emperor rather than Nikephoros Bryennios so as to fill 

their pockets with resources that the Empire no longer possessed.  

This hypothesis coheres with the proposal made by Leonora Neville in her 

analysis of the Material for History. She compares the representations of Nikephoros 

Bryennios and Alexios Komnenos in this work. While Bryennios, the younger, presents 

his grandfather as an honorable general, an embodiment of the Roman mos maiorum, 

Alexios Komnenos is displayed as a trickster with more flexible values. In the end, 

Neville wondered whether this negative image might have had a positive aspect. It was 

as if Nikephoros Bryennios agreed that the difficult times required morally flexible 

emperors like Alexios I, rather than an honorable hero like his ancestor.
159

 This opinion 

accords well with Nikephoros Bryennios senior’s change of heart and his decision to 

lend Alexios I his support. Alexios Komnenos did what needed to be done and what 

Bryennios could not do because of his honor. The younger Bryennios may have 

inherited this ambiguous opinion about his father-in-law from his revered ancestor.  
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4. 1091–1100: The Rise of the Porphyrogennetoi and the Anemas Conspiracy 

The first ten years of Alexios I’s reign were much contested. His violent 

usurpation and his first measures as an emperor were a source of constant opposition. 

Even among his most important supporters, doubt and concealed dissatisfaction were 

present. The frontiers between internal and external opposition, namely the expressions 

of discontentment among supporters and subversive movements that sought Alexios’ 

deposition, could not be clearly differentiated, for it is observable that members of both 

groups took the same side in particular events, such as in the crisis resulting from Leon 

of Chalcedon’s resistance to the appropriation of ecclesiastical property. This situation 

is understandable, for in Byzantium the preceding years were marked by weakly 

legitimized governments and numerous usurpations.  

Regardless of his actions, Alexios I was in a weak position as emperor simply 

because he reigned at that time, but his violent coup d’état and his controversial 

measures to address the Empire’s problems made him even more contested. His 

perspectives were accordingly not good. The opposition to him most probably saw him 

as a temporary annoyance that was soon to be disposed of. Furthermore, his allies did 

not lend their full-hearted support to a regime that could crumble at any moment.  

The Byzantine victory in Levounion over the Petchenegs in April 29th, 1091 

changed the situation. According to Byzantine views, military victory signified that 

Alexios had divine approval and legitimacy for his so far contested initiatives.
1
 The 

victory meant that Alexios’ position as a ruler was more secure, affording the 

perspective of a long reign – Alexios was about thirty-five years old by the time of the 

battle  and of the establishment of a dynasty. Consequently, the political players were 

forced to adopt a clear position. The time for partial support and cautious opposition 

was over. Either the Komnenian status quo was to be accepted or not: in the latter case, 

the natural consequence was to enter the ranks of the subversive opposition. In Anna 

Komnene’s account of the following conspiracies, a marked change is observable. 

Instead of intrigues by mysterious groups and anonymous individuals that characterized 

her report on the oppositional movements of the first years of her father’s reign, she 

describes open conspiracies carried out by people mentioned by name. Many of them 

were very illustrious and some very close to Alexios I. 
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4.1 The Diogenes Crisis and the Uprising of the Porphyrogennetoi (1094–1096) 

At the time of Alexios’ seizure of power, there were four male porphyrogennetoi 

alive: Konstantios Doukas, the son of Konstantinos X Doukas, Konstantinos Doukas, 

the son of Michael VII Doukas, and Leon Diogenes and Nikephoros Diogenes, both 

sons of Romanos IV Diogenes. It was a significant development. Since Zoe, born in 

980, no porphyrogennetos was produced until the birth of Konstantios Doukas in 1060. 

Because of the importance of the purple birth for legitimacy during the Macedonian 

dynasty, it was natural that Alexios, a usurper, could have considered the 

porphyrogennetoi a menace.
2
 However, instead of exiling them as his predecessors had 

done, he addressed his efforts to maintain a friendly relationship with them. Actually, he 

used the imperial claim of Konstantinos Doukas to justify his coup. With Konstantios 

Doukas and Leon Diogenes, he managed to be on good terms, but both of them died 

early: Konstantios Doukas in the battle of Dyrrachium in 1081
3
 and Leon Diogenes in 

Dristra in 1087.
4
 Nikephoros Diogenes, however, did not acknowledge the new 

government, offering constant resistance to Alexios I.  

4.1.1 The Diogenai after Manzikert 

Nikephoros Diogenes was exiled with his brother and his mother, the Empress 

Eudokia Makrembolitissa, to the Kyperoudes Monastery after the deposition and 

blinding of his father in 1072.
5
 Although Anna Komnene attributes the return of the 

Diogenai to court to her father, it happened during Nikephoros III Botaneiates’ reign. 

He brought Eudokia Makrembolitissa, who had been exiled by her own son, Michael 

VII, back.
6
 More importantly, Nikephoros III considered marrying Eudokia 

Makrembolitissa.
7
 Eventually, he was convinced by Ioannes Doukas to marry Maria of 

Alania instead. When Alexios took the throne, he continued Nikephoros III’s 
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conciliatory policy towards the Diogenai. He returned the imperial honors to Eudokia 

Makrembolitissa and took the Diogenes brothers under his care.
8
  

Anna Komnene describes Leon Diogenes as faithful and satisfied with the 

position given to him by Alexios I. Nikephoros, however, is described as plotting 

against Alexios incessantly. Anna Komnene reports that he enjoyed wide support 

among the soldiers, so that he addressed his efforts to gathering the support of the army 

officers and the senators. She states that his plotting was successful, for Nikephoros 

managed to acquire the support of Michael Taronites, the panhypersebastos and the 

emperor’s brother-in-law. She reports that Alexios was well informed of Nikephoros’ 

constant plotting, but instead of being angry, the emperor smothered Nikephoros with 

even more benefactions.
9
  

Anna Komnene reports that one of the attacks by Nikephoros Diogenes against 

the emperor was an unsuccessful murder attempt, carried out by an assassin of 

Armenian-Turkish origins when Alexios was playing polo.
10

 It is important to note that 

Nikephoros Diogenes was born during the reign of his father Romanos IV Diogenes 

(1068–1071); consequently, he was thirteen years old or less when Alexios took power. 

Consequently, it is hard to imagine an adolescent – even a one born in the purple  

having so much articulation within court without protectors who remained unnamed by 

Anna Komnene.  

The presence of Diogenes at the court and his conspiracies reached an 

unbearable point, which demanded an exile, even a glorified one. We have already 

pointed out the double character of the governorship of Crete given by Alexios to 

Nikephoros. It was both a privilege and an ousting, for, according to Anna Komnene, 

Diogenes had to live there.
11

 We lack evidence to demonstrate whether this imperial 

decree was implemented and Nikephoros Diogenes was in fact sent to Crete. In an 

article on the rebellions in Cyprus and Crete, Peter Frankopan conjectures that 

Nikephoros Diogenes was not sent to Crete, but to Cyprus, and was the same person as 

Rapsomates, the rebel leader of Cyprus. He affirms that “Rapsomates” was a nickname 

that meant “sewed-eyes”, which Anna Komnene would have used to name Diogenes 

because of his fate after his last conspiracy against Alexios I as well as to hide his real 

identity. To support this thesis, he proposes that Anna Komnene and Michael Glykas 
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were mistaken in their geographical references. Anna Komnene may have reported 

wrongly where Diogenes’ command was located, and Glykas mistakenly informed us 

that Rapsomates was the rebellious leader in Crete, not in Cyprus. Although it is 

possible that both Constantinopolitan authors may have committed mistakes concerning 

their knowledge of the world outside the Theodosian walls, Frankopan does not give 

satisfactory answers to the questions of why Anna Komnene did not describe both 

individuals as being the same person and how Rapsomates is described as untrained in 

war when Nikephoros Diogenes was admired by all for his martial abilities.
12

 

Nevertheless, Frankopan interestingly observes that Diogenes disappeared after the 

battle of Dristra in 1087, and reappeared during the campaign against Bolkan in 1094.
13

 

Although it is very unlikely that Nikephoros Diogenes was Rapsomates and was sent to 

Cyprus, Diogenes could have been sent to Crete and there, he continued with his 

conspiracy by capitalizing on existing local dissatisfaction.
14

 

Brought back to the capital, Nikephoros continued to conspire, but after the 

victory in Levounion in 1091, the political scenario was different, and he was no longer 

an adolescent but a grown man. In her account of his earlier activities, Anna Komnene 

conveys the image of a bright, charismatic young man, who was popular among the 

troops, but his efforts to gather support were unsuccessful since his movements were 

constantly reported to the emperor, who did not seem to take them seriously.  

4.1.2 The Conspiracy near Serres: Anna Komnene’s account.  

This situation changed in 1094 as the emperor was conducting a campaign in 

Dalmatia.
15

 Anna Komnene, who reported the whole plot in detail, describes two more 

attempts to murder the emperor. In the first attempt, Nikephoros pitched his tent beside 

the emperor’s tent in order to facilitate his access. Manuel Philokales warned the 

emperor about Nikephoros’ ruse, but Alexios ignored the risk once again. During the 

night, Nikephoros managed to enter the emperor’s tent, where he found him and the 
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empress asleep.
16

 Nikephoros did not fulfill his intentions because he was spotted by a 

slave girl. Later in the campaign, when the emperor was lodging in the property of 

Maria of Alania and Konstantinos Doukas near Serres, Nikephoros Diogenes tried to 

approach the emperor with a dagger while he took a bath, but was stopped by Tatikios, 

who was then guarding the emperor. Considering himself discovered, Nikephoros 

thought of fleeing to one of the properties of Maria of Alania,
17

 and asked Konstantinos 

Doukas for his horse, but was denied on the justification that the horse was a gift from 

the emperor; therefore, it could not be given away.
18

 

The next steps in Anna’s account are not very clear. Firstly, she reports that 

Alexios was informed of each of these murder attempts, but he did not arrest 

Nikephoros and continued his advance. His only action was to leave Konstantinos 

Doukas behind, using his fragile health as an excuse.
19

 However, a few paragraphs 

further on, Anna Komnene mentions that Alexios finally decided to take action against 

Nikephoros while he was in Konstantinos’ residence, and arrested him.
20

 In the 

sequence, she reports that Nikephoros followed the army, but it is not clear whether he 

does that voluntarily or as a prisoner.
21

 Afterwards, Alexios sent Adrianos Komnenos, 

the emperor’s brother and Nikephoros’ brother-in-law, to convince Nikephoros to 

confess and to name his co-conspirators. Although Adrianos Komnenos tried to 

convince him by recalling the first murder attempt while Alexios was playing polo, 

perhaps also to prove the emperor’s mercy and that he enjoyed God’s favor, he was 

unsuccessful.  

The emperor sent a certain Mouzakes accompanied by Gregorios Kamateros 

under order to arrest him officially and persuade him to confess. According to Anna 

Komnene, Nikephoros was not to be mistreated, but Mouzakes ignored the emperor’s 
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order and tortured him.
22

 Under torture, Diogenes signed a confession. During an 

inspection, Mouzakes found letters that proved that Nikephoros not only attempted to 

draw the highest officers in the army and the bureaucracy into his conspiracy but also 

that he had the support of Maria of Alania
23

 even though Anna Komnene stated that 

Maria did not agree with murdering Alexios.
24

 Surprised by the number of people 

involved in the plot, Alexios I concluded that few were worth his trust.
25

 However, 

Anna Komnene tells us that the emperor decided not to arrest every person involved, for 

he was not able to take so many people into custody. Consequently, he arrested and 

exiled Nikephoros Diogenes and Katakalon Kekaumenos to Kaisaropolis. Alexios also 

banned Michael Taronites and another person, whose name was not mentioned by 

Anna, and confiscated their properties. The rest was left unpunished by the emperor and 

he approached them with positive gestures.
26

 

Anna Komnene describes the tense moments after the emperor was informed of 

the extent of the conspiracy. Alexios summoned all the officers to his tent, where he 

was surrounded by those family members not involved in the plot, and the Varangian 

guard.
27

 Then, he addressed his audience, reminding them that he loved Nikephoros 

Diogenes, was not responsible for his father’s deposition and had tolerated his plotting. 

Subsequently, Anna Komnene reports that everybody present hailed him out of fear. 

Alexios then informed them that he would not persecute those suspected of being 

involved in the plot.
28

 A messenger was sent – without Alexios’ knowledge, according 

to Anna Komnene – with orders to blind Nikephoros Diogenes and Katakalon 

Kekaumenos.
29

  

Later, Alexios Komnenos returned Nikephoros Diogenes’ properties, but he did 

not return to court, spending the rest of his life on his lands. In his self-imposed exile, 

Anna Komnene informs us that he devoted himself to studies, especially geometry. 

Diogenes was also interested in spiritual matters, which, according to Anna Komnene, 

led him to heretic positions. Despite his scholarly and religious interests, Nikephoros 
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continued to plot. For this reason, he was summoned by the emperor and forced to 

confess again.
30

 

This conspiracy was reported by Ioannes Zonaras and Anna Komnene. While 

Zonaras’ account is very abridged and does not add new information or data that 

contradicts the Anna Komnene’s account, the account given by Anna Komnene of the 

conspiracy of Nikephoros Diogenes is comprehensive and detailed. Along with the 

conspiracy of Anemas, this account is the most extensive of all plots and rebellions 

reported by Anna Komnene. This illustrates how significant it was for the account of 

her father’s reign. Furthermore, it permits a deeper study of the internal workings of the 

exercise of opposition as well as of the imperial reactions towards them. Accordingly, 

we shall pose some guiding questions in order to understand this conspiracy in the 

larger picture of the oppositional movements in the reign of Alexios I. Who were the 

participants? Why did they desire Alexios’ deposition? Moreover, what action did they 

take to achieve their aims?  

If we are to believe Anna Komnene’s report, Alexios was very surprised and 

disconcerted by the great numbers involved in Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy. The 

document of Nikephoros Diogenes, discovered by Mouzakes, revealed that he 

approached many officials and senators as well as some of Alexios’ relatives. Although 

Anna Komnene does not affirm that every one of them conspired against Alexios, she 

acknowledges that almost the whole aristocracy was under suspicion. Separating the 

wheat from the chaff would require a thorough investigation, for which Alexios did not 

possess enough resources.  

4.1.2.1 The Conspirators 

Alexios adopted one of few violent actions against the ringleaders, Nikephoros 

Diogenes and Katakalon Kekaumenos. He ordered that Diogenes should be tortured 

and, afterwards, that he and Kekaumenos should be blinded. Although Anna Komnene 

states that this was done without her father’s consent, it is possibly untrue. The constant 

plotting, the entrée he enjoyed inside the highest ranks of the elite, the support he 

managed to gather within the imperial family, his purple birth and his popularity among 

the troops, made Nikephoros Diogenes an extremely serious threat. In order to 

neutralize it, Alexios applied a method often adopted by his predecessors, blinding.
31
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The other ringleader, Katakalon Kekaumenos, is an enigma. He is only 

mentioned in this episode and en passant by Anna Komnene. She does not provide any 

information on who he was and if he was related to the other Katakalon Kekaumenos 

who supported Isaakios I, Alexios’ uncle, in his rebellion in 1057. Nevertheless, it is 

very unlikely that they are the same person. The first Katakalon Kekaumenos began his 

career at the end of the 1030s, which means that he would be in his eighties by the time 

of Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy.
32

  

Anyhow, the participation of a Katakalon Kekaumenos, a descendant or a 

relative of a key ally of Isaakios I, Alexios’ imperial uncle, would add one more source 

of embarrassment for the emperor in this event. The participation of some of his family 

members made this plot even more awkward for the emperor. The first we hear of is 

Michael Taronites.
33

 He was connected with the Komnenoi long before Alexios’ 

takeover, for he was married to Maria Komnene, Alexios’ older sister, before 1067.
34

 

Even though he is not mentioned in the events that led to Alexios’ coronation as 

emperor, Michael Taronites was endowed with the newly created titles protosebastos 

and protovestiarios. He was later appointed panhypersebastos, a title also invented by 

Alexios, and raised to the same level as kaisar.
35

 He is not mentioned until the 

conspiracy and, after falling into disgrace, he was no longer mentioned.  

Equally problematic was Maria of Alania on the list of Diogenes’ co-

conspirators. Although thirteen years had passed since Alexios took power and he was, 

by that point, the emperor in his own right, especially after the decisive victory in 

Levounion, no one forgot the key role Maria of Alania played in his usurpation. She 

adopted him, gave him free access to the palace, provided him with very important 

information and – most importantly ─ lent Alexios Komnenos her son’s legitimacy.  

The scholarly literature on the involvement of Konstantinos Doukas in the 

conspiracy seems hesitant to confirm it. Authors like Demetrios Polemis, Basile 

Skoulatos, and Jean-Claude Cheynet deny his participation.
36

 Others, such as Victoria 

Gerhold, Perikles Joannou, Peter Frankopan, and recently Larisa Vilimonović accept it 
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but do not explain it properly.
37

 As Frankopan highlights, the participation of Maria of 

Alania implied almost automatically Konstantinos Doukas’ involvement.  

Anna Komnene provides clear evidence to confirm it. It all happened at 

Konstantinos Doukas’ property, he was the first person Nikephoros Diogenes looked for 

when he noticed that he was discovered, Alexios Komnenos decided to leave 

Konstantinos behind when the army left and, after this event, both Konstantinos and 

Maria of Alania disappeared from the registers. Furthermore, Anna Komnene informs 

us about an imperial order to disseminate a false rumor, according to which 

Konstantinos Doukas informed the emperor of the plot.
38

 Anna Komnene makes it clear 

that the emperor invented this gossip in order to convince everyone that Konstantinos 

Doukas was not involved. If Alexios felt forced to invent a story that dissociates 

Konstantinos from the conspiracy, it probably means that Konstantinos was somehow 

involved. The reasons given to justify both Maria of Alania and Konstantinos Doukas’ 

independent agency are not convincing.
39

 Since the deposition of Michael VII Doukas, 

her first husband, in 1078, Maria of Alania only appears in the historiographical sources 

to defend her son’s imperial rights, so it is hard to imagine her doing something 

different conspiring with Diogenes. Likewise, it is hard to believe that Konstantinos 

Doukas, an adult man by 1094, would allow his mother to conspire against the emperor 

in his name without his consent.
40

  

Peter Frankopan suspects the involvement of the megas domestikos Adrianos 

Komnenos in the plot.
41

 He assembled evidence of varied significance. As observed in 

the crisis caused by the accusations against Ioannes Komnenos in early-1090s, Adrianos 

Komnenos had a disruptive influence in the family. He was married to Nikephoros 
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Diogenes’ half-sister. Adrianos Komnenos was excluded from the list of people to be 

commemorated in the typikon of the Kecharitomene Monastery, founded by Eirene 

Doukaina, and he was only listed by his title without his name in the list in typikon of 

Pantokrator Monastery, founded by the Emperor Ioannes II. In addition, he had 

supposedly reacted with fear when he was sent by Alexios to convince Nikephoros to 

reveal the names of his co-conspirators; this would have hinted that he had participated 

or had knowledge of this conspiracy. Anna Komnene does not mention him after the 

failure of the coup.  

The evidence mentioned by Frankopan is not strong enough to sustain Adrianos’ 

participation or previous knowledge of the conspiracy, for there are other and more 

plausible forms of understanding it. As pointed out, marriage connections did not 

conditionally lead to political association. His disappearance from the Alexiad raises 

suspicion, but he had still received letters from Theophylaktos of Ohrid asking him to 

intercede with the emperor against rumors spread against Theophylaktos in court. 

Margaret Mullett dates this letter to 1104 and Gautier between 1097 and 1104.
42

 

Anyhow, it is clear that Adrianos did not disappear from court after 1094. Furthermore, 

he was considered by Theophylaktos of Ohrid as still able to influence his brother.  

His absence in the Kecharitomene typikon commemoration lists and of his name 

in Pantokrator typikon can also be easily explained by the fact that not only Adrianos 

Komnenos’ name is absent from the Kecharitomene typikon but also those of all 

Alexios I’s siblings, which is mentioned later by Frankopan himself.
43

 In the 

Pantokrator list, Adrianos Komnenos is not the only one to be registered by his title or 

office. Actually, almost every commemorated relative is listed by his title or kinship 

with the emperor.
44

  

Finally, the reaction of Adrianos Komnenos to his brother’s order to talk with 

Nikephoros Diogenes was in my opinion over-interpreted. Anna Komnene says that 

Adrianos Komnenos “fulfilled the order although he was completely low-spirited”
45

 

There are many possible reasons to explain the low-spirits (athymia) of Adrianos 

Komnenos, thus it is rash to assume that it was due to his participation or to 
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foreknowledge of the plot. One more likely explanation is that Adrianos Komnenos was 

embarrassed that his relative by marriage was conspiring to murder his brother.  

Even though Adrianos had exerted a disturbing influence in the Komnenos 

family, the arguments presented by Frankopan are not convincing enough to determine 

Adrianos’ participation in the plot. More difficult to identify and to interpret are the 

participants mentioned by Anna Komnene as groups, such as the highest members of 

the army and bureaucracy, as well the soldiers. 

4.1.2.2 The Making of the Nikephoros Diogenes Conspiracy and its Causes 

The reasons for the conspiracy are not easily determined. Since Anna Komnene 

was trying to compose an apologetic account of her father’s reign, she naturally does 

not provide any justification other than that Nikephoros Diogenes and his partners were 

ambitious and ungrateful. Revealing the real motives would give voice to negative 

assessments of Alexios’ actions as emperor. So far, the most influential interpretation is 

Cheynet’s, according to whom Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy was an expression of 

the dissatisfaction of the Anatolian aristocracy with Alexios’ lack of efforts to retake the 

Eastern provinces from the Turks and his focus on protecting the Western provinces.
46

  

The only clear evidence that Alexios I was confronted with dissatisfactions for 

his inaction in Anatolia is found in the summary of her father’s deeds by Anna 

Komnene. She recounts that after Romanos IV Diogenes’ defeat, the Empire suffered 

constant invasions, cities were destroyed, and Christians slaughtered, but her father 

changed this image by being the first emperor to enter Asia since Nikephoros II Phokas 

and Basileios II.
47

 This could be a response to criticism of Alexios’ policies and inaction 

concerning Anatolia. Moreover, in her introduction to the Anemas conspiracy about 

1100, Anna Komnene criticizes those who demanded a more aggressive external policy 

from her father. She does not mention Anatolia particularly, but it can be assumed that 

these critics were dissatisfied with Alexios’s actions in the East, for the situation in the 

Balkans had been more or less solved since the victory in Levounion in 1091. However, 
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we will see that this dissatisfaction was linked with that particular period and it cannot 

explain the opposition that led to the Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy in 1094.
48

 

Although this hypothesis cannot be simply excluded, it is questionable whether 

the pressure within the displaced aristocracy to reconquer Anatolia was as strong as 

imagined by Cheynet. As already seen, the Byzantine aristocratic identity depended 

mostly on the state. A secure situation could only be warranted if family members held 

good positions in the imperial apparatus, whether in the army, in the bureaucracy, or in 

the palace. Property, especially landed property, was important, but its status was 

vulnerable to political uncertainties. The most successful houses were the ones who 

invested more heavily in the state than in their native provinces. Therefore, geographical 

mobility was common among these families. The Komnenos family is an obvious 

example. They probably originated in Thrace in the 10th century, were established in 

Paphlagonia in the mid-11th century and, after 1081, they were mostly in 

Constantinople as a ruling group and several members of this family had land in 

Macedonia.
49

 Cheynet himself demonstrates that the most common reaction of the 

Asiatic aristocracy in the face of the Turkish invasions after 1071 was to go to 

Constantinople and expect to receive imperial land in Europe, as happened with the 

Komnenoi, Doukai, Diogenai, Melissenoi, Bourtzai, and Pakourianoi.
50

  

Naturally, the beneficiaries represented a small part of the displaced aristocracy, 

so that those left out could have formed a group of those disgruntled with Alexios and 

his administration that supported Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy. However, the 

demand was for land anywhere in the Empire, not necessarily in Anatolia. Furthermore, 

even if Alexios had conducted a successful campaign to retake the Eastern provinces 

from day one of his reign, the regained provinces would continue to be less secure than 

the Balkan provinces due to Turkish raids, which were independent of the Turkish 

established authorities and therefore would not have been easily stopped. Consequently, 

the possession and exploitation of land (as well as their fiscal revenues) in the Balkans 

would still be much more advantageous than in Anatolia. Accordingly, the pressure to 

reconquer Anatolia probably was not so extensive among the displaced elite and mostly 

limited to the emperor’s need of more lands at his disposal to reward supporters.
51
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The list of participants can give further evidence of the motives behind the 

conspiracy. Anna Komnene gives us four names: Nikephoros Diogenes, Katakalon 

Kekaumenos, Michael Taronites, Maria of Alania and, indirectly, Konstantinos Doukas. 

It is interesting to remark that the Komnenoi were connected with both Taronitai and 

Diogenai at least a decade before 1081. Michael Taronites was married to Maria 

Komnene and Konstantinos Diogenes, Nikephoros Diogenes’ brother, was betrothed to 

Theodora Komnene sometime after her father’s death in 1067.
52

 The research dedicated 

to Komnenian inner politics, which strongly supports the existence of clans in the 

Byzantine aristocracy, commonly considers such unions as alliances between families in 

general. Yet it was much more complex. The marriage between Maria Komnene and 

Michael Taronites happened fourteen years before Alexios’ rise as emperor in a 

completely different background. The highly unstable political scenario and the constant 

regime changes in the 11th century hindered the forging of long-term political alliances. 

Hence, these unions can be better assessed as political maneuvers with short-term 

horizons, with the ambitions of each family nucleuses in mind. As a consequence, the 

developments in political scenario changed the relationship between these families, 

especially after Alexios’ rise to power and the establishment of his new court hierarchy. 

The government system founded by Alexios I was not only an aristocratic 

organization but also one that put the emperor’s direct family  brothers and nephews  

as well as Eirene Doukaina’s brothers above other relatives by marriage. Although 

Alexios granted Nikephoros Diogenes the government of an important province, and 

Michael Taronites the second most important title of his newly founded hierarchy, the 

Komnenian system prioritized blood connections over male in-laws and their 

offspring.
53

  

Even if both Nikephoros Diogenes and Michael Taronites enjoyed position and 

status in Alexios’ court, their offspring was fated to be granted a lower position in the 

hierarchy. Since canonical rules imposed severe limitations to remarrying into the 

imperial family, an enhancement of their position was out of question, so the natural 
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process was a deterioration of the descendant’s position.
54

 This was a completely 

different scenario than the existing one while the former court hierarchy existed. Each 

new generation could theoretically improve a family’s position by holding higher 

offices and titles. This ceased to exist with the new hierarchy implemented by Alexios. 

Therefore, it is not a surprise that both Taronites and Diogenes did not accept their 

position as minor associates in a Komnenian government more than a decade after these 

marriage unions took place.
55

  

Further evidence that the conspiracy was also motivated by resistance against the 

new hierarchy is a letter sent by Gregorios Taronites, Michael Taronites’ nephew, to the 

emperor. In 1103, Gregorios was appointed doux of Chaldia, but when he arrived there, 

he rebelled, arresting the former doux Dabatenos.
56

 Eventually, this rebellion was 

repressed by Alexios, who sent Ioannes Taronites, his nephew and Gregorios’ cousin, to 

negotiate with him and, if he refused, to arrest him. Before Ioannes was sent to 

Trebizond, Alexios tried to convince Gregorios to end his rebellion through 

correspondence. Gregorios answered the emperor by sending him a long letter, in which 

he insulted not only the senators and army officials but also the emperor’s relatives and 

in-laws.
57

 The association between autonomous tendencies in the Pontos region and 

expressions of discontent with the new hierarchy created by Alexios Komnenos is 

evident in these rebellions.
58

 Therefore, the participation of Michael Taronites in 

Nikephoros Diogenes’ conspiracy in 1094, the rebellion of Gregorios Taronites in 1103 

and 1104, and his insults to the emperor’s family in the letter sent to Alexios Komnenos 

were clear acts of resistance to the proposed hierarchy. 

Another insufficiently studied aspect of this conspiracy is the association of the 

ringleader Nikephoros Diogenes with the former Empress Maria of Alania and, 

consequently, Konstantinos Doukas, as well as the similarities between this alliance and 

the one forged in 1081, which brought Alexios Komnenos to power. Perikles Joannou 

states that the conspiracy was aimed at defending the imperial rights of Konstantinos 
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Doukas, not Nikephoros Diogenes.
59

 Although Anna Komnene possibly tries to conceal 

the participation of her former fiancé in a murder conspiracy against her father, the role 

of Nikephoros Diogenes should not be diminished. Thus, I propose an alternative 

interpretation of this alliance. 

Evidently, Maria of Alania is mentioned in historiographical sources for her 

efforts to defend the imperial claims of her son, and it was not different in this particular 

case. The only difference is that Konstantinos Doukas was not a child anymore in 1094, 

so his participation and his approval of his mother’s actions must be taken for granted. 

Both had reason to be disgruntled with Alexios. They provided him with legitimacy at 

the difficult beginning of his reign, only to be removed once he produced his male issue 

and assured his position through the decisive victory in Levounion. The alienation of 

Maria of Alania and Konstantinos Doukas, as well as their supporters, was a logical 

consequence of these actions.
60

  

The rapprochement between them and Nikephoros Diogenes is accordingly 

comprehensible. Konstantinos Doukas and Nikephoros Diogenes were both 

porphyrogennetoi whose claims were neglected by their fathers’ successors. Moreover, 

they were closely related: Nikephoros was Konstantinos’ uncle through Eudokia 

Makrembolitissa. The fact that Michael VII Doukas, Konstantinos Doukas’ father, 

deposed Romanos IV Diogenes, Nikephoros Diogenes’ father, and was responsible for 

his blinding does not seem to be an impediment to this alliance. The long-lived grudge 

between Anna Dalassene and Ioannes Doukas seems to be an exception in the 11th 

century Byzantine politics. This conspiracy is a clear example of how former enemies 

allied as easily as they turned their backs on former allies if the present political needs 

so demanded. Hence, it is possible to understand this conspiracy as an uprising of the 

porphyrogennetoi. With the death of Konstantios Doukas and Leon Diogenes, 

Konstantinos Doukas and Nikephoros Diogenes were the only non-Komnenian 

porphyrogennetoi alive. It should not be ignored that they are involved in the same 

conspiracy against Alexios shortly after he crowned his own son as co-emperor and 

withdrew this same title from his former partner, Konstantinos Doukas.
61
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 The participants collectively mentioned by Anna Komnene are more 

complicated to be interpreted. It is interesting to remember that, according to Anna 

Komnene, Alexios I was not aware of the real extent of this conspiracy beyond the 

names provided by her. He knew that Diogenes had approached several members of the 

senate and the military, but he did not know who they were specifically and who were 

indeed involved in the murder conspiracy, for he decided not to investigate any further, 

presumably due to lack of resources, but most likely because he did not want to escalate 

tensions. Thus, we understand his insecurity, reported by Anna Komnene, as he 

assembled the officers after Nikephoros Diogenes confessed under torture. His decision 

restricts any interpretation of possible anonymous participants of the conspiracy. 

Nevertheless, if this conspiracy is juxtaposed with other oppositional movements during 

his reign, it is possible it found support among the groups benefited by the wide 

generosity fostered by his predecessors, who opposed the Alexian policies of limited 

generosity and who were targeted by Alexios’ troops during his takeover.  

The failure of the Diogenes conspiracy led to the rash decline of the Diogenes 

family, but not of its popularity.
62

 In the following winter, Alexios I faced a Cuman 

invasion led by a person who claimed to be Konstantinos or Leon Diogenes. Firstly, 

Pseudo-Diogenes roamed the streets of Constantinople announcing himself to be the son 

of the emperor defeated in Manzikert. As a result, Alexios sent him into exile in 

Cherson. From there, he fled to the Cumans. Leading them or being used by them as a 

puppet, Pseudo-Diogenes came back and advanced on Adrianople with Cuman allies. 

Since he was not recognized by Nikephoros Bryennios senior, he was arrested and 

blinded at the order of Anna Dalassene and Eustathios Kymineianos.
63

  

In general terms, scholars do not question Anna Komnene’s statement that this 

man claiming to be a Diogenes was a pretender. Peter Frankopan is an exception. He is 

convinced by the attention accorded by Alexios Komnenos to this person that the man 

accompanying the Cumans was, in fact, a Diogenes, not necessarily Konstantinos or 

Leon.
64

 However, more important than the discussion of whether this person was a 
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Diogenes or not, was that he was perceived as a danger by Alexios and able to convince 

the inhabitants of Dampolis to acclaim him as emperor.
65

 Nevertheless, Pseudo-

Diogenes was not the only one claiming to be Diogenes at that time. In March 1106, 

Bohemond of Taranto returned to France “accompanied by the son of the Emperor 

Diogenes and other eminent Greeks and Thracians, whose suit against the Emperor 

Alexios for treacherously depriving them of the dignities of their ancestors further 

stirred up the warlike Franks to fury against him.”
66

 Moreover, the Prince Vladimir 

Monomakh from Kiev sent his brother-in-law also called Leon Diogenes in 1116 to 

invade cities in the Danube region, but he was murdered by assassins sent by Alexios 

I.
67

 

4.2 The Synod of Blachernae in 1095: Recasting the Komnenian Alliance 

Considering the organization of the Komnenian hierarchy after Alexios 

Komnenos’ coronation, we can see how distressing the 1090s were. The status quo 

established in 1081, as reported by Anna Komnene and Ioannes Zonaras, was the 

following: Alexios Komnenos was crowned as emperor and, after some hesitation, 

Eirene Doukaina as empress, therefore rewarding her family for their support. 

Konstantinos Doukas, who lent Alexios legitimacy, was also crowned emperor. Isaakios 

Komnenos, who also held the ambition of being the emperor, but had to yield in favor 

of his brother, was compensated with the brand new title of sebastokrator, which 

surpassed all titles. This position reflected the role he enjoyed during his brother’s reign. 

In the sequence, Nikephoros Melissenos and Michael Taronites, the emperor’s two 

brother-in-laws through his sisters, were awarded the titles kaisar and panhypersebastos 

respectively, which were equal in importance and were ranged under the sebastokrator 
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in the hierarchy. Next, Adrianos Komnenos was awarded the title of protosebastos.
68

 

This was the highest hierarchy in the Komnenian regime after its establishment and, in 

the next years, all of them had turned against either Alexios or Isaakios Komnenos 

Although Nikephoros Melissenos seemed to be satisfied after giving up his 

imperial claims in exchange for the title of kaisar and a dominion in Thessaloniki, there 

is evidence that he did not maintain a good relationship with his in-laws.
69

 His 

accusations against Ioannes Komnenos, son of the sebastokrator Isaakios and doux of 

Dyrrachium, are exemplary. As seen above, both Adrianos Komnenos and Nikephoros 

Melissenos made accusations against the emperor’s nephew, enraging his father, the 

sebastokrator. Alexios tactfully decided not to investigate further, allowing his nephew 

to keep his office. Considering his role in the crisis caused by the accusations made 

against Ioannes Komnenos, Nikephoros Melissenos seems to have been a source of 

disturbance and accordingly, a disliked member of the imperial family.
70

 

Anna Komnene reports that when everybody was commemorating the victory 

over the Petchenegs in Levounion in 1091, Nikephoros Melissenos acted as a killjoy, 

remarking that the nomads were still a threat.
71

After the controversy involving Ioannes 

Komnenos, Nikephoros Melissenos is mentioned briefly during the Cuman invasions.
72

 

He is not present at the Synod of Blachernae in 1095 and his sons with Eudokia 

Komnene were unable to achieve high positions.
73

 Peter Frankopan wonders whether 

Melissenos’ wane has nothing to do with the crises which broke within the Komnenian 

establishment and whether Nikephoros Melissenos’ name was the one erased from the 

list of participants in Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy.
74

 Even if we leave such 
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conjectures aside, Peter Frankopan makes a good case, showing that Nikephoros 

Melissenos was a problematic and not well-liked member of the Komnenian 

consortium.  

Although his participation in a conspiracy against the emperor is hard to 

demonstrate, it is clear that he plotted together with Adrianos Komnenos against the son 

of the sebastokrator, most likely in order to harm Isaakios Komnenos politically. It 

could have cost him his position. Isaakios Komnenos was the most important associate 

of Alexios, so he was able to use his elevated position to demand the removal of 

Melissenos from the decision-making circle around the emperor. Though this event 

could also have harmed Adrianos Komnenos’ position in the Komnenian establishment, 

he was the emperor’s brother and could not be ousted as easily as Melissenos. It is a 

likely explanation of Nikephoros Melissenos’ absence and Adrianos Komnenos’ 

presence at the Synod of Blachernae.
75

  

We have seen above that one form of understanding Leon of Chalcedon’s long 

and stubborn resistance to the confiscation of ecclesiastical property by the emperor and 

the many concessions granted to this metropolitan by the latter is that Leon of 

Chalcedon had a very powerful backing. The grandchildren of Ioannes Doukas and his 

in-laws, such as Maria of Bulgaria and Georgios Palaiologos, supported Leon of 

Chalcedon’s resistance, partly out of personal devotion and partly to hurt Anna 

Dalassene, who proposed the polemic measures to the emperor and chose Eustratios 

Garidas for the office of the patriarch of Constantinople.
76

 

 At the beginning of the 1090s, the situation was in a deadlock. Alexios I 

Komnenos deposed Eustratios Garidas in 1084, but instead of reinstating Kosmas, 

which would be a humiliation, he appointed Nicholas Grammatikos. Nevertheless, Leon 

of Chalcedon resisted and Alexios was left without any option but to depose and exile 

him to Sozopolis in 1086. Alexios said that Leon could return if he accepted his 

deposition and became a monk, a proposal rejected by the metropolitan.
77

 Then, after 

years of stern resistance by Leon of Chalcedon and unsuccessful compromises, the 
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whole Komnenian establishment assembled in Blachernae at the end of 1094 or the 

beginning of 1095 and solved that impasse that had dragged on for fourteen years.
78

  

This settlement concludes a convulsive period of internal crises within the 

Komnenian consortium. It began with the accusations against Ioannes Komnenos no 

earlier than 1092 and concluded with a final compromise between the emperor and 

Leon of Chalcedon’s supporters, that is, his wife’s family. Demonstrations of mistrust 

among brothers, and the betrayals of in-laws and former allies, weakened and 

endangered the existence of the establishment formed in 1081 with the coronation of 

Alexios Komnenos and Eirene Doukaina. Due to the clear risk of the consortium being 

destroyed from within, the Doukai, for the sake of a greater good, abandoned the 

support granted to Leon of Chalcedon, who, without his powerful patrons, had no other 

option than to conciliate with the emperor.
79

  

This compromise also had a price for Alexios Komnenos. Anna Dalassene, 

whose role as mediator and warrantor of the collaboration or non-aggression pact 

between the Komnenos brothers was highlighted above, saw her last political action 

shortly before the Synod of Blachernae. Anna Komnene attributes the decision of 

blinding the impostor who claimed to be a son of Romanos IV during the Cuman 

invasion in the winter of 1094/1095 – and therefore almost simultaneously to the Synod 

of Blachernae – to Eustathios Kymineianos and Anna Dalassene.
80

 Afterwards, she is 

not mentioned anymore by Anna Komnene. Zonaras reports without any chronological 

reference that Anna Dalassene voluntarily retired to the Pantepoptes Monastery after 

noticing that her son resented her influence. She died in this monastery at an old age.
81

 

The year of her death was established between 1100 and 1102.
82

 Hence, it is perfectly 

possible that her removal to Pantepoptes happened as an aftermath of the Synod of 

Blachernae. Alexios had to pay this price in order to reach a final compromise with his 
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wife’s family. Moreover, in 1095, Anna Dalassene’s role was no longer as necessary as 

it had been in 1081.  

At the beginning of his reign, Alexios was a usurper at the head of a small and 

precarious group governing a bankrupted state, unable to gather an army without 

financial measures at a high political cost. He, therefore, needed Anna Dalassene to help 

him govern and, most importantly, to warrant his brothers’ cooperation. In 1095, 

Alexios was in a much better position and the role played by his mother had lost much 

of its reason to be. As a result, she became a nuisance for him, as Zonaras reports, due 

to the grudge between her and the emperor’s in-laws, which was personified by the 

deadlock caused by Leon of Chalcedon’s resistance to the confiscation of ecclesiastical 

property. Until then, Alexios was able to manage the situation by devising Solomonic 

solutions. However, the familiar crisis caused by the accusations against Ioannes 

Komnenos, the Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy, and the appearance of pretenders 

claiming to be Diogenai achieving certain recognition may have given Alexios I 

Komnenos the impression that his regime was falling apart. Hence, he decided to make 

a sacrifice in the name of union.  

Much attention is given to the attendance list at the Synod of Blachernae but not 

much to the text transmitted in the records of the Synod.
83

 It is indeed a very interesting 

document for many reasons. Firstly, when addressing the participants, Alexios makes it 

very clear that the whole affair was the result of personal grudges among the parties.
84

 

Secondly, Leon of Chalcedon, who had been very vocal during the whole crisis, almost 

disappears in the document. He was allowed to speak to the Synod, but his words were 

not registered in the semeioma.
85

 In the end, Leon agreed to the compromise proposed 
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by the emperor without raising objections.
86

 Finally, the confiscation of church 

property, the source of all the problems, was not even mentioned. The document speaks 

of some ambiguities (amphibolīa) in Leon of Chalcedon’s writing, but, at the end of the 

day, the compromise was a confirmation of the Orthodox dogma concerning the cult of 

images without any reference to confiscations.
87

 

Besides settling a theological dispute, the Synod of Blachernae in 1094/1095 

recast the Komnenos-Doukas alliance. The tensions, which had hindered entire 

cooperation, were resolved by removing their sources. Anna Dalassene was sent to 

Pantepoptes and Doukas’ backing for Leon of Chalcedon was put to an end so that a 

new hierarchy could be established. Isaakios Komnenos still occupied the semi-imperial 

role as the emperor’s prime partner and collaborator. Now, however, Alexios I had 

under him his in-laws through his wife; her brothers, Ioannes Doukas and Michael 

Doukas, as well her brother-in-law, Georgios Palaiologos, and no longer his relatives by 

marriage through his sisters.
88

 It is possible that once Anna Dalassene was removed, 

Eirene Doukaina was able to take control of the Women’s Quarter at the Palace, which 

had been so far under Anna Dalassene’s control, ending another source of disagreement 

between the emperor and the Doukai.  

An interesting trend that became more pronounced in the later years of Alexios 

I’s reign was the importance of the emperor’s nephews and son-in-laws in the military 

and in politics. One member of the synod was Ioannes Taronites, the son of Michael 

Taronites, with the title sebastos, placed under Georgios Palaiologos.
89

 Ioannes 

Taronites was sent to Trebizond to deal with his cousin Gregorios Taronites, who 

rebelled when sent to that city as its doux. 
90

 Although Gregorios was finally defeated 

by his cousin and arrested, he did not refrain from speaking ill about the emperor. He 

was only brought to reason by Nikephoros Bryennios, the emperor’s son-in-law.
91

 

Bryennios was married to Anna Komnene between 1095 and 1097. In that occasion, he 

received the title panhypersebastos and later kaisar. 
92

 This title placed him above the 
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emperor’s brother-in-law and below the emperor’s older brother, Isaakios Komnenos. 

However, Isaakios died some years after this marriage and Alexios granted positions in 

the hierarchy to his younger sons and other sons-in-law. Andronikos, Alexios’ second 

son, was made sebastokrator, Isaakios, his third son, was appointed kaisar, and 

Euphorbenos Katakalon, married to Maria, the second oldest daughter, became 

protosebastos.
93

 This meant that Nikephoros Bryennios was placed in the second 

highest position in the Komnenian hierarchy, after the emperor’s second son and on an 

equal footing with the emperor’s third son. The position he enjoyed in Alexios I’s last 

years reflected this status.
94

  

The marriage between Nikephoros Bryennios and Anna Komnene was only 

made possible because Anna Komnene’s former fiancé, the Konstantinos Doukas, had 

died in August of 1094, shortly after the outbreak of the murder conspiracy of 

Nikephoros Diogenes in July.
95

 This union was most likely a reward to the Bryennioi 

for their stance during the whole Pseudo-Diogenes crisis in 1094/1095.
96

 During the 

Cuman invasion, Pseudo-Diogenes convinced his Cuman associates to camp in front of 

the walls of Adrianople so that he could call on Nikephoros Bryennios, senior, in order 

to be acknowledged by him as Romanos IV’s son. It was a sound strategy. Nikephoros 

Bryennios was a close supporter of Romanos IV Diogenes and his adopted brother.
97

 

Moreover, Bryennios had already rebelled and been defeated by Alexios Komnenos 

during the reign of Michael VII and Nikephoros III. He had been blinded in 

consequence of that. Therefore, Pseudo-Diogenes possibly expected that Nikephoros 

Bryennios would have enjoyed the opportunity to take revenge against Alexios by 

acknowledging him as the alleged son of Romanos IV Diogenes, but he was 
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disappointed, for Nikephoros Bryennios did not recognize him. Instead, he was lured 

inside of the fortress of Poutza, arrested and blinded.
98

 

Peter Frankopan sees in this decision a strong argument for accepting that the 

alleged son of Romanos IV was the person he claimed to be. According to Frankopan, 

the alleged Diogenes would only present himself to Nikephoros Bryennios to be 

acknowledged by him if he was sure that he would be identified as being the person he 

claimed to be. Moreover, the strong tie between Nikephoros Bryennios and Romanos 

IV would be something that only an insider would be informed about. These arguments 

are not very strong. An adoption – mainly one with strong political tinges – was surely a 

public and publicized event and the alleged Diogenes could have expected to be 

acknowledged by Bryennios for reasons of political expedience. If Bryennios were 

waiting for an opportunity to rise against Alexios I, he would have recognized the 

alleged Diogenes regardless of whether he was the emperor’s son or not.
99

  

The marital union between the Bryennioi and the Komnenoi can therefore be 

seen as part of the recasting of the Komnenos-Doukai alliance. It was followed by other 

marriages, between emperor’s daughters and members of Thracian houses, such as 

Maria Komnene with Nikephoros Euphorbenos Katakalon and Theodora Komnene with 

Konstantinos Kourtikes.
100

  

The attendance register also lists Humbertopoulos at the Synod of 1095 as one of 

the sebastoi and accordingly, positioned highly in the Komnenian hierarchy. Anna 

Komnene and Ioannes Zonaras report that Humbertopoulos and Ariebes, another 

military officer of Armenian origin, organized a plot against Alexios. Although this 

conspiracy must have caused a certain level of awkwardness for the emperor, since 

Humbertopoulos was one of his co-conspirators who supported his rebellion against 

Nikephoros Botaneiates and further participated in many of his military campaigns, 

neither Anna Komnene nor Zonaras give the impression that the conspiracy enjoyed a 

wide support.
101

 Because of the clear chronological connection established by Anna 
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Komnene between the victory in Levounion in April 1091 and the outbreak of this 

conspiracy it is generally assumed that it happened directly after the battle. Although he 

and Ariebes had their properties confiscated and were exiled, it is believed that at least 

Humbertopoulos was pardoned since he was present at the Synod of Blachernae and 

took part in the military efforts against the Cumans, both in 1095.
102

 Considering the 

chronological uncertainties in the narrative sequence of the Alexiad, Peter Frankopan 

considers it plausible that the Humbertopoulos conspiracy took place after the Cuman 

invasion of 1095. In spite of the clear connection established by Anna Komnene 

between the conspiracy of Humbertopoulos and the aftermath of the Battle of 

Levounion, there are convincing signs that could confirm Frankopan’s proposal. After 

the Cuman invasion, Humbertopoulos disappears from the sources. Since Anna 

Komnene is always eager to report her father’s merciful acts, the fact that she does not 

mention an imperial pardon for Humbertopoulos suggests that Alexios did not reinstate 

him. Moreover, in the list of properties assigned to the Monastery of Pantokrator, 

founded by Ioannes II Komnenos, there is a record of the “House of Humbertopoulos”, 

which could mean that the rebel’s confiscated property was never returned.
103

  

4.3 The Anemas Conspiracy  

The second conspiracy, which Anna Komnene describes in detail, was the 

Anemas Conspiracy. Sometime around the year 1100, the brothers Michael, Leon, and 

two others, who Anna Komnene does not name, plotted to murder Alexios 

Komnenos.
104

 The Anemas brothers managed to win the support of important members 

of the aristocracy, such as the Antiochoi
105

, Konstantinos Exazenos Doukas
106

, 

Nikephoros Exazenos Hyaleas
107

, a certain Kourtikios
108

, Niketas Kastamonites
109

, 
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Georgios Basilakes
110

, Ioannes Solomon
111

, a certain Skleros
112

, and a certain Xeros
113

, 

who was a former eparch of Constantinople. According to Anna Komnene, Solomon 

was persuaded to participate in the plot by being promised that he would be acclaimed 

emperor, which, however, was a lie. The ringleaders coveted his resources, for he was 

exceedingly rich. However, he started to act like an emperor, pledging titles and offices 

in hope of gaining support. When the Anemades heard this, they felt constrained to 

accelerate their plans and decided to commit the murder in the palace. Before the 

conspirators could execute their plans, Alexios was informed. Accordingly, he ordered 

Georgios Basilakios and Ioannes Solomon to be brought to the Palace so that they could 

be interrogated. Solomon denied the accusations at first, but when the sebastokrator 

Isaakios Komnenos threatened him with torture, he gave in and provided the names of 

the other participants. Solomon and others had their property confiscated and were 

exiled. Furthermore, the ringleaders and the Anemas brothers were publicly paraded in 

Constantinople and condemned to be blinded. The last punishment was not carried out 

thanks to the intervention of the empress Eirene and Anna Komnene. Michael Anemas 

was kept under arrest in a tower near the palace. 

Cheynet links this plot with the officer’s discontentment with Alexios’ military 

policies, especially as far as Anatolia was concerned.
114

 Werner Seibt is of the opinion 

that the conspiracy was motivated by involved officers’ dissatisfaction with the position 

given by Alexios to his relatives.
 115

 Both hypotheses shall be assessed.  

Cheynet suports his argument with the fact that most of those involved hailed 

from families of Anatolian origin, whose members participated in the rebellion that 

brought Isaakios Komnenos to power in 1057. However, if we compare the list of 

participants in the rebellion of Isaakios Komnenos with the conspiracy of Michael 

Anemas, it is noticeable that the only surnames in common are Antiochos, Doukas, and 
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Skleros. This is not conclusive, since the only Doukas who participated in the 

Anemades’ plot was most likely a member of a secondary branch of the family, acting 

independently of his relatives, who were allied with the emperor. The participation of 

the unnamed Skleros in the plot against Alexios does not support Cheynet’s argument 

either, for, since the end of the 10th century, when the Skleroi were defeated in their 

rebellion against Basileios II, the family gradually lost its military ethos, and is found 

more often in the bureaucracy.
116

 In Alexios’ time, this process seems to have reached 

completion, for the Skleros involved in Anemas plot seemed to be one of the senators 

brought to the conspiracy through the influence of Ioannes Solomon.
117

 Moreover, the 

presence of Georgios Basilakes, an issue from a Thracian family demonstrates that this 

plot was not purely Anatolian.  

 Although the list of participants in the conspiracy is not entirely conclusive as 

far as motives are concerned, Anna Komnene’s introduction to her account of this plot 

may be. She begins her report with an incident in Constantinople. A statue of the god 

Apollo, which used to stand on the top of a column in the Forum of Constantine, fell 

down and this event set in motion all kinds of speculation about the future death of the 

emperor.
118

 Further on, she makes mysterious remarks about the menaces threatening 

Alexios I at that time, based on two main themes: firstly, Alexios is not only surrounded 

by internal and external enemies, especially Bohemond of Taranto, but they also seems 

to work together.
119

 Secondly, she defends her father’s foreign policy, which was aimed 
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were full of insurection. Although the emperor had not yet opposed the internal matters, all external 

matters were in flames, as if the fate herself had put forth at the same time barbarians and internal tyrants 

as a self-grown giant.); Anna Komnene, Alexiad I, 12, v, 3: ἀλλ’ ὅπερ ἔλεγον τοῦ λόγου ἀρχομένη, ὅτι 

θαυμάζειν ἔχω τὴν τοσαύτην τῶν πραγμάτων τῶν πολεμικῶν ἐπίχυσιν· τά τε γὰρ ἔξω καὶ τἄνδον πάντα 

ἦν ἰδεῖν κυμαινόμενα πανταχόθεν. ἀλλ’ ὅ γε βασιλεὺς Ἀλέξιος καὶ τὰ ἀφανῆ τῶν ἐχθρῶν καὶ κρύφια καὶ 

προῃσθάνετό τε καὶ παντοδαποῖς μηχανήμασι πόρρω τὰς βλάβας ἀπήλαυνε, καὶ πρὸς τοὺς ἔνδοθεν 

τυράννους καὶ πρὸς τοὺς ἔξωθεν βαρβάρους ἀνταγωνιζόμενος ἀεὶ προφθάνων ὀξύτητι νοῦ τὰς τῶν 

ἐπιβουλευόντων ἐπιβουλὰς καὶ ἀνακόπτων τὰς τούτων ὁρμάς. καὶ ἔγωγε στοχάζομαι ἀπὸ τῶν πραγμάτων 

αὐτῶν τὴν τύχην τῆς βασιλείας, ὅτι πανταχόθεν συνέρρευσε τὰ δεινὰ καὶ ἐτετάρακτο αὐτὸ τὲ τὸ σῶμα 

τῆς πολιτείας καὶ πᾶν ἀλλότριον ἐμεμήνει κατὰ τῆς βασιλείας Ῥωμαίων, ὡς εἴ τις οὕτως ἔχοι κακῶς, 

ὥστε καὶ ὑπὸ τῶν ἀλλοδαπῶν πολεμεῖσθαι καὶ ὑπὸ τῶν οἰκείων κατατρύχεσθαι τὰς σάρκας 
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at bringing peace and did not pressure foreign enemies. Even when Alexios had to wage 

war, peace was his major goal. If the enemies were at peace, they should be left in 

peace. According to Anna, it is senseless to act differently and seek war for its own 

sake. Such behaviour would lead to the destruction of the politeia.
120

  

Because of the reference to Bohemond of Taranto, who organized and led a 

Norman invasion in 1107 and 1108, this conspiracy was once dated as being 

contemporaneous to this invasion.
121

 This connection conflicts with the fact that 

Isaakios Komnenos had a role in the repression of this conspiracy. We know he died 

between the years 1102 and 1104, which indicates that the conspiracy took place before 

that, most likely around 1100.
122

 According to Michael the Syrian, Bohemond was 

defeated, captured by the Danishmend emir and brought to Sebasteia in 1101.
123

 He was 

only freed in 1103. After heading to France, he began his preparation for the invasion of 

the Empire in 1107.
124

 Consequently, at the time of the Anemas conspiracy, Bohemond 

seemed to be more engaged in fighting the Turks in Eastern Anatolia than in planning 

an invasion of the Empire. The Anemas plot could also have taken place while 

Bohemond was a prisoner of the Danishmend. Thus, either Anna Komnene was 

misinformed of the events or she forged a connection between the conspiracy and her 

father’s archenemy. Maybe her use of Bohemond as a source of external danger against 

her father meant the Frankish aggression in general. It is already known that the 

                                                                                                                                                                          
διαμασσώμενον, τοῦτον δὲ ἀνεγεῖραι τὴν πρόνοιαν, ἵνα πρὸς τὰ πανταχόθεν κακὰ ἀντιμηχανῷτο, ὥσπερ 

δὴ καὶ τὸ τηνικαῦτα συνιδεῖν ἔδει· ὅ τε γὰρ Βαϊμοῦντος ὁ βάρβαρος ὁ πολλάκις ἡμῖν εἰρημένος 

ἐξηρτύετο κατὰ τῶν σκήπτρων Ῥωμαίων βαρύτατον στράτευμα ἐπαγόμενος καὶ τὸ τυραννικὸν τούτου 

πλῆθος ἑτέρωθεν ἀντεπηγείρετο, καθάπερ ἄνωθεν τοῦ λόγου πεπροοιμίασται (But what I said at the 

beginning of the chapter is that I could marvel with the influx of hostile actions. Indeed, it was possible to 

see all internal and external matters completely agitated. However, the emperor Alexios perceived the 

unseen and concealed actions of the enemies and put away the harm with many mechanisms, fighting the 

tyrants inside and the barbarians outside, always anticipating with sharpness of mind the schemes of the 

plotters and pushing back their assaults. I myself infer from the events themselves the destiny of the 

Empire, for terrible things flowed together and stirred the body politic itself, as well as enraged 

everything that was foreign against the Roman Empire, as if someone were in such bad situation, that he 

was battled by external factor and wore out by his internal, but, having his flesh pressed, was raised by 

the providence so that he contrive machinations against evil actions coming from all sides, even as he had 

to know the circumstance of that time. The barbarian Bohemund, mentioned many times by us, was 

getting ready against the Roman authority by leading the strongest army and this multitude of rebels from 

the other side was gathering together, as was said above at the beginning of the chapter). 
120
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representation of Bohemond of Taranto by Anna Komnene is a literary construction that 

summarizes all the danger presented by the Crusades, hence his portrayal does not 

necessarily correspond the historical reality. Anna Komnene depicts him as assuming a 

much greater role than he actually had.
125

 Therefore, when she blames him for planning 

aggressions against Byzantium, it is possible that he is actually being blamed for things 

that other Franks have done.  

Indeed, the most important event in the external background between the 

conspiracy of Nikephoros Diogenes in 1094 and that of the Anemades was the First 

Crusade (1095–1099). It had had a major impact on Byzantine foreign policy, forcing 

Alexios I to turn his attention to the East. However, contrary to the expectation of the 

Crusaders, the emperor only provided half-hearted support, refusing to accompany 

them. Alexios did not want to compromise himself with an initiative most likely to fail, 

ruining the diplomatic network he had built up since 1081, which allowed him to 

emphasize the defense of the Western provinces. Although this stance was possibly very 

sensible, Crusaders saw it as treachery and cowardice.
126

  

Less known, however, is how the First Crusade affected internal politics in 

Byzantium. Anna Komnene’s report can be misleading, as it is often if proper 

precautions are not taken. Firstly, she wrote during the Second Crusade and her 

treatment of the First Crusade was strongly affected by it. She tries to justify every 

action taken by her father and to acquit him of any accusation of bad management or 

even of responsibility for the emergence of the Crusades.
127

 Secondly, according to her 

narrative, Alexios Komnenos or the imperial agents, such as Tatikios, who was sent to 

escort the Crusader army to Antioch, were the only channel through which the 

Crusaders had contact with Byzantium. It seems plausible since traditionally the 

emperor was the responsible for foreign policy. The Latin sources corroborate it. 

Alexios Komnenos is the only Byzantine depicted in some depth and he is held 

responsible for every setback the Crusaders suffered within the Empire. However, Anna 

Komnene’s remarks, which precede her account of the Anemas conspiracy, hint that the 

Crusades could have had some direct impact on Byzantine internal politics. 
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Before tackling Anna’s mysterious comments, it is interesting to mention the 

main external events chronologically close to the Anemas conspiracy. In 1097, Alexios 

I Komnenos failed to assist the Crusaders while they were besieged in Antioch
128

 and, 

simultaneously, he dispatched Ioannes Doukas, his brother-in-law and megadoux, to a 

campaign in Anatolia, resulting in the reconquest of some cities located between 

Smyrna and Polybotos.
129

 Three years later, in 1101, a new wave of Crusaders arrived 

and suffered a crushing defeat in the Taurus Mountains. This surely helped to denigrate 

the reputation of the Byzantines in general and of Alexios I in particular in the West.
130

  

The emperor’s lack of commitment to the Crusades not only had a negative 

impact in the West but also within Byzantine society. It was remarked here elsewhere 

that the Byzantine aristocracy did not appear very interested in reconquering Anatolia 

probably because even after a successful recapture, the reconquered regions would still 

be insecure. The Turkish nomads who answered to no authority would create significant 

difficulties in all efforts of exploiting the Anatolian provinces economically, and neither 

the state nor the aristocracy had enough resources to solve this problem permanently. 

However, the Crusades may have presented an opportunity for some. Anna Komnene 

reports solely from the emperor’s point of view. He feared that the Crusader’s presence 

would be a threat to his claim over lands that belonged historically to the Byzantine 

state. It is hard to believe that this position was shared by Byzantine society as a whole.  

Many could have seen the Crusaders as fellow Christians and valiant warriors, 

who would have helped the Byzantines to expel the Turkish invaders from Anatolia 

once and for all. Michael Attaleiates considered the Franks as potential allies. He was an 

admirer of Roussel de Bailleau, seeing in him a powerful asset for the Empire, who was 

nevertheless antagonized by the stupid actions of Michael VII.
131

 There were indeed 

opportunities for members of the aristocracy and Crusaders to intermingle. Crusader 

leaders were invited to the court in order to take an oath to the emperor and to organize 

their advance through Anatolia. If Anna Komnene is to be believed, the Crusader 

leaders could move freely in the Palace and some seemed to have stayed there for a long 

time.
132

 Moreover, the aforementioned account by Orderic Vitalis of Bohemond’s return 

to France, escorted by aliosque de Grecis seu Tracibus illustrium who were disgruntled 
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with Alexios, is evidence that Byzantines and Franks could cooperate against the 

emperor’s interests.
133

  

It is perfectly possible that during their stay in Constantinople, the Crusaders 

managed to win the support of some at court, convincing them that the Franks were 

viable as allies to retake lands lost to the Turks. Accordingly, the Byzantine supporters 

of the Crusaders were probably similarly disappointed with Alexios’ ambiguous stance 

and his reluctance to support them as well as with the fact that he allowed them to be 

massacred at the hands of the Turks, as in 1101. Against such a background, Anna 

Komnene’s mysterious statements, which hint at a cooperation between Alexios inner 

and external enemies, her defense of her father’s pacifism and her reference to 

Bohemond, her literary personification of all dangers represented by the Crusaders, 

make sense. It indicates that the conspirators were partially motivated by their pro-

Crusader position and by their assessment that Alexios Komnenos was wasting a perfect 

opportunity to recover territory lost since 1071 and treating potential allies as enemies. 

As in her introduction to the account of Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy, Anna 

Komnene refers to the conspirator’s ingratitude by mentioning that Alexios I honored 

some with titles and others were showered with his rich gifts.
134

 Anna Komnene 

defends her father’s distribution policy, which was highly contested at the beginning of 

his reign. By the turn of the century, it became once again a source of problems. Some 

participants in the plot can be found with their respective titles on the attendance list of 

the Synod of Blachernae in 1095: kouropalates and megales hetariarches Konstantinos 

Antiochos, proedros and primikerios of the external vestiarites Michael Antiochos, 

protoproedros Georgios Basilakios and protoproedros Niketas Kastamonites. 

Furthermore, there are two Skleroi, protonobelissimos and logothetes of the dromou 

Michael and the kouropalates Andronikos, but they cannot be identified as the Skleros 

involved in the conspiracy with certainty.
135

 They all held titles that once were 

accompanied by correspondent rogai or stipends and were the highest of the court 

hierarchy in the times before 1081. Alexios, however, not only established a princely 

hierarchy that superposed the former one, strongly devaluating the existing titles but 

also canceled the rogai. Therefore, it is no coincidence that some of the ringleaders of 

the Anemas conspiracy were holders of these ancient but devaluated titles. The loss of 
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position was probably added to the list of dissatisfaction that encouraged some of those 

involved to conspire against Alexios. It is important to notice that, by this time, the 

separation of the elite in two group – as it is observed later – was not yet complete, 

since we see high military officers with devaluated court titles. 

A further detail is the involvement of Ioannes Solomon, head of the senators and 

previously listed among the pupils of Ioannes Italos.
136

 In both accounts, Solomon is 

denigrated by Anna Komnene because of his low intellectual capabilities. As Italos’ 

disciple, Solomon was unable to understand philosophical truths and, as a conspirator, 

he was incapable of maintaining the necessary secrecy, so that the other conspirators 

had to act too quickly and the intrigue failed. Anna Komnene reports that Ioannes 

Solomon, excited with the perspective of being appointed emperor, began to promise 

honors and offices to win support.
137

 It is interesting that in order to gather support for 

his candidacy as emperor, Ioannes Solomon resorted to the policy of open generosity 

exchanging political support for titles and offices, the modus operandi that was fostered 

by 11th-century emperors, but was abandoned by Alexios after his seizure of power. 

As other oppositional movements against Alexios I demonstrated, dissatisfaction 

with the new hierarchy brought many into the opposition. It also appeared to be the case 

with the participants of the Anemas conspiracy, as Seibt remarked. However, this was 

not the only decisive factor. When Anna Komnene associates this internal controversy 

with foreign aggressions, she hints that foreign policy exerted an important influence on 

the outbreak of this murder conspiracy. The last years of the 11th century in Byzantium 

were dominated by the Crusades and their consequences. Therefore, strong evidence has 

been presented that the ringleaders were possibly reacting against Alexios Komnenos’ 

policies towards the Crusaders. Instead of the cautious stance defended by Alexios, 

Anna insinuates that the plotters defended an aggressive policy and a stronger 

cooperation with the Crusaders. Moreover, the involvement of senators like Ioannes 

Solomon, the leader of the Senate, Xeros, the former eparch, and most likely Skleros, as 

well as the actions of Solomon to gather support, indicate that the ringleaders made a 

concession to the political agency model of open generosity in order to win the support 

of the lower echelons of the aristocracy.  
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4.4 The Doukas after 1095 

Although Peter Frankopan states that the influence of the imperial relatives, 

including the Doukai, faded away in the second half of Alexios’ reign, he acknowledges 

that this apparent loss of importance might be due to the characteristics of the main 

source for political events in the period, Anna Komnene.
138

 In fact, Anna Komnene 

provides less information on Alexios I’s reign in general after the Crusades. From 

fifteen books in the Alexiad, ten are dedicated to events that happened between 1081 

and 1096 and only five for the period between 1096 and 1118. Fifteen years are covered 

by ten books and eighteen years by five books. Therefore, the “disappearance” of 

Eirene’s family members can be attributed more to the abridged character of the last 

books of the Alexiad than to some loss of political influence. Moreover, letters of 

Theophylaktos of Ohrid demonstrate that the empress’ relatives continued to exercise 

influence in later times.
 
In a letter to Ioannes Pantechnes, the secretary of Georgios 

Palaiologos, Theophylaktos reports that the emperor sent the protostrator Michael 

Doukas to Ohrid to draft soldiers against Bohemond of Taranto.
139

 The reference to 

Bohemond’s invasion clearly dates this missive to late 1107 or early 1108. It 

demonstrates that the protostrator Michael Doukas still had an important role in the 

military in the late years of Alexios I’s rule.  

The evidence concerning Georgios Palaiologos is more difficult to interpret. In 

the letter addressed to the secretary of Georgios Palaiologos, Theophylaktos requests 

Georgios Palaiologos’ intervention in order to solve a fiscal problem concerning a 

village in the Vardar region.
140

 Afterwards, the archbishop sent another missive 

expressing his gratitude to Georgios Palaiologos for solving his problem, which clearly 

demonstrates that not only was Palaiologos perceived as being influential, he also was 

in fact.
141

 The letters to Palaiologos do not refer to known episodes; hence, they are 

more difficult to date. However, in the first letter to Georgios Palaiologos’ secretary, it 

is mentioned that Konstantinos, the son of the protostrator Michael Doukas, was 

responsible for the Vardar region. From another letter, we know that Konstantinos 

Doukas’ appointment to this post happened almost at the same time as the one of 
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Gregorios Kamateros to the post of protoasekretis and nobellissimos.
142

 This same 

Gregorios Kamateros appeared in the function of under-secretary (hypogrammateus) 

during the outbreak of Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy in 1094.
143

 It is difficult to say 

definitely whether Kamateros’ appointment as protoasekretis and nobelissimos took 

place directly after the conspiracy of Nikephoros Diogenes, perhaps as a reward for his 

services. Yet considering that Michael Doukas was born in 1061
144

 and that Alexios I 

would hardly give such an authoritative position to a little child, mid-1090s or 1094 is a 

possible date for Konstantinos Doukas’ appointment as commander of the Vardar. 

Therefore, a terminus post quem of 1094 and terminus ante quem in 1118 for the letter 

to Palaiologos’ secretary as proposed by Gautier is perfectly reasonable. It means that 

Georgios Palaiologos still had some influence in later times.  

The case of Ioannes Doukas, Eirene Doukaina’s other brother, is more 

complicated. He led a very successful campaign in western Anatolia in 1098
145

 and 

afterwards, he is found still alive in the commemoration list of the Kecharitomene 

typikon as a monk with the name Antonios.
146

 It is risky to assume automatically that he 

adopted the monastic garb as a result of his participation in conspiracies although this 

was often the case with rebels.  

Here it is important to consider the political role of Eirene Doukaina. For almost 

the whole Alexiad, the empress played an insignificant role. Anna Komnene praises her 

for her beauty and her piety.
147

 Eirene only took an active role at the end of Alexios I’s 

reign as she began in 1105 to accompany him on military campaigns supposedly to 

relieve the pain caused by gout and to guard him against conspirators.
148

 During the rest 

of his reign, we see a very active Eirene Doukaina trying to influence her husband in 

matters concerning the succession. It is a contradictory image. Until 1105, there was an 

apathetic Eirene Doukaina. After 1105, there was a fiery and determined Eirene 

Doukaina.  

Leonora Neville states that the depiction of Eirene Doukaina actively trying to 

influence the succession was a literary construction by Ioannes Zonaras and Niketas 
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Choniates in order to slander Alexios I and Ioannes II as being emasculated by their 

women. As mentioned above, it is undeniable that both Zonaras and Choniates had 

strong disagreements with the Komnenian emperors and, as historians, it is perfectly 

possible that they have “colored” their reports to portray both emperors in a bad light. 

However, it is hardly credible that the whole episode is an invention. Behind these 

scandalous narratives, a kernel of historical truth must have existed. Otherwise, both 

historians could compromise their own credibility. Therefore, these accounts hint at the 

existence of dysfunctionality within the imperial family. One logical conclusion is that 

Eirene Doukaina lived in the shadow of Anna Dalassene until the removal of her 

mother-in-law. It must have been hard to compete with the grip that the “mother of all 

Komnenoi” had over her sons and the space that Alexios I allowed her to occupy in his 

government.
149

  

In the typikon of the Kecharitomene monastery founded by Eirene Doukaina, the 

empress could not avoid adding his mother-in-law on the commemoration list, but 

unlike all other included relatives, Anna Dalassene is not mentioned by her name, but as 

“my holy mistress and my majesty’s mother-in-law”
150

. It is hard not to notice there a 

tinge of resentment by Eirene Doukaina towards Anna Dalassene. Probably, the support 

to Leon of Chalcedon’s resistance to the measures proposed by Anna Dalassene was an 

expression of this resentment and therefore the removal of the emperor’s mother was 

the fulfillment of a long-desired demand of Eirene Doukaina’s supporters.
151

 After 

being ignored for such a long period, it took time for Eirene Doukaina to enjoy real 

political influence. Alexios I’s ailment provided her with the ideal pretext to remain 

near him. As early as 1100, Anna Komnene reports that Eirene Doukaina intervened 

successfully with her husband to change Michael Anemas the fate of being blinded for 

his conspiracy.
152
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Overall, it is incorrect to speak of a loss of influence by the Doukai after 1096. If 

the empress’ relatives “disappeared” from the Alexiad, the reason is that Anna 

Komnene’s account of the events after 1096 is increasingly abridged and that the 

following years were not as eventful as the previous. The the empress, as well as her 

brothers, brother-in-law and their sons, were still influential and held important 

positions. The compromise agreed during the Synod of Blachernae seemingly solved 

the existing conflicts and sources of disagreement between the families Komnenos and 

Doukas. Anna Dalassene was removed, giving Eirene Doukaina the opportunity of 

emerging from the shadows, partially occupying Anna Dalassene’s position and 

becoming gradually more influential. In exchange, the Doukai withdrawn their backing 

for Leon of Chalcedon and provided the support Alexios needed for the rest of his reign, 

leading armies against foreign enemies and acting as mediators when people from 

outside the imperial circle had any request to the emperor. Besides, the political role of 

Eirene Doukaina must be rethought. Anna Komnene clearly held an ambiguous position 

concerning women in politics. This historian reserved a larger space for them than any 

other Byzantine historian before or after her, but at the same time, she was worried that 

this active female role would make her father, the true and only hero of her History, 

look bad. Her solution was to balance her representation of the imperial women between 

their real political importance and the topoi of piety, beauty, and modesty reserved for 

Byzantine women.
153

 Eirene Doukaina was victim to this rhetorical ambiguity. She was 

not the submissive wife that Anna Komnene presented, but an ambitious woman who 

did not hesitate to protect both her position as empress and the interests of her family.  

One clear example is the anecdote told by Niketas Choniates. The author reports 

that after Eirene Doukaina had long insisted on favoring Nikephoros Bryennios rather 

than Ioannes Komnenos for the succession, Alexios I would have lost his patience and 

scolded her about the absurdity of the proposal. The emperor began his argument by 

calling Eirene “my partner in bed and kingship”.
154

 Choniates wrote much later after the 

events, thus this speech was presumably an invention, but such a description gives us an 

idea of how the relationship between Alexios Komnenos and Eirene Doukaina was 

remembered and represented by an aristocrat from the late 12th and early 13th century 

who did not belong to the imperial circle: Eirene Doukaina was remembered as a equal 

to her husband.  
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4.5 A Summary of the Events between 1091 and 1100 

The 1090s presented many challenges to the Komnenian establishment. The 

alliance forged in 1081 was full of contradictions and internal strife. Besides the 

external menaces faced by the emperor with little success in the first years of his reign, 

Alexios dealt with the consequences of the conflict of interests among his supporters, 

such as the Leon of Chalcedon controversy (1081–1095). Consequently, in the first ten 

years of his reign, Alexios I received half-hearted support from his family, particularly 

his in-laws through his wife, Eirene Doukaina, who did not entirely trust him. The 

reason was the effort to substitute Eirene for Maria of Alania and the position accorded 

to Anna Dalassene, who occupied the role that was supposed to be taken by Eirene. In 

spite of this and of the sequence of military failures he faced, Alexios I did not fall 

because the oppositional movements against him were unable to present a suitable 

alternative possibly because of the strong tendency to aristocratization in Byzantine 

politics and the importance of the purple birth as a source of legitimacy. Most of the 

possible candidates were either allied with Alexios I, such as the porphyrogennetos 

Konstantinos Doukas, Nikephoros Melissenos, and Isaakios Komnenos, or too young, 

such as the same Konstantinos Doukas and the brothers Leon and Nikephoros Diogenes, 

or disabled, such as the senior Nikephoros Bryennios, the leader of the Thracian elite. 

As a consequence, the dissenters had to turn to disgruntled members of the imperial 

family. Thus, we cannot trace a clear line between dissension and opposition in the first 

years of Alexios I’s reign.  

The situation changed with the victory in Levounion in 1091. The perspective of 

not only a long reign but also the establishment of a new dynasty changed the scenario. 

Consequently, the dissatisfaction of some groups inside and outside the Komnenian 

establishment was transformed into action. Two non-Komnenian porphyrogennetoi, 

Konstantinos Doukas and Nikephoros Diogenes, came of age and became possible 

leaderships for the opponents of Alexios Komnenos and his policies. If part of the 

dissension materialized in the form of dangerous conspiracies, some long-living sources 

of contentions inside the Komnenian establishment were quickly solved when it was 

noticed that the whole consortium was at risk. The result was the Synod of 1095, which 

recast and inaugurated the Komnenian regime again. Its premise was the resolution of 

all disagreements that hindered a full cooperation between Alexios I and Eirene 

Doukaina’s family. Thus, marriage relatives through the emperor’s sisters, to whom 
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privileged positions in the Komnenian regime had been given, which, however, did not 

result in support due in exchange, were removed and the Thracian aristocracy was 

included in the consortium, beginning with the grandson of the former rebel Nikephoros 

Bryennios.  

Besides forcing Byzantium to recalibrate its foreign policy priorities, the arrival 

of the Crusaders created a debate about the reconquering of Anatolia. This question was 

seemingly not a major issue, nor a source of contention before that. Mark Whittow has 

already shown, in his comparison with the Iberian Reconquista, the Byzantine 

aristocracy’s general lack of interest in reconquering their lost lands in Anatolia, and 

that Byzantine military actions and their relative success in the 12th century in that 

region were mainly imperial initiatives.
155

 Therefore, it is possible to affirm that the 

importance of retaking lost lands in Anatolia and Alexios I’s inaction in this matter as a 

source of contention between the emperor and part of the elite has been overestimated 

by the scholarship. However, it still existed, and there are indications that the arrival of 

the Crusaders increased pressure on the emperor to retake Anatolian land strongly. 

Anna Komnene hints discreetly, but clearly that the Anemas conspiracy can be 

associated with the influence exercised by the arrival of the crusaders and the changes it 

caused in Byzantine foreign policy. The internal opposition forced the emperor toward a 

more aggressive stance torward the Turks and a stronger cooperation with the Franks. 

Alexios’ dubious stance towards the Crusaders and his half-hearted support resulted in 

worsening the relations between the emperor and the supporters of an offensive position 

in Anatolia. The organization of the murder conspiracy led by the Anemas brothers and 

supported by military officers such as the Antiochoi, Exazenoi, Kastamonites and 

Basilakes was the result. Quite certainly, the demotion of these officers to a second-

class aristocracy and the long-existing tensions between Alexios and part of the 

Constantinopolitan elite were also important elements. Nevertheless, according to Anna 

Komnene, dissatisfaction with the emperor’s war policy in Anatolia and his stance 

towards the Crusades seem to have been the decisive factors that transformed diffusive 

discontents into a conspiracy to dethrone the emperor. 

Although the First Crusade forced Alexios I to face challenges not only 

externally but also internally, with the Anemas conspiracy, the reorganization of the 

Komnenian establishment in 1096 allowed Alexios I to reign for another twenty-two 
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years in relative stability. In the second half of his reign, the emperor still had to face 

opposition in Constantinople and in the provinces, but none of these new oppositional 

movements posed the same threat to Alexios and his regime as the crises of the 1090s.  
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5. 1100–1118: The Stabilization of the Regime and Uprisings in the Provinces 

Political opposition in the provinces during Alexios' reign is not as well 

documented as it is for the capital, so that it is more difficult to trace and to study it.
1
 

Nevertheless, from the few known examples, it is noticeable that provincial rebellions 

were not solely localized outbursts with local aims; some of them were also connected 

with the politics of the capital. Conspiracies such as that of Diogenes in 1094 and Aaron 

in 1107, which took place geographically in the provinces, are not considered here as 

expression of provincial opposition. They took place during military campaigns in 

which the emperor and a significant part of the court were present. At the Aaron and 

Diogenes conspiracy, the empress herself was present. Therefore, these events were 

clear extensions of Constantinopolitan court politics, and they cannot be ascribed to 

provincial society.
2
 The following chapter will examine the Aaron conspiracy, the last 

known attempt to assassinate Alexios I, and provincial expressions of opposition, 

assessing them in the overall framework of the political struggles during this emperor’s 

reign. 

5.1 Crete and Cyprus 

The rebellions in Crete and Cyprus have attracted a fair amount of scholarly 

attention.
3
 Nevertheless, many questions concerning their causes, the participants or 

even the chronology are still debatable. Reference to the rebellions in Crete and Cyprus 

in the speech to the emperor by Ioannes Oxeites, from early 1091, establishes an 

unquestionable terminus ante quem for their outbreak.
4
 However, the date of the 

repression of those rebellions is still a matter for discussion. The year 1092 was 
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considered the most probable date for the end of these uprisings.
5
 Peter Frankopan, 

however, questions this dating based on Anna Komnene’s statement, according to 

which before being sent as mega doux to repress the revolts in Crete and Cyprus, 

Ioannes Doukas lived in Dyrrachium for eleven years. Hence, Frankopan establishes a 

terminus post quem for the repression in 1094.
6
 As mentioned above, Anna Komnene 

does not say that Ioannes Doukas spent eleven years in Dyrrachium as its doux. It is 

likely that he was sent there and placed under Georgios Palaiologos’ command and then 

later appointed doux. Therefore, the second half of 1092, as determined by Gautier and 

substantiated with a good amount of evidence, seems to be the correct dating or, at least, 

a convincing terminus post quem for the repression of the rebellions in Cyprus and 

Crete.
7
  

Similarly diverse are the reasons given for the outbreak of the rebellions. Jean-

Claude Cheynet and Aikaterini Asdracha attribute the uprisings to the increasing fiscal 

pressure on provinces such as Crete and Cyprus, which did not suffer foreign invasions, 

and to the fear that these islands would be targeted by Tzachas, the Turkish emir who 

had been assailing the Aegean coast.
8
 Peter Frankopan and Alexis Savvides agree with 

Cheynet’s fiscal explanation. Savvides and Adrachas add furthermore that in addition to 

the pressure exerted by the tax collectors, there were some claims for political autonomy 

by the local aristocracy.
9
  

The two biggest Aegean islands were indeed hot spots for rebellious activities. 

In addition to the aforementioned uprising, there were others in Cyprus and Crete, 

which were connected with fiscal pressure. In 1042, Theophilos Erotikos convinced the 

Cypriots to kill the praiktor Theophylaktos because of the supposedly illegal high taxes 

he demanded from its inhabitants. Later, during the reign of one of the Doukas, Michael 

Psellos praised a curator in a letter for having appeased disgruntled inhabitants in 

Cyprus. The function of the addressee of the letter makes it clear that the source of 
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dissatisfaction was fiscal.
10

 At the end of Alexios I’s reign or at the beginning of 

Ioannes II’s, there was another uprising in Cyprus, which resulted in the death of its 

doux. Its motivation is unknown.
11

 Moreover, in his justification for leaving his seat as 

bishop of Cyprus, Nicholas Mouzalon accuses Eumathios Philokales, the doux of the 

island, and Kalliparios, its krites, of oppressing the island’s inhabitants with high 

taxes.
12

  

Considering this background, the hypothesis that fiscal pressure represented an 

important element for the outbreak of the uprising in Crete and Cyprus before 1091 is 

convincing. Yet such pressure was not a new factor, for it had provided a constant 

source of discontentment since the mid-11th century. In order to transform immanent 

tension into a rebellion, a favorable occasion and a leading figure were required. Often 

leading figures exploited disgruntlement for their own ambitions, as in the case of 

Theophilos Erotikos. Is it possible to interpret the simultaneous uprisings in Crete and 

Cyprus similarly? Were they somehow connected with court politics in Constantinople?  

The leaders of the uprisings in Crete and Cyprus, Karykes and Rapsomates 

respectively, are shadowy figures. Nothing is known individually about them and very 

little about their families. Therefore, not much can be said about their possible 

motivation or ambition. However, there is one personage related to these islands, Crete 

at least, whose ambitions are known and who may have been withheld from reports 

about the uprisings: Nikephoros Diogenes. Alexios I ceded him the island of Crete not 

only to rule it but also as his “own dwelling-place”. No direct report demonstrates that 

Nikephoros Diogenes indeed dwelt in Crete, but his disappearance from the sources 

between the battle of Dristra in 1087 and his conspiracy in 1094 may indicate that he 

spent some time there, maybe as a consequence of his first murder plot against Alexios, 

executed by an assassin of Turkish-Armenian origins.
13

 It is important to observe that 

neither Karykes is described as being the governor or doux of Crete, nor Rapsomates 

held a correspondent position in Cyprus. Moreover, Anna Komnene reports that after 

the uprising in Cyprus was repressed, the aforementioned Eumathios Philokales was 
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appointed as stratopedarches and its protector, but she does not mention whether a new 

governor was appointed for Crete.
14

  

Anna Komnene’s silence informs us that Alexios Komnenos preferred not to 

change the governor of Crete, whoever he was; and Nikephoros Diogenes is the last 

known person to have held this office. This action – or rather inaction – by the emperor 

is similar to the excessive tolerance he showed in face of Diogenes’ constant plotting. 

Therefore, the following interpretation of the given information is proposed: 

Nikephoros Diogenes was appointed doux of Crete but was not sent there directly, for 

the emperor considered it wise to keep a close eye on Diogenes. At some point after 

1087, Nikephoros was finally dispatched to Crete, probably in consequence of his first 

murder attempt. In Crete, he took advantage of the existent local dissatisfaction with the 

imperial government, fostering rebellion through his deputy, Karykes. Alexios became 

aware of the extent of his error and brought Nikephoros back at some point before 1092. 

If Nikephoros Diogenes was responsible for the outbreak of rebellion in Crete, it seems 

that he retained his office in the aftermath.  

Now it is time to consider whether the uprisings in Crete and Cyprus were 

correlated with one another. Frankopan does not believe so since no source on the 

events provides enough evidence to justify such a statement.
15

 For most of the reports, 

he is correct, but there is a curious detail in Anna’s account of the revolt in Cyprus. 

After her narrative on the event is over, she mentions, almost as a footnote, that the 

tagma of the Immortals (Athanatoi) participated in the rebellion.
16

 Although Anna 

Komnene mentions the soldiers who supported Rapsomates several times, she 

consciously avoided naming the Immortals. The Immortals were created by 

Nikephoritzes during the reign of Michael VII Doukas (1071–1078) as a part of his 

contested reforms. Later, they were found together with another rebel, Konstantios 

Doukas, during the reign of Nikephoros III (1078–1081). The Immortals supported his 

imperial claim, but they were also co-opted by the emperor. At the end, they handed 

over the rebel to him.
17
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The Immortals behaved similarly during the uprising in Cyprus. In face of the 

imperial troops, instead of engaging the enemies in combat, the Immortals and 

Rapsomates’ other soldiers surrendered to the imperial troops, and Rapsomates was 

eventually arrested.
18

 Their establishment during the reign of Michael VII and their 

support of Konstantios Doukas signalizes that the Immortals had some political 

connection with the Doukai. Is it, therefore, possible to interpret their participation in 

the rebellion in Cyprus as a reaction to the likely ousting of Konstantinos Doukas as co-

emperor? Although it only happened in 1092, the removal of Konstantinos Doukas had 

been expected since the birth of Ioannes Komnenos in 1087.  

The evidence for that association is far from conclusive, but it coheres with the 

cooperation between the porphyrogennetoi Nikephoros Diogenes and Konstantinos 

Doukas during the Diogenes conspiracy in 1094. As a result, the involvement of the 

Immortals in the rebellion in Cyprus can be understood as a reaction to the 

developments within the Komnenian consortium caused by the birth of the first male 

porphyrogennetos in 1087. It might have been an independent reaction to the likely 

demotion of Konstantinos Doukas by a unit strongly loyal to Michael VII and so to his 

son. The fact that Ioannes Doukas was sent to repress this rebellion points to a link with 

the Doukai. Like on the occasion of the Nikephoros Diogenes conspiracy, when 

Adrianos Komnenos was sent to negotiate, and the rebellion of Gregorios Taronites in 

1107, when Ioannes Taronites was sent to settle an agreement with the rebel, who was 

his cousin, Alexios I sent a Doukas in order to negotiate with a unit loyal to the Doukai. 

Although we have observed that the two branches of this family (Konstantinos Doukas’ 

and Eirene Doukaina’s) often pursued different and even contradictory interests, this 

strategy seemed to work. The rebellious troops refused to fight the imperial forces.  

Anna Komnene’s account is by far the most important concerning these 

rebellions, but it presents more questions than answers. She portrays the uprisings in 

Crete and Cyprus as purely provincial disturbances led by unimpressive figures, dealt 

swiftly by her father’s wisdom and her uncles’ military skills. However, the information 

provided by other sources casts doubts on Anna’s portrayal. Why does she report the 

rebellions as being short when there are strong signs that they lasted at least two years? 

Why does she not mention who were their governors during the rebellion and who was 

appointed as the governor of Crete after the end of the uprising? Why does Anna 
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Komnene only mention the participation of the Immortals at the end of her account, 

almost as if she was trying to hide it?  

It is clear that Anna Komnene, as in other episodes in her work, used her skill in 

writing to transform an embarrassing moment in her father’s reign into something more 

laudable, for there is evidence that these events were indeed more than just isolated 

provincial rebellions and that the internal instability within the Komnenian consortium 

before 1095 could have been more serious and extensive than she was ready to 

acknowledge. It went beyond the court, expanding into the very important provinces of 

Crete and Cyprus. Despite the internal and external problems, Anna Komnene creates in 

Alexiad an image of her father as an emperor who has everything under control, almost 

an omniscient ruler, and as a master of the art of politics in attaching his family to the 

imperial power. To describe these rebellions as a failure of the emperor’s family politics 

and to record the error made in sending a constant plotter such as Nikephoros Diogenes 

to a sensitive province such as Crete, would not have been appropriate to the portrayal 

Anna Komnene was trying to build. Faithful to her mission, she worked on the material 

available to her. By setting some events in a favorable light and remaining silent about 

others, she successfully turned her father’s failure into a triumph.  

5.2 Trebizond 

Trebizond became a center of resistance center to the policies implemented by 

Alexios I, but rebellion only erupted in 1103 through the actions of Gregorios Taronites. 

The short report about his rebellion in the Alexiad is the only one we have.
19

 It presents 

interesting elements concerning the internal workings of the family government 

established by Alexios I Komnenos in 1081 and the existence of autonomous tendencies 

in the Pontos region, which eventually led to the emergence of an independent polity 

from Constantinople. 

Between September 1103 and September 1104, Alexios I summoned Gregorios 

Taronites to Trebizond as doux of Chaldia to substitute Dabatenos. Gregorios was the 

nephew of Maria Komnene, Alexios’s sister, and Michael Taronites, Nikephoros 

Diogenes’ co-conspirator. When Taronites reached this region, he began a rebellion. He 
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arrested some members of the local Trapezuntine elite in Tebena together with 

Dabatenos and sent the emperor a long letter disparaging him, his relatives, the senators 

and army officials.  

In the following year, Alexios I sent his nephew Ioannes Taronites, the son of 

Michael Taronites and Maria Komnene, and Gregorios’ cousin, to deal with him. 

Alexios’ instructions were to convince Gregorios to give up his rebellion and if he 

refused, to attack him with all possible resources. When Gregorios was informed of his 

cousin’s arrival, he left Tebena, where he was staying, and went to Coloneia, a better 

stronghold. From there, Gregorios Taronites contacted the Danishmend Emir, asking 

him for support. Gregorios Taronites was eventually defeated and brought to 

Constantinople. Despite being responsible for Gregorios Taronites’ defeat, his cousin, 

Ioannes Taronites, begged the emperor to pardon Gregorios so that he would not be 

blinded. Alexios’ consent was given in a very interesting and symbolic form. Gregorios 

Taronites, however, faced public humiliation. His hair and beard were shaved and he 

was paraded in the streets of Constantinople. Afterwards, he was arrested for many 

years.  

A comparison with another source dealing with Gregorios Taronites’ actions in 

the region of Pontos, the four letters by Theophylaktos of Ohrid to a Gregorios 

Taronites, reveals problems with this account.
20

 In these missives, the clergyman 

eulogizes him for his military deeds in Pontos. According to him, Taronites subjugated 

the Danishmend emir to his knees and conquered the Frank. Moreover, Theophylaktos 

praises Taronites for his role in the ransoming of this said Frank, who was captured by 

the Turks.
21

  

The Frank mentioned by Theophylaktos is widely associated with Bohemond of 

Taranto, who was captured in 1101 and released at the beginning of 1103.
22

 These 

accounts apparently contradict the account given by Anna Komnene in two points: 

firstly, the appointment of Gregorios Taronites as doux of Pontos seems to be earlier 

than she affirms. Secondly, Anna Komnene’s account of rebellious actions by Gregorios 

Taronites and of his disgraceful return to Constantinople do not match the account given 

by Theophylaktos, who praises his heroic deeds and his triumphal return to the capital. 

Some hypotheses have been formed to untangle these contradictions, among others that 
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Anna Komnene was mistaken and the rebel in question was not Gregorios Taronites, 

but Gregorios Gabras. Georgina Buckler aired this hypothesis, which later was 

supported by other scholars, among them Anthony Bryer and Nicholas Adontz.
23

  

Gregorios Gabras was the son of Theodoros Gabras, the successful leader of a 

local Pontic resistance against the Turkish invasions after the defeat in Manzikert in 

1071. Theodoros was a former middle-rank officer and the issue of an aristocratic 

family with a long presence in the region. He organized the local resistance and was 

able to retake Trebizond from the Turks. Because of that independent effort, Theodoros 

Gabras did not want to submit his local authority to the emperor in Constantinople and 

at the same time, the emperor was unable to enforce his authority over Theodoros. 

Therefore, after Alexios I’s seizure of power in 1081, both Theodoros Gabras and 

Alexios I recognized each other. Gabras acknowledged Alexios as emperor and Alexios 

confirmed Gabras’ local authority.
24

 Yet Alexios demanded that his son Gregorios 

Gabras should stay in Constantinople in order to marry one of the daughters of the 

sebastokrator Isaakios Komnenos. When Theodoros Gabras, who was a widower, 

decided to marry a relative of Isaakios’ wife in a translucent effort to create a canonical 

barrier to this engagement, Alexios Komnenos decided to marry Gregorios Gabras to 

one of his daughters, Maria Komnene.
25

 The next move on the part of the Gabras family 

was to try to bring Gregorios back to Trebizond secretly, first by a scheme organized by 

Theodoros and, later, by Gregorios Gabras himself. Both failed and after the last 

attempt, Gregorios Gabras was exiled to Philippopolis, where its doux Georgios 

Mesopotames kept him under arrest.
26

 Alexios Komnenos lost his patience after this last 

move and decided to break the deal he had with the Gabrades, for Zonaras reports that 

the emperor decided to end the engagement and marry Maria Komnene to Euphorbenos 

Katakalon. Zonaras does not indicate the motives; he says that the emperor did so 
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because he wanted to, although one can attribute these decisions to the staunch 

resistance presented by both Gabras.
27

  

The suggestion that Anna Komnene confused Gregorios Gabras with Gregorios 

Taronites is therefore rather unlikely. As Margaret Mullett pointed out, Anna 

Komnene’s husband was a close friend of Gregorios Taronites, so she must have had 

some acquaintance with him. Thus, she would hardly falsely attribute a rebellion against 

her father to him.
28

 The second reason – and even more importantly  is that this 

hypothesis has no political logic; why would Alexios I try so hard to prevent Gregorios 

Gabras’ return to Trebizond, exile him in a distant Western province, cancel his 

engagement to his daughter and after all that appoint him as doux of Trebizond? The 

solution proposed by Paul Gautier and Mullett is more acceptable: Gregorios Taronites 

was firstly sent to the Pontos with a minor military function. There he achieved some 

military victories and possibly contributed to the negotiations concerning the liberation 

of Bohemond of Taranto. Afterwards, his deeds were rhetorically exaggerated by 

Theophylaktos. Satisfied with his results, Alexios sent Gregorios Taronites back to 

Trebizond, but then as a doux.
29

 

In a recent article, Stratos Nikolaros puts forward a strong argument to deny the 

possibility that Gregorios Taronites and Gregorios Gabras were the same person. He 

responded the hypothesis proposed by Margaret Mullet that Gregorios Taronites could 

have been a Taronites from his mother side, not from his father’s side, who was 

presumably in this case a Gabras, making him Gregorios Gabras-Taronites. Nikolaros 

states that this is implausible because it makes no sense that Anna Komnene calls him 

Gregorios Gabras and, later in the text, Gregorios Taronites. More importantly, Anna 

Komnene clearly states that Gregorios was related to Ioannes Taronites “from his father 

side (patrōthen)”.
30

 

At some point between the death of Theodoros Gabras in 1098 and the 

appointment of Gregorios Taronites, Dabatenos was named the doux of Trebizond. This 

Dabatenos was previously mentioned by Anna Komnene as being one of the topoteretes 

and toparchai of the East summoned by Alexios to reinforce his troops in his efforts 

against the Normans just after he took power. His dominion was, according to Anna 
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Komnene, Heraclea Pontica and Paphlagonia.
31

 Consequently, Alexios most likely 

chose him because of his political decision to return to Constantinople instead of staying 

as a local independent leader, as the Gabrades had. This meant that it was safe to send 

him as the governor of a region with such strong autonomous tendencies as the Pontos.  

His presence in Trebizond as the imperial representative was made possible by 

two factors. Firstly, Alexios I was able to neutralize the leadership of the family Gabras 

in the region temporarily after the death of Theodoros Gabras in 1098, and the exile of 

his son Gregorios Gabras. Secondly, the arrest of members of the Trapezuntine elite in 

Tebena indicates the existence of an imperial party in Trebizond, which enabled 

Dabatenos to act as Constantinople’s representative for a while, until he was replaced by 

Gregorios Taronites. When Alexios decided to substitute Dabatenos for Gregorios 

Taronites, he obviously planned to send someone faithful to him but also connected 

with the region, so that the local elite would accept imperial authority more easily. The 

Taronitai were originally from Taron, a city close to Pontos. Since the 10th century, its 

members had held very important military offices in Byzantium. Before the death of 

Alexios’s father Ioannes Komnenos in 1067, he married his daughter Maria Komnene to 

Michael Taronites. Moreover, because of their Pontic origins, the Taronitai were also 

connected with the Gabras.
32

  

Gregorios Taronites did not fulfill imperial expectations. His insubordination 

can possibly be attributed to several causes. In 1103, the relationship between the 

Taronitai and Alexios I was tense due to the involvement of Michael Taronites in the 

murder conspiracy against Alexios led by Nikephoros Diogenes nine years before. On 

this occasion, Michael Taronites was exiled and his properties confiscated. After this 

failed coup, one might imagine that the Taronitai fell into disfavor. A reflex of this 

situation can be found in one of the letters to Gregorios Taronites by Theophylaktos of 

Ohrid, in which the archbishop states very strongly that the emperor was going to 

recognize Gregorios’ merits and reward him.
33

 Was it a response to Gregorios’ 

insecurity expressed in a letter sent to Theophylaktos? We cannot be sure, but the 

general picture allows such an interpretation. Accordingly, the appointment of 
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Gregorios Taronites as doux of Trebizond represented a conciliatory gesture by Alexios 

I although Gregorios Taronites did not respond to it. The chasm between the emperor 

and the Taronitai was deeper than Alexios had imagined. As in many other examples 

presented here, Alexios seemed to evaluate the loyalty of those related to him falsely.  

This short and seemingly unimportant episode is interesting, for it allows us to 

observe how Alexios I used his family policy as an attempt to hinder or to neutralize 

autonomous tendencies in the provinces. In the case of Pontos, Alexios I intended firstly 

to link the Gabras family with himself, but he failed due to the staunch resistance of 

Theodoros and Gregorios Gabras. After the death of the first and the disgrace of the 

second, the emperor could temporarily establish an imperial representative in Trebizond 

with the support of part of the local elite. The substitution of Dabatenos by Gregorios 

Taronites, the emperor’s relative by marriage, was probably meant to increase the 

Komnenian grip over a region so far controlled by groups connected with the Gabrades 

and therefore, hostile to the Komnenoi. It was also a conciliatory gesture to the 

Taronitai, but it reintroduced instability in this province. This first attempt to make the 

Pontos region independent of Constantinople failed, but it is rather illustrative as far as 

local pressure towards independence and the limits of the family politics, the bedrock of 

Alexian internal policy, are concerned.  

5.3 The Aaron Conspiracy (1107) 

In 1107, the last murder conspiracy against Alexios took place.
34

 In November 

of that year, the emperor departed to campaign against Bohemond of Taranto, who 

disembarked on Byzantine territory with a considerable force. According to Anna 

Komnene, on this occasion, Alexios was accompanied by Eirene Doukaina and some 

other unnamed relatives.
35

 At the beginning of this campaign, not long after Alexios left 

Constantinople, he discovered an assassination plot against him being woven by the 

brothers Aaron and Theodoros, offspring of a family with Bulgarian origins, the 

Aaronios, together with others, whose names Anna Komnene prefers not to mention.
36

 

Nevertheless, the extent of this conspiracy seems to have been very limited, for its 
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perpetrators were Aaron’s servants.
37

 The plan was to wait until the empress returned to 

Constantinople. Since she lingered on camp, the conspirators tried to accelerate her 

departure by writing pamphlets – the famousa ─ and throwing them inside the 

emperor’s tent. In these, the conspirators told the empress to return home and 

recommended that the emperor should continue his advance.
38

 Eventually, the plot was 

discovered when Konstantinos, one of the emperor’s servants, overheard Strategios, 

Aaron’s retainer, speaking about their murderous aims. Konstantinos told the emperor 

what he has heard and Alexios called the aforementioned Strategios, who confessed 

everything. The famousa were eventually found in Aaron’s tent. Both brothers and their 

mother were punished with exile.
39

 

 Some details are noteworthy in Anna Komnene’s account of the plot. Anna 

Komnene states that there were other people involved in the conspiracy, whose names 

she prefers to conceal, but the extent of the Aaron plot seems to be much more limited 

than the rebellion by Nikephoros Diogenes and the Anemas conspiracy. Its operators 

were Aaron’s personal servants, and Anna Komnene suggests a lack of proper 

organization. The period of the conspiracies that involved a significant number of army 

officials and senators from inside and outside the Komnenian family seemed to be over. 

The list of those punished (the brothers and the mother) gives the impression that the 

Aaron conspiracy was a family initiative. Therefore, we may well ask what the brothers 

Aaron and Theodoros intended with their attempt. Anna Komnene does not say at any 

point that they strove for the imperial title. Their lack of proper political support is also 

a strong sign that imperial claims were out of the question. Maybe the context in which 

the conspiracy took place contributes to its understanding. 

In a previous chapter, we noticed Robert Guiscard’s willingness to meddle in 

Byzantine internal politics in order to achieve his goals. Bohemond of Taranto, his son, 

behaved similarly when he brought back with him some Greek and Thracian aristocrats 

together with a person claiming to be one of the sons of Romanos IV Diogenes, to Italy 

and then to France after he was released from captivity in 1103.
40

 As his father had done 

in 1081, as he allowed an imposter pretending to be Michael VII Doukas to accompany 

him, Bohemond’s aim with this initiative was to legitimize his invasion by presenting 

Alexios I as a usurper and himself as the protector of the imperial rights of a deposed 
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emperor, in this case, one of Diogenes’ sons. Moreover, if we consider that historical 

Thracia had been under Bulgarian control for a long time, we wonder whether some of 

the illustres accompanying Bohemond labelled as Thracian were actually Bulgarians.
41

 

There is no direct link between the murder attempt organized by the Aaronios and 

Bohemond of Taranto. However, the moment at which it took place as the emperor left 

Constantinople to lead the Byzantine counteroffensive against the Norman prince, the 

limited extent of the conspiracy which most certainly rules out any imperial aspiration, 

and the Bulgarian origins of the conspirators do not exclude the possibility that this 

attempt was somehow connected with the Normans.  

5.4 Eastern Provinces, Paulicians in Thracia and Michael of Amastris 

There are some episodes and regions that were not central to the political 

opposition to Alexios I Komnenos, but which cannot be ignored, since they were either 

examples of resistance to the central authority in Constantinople or, at least, 

autonomous actions which disregarded the interest of the power elite in Constantinople. 

These were the emergence of autonomous potentates in the former Eastern Frontier, the 

insubordination of the Paulicians in Thracia and the rebellion of Michael of Amastris 

The Byzantine Eastern frontiers were politically and culturally peculiar. If the 

Northern and Western frontiers were defined by geographical features, the Adriatic Sea 

and the Danube River, the same cannot be said about the Eastern frontier. Beyond the 

so-called Greater or Roman themata, there was a line of smaller themata called 

Armenian or Frontier (akritika). Some of them were composed solely of one city or one 

stronghold accompanied by its hinterland. Their governors were often local dynasts of 

Armenian, Georgian or Arabic origin, who chose to recognize the emperor’s 

ascendancy in exchange for court titles, stipends, and imperial recognition of their local 

authority. Moreover, neighboring independent domains were approached by the 

imperial government in order to gain their support against Byzantine enemies.
42

 In the 

tenth century, Byzantium initiated a process of annexing these independent frontier 

principalities by cooptation or by force, the last one being Ani in 1045.
43
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Relations between Constantinople and its Eastern frontiers were difficult. In 

contrast to the main provinces, which were ethnically and religiously more 

homogeneous, the Eastern frontiers were a melting pot, in which the Armenian and 

Syrian Miaphysites were numerous. Consequently, the religious differences were often 

a source of problems, especially when the emperors or patriarchs of Constantinople 

tried to force these populations into accepting Chalcedonian precepts.
44

 Therefore, in 

order to keep these regions in the Byzantine zone of influence, caution was 

recommended. Kekaumenos’ advice reflects the perception that Byzantine control over 

those regions was very fragile, for he recommends the commander not to be too strict 

with the discipline of the frontier troops to avoid rebellion, and not to trust the 

neighboring potentates who were always waiting for an opportunity to seize imperial 

lands.
45

  

With the defeat in Manzikert in 1071, this fragile balance suffered a severe blow. 

However, the end of Byzantine Anatolia did not come as fast as once imagined. 

Cheynet demonstrates how, even ten years after this defeat, a significant number of the 

Anatolian cities were still in Byzantine hands although the mobility of the Turkish 

bands gave the impression that the whole region was occupied by them. Since the 

Empire was convulsed by internal strife and civil war, local resistance could not expect 

to receive any support from Constantinople.  

When Alexios Komnenos took power in 1081, the Byzantine defense system 

still existed and the Turks did not have access to the sea apart from the Propontis and 

were unable to siege major cities. The Byzantines controlled territories on the coast and 

some in the interior such as Paphlagonia, Opsikion, Boukellarion, and Thrakesion. The 

situation was more confusing in the interior, but some regions such as the ones 

controlled by Bourtzes resisted. The lowest point was reached in 1091, after the 

beginning of a strong offensive by the Seljulks and Danishmends in 1084, and after 

Alexios had withdrawn most of the remaining Byzantine troops in Anatolia to build an 

army against the Normans in 1081.
46

  

With the abandonment of Anatolia by the imperial authority due to the internal 

struggles and later the focus on the defense of the Western provinces, local forces that 

did not answer to Constantinople appeared. One of them was Theodoros Gabras in 
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Trebizond, and another was Philaretos Brachamios.
47

 The latter was appointed strategos 

autokrator and domestikos of the East by Romanos IV. Later, Brachamios did not 

recognize his usurper Michael VII. When this emperor was deposed, Nikephoros III 

Botaneiates reached an understanding with Philaretos Brachamios.
48

 Alexios tried to 

keep formal overlordship over Brachamios and other local potentates, mostly Armenian 

aristocrats, through concessions of titles and offices. Yet this does not mean that they 

were subordinated to the emperor in Constantinople. These concessions were rather a 

tacit acknowledgement of their autonomy and the last effort by Alexios to keep a 

connection with formal Eastern frontiers of the Empire.
49

 Due to his unpopularity and 

the Turkish advances, he began to lose territory. Antioch was taken in 1084 and, 

eventually, Edessa. At the end, Philaretos was forced to accept the authority of the 

Seljuk sultan of Nicaea.
50

  

Another source of provincial rebellion is the struggle between Alexios 

Komnenos and the Paulician heretics established in Thrace, mainly in Philippopolis and 

its surroundings.
51

 The Paulicians were described by Anna Komnene as heirs of the 

Manicheism.
52

 However, Anna was probably following here a Byzantine tradition of 

associating heresies through similarities, although there was no necessary real 

connection between them.  

The Paulicians appeared in the 7
th

 century on the Eastern Frontier. They believed 

in the benign God of the New Testament and denied the harsh one of the Old 

Testament. They rejected all sorts of rituals, including baptism, and the institutionalized 

Church. In the 9
th

 century, the Paulicians became militarized, starting to attack 

Byzantine positions. Although they were finally defeated by the emperor Basileios I in 

870, the Paulicians sustained their presence in Anatolia.
53

 Later, they were taken from 

the Eastern frontiers and established in the region of Philippopolis, in Thracia, by the 

Emperor Ioannes I Tzimiskes (969–976) in order to support the defense of this region 

against nomadic tribes.
54
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According to Anna Komnene, the city became a safe haven for various kinds of 

dissenters from Chalcedonian Orthodoxy, such as the Bogomils and the Jacobite 

Armenians. Once established there, these Paulicians began to tyrannize the local 

Christian population by seizing their property and ignoring imperial envoys.
55

 When 

Alexios I departed on his first campaign against the Normans in 1081, he was 

accompanied by 2.800 Paulicians under the leadership of Xantas and Kouleon.
56

 Yet 

they deserted in the middle of the campaign and did not return despite many offers 

made by the emperor.
57

 Alexios I put off retribution until the end of the Norman wars, 

towards the end of 1083 or first months of 1084. On that occasion, Alexios I decided 

not to answer their insubordination with violence, for he feared to lose soldiers in 

combat. Instead, he camped outside Mosynopolis and called on the Paulicians to 

register in the army ranks. Despite their hesitation, the Paulicians came and were 

registered in groups of ten, disarmed, and then sent to the citadel where they were 

eventually arrested. Alexios I pardoned most of the Paulicians, sending only some of the 

ringleaders into exile.
58

  

Despite the mild punishment accorded to the Paulician rebels by the emperor, it 

resulted in another insurrection. When Traulos, a Paulician who became Alexios 

Komnenos’ retainer when the latter was appointed domestikos by Nikephoros III, heard 

that his sisters had been arrested and their properties confiscated, he decided to flee with 

his relatives and friends, settling in Veliatova, near Plovdiv. He then created an alliance 

with the Petchenegs, who were settled in the district of Paristrion, by marrying one of 

the leader’s daughters.
59

  

Once allied with the Petchenegs, Traulos and his Paulicians enabled Petcheneg 

offensives. In order to regain their loyalty, the emperor issued a golden bull offering 

freedom and amnesty to all, which, however, had no effect.
60

 Later on, this cooperation 

resulted in a Byzantine defeat in 1086 that led to the death of two high officers, 

Nicholas Branas and Gregory Pakourianos, the domestikos of the West.
61

 This episode 
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demonstrated to the emperor that in spite of their military prowess, the Paulicians were 

unreliable soldiers. Consequently, Ioannes Zonaras reports that Alexios relieved them 

from service after his victory in Levounion against the Petchenegs in 1091. According 

to Zonaras, Alexios’ decision was based on “some old laws” that prohibited the service 

of Manicheans in the military.
62

  

Their quality as soldiers was probably the emperor’s motivation to spend a 

season in Philippopolis during a campaign against the Cumans in 1114, in order to 

convert the Paulicians living there to Chalcedonian Orthodoxy and to register them in 

the army once again. According to Anna Komnene and Zonaras, a debate was organized 

between the emperor, supported by Nikephoros Bryennios and Eustratios of Nicaea, and 

the Paulician leaders Kouleon, Kousinos, and Pholos.
63

 Although these three Paulician 

leaders staunchly resisted the emperor’s conversion efforts, Anna Komnene reports that 

many were converted. According to her, the most prominent among them were made 

army officials and were given presents, while the simpler men became craftsmen and 

settled in the new city of Alexioupolis founded by Alexios Komnenos in his own 

name.
64

  

These accounts of the complicated relations between the emperor and his 

Paulician subjects can be assessed on different levels. The first level is the analysis of 

Anna Komnene’s account. Her report on the conversion of the Paulicians belongs to her 

efforts in the last section of her Alexiad to depict Alexios less as an earthly ruler and 

more as Christ’s representative on earth. This construction reached its climax in her 

report of the trial against the Bogomils and the burning of their leader Basil, which was 

reported in the last pages of her book. Nowadays, it is known that this event happened 

earlier in his reign, but Anna Komnene made an authorial decision to move this episode 

to the latter part of her History.  

Her report about the conversion of the Paulicians is very similar to her 

description of the trial against the Bogomils. In both cases, Alexios I is presented as the 

head of the process, a wise theologian, skillful rhetorician and concerned shepherd 

dedicated to the salvation of his subjects. In her report of the conversion of the 
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Paulicians, Anna Komnene calls her father “the thirteenth apostle”, who should be 

ranked at the side of Constantine I.
65

 

 The second level is the emperor’s self-representation. When presenting her 

father in such terms, Anna Komnene was not fabricating a non-existent persona, but 

only giving the last literary touch to an image that Alexios I carved for himself, for he 

made a conscious effort to emphasize the imperial duty of being the guardian of 

Orthodoxy and the Orthodox Church. When he took the responsibility of converting the 

deviants dwelling in Philippopolis on himself, he connected the solution of a political 

problem, the existence of local provincial insurrectional foci, with pastoral work.  

The third aspect is the purely political level, that is, to deal with this episode as a 

conflict between the imperial central authority and dissatisfied provincial population. 

The Byzantine provincial population saw many sources of discontent in their relation to 

the central authority, of which the taxes were the most important in the 11th century. In 

the case of the Paulicians, the reason for their disgruntlement was their refusal to fulfill 

their military duties, which was strengthened by their heterodox religious stance. 

Moreover, Anna Komnene affirms, “since Philippopolis was almost completely 

composed of Manicheans (Paulicians), they tyrannized (ἐτυράννουν) the local Christian 

population and seized their properties, hardly heeding the envoys sent by the 

emperor”.
66

 The term “to tyrannize” was commonly used in Byzantium to describe 

unlawful appropriation of imperial prerogatives.
67

 Since Anna Komnene mentions the 

illegal seizure of property of the Orthodox Christians, it is clear that the prerogative 

appropriated by the Paulicians was the monopoly of collecting tributes.  

The emperor’s reaction follows a modus operandi observed in most of his 

responses to rebellions or any other kind of subversive actions: firstly, a demonstration 

of apparent wrath (arresting all Paulicians including women and children in the citadel 

of Mosynopolis) and, secondly, a following demonstration of mercy (releasing 

everyone, except some of the ringleaders punished with confiscation and exile). 

However, this response had an unexpected consequence. It antagonized a group of 

Paulicians led by Traulos, who was once a retainer of Alexios I. This group allied 
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themselves with the Petchenegs in Paristrion, resulting in a Byzantine defeat and the 

death of Gregory Pakourianos, the domestikos of the West and first-moment supporter 

of Alexios’ seizure of power.  

In her account, Anna Komnene disguises her father’s errors by separating the 

different stages of his dealings with the Paulicians – (1) their decision to abandon the 

campaign and their punishment; (2) Traulos’ decision to rebel and his actions, which 

resulted in the domestikos’ death; (3) and the decision to convert and register them in 

the army ranks  in different parts of the text, although they were obviously connected. 

It is important to highlight that the imperial daughter does not mention Alexios’ 

decision to release them from military duty, only reported by Zonaras. Yet it seems that 

Alexios needed the Paulicians’ military support once again later. In order to neutralize 

the source of dissension with the imperial power, Alexios I engaged in the conversion of 

the Paulicians, partly by pastoral efforts and partly by coercion.  

 The last episode is the rebellion of Michael of Amastris. While the Byzantines 

were facing a Pisan fleet which was plundering the Aegean Sea in 1108, Michael of 

Amastris, responsible for the defense of Akroinos, a fortress in Phrygia, rebelled, 

seizing the city and plundering the neighboring regions. The emperor sent Georgios 

Dekanos to repress Michael’s rebellion. He quickly seized the city and imprisoned the 

rebel, who was sent to Constantinople. Following his traditional approach, Alexios I 

firstly threatened the rebel and condemned him to the death penalty, but on the same 

day, he cancelled the punishment and lavished gifts on Michael of Amastris.
68

  

In her description of this military rebellion, Anna Komnene, who is our only 

source on the event, emphasizes her father’s mercy, not providing any information that 

could possibly help us to find the causes of the rebellion. However, it is possible to 

compare the insurrection of Michael of Amastris with the rebellion of Gregorios 

Taronites. Unlike the case of Gregorios Taronites, no family connection between the 

rebel and the emperor is known, which would have created a link between this 

provincial rebellion and court politics in Constantinople. Despite this difference, both 

rebellions were initiatives by local military commanders that were easily suppressed by 

imperial envoys. In both cases, the leaders were sent to Constantinople and threatened 

with harsh punishment. While Michael of Amastris showed humility, Gregorios 
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Taronites insisted on his defiant stance toward the emperor. Thus, the first was 

pardoned and honored and the second was sent to prison.  

Both rebellions were also examples of an inherent tension between local 

elements in the provinces, especially the local elite, and the power elite in 

Constantinople, that is, the emperor, his close relatives and their allies. This resulted in 

the emergence of several simultaneous movements claiming autonomy from the central 

government some decades later.
69

 Most likely, there were aspects of local autonomy in 

the rebellion of Gregorios Taronites and Michael of Amastris, but the balance of power 

between Constantinople and its provinces still was still strongly in favour of the capital 

at the time of Alexios I, hence the imperial envoys had no difficulty in repressing these 

rebellions.  

5.5 General Conclusions for the Period between 1100 and 1118 

The Anemas conspiracy probably was the last serious internal political threat to 

Alexios Komnenos. Cheynet attributes this stabilization to the ageing of the Anatolian 

army officers, who were active before 1071 and then substituted by younger officers, 

grown up accustomed to the new status quo.
70

 Although this hypothesis cannot be 

excluded, the recasting of the Komnenian establishment in the Synod of Blachernae 

1096 seems to have been more important. The alliance with the Bryennioi and other 

Thracian aristocratic families as well as the repression of the party that did not agree 

with Alexios’ policies toward the Crusaders were also significant episodes. Time was 

also a legitimacy factor, for the longer an emperor reigned, the more legitimate he was. 

At the turn of the 12th century, Alexios had been in power for almost two decades and 

was able to crown his own son as co-emperor.  

The expressions of political opposition in the second half of his reign were 

considerably less abundant and dangerous than in the first half. Though Anna Komnene 

mentions that there were others involved in the conspiracy of Aaron and Theodoros 

Aaronios in 1107, her account gives the impression of a plot of very limited extent in 

comparison with the conspiracies of Nikephoros Diogenes in 1094 and Anemas in about 

1100. If the provincial military rebellions of Gregorios Taronites in 1103 and of 

Michael Amastris in 1108 foretell the fragmentation of the Byzantine Empire at the end 

of the 12th century and at the beginning of 13th century, they did not represent a 
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considerable danger at the time, for both were easily defeated by imperial envoys. Yet 

some of them were reflections of the internal contradictions of the Komnenian 

establishment.  

The rebellion of Gregorios Taronites and his abusive letter to the imperial 

relatives and in-laws clearly was an open defiance to the new hierarchy founded by 

Alexios Komnenos. It was, however, a later reaction that was easily addressed by the 

emperor. More serious and more complicated seemed to be the rebellions in Crete and 

Cyprus in the first half of the 1090s. Despite being depicted by Anna Komnene as 

isolated provincial uprisings, led by unimpressive figures, her account raises many 

questions and gives a clear impression that their scope was wider than she was ready to 

acknowledge. The unexplained connection between Nikephoros Diogenes and Crete and 

the almost covert participation of the unity of the Immortals in the uprising in Cyprus 

cause suspicions and suggest a connection with the politics at court. It means that in the 

1090s the Alexios’ grip over his relatives by marriage and his “allies” was weaker and 

more problematic than his daughter wants us to believe.  
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6. Ideology and Political Struggles 

In a study often mentioned in this work, Anthony Kaldellis claims that the 

political disputes in Byzantium were contests to decide who would be the best emperor. 

The postulants presented their candidacy to the people ─ either the population of the 

capital and the provinces or the army ─ trusting that their repute would warrant the 

people’s acceptance. Accordingly, Kaldellis denies in these statements the existence of 

parties or ideological disputes in those struggles.
1
 Similarly, Michael Angold states that, 

“at least on the surface the Byzantine political process was dominated by slogans and 

acclamations”.
2
  

In fact, organized political groups representing clear sectors of the society or 

ideologies were strange to Byzantine politics. Nonetheless, it is careless to state that 

debates on how the Empire should be administered and whom it should serve did not 

exist in Byzantium. Dealing with the period before Alexios I, it is noticeable that 

historians evaluated administrations and the agency of political personages not only 

according to their political allegiances but also according to their opinions of what good 

government was. It was also exposed that these debates were not a scholarly digression 

without practical effects in the political arena.
3
 

Similarly, it is possible to notice that emperors – Alexios I included – 

consciously created ideological bases to legitimate their position and actions as well as 

to challenge the opposition. Accordingly, three points will be discussed in the following 

lines: 1) the models of political agency defended by the opposition to Alexios 

Komnenos; 2) the imperial response to criticism and to acts of resistance; and 3) the 

ideological strategies adopted by Alexios for the defense of his imperial position and 

their implementation. Despite the scarcity of evidence concerning political debate in 

Byzantium, it is possible to perceive Robert Dahl’s differentiation between interest-

based oppositional discourse and subversive criticism. Yet the division is not always 

clear, since subversive discourses could be hidden behind rhetorical praise and hard 

diatribe could be moral advice if originating from the mouth of a loyal clergyman. We 

must always consider that the most subversive opinion possible in Byzantium was that 
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an emperor was not suitable for the office he held. The system that legitimized his 

power was never contested. 

6.1. The Ideological Basis of the Opposition 

Although the criticism of Alexios and his policies was strong, active and 

numerous, only some of its echoes came down to us in works such as Ioannes Zonaras’ 

critical account of Alexios I’s reign and in the speeches by Theophylaktos of Ohrid, and 

Manuel Straboromanos. Ioannes Oxeites’ speeches, despite its hard censure of Alexios 

Komnenos, cannot be perceived as the voice of the opposition, as it may seem. The 

criticism of Alexios also cannot solely be reduced to lamentations by groups that lost 

power after the takeover of the Komnenoi and, accordingly, void of true content.
4
 As 

observed in the previous chapters, it was not only a particular political group that lost 

power in 1081 but also a manner of ruling and understanding state functions. 

Consequently, it is relevant to consider which model of political agency lies behind the 

criticism of Alexios I’s actions and policies. 

The search for political theory in Byzantium can be unrewarding due to the lack 

of any theorization by the Byzantines. Consequently, any study of Byzantine in this 

direction has to draw a general image composed from a variety of sources from different 

periods, which can result in artificial images. Yet some streams and trends in the models 

of political agency are observable in Byzantine accounts. We even find different models 

in the same work. It is important to highlight the importance of historiographical 

sources in this task, for Byzantine historians express their conceptions of ideal political 

agency through their assessments of political agents, actions and policies. After 

comparing one view with the other, the political discussion in the second half of the 

11th century becomes tangible.  

It is remarkable that the banalization of court titles was openly criticized during 

the 11th century. Moreover, there was a clear awareness of its negative consequences 

for the treasury and the effectiveness of the state. Michael Psellos describes the 

decadence of the Byzantine state with the image of a decaying body corrupted by the 

addition of pernicious substances and useless extra members.
5
 It was a metaphor for the 

consequences of the generous distribution of titles and offices and its negative effects on 
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the state. Michael Psellos mentions two things that preserved the authority of the 

Romans, court titles and money. To these, he adds a sensible treatment of them and 

distribution with reason.
6
 Psellos praises the Athenians for their good government, 

choosing the best among their fellow citizens and the nobility for the civil and military 

posts.
7
 According to these two statements, Psellos criticizes his former benefactor 

Konstantinos IX for distributing offices and titles and for disregarding the cursus 

honorum.
8
 Psellos, on the contrary, approves of Isaakios I’s initiative of confiscating 

lay, ecclesiastical and monastic property, as well as abolishing the concessions given by 

Michael VI. However, the same author criticizes the method adopted by Isaakios I, for 

he should have done this gradually. The result of his abrupt actions was hatred, not only 

that of the city mob but also that of the soldiers.
9
  

 Nikephoros Bryennios seems to be of a similar opinion concerning the 

distribution of offices and titles. Bryennios states that these should only be given to the 

best among the senate and the army and to the “ones who contributed to the state with 

good will”. At the same time, he accuses Nikephoros III of giving presents and 

distributing offices and titles arbitrarily.
10

  

Psellos and Bryennios have similar opinions on political agency. Both uphold a 

limited generosity according to merit and origin despite having very different origins: 

Michael Psellos was a scholar and bureaucrat of relatively modest origins, and 

Nikephoros Bryennios was the offspring of one of the most illustrious aristocratic 

houses with a strong tradition in the army.  

In the above mentioned report of a short speech delivered to the army in Schiza 

some days before the troops under the command of the Komnenoi took Constantinople 

in 1081, Anna Komnene states that the kaisar Ioannes Doukas had said that Alexios 

Komnenos, if elected emperor, would reward each one of them according to their 

merits.
11

The speech clearly demonstrates that Alexios Komnenos’ balanced generosity 
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aimed at the soldiers alone. This could be a consequence of his military ethos or more 

probably of the fact that Ioannes Doukas adapted his message to his audience, which 

were mostly soldiers. 

Michael Attaleiates seems to share Psellos’ and Bryennios’ opinions on the 

advantages of limiting imperial generosity in favor of the state finances.
12

 Nonetheless, 

this approval is contradictory to his hyperbolized approbation of Nikephoros III 

Botaneiates’ boundless generosity.
13

 Dimitris Krallis explains this contradiction by 

claiming that Attaleiates’ panegyric of Nikephoros III was embedded as a foreign 

element in his text and his praise to this emperor is in many aspects ambiguous.
14

  

That argument is convincing, for Attaleiates is much more analytical and less 

exaggerated when dealing with other historical figures. The only exception is 

Nikephoros, the logothetes of the dromou under Michael VII, who Attaleiates vilifies. 

These two hyperbolical representations – positive with Nikephoros III and negative with 

Nikephoros, the logothetes – could be explained in part as the expression of personal 

feelings toward the policies implemented by the logothetes Nikephoros, which affected 

Attaleiates directly, and in part as political expedience.
 
Attaleiates sought a place in 

Nikephoros III’s regime, whose seizure of power was heavily legitimized by the general 

hatred harbored towards the policies of the logothetes Nikephoros.
15

 

 It is wrong, however, to reduce the eulogy to Nikephoros III to empty rhetoric 

to praise an old emperor, in hope of a good position in his administration. Attaleiates’ 

hyperbole on Botaneiates’ policies could also be an attempt to be in accord with the 

groups that supported Nikephoros III and his adopted policies. When Isaakios I 

implemented his reforms, after his takeover, cutting stipends and tax exemptions, it 

resulted in a quick loss of support and in the hatred by the urban masses (demotikòn 

pléthos). As observed, the main beneficiaries of such a policy were the nouveaux-riches, 

whose prosperity came from commercial activities and who sought social recognition. 

Hence, the opposition to Isaakios Komnenos appeared to originate from this expanded 

low echelon of the elite who did not approve of his effort to reestablish the ancient 

boundaries of the aristocracy for financial reasons. When he took power, Konstantinos 
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X turned to them, seeking support. Later, they backed Nikephoros III’s candidacy, 

choosing him instead of Nikephoros Bryennios, who simultaneously rebelled against 

Michael VII. Consequently, they were afterwards endowed with his wide generosity.  

Participating in the Byzantine aristocracy meant leaving the rank of those 

exploited by the state and entering the ranks of those who benefitted from this 

exploitation. Thus, merchants and shopkeepers in Constantinople desired recognition of 

their new economic position through a share in this system.
16

 Attaleiates’ encomium of 

Nikephoros III’s generosity – ambiguous, exaggerated and contradictory as it might be 

– is a reflection of a real political agency model defended by the lower ranks of the 

Byzantine aristocracy and demanded from the emperors they supported. 

When Attaleiates praises Nikephoros III for his nobility and for his generosity, 

he draws an imperial image that conformed to what was expected by the groups that 

supported him, namely the Constantinopolitan “multitude” and the circle of military 

officials from distinct families, namely the Synadenoi, Alexandros Kabassilas, Leon 

Dabatenos
17

, Nikephoros Palaiologos and Romanos Straboromanos.
18

 Nonetheless, not 

all praise to Nikephoros III by Attaleiates was rhetorical hyperbole and a disguise for 

his real opinion. Nikephoros III’s law to protect civil servants from the consequences of 

political instability issued in 1079 was genuinely applauded,
19

 as was his decision to 

return the piers on the Constantinopolitan shore to their former owners.
20

 

Michael Psellos, Michael Attaleiates, Nikephoros Bryennios and Ioannes 

Doukas saw the potential danger of this model of political agency and defended a 

balanced generosity framed by meritocracy and origin. Attaleiates tries to disguise the 

ambiguity of his position by claiming that limiting generosity for the sake of the state 

finances was considered a good thing by those who understood matters more 

thoroughly.
21

 In the course of his work, it becomes clear that Attaleiates considered 

himself one of those who “understand matters more clearly”. This literary tool was 

probably a form he adopted to express his real opinion.
22

 Actually, these authors were 

supporting a political agency that would benefit them, for according to Bryennios’ 

model; they were either offspring of the most illustrious families of the Empire, such as 
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Nikephoros Bryennios and Ioannes Doukas, or civil servants who gradually ascended to 

the highest position by merit and through their contacts, such as Michael Attaleiates or 

Michael Psellos.  

The rise of the Principate and then of the Roman Empire took place after part of 

the Roman elite yielded the conduct of the state into the hands of one individual in 

exchange for the continuity of the status quo and some participation in public affairs.
23

 

This idea was kept alive during the Byzantine period through court titles, administrative 

offices, military positions and the income attached to them.  

In the 11th century, Byzantine society expanded; thus, a wider layer of the 

economic elite believed itself to be entitled to this distributive system. The weak 

legitimacy of the emperors by that time resulted in the strengthening of Republican 

rhetoric, senatorial prerogatives and bureaucratic corporatism, but not its revival.
24

 

Although this model of political agency was linked with this expansion of the lower 

layer of the elite who fulfilled the needs of the expanding state and who were rewarded 

with inflated titles, it also had supporters within other groups inside the elite.
25

 

Konstantinos X adopted it despite the military and provincial tradition of his family, 

most probably out of political expediency. This caused a lot of confusion among 

scholars who debated whether he was a “military” or a “civilian” emperor.
26

 If this 

understanding of the political struggles in the 11th century Byzantium were substituted 

by a dispute between different models of political agency, we can conclude that this 

whole debate about whether an emperor is civilian or military loses its importance. This 

model of wide generosity was at its height during the rule of Nikephoros III, who 

enjoyed the support of a small group of individuals of high aristocratic stock with 

provincial origins and military tradition, as well as that of rich merchants in the 

capital.
27

  

The lack of success of the group that supported the “wide generosity” model in 

internal issues manifested by bankrupting of the imperial finances, as well external ones 

considering the Turkish, Norman and Petcheneg invasions, led to their deposition by 

Alexios I in 1081. These factions and their ideals of public management were suddenly 

forced into the opposition. Yet imperial generosity and its recipients were still matters 
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of debate during Alexios I’s reign. It fed criticism by rebels and conspirators, who used 

it to assemble support against him. Supporters of the emperor who were dissatisfied 

with some of his policies also participated in these discussions, not in order to depose 

him but to persued the emperor to change his agency.  

As already said, no account of the rebellions against Alexios by the rebels 

themselves has come down to us, but it is possible to find some hint of their voices in 

the report given by Anna Komnene. In the introduction to her account of the 

conspiracies of Nikephoros Diogenes (1094) and Michael Anemas (around 1100), the 

author highlights imperial generosity and criticizes the conspirators’ ungratefulness. 

Anna Komnene tells us how Alexios Komnenos reinstated the Diogenes brothers in his 

good graces after Michael VII exiled them to the Kyperoudes Monastery. Alexios I took 

them back although he knew they had imperial aspirations. He treated them like sons, 

reestablished the imperial honors of their mother, Eudokia Makrembolitissa, and 

awarded Nikephoros Diogenes the command of Crete. Leon Diogenes rewarded these 

favors with loyalty, but Nikephoros became a conspirator. Alexios continued to treat 

him well nonetheless.
28

 Similarly, while introducing the Anemas’ conspiracy, Anna 

Komnene blames the rebels for acting against Alexios although the ruler had granted 

them so many presents and honors.
29

  

Anna Komnene’s defense of her father’s generosity could have been more than a 

reaffirmation of classical imperial virtues, but also an answer to accusations made 

against him, which justified these expressions of opposition. It is important to 

emphasize that a large number of senators supported both rebellions. The brothers 

Anemas even promised to crown Ioannes Solomon, the leader of the Senate, as 

emperor. Although Anna Komnene says that it was a ruse, since the conspirators wanted 

only his financial resources and never planned to hail Solomon as emperor, it is possible 

to imagine that the ringleaders attracted these aristocratic groups with the promise of 

reestablishing the pre-Alexian modus operandi in the running of the state.  

The examples mentioned about were taken from the Alexiad, which is by nature 

a complicated source of information for oppositional arguments against Alexios I. 

However, there are other surviving sources with criticism of Alexios I’s policies that 

strengthens this hypothesis. Despite the limited numbers of surviving critical views, 

they all touch similar points and seem to be fed from a similar pool.  
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In his two logoi directed to the Emperor Alexios I, Manuel Straboromanos puts 

himself in a supplicant’s position although it is possible to recognize traces of criticism 

in his tone. Gautier argues convincingly that Manuel Straboromanos was the son of 

Romanos Straboromanos, megas hetariarches and loyal supporter of Nikephoros III 

Botaneiates.
30

 The fact that Manuel describes a sudden descent into poverty in his youth 

and that he occupied the same office as Romanos, megas hetariarches, enables this 

identification.
31

  

Manuel Straboromanos praises the emperor in his logos saying that because of 

his lack of eloquence, he would write to the emperor.
32

 This means that he was probably 

not allowed to address the emperor personally. After reporting his family miseries to the 

emperor, Straboromanos records how he entered the imperial service. There, he noticed 

how boundless the imperial generosity was although he could not enjoy it. 

Consequently, he asks the emperor what he had done to offend him.
33

 Straboromanos 

appeals to Alexios I’s philanthropy, encouraging him to correct his way before it is too 

late.
34

 Because he did not receive an answer to his first request, Straboromanos sent 

another letter asking the emperor whether he had received his “child”.
35

 Alexios 

answered saying that he had received Straboromanos’ logos, praising the humility as 

well the rhetorical skills of the author although he might have exaggerated in his 

eulogies to the emperor.
36

 

Straboromanos’ speeches or letters to the emperor had two main themes: family 

disgrace and imperial generosity. Contrary to those around him, the author could not 

benefit from it despite his devoted service. Therefore, he encourages Alexios I to 

readjust his philanthropy. It is interesting that Straboromanos, in spite of being listed 

among the emperor’s servants and as a member of the palace guard, was not allowed to 
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speak to him personally.
37

 Moreover, the emperor’s lack of interests in Straboromanos’ 

request and his compliment for his rhetoric indicates a certain irony. 

In his speech to Konstantinos Doukas, Theophylaktos draws two profiles: one of 

a tyrant and another of an emperor.
38

 According to Theophylaktos’ depiction of a tyrant, 

the foundational act of a tyranny is the violent seizure of power without the approval of 

the people. Such an ascent stains the whole reign of the ruler, resulting in a sequence of 

misery, for his subjects and for the tyrant himself.
 39

 This act leads to the destruction of 

friendships, effeminacy, poverty, adultery, and oppression.
40

 Finally, the tyrant 

surrounds himself with armed bodyguards whom he cannot trust.
41

 In his depiction of 

the emperor, Theophylaktos presents him as the opposite of a tyrant, emphasizing his 

accession to power through the hands of people.
42

  

Although Zonaras states that he would compose an abridged report and follow 

the historiographic canons according to which rhetoric eulogies, as well as blame, 

should be avoided, he takes very partisan positions on Alexios I’s actions and policies.
43

 

Zonaras accuses Alexios I’s troops of behaving like enemies during the seizure of 

power.
44

 He lists the crimes they committed: raping of nuns, stealing and defiling of 

church’s objects, attacking senators, robbing them of their clothes and leaving them 

naked and on foot in the streets.
45

 Zonaras clearly links the concessions made by the 

new emperor to his supporters and relatives with the emptying of the imperial treasury 

and cancellation of the rogai.
46

 The historian accuses Alexios I of using a conspiracy as 

a pretext to confiscate the property of senators and citizens.
47

 According to Zonaras, the 

need for resources forced Alexios I to take hateful measures, such as illegally collecting 

non-existent debts, confiscating properties, demanding new taxes, and seizing 

ecclesiastical property. Alexios devaluated the nomisma again, increasing the amount of 

copper in it. The emperor paid his courtiers with devaluated coin but still demanded that 

taxes should be paid with purer currency. Lacking copper, he destroyed public buildings 
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in search of this material.
48

 In his summary of Alexios I as an emperor, Zonaras claims 

that he was a decent man, but that this was not enough for an emperor. An emperor 

should also care for justice, show consideration for his subjects and respect the state 

traditions.
49

 Zonaras then accuses Alexios of dealing with public issues not like an 

administrator, but as an owner. Moreover, Alexios did not show the senators due 

respect, refused to grant them a proportionate income and lowered them.
50

 In the 

meanwhile, the emperor’s relatives and supporters were benefited with yearly stipends, 

surrounding themselves with retinues adequate for emperors.
51

  

Zonaras’ statements were stamped as being in the interest of the senatorial class 

whose influence and position were lowered by Alexios I, the representative of the 

military aristocracy. This vision, although not completely wrong in itself, is an 

oversimplification. Zonaras was the megas droungarios of the watch, protoasekretis 

and an offspring of a family with some tradition in bureaucracy.
52

 His career and family 

position probably exercised some influence on his evaluation of Alexios I’s reign, but 

there is more to it.  

In his study of Kaiserkritik in the 12th century, Paul Magdalino suggests the 

ideological basis for the criticism of emperors in the period.
53

 He mentions the 

accusation against Theodoros Stypeiotes, epi tou kanikleiou and mezason, who 

supposedly said in 1158/1159 that the Emperor Manuel Komnenos would die young 

and an older emperor would take his place, who would reign through the logos as if in a 

democracy. Even if the accusation was false, Magdalino believes it reflected existent 

arguments against the emperor’s youth and support for an ampler government in which 

scholars would play a bigger role.
54

 Therefore, Zonaras’ criticism was not solely the 

lamentation of the defeated but also a defense of a political modus operandi based on 

claims for real political participation of the Constantinopolitan expanded elite, and a 

defence of the generosity towards it.  
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Not all the criticism of Alexios Komnenos can be linked directly to the 

opposition. In a speech dated to 1091, Ioannes Oxeites, the patriarch of Antioch, 

reserved very harsh words for the Emperor Alexios I.
55

 According to Oxeites, the 

catastrophes that hit the Empire in the previous years were a result of the sins of the 

people and of the emperor. Since the populace is too numerous to be addressed, he 

focuses on the emperor. In his opinion, Alexios Komnenos was successful on the 

battlefield before becoming emperor, but once he took power Alexios started to suffer 

one defeat after another. He affirms that Alexios lost God’s favor that he had once 

had,
56

 ascribing his defeats to his many sins, such as the illegality of his accession to 

power, his oppressive taxes, the despoilment of churches protected by imperial decrees, 

and the humiliation of the clergy. Oxeites upholds that the rich were impoverished 

whilst the poor had to abandon their land and seek refuge among barbarians.
57

 In 

consequence of such criticism, Ioannes Oxeites is considered by some as the voice of 

the opposition. Yet the information available about his career makes the defense of this 

idea complicated.
58

 

Oxeites praises Anna Dalassene, which could indicate that he was once one of 

her monastic acquaintances.
59

 His appointment as the patriarch of Antioch before 1089 

by Alexios Komnenos, who already had appointed a member of his mother’s monastic 

circle, Eustratios Garidas, as patriarch of Constantinople, strengthens the argument.
60

 

Due to insecurity in the Aegean see, Ioannes Oxeites had to postpone his arrival in 

Antioch at least until 1091. In the meanwhile, he held a speech to the court. The seat of 

Antioch was particularly complicated, especially under the conditions faced by Ioannes 

Oxeites, for the Turks had controlled the city since 1085, followed by the Normans after 

1098.
61

 The patriarch was, accordingly, the imperial representative in Antioch. 

Consequently, the Turks tortured him during the siege by the Crusaders, for they 
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suspected that he was acting as a spy for the Franks. In 1100, he had to leave Antioch 

for the Franks accused him of conspiring with Alexios to deliver the city.
62

  

We see that Ioannes Oxeites’ biography does not a present a suitable profile for 

an oppositional leader. Moreover, this appointment to the Patriarchate of Antioch 

cannot be understood as a kind of exile. The seat of Antioch was too important and at 

the same time too problematic. Alexios I needed someone whom he could trust entirely 

and Ioannes Oxeites fulfilled the task faithfully. Thus, his criticism must be understood 

as part of his role as a spiritual counselor, like many others who Anna Dalassene sent to 

accompany Alexios Komnenos during his youth so that she would be assured of her 

son’s spiritual health.
63

 His rhetoric is similar to that used by Kyrillos Phileotes, a monk 

introduced to Anna Dalassene and posteriorly sponsored by Alexios Komnenos, on the 

occasion of visits from various political authorities and the emperor himself with his 

family. Although Kyrillos Phileotes was more complimentary and submissive to the 

emperor, he also admonishes Alexios and proposes role models for him.
64

 Despite not 

being an oppositional voice, Oxeites’ criticism is not neutral nor a manifestation of 

theological virtues. They represented specific models of political action which, in his 

opinion, Alexios I did not adopt.  

After a summary of criticism of Alexios I’s actions and policies, some unvarying 

themes are discernible: disapprobation of how Alexios Komnenos entered his troops 

into Constantinople without consulting the people and the senate. Theophylaktos of 

Ohrid describes such action as the inauguration of a tyrannical rgime. Ioannes Oxeites 

states that his violent coup d’état was one of the reasons why Alexios no longer had 

God’s approbation and was punished with defeat. According to these critical opinions, 

Alexios I’s government was characterized by fiscal oppression (Ioannes Zonaras and 

Ioannes Oxeites) and arbitrary confiscation (Ioannes Oxeites, Ioannes Zonaras and 

indirectly Theophylaktos of Ohrid) in order to finance an unjust generosity directed 

solely to his supporters and relatives (Ioannes Oxeites, Ioannes Zonaras, and Manuel 

Straboromanos).  

These examples deny the image of superficiality in the political debate in 

Byzantium as presented by Kaldellis and Angold. Naturally, the Byzantines did not 

possess organized parties with clear programs. Nevertheless, there is enough evidence 
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of intense discussion among its elite on the goals of the state. Kaldellis and Cheynet 

maintain that the search for the general common good was a key element in Byzantine 

politics, but the Byzantines evidently entertained differing ideas of what the common 

good was and discussed the issue at length. Anna Komnene, for example, not only 

lionized her father, turning him into an epic and therefore literary hero, but also engaged 

with the defense of his policies. In her evaluation of the new court hierarchy established 

by Alexios I, which Zonaras criticizes so strongly, Anna Komnene says that he 

undertook everything for the Empire’s interest and for this reason, Alexios I was the 

“lord of the imperial knowledge”.
65

 Equally, it would be unwise to consider these 

digressions as scholarly exercises limited to a small circle of learned men and women. 

On the contrary, the numerous discussions on political action had a direct influence on 

daily politics in Constantinople. Anna Komnene’s report on conspiratorial gossips at the 

capital’s corners could be a (negative) testimonial of such lively political debates. Due 

to the non-institutionalized status of dissenting voices, criticism could only be uttered in 

exceptional environments: in the secrecy of trusted acquaintance, hidden in panegyric 

speeches, loudly uttered by bold churchmen enjoying the imperial parrhesia or more 

openly after the ruler’s death. 

The emperor could envelop himself with official rhetoric that elevated him 

above everyone and everything, but in everyday dealings with the administration, he 

had to adopt one of the many models of political agency discussed warmly by the 

members of the elite. The opposition operated correspondingly. The rebels possessed 

their own conceptions of what this common good was. Depending on the chosen model, 

the opposition would have the support of one or another group within the aristocracy.  

6.2 The (Lack of) Imperial Repression
66

  

As mentioned earlier, high treason was a crime according to Roman and 

Byzantine legislation.
67

 Jean-Claude Cheynet maintains that the fate of rebels was 

normally blinding or the death penalty if they were not pardoned by the emperor.
68

 Yet 

this does not correspond to the reality of the 11th century. Between 1028 and 1081, 

Cheynet lists 90 different uprisings of which 16 were successful, for they resulted in 
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usurpations (11), compromises (4) or political autonomy (1). In 13 cases, the conclusion 

is unknown. Hence, 61 listed rebellions were not successful and whose conclusions are 

known. Of these 12 were punished with blinding and 4 ringleaders with the death 

penalty, the typical punishment for rebels according to Cheynet. This represents 33% of 

the results, but it is noteworthy that half of the blindings was ordered by Konstantinos 

VIII. Exile (20, that is 39 %.) and imprisonment (8, that is 15 %.) represent a significant 

part of the punishments. In five cases (9%), the ringleaders were forced to become 

monks. Even though the sources do not always mention confiscation, we may assume 

that this happened in most cases.
69

 

This data enables us to observe that the response of the emperors to rebellions 

was actually variable, depending on different factors: the identity of the ringleader, his 

or her social status, the type of rebellion, the rebel’s connection with the reigning 

emperor, the danger posed by the uprising and the personality of the ruler. 

It is clear that 11th-century Byzantine emperors, in general, did not often use 

violent punishments. The preference for blinding gave the Emperor Konstantinos VIII 

the reputation of being cruel.
70

 Furthermore, the blinding of Romanos IV Diogenes was 

met with commiseration by many.
71

 Exile and the tonsure were, therefore, more humane 

punishments. They allowed the emperors to demonstrate their philanthropy, a traditional 

imperial virtue. They were also an effective form of removing enemies and repressing 

their ambitions.
72

 Nonetheless, there were peaks of severe reactions, such as during the 

reign of Konstantinos VIII (1025–1028) in which blinding became the most common 

method of punishment. Between 1071 and 1081, there was a sequence of military 

rebellions and another peak of violent imperial reactions when corporal punishment of 

rebel leaders became common again. During Michael VII’s reign (1071–1078), 
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Romanos IV was blinded and Roussel de Bailleau tortured.
73

 Both Nikephoros 

Bryennios and Nikephoros Basilakes were blinded directly after their failed rebellion 

during the reign of Botaneiates, despite the fact that Attaleiates informs us that this 

same emperor passed a law that postponed the imperial decision in case of treason.
74

 

The logothetes of the dromou Nikephoritzes was tortured to death by Nikephoros 

Botaneiates’ supporters, who feared that the emperor would fall under his influence as 

Michael VII had.
75

 Blinding seemed to be the expected fate for Isaakios and Alexios 

Komnenos if their rebellion had not been successful.
76

  

It is interesting to observe the clear contradiction between the mercifulness of 

Nikephoros III, praised by Attaleiates and the violent punishments and cruel acts 

attributed to his henchmen Borilos and Germanos.
77

 It must be taken into account that 

most of the historical reports on the reign of Nikephoros III were produced by authors 

living under emperors that belonged to the dynasty that deposed him, thus their 

perception of Botaneiates’ reign and the role of Borilos and Germanos was surely 

influenced by the justifications for his deposition created by the Komnenoi.
78

  

When he took power, Alexios Komnenos adopted a particular approach 

regarding punishment and his dealings with the opposition. Alexios and his form of 

ruling were already described as ruthless
79

 and brutal
80

. However, it is worth to ask 

whether they were indeed so. Even if we disregard the apologetic depiction of Anna 

Komnene, who presented her father as mild and a lover of peace, there is still the 
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statement of Ioannes Zonaras. He describes Alexios Komnenos in the following terms: 

“prone to mercy, not quick to punish, moderate in his manners, accessible […], he was 

reasonable and behaved towards those next to him not pompously, but spoke with them 

almost at the same level and jested.”
81

 Zonaras was a hard critic of the policies adopted 

by Alexios I. Therefore, if Zonaras had considered his reign and personality as brutal or 

ruthless, he would surely have said so. Indeed, the rule of Alexios I was less 

characterized by political violence than those of his predecessors.  

Although the history of state repression in Byzantium is yet to be written, there 

are studies on specific punishment practices, such as Evelyne Patlagean’s paper on 

corporal penalties
82

, Judith Herrin’s article on blinding as punishment
83

 or Michael 

McCormick’s book on imperial triumphs in which he deals with mock parades.
84

 We 

already stated that the imperial response depended on many factors, such as the 

personality and political position of the reigning emperor, the social status of the rebel, 

his relationship with the emperor and historical conditions. Accordingly, the 

punishments happened almost independently of the legislation and in many cases, it 

seems that several rebels, supposed or real, did not face any trial, being often executed 

or blinded immediately or later in some hidden location. This flexibility and detachment 

from any legal codification allowed the emperors to create their own repression policy.  

Alexios I acted somewhat differently from his predecessors. If we return to 

Cheynet’s list of rebellions and add some other oppositional movements he omitted, 

there is a list of twenty rebellions, conspiracies and political trials in the thirty-seven 

years in which Alexios reigned.
85

 Accordingly, the emperor had three favorite 

responses: confiscations were mentioned in five episodes
86

, exile in three
87

 and, 
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stunningly, five rebellions or conspiracies resulted in some kind of amnesty or 

agreement.
88

 Violent reactions were clearly avoided by Alexios. Blinding is mentioned 

in two episodes, both connected with the Diogenai.
89

 The death penalty was applied 

only once: against Basileios, the Bogomil leader.
90

 Two episodes, the uprising in Crete 

and the Emir Tzachas’ imperial aspirations, resulted in the death of the rebel leaders, but 

not by imperial hands.
91

 Interestingly, there are four registers of mock parades as 

punishments for conspirators and rebels: the anonymous rebel reported by 

Theophylaktos of Ohrid in 1087
92

, Humbertopoulos in the 1090s
93

, the Anemas brothers 

around 1100 and Gregorios Taronites in 1108 or 1109.
94

  

The first impression given by these episodes is that Alexios’s placatory 

behaviour was not only a rhetorical construction used by Anna Komnene. Alexios was 

very open to requests for mercy, especially when they came from his family. He decided 

to set aside the accusations made against his nephew Ioannes Komnenos by his brother 

and brother-in-law, respectively Adrianos Komnenos and Nikephoros Melissenos, for 

the sake of his relationship with his older brother, the sebastokrator Isaakios 

Komnenos, who was Ioannes Komnenos’ father.
95

 He suspended the blinding of 

Michael Anemas in consequence of the request made by Eirene Doukaina and Anna 

Komnene.
96

 He did the same for Gregorios Taronites, the rebel doux of Trebizond, at 

the request of Ioannes Taronites, his nephew.
97

 Moreover, Alexios Komnenos tolerated 

Nikephoros Diogenes’ intrigues, which had involved at some point a murder attempt by 

the hand of an assassin of Turkish-Armenian origins, for a long time.
98

 

This behaviour is surprising not only because of the emperor’s extensive 

tolerance of conspirators and possible murderers, but also because these same 

individuals who rebelled against Alexios and wanted to kill him had interlocutors very 

close to the emperor, such as his nephew, brothers, wife, daughter, and son-in-law. 

These people were able to intervene for them. Such events were obviously not exclusive 
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to the reign of Alexios I. Romanos Diogenes faced a trial after being accused of 

conspiring against the regency of Eudokia Makrembolitissa in 1067, but was spared by 

her because of her intentions of marrying him and making him emperor.
99

 Anna 

Dalassene, Alexios’ mother, was accused of keeping correspondence with Romanos IV 

during the civil war between him and the Doukai in 1072. She did not suffer any 

punishment beyond a short exile, probably because of her contacts in the court.
100

  

The frequency of such episodes during Alexios’ reign is nonetheless unique. It 

can be attributed to the frailty of his own legitimacy and of the family government he 

established. When Alexios elevated his relatives to a semi-imperial status, making them 

part of the government on a level that no other emperor had before, he made himself 

more susceptible to internal pressure from them than his predecessors were. By the 

reign of Alexios I, the Komnenian party was not still a merged group, but a cluster of 

oikoi, familial nucleuses, united by some shared interests, but with independent 

networks of alliances, family relations, and friendships. Hence, conspirators and rebels 

could employ their personal connections related to the emperor in order to appeal to 

him. As mentioned above, this strategy was not new, but, in Alexios I's time, the 

imperial entourage was more influential than ever and Alexios Komnenos was simply 

not able to deny some requests. Anna Komnene, a masterful literary craftswoman, 

transforms his inherent frailty into an imperial virtue. 

Another detail related to Alexios Komnenos’ punishing methods that deserves 

attention is his preference for mock parades. This kind of punishment was applied 

during his reign in four known episodes. They were interesting phenomena due to their 

popular and extra-legal aspect.
101

 In his study of Roman and Byzantine triumphs, 

Michael McCormick observes an “aristocratization” of Byzantine triumphs during the 

reign of the emperors of the Macedonian dynasty. Those rulers seemingly granted the 

central role in the triumphs, at least in part, to the leading generals. Accordingly, 

McCormick states that the fact that the most common form of triumph in the 11th 

century was the mock parades represents a decay of this trend.
102

 Therefore, if the 

increasing aristocratic participation in the triumphs of the 9th and 10th century was one 

more symbolic arena for the political disputes within the Byzantine elite, the use of 
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mock parades to chastise rebels, mostly of aristocratic provenance, was a symbolic 

gesture of aristocratic humiliation. They were equally acts of mercy, since these 

spectacles were often substitutions for blinding or the death penalty.
103

  

Dominik Heher points to a similar direction. In his opinion, mock parades were 

moments in which “social hierarchy was turned upside down.”
104

 According to Heher, 

the people of Constantinople participated and executed the punishment by beating and 

humiliating the rebel during the parade. The event, however, was staged. For Heher, it 

means that this apparent state of anarchy was evidence of a functioning hierarchical 

state centered on the emperor, being the audience an instrument of the imperial power. 

Moreover, the ritualistic punishment of the rebel had also the function of bonding the 

emperor with the people.
105

  

That last aspect is the most interesting, for Alexios I was the emperor who used 

mock parades most often and was the emperor who had the most complicated relation to 

the capital too.
106

 These two facts cannot be a mere coincidence. A clear image seems to 

appear. On the one hand, Alexios was a faction leader in a weak position, who had to 

yield constantly to the requests of his allies, and on the other hand, he was the newly 

crowned emperor, who carried the stigma of being a usurper until late in his reign, 

compromising his relationship with his subjects. Thus, the use of mock parades as a 

form of punishment conforms perfectly with the political reality of Alexios I. While it 

was a more merciful punishment than blinding and, therefore, a compromise with his 

allies and family members, who had relatives and friends among the rebels, it was an 

effort to bond with the city’s populace, whose attitude toward their new emperor was 

most probably not positive at the beginning of his reign.  

6.3 The Relations Between Emperor, People, and Church 

The relations between Alexios and Constantinople and the Church were long 

considered one of subjugation. According to Hans-Georg Beck and Paul Lemerle 

Alexios I was responsible for the repression of Republican (Beck)
107

 or progressive 
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(Lemerle)
 108

, tendencies fostered by former emperors, such as Konstantinos IX 

Monomachos or Nikephoros III Botaneiates.  

These conclusions are based on his actions towards the Senate; especially that 

group of rich merchants and workshop owners elevated to the senatorial order by former 

emperors, as he cancelled the rogai and issued a decree limiting the access to senatorial 

privileges for people who still exercised commercial and manufacturing activities.
109

 

The heresy processes during the reign of Alexios I, many conducted by the emperor 

himself, were attributed to some degree of anti-intellectualism on the part of this 

emperor. It is as if Alexios had a very straight belief and as if he were heavily 

influenced by a group of monks who frowned upon the philosophical discussions 

carried out by scholars supported by his predecessors, especially the Doukai. Advocates 

of such views are Robert Browning
110

, Lowell Clucas
111

, and Anthony Kaldellis.
112

 

Overall, all these surveys assume and at the same time conclude that his actions were 

the result of an intrinsic division within the Byzantine aristocracy between a traditional 

military stratum and cultured bureaucracy.  

Michael Angold suggests that the aforementioned actions and some others, such 

as the renewal of the Orphanotropheion, the Orphanage of Saint Paul, were aimed at 

breaking the patrimonial relations between the city elite and its populace.
113

 Dionysios 

Mamankakis develops this argument in his thesis. He maintains that Alexios’ efforts 

against heresy and his actions to pose himself as a “champion of Orthodoxy” were 

responses to the heavy criticism he had to face at the beginning of his reign due to his 

violent seizure of power, the scandalous affair with Maria of Alania and the confiscation 

of church property.
114

 Since he was hindered by the complicated financial situation from 

emulating his predecessors, who strongly employed philanthropy to forge their public 

images, Alexios I based his image on the virtue of piety.
115

 Therefore, Mamankakis 

states that Alexios’ efforts to repress heresy were not sincere, but only a method to 

connect himself with the Constantinopolitan people as the defender of the true faith.  
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Although Angold’s suggestions and Mamankakis’ analysis point in the right 

direction, some elements must still be clarified. Mamankakis maintains that Alexios 

built his image as the champion of Orthodoxy in order to conquer the public opinion of 

the people of Constantinople, but he tackles neither the functioning of 

Constantinopolitan society nor the effect of Alexios' ideological strategies deeply 

enough. At first, it is interesting to recall a very illustrative report by Attaleiates in 

which he describes how imperial benefactions to the Constantinopolitan elite were only 

the peak of a patronage network that linked the emperor with the most humble 

inhabitants of the capital. Attaleiates tells us how imperial stipends to the court 

dignataries put in motion a massive pilgrimage of the poorest to the door of the 

beneficiaries. The poor also expected to be benefited with some part of the imperial 

benevolence. 
116

 As Mamankakis correctly affirms, Alexios I was not able to continue 

this practice due to the state’s financial crisis, at least not to the same extent as his 

predecessors. His limited generosity restricted this practice only to his family members, 

who founded monasteries and to his own initiative of reforming and expanding the 

Orphanotropheion.
117

  

Paul Magdalino describes Constantinople during Manuel I Komnenos’ reign 

(1143–1180), Alexios’ grandson, as being dominated by a network of lay and monastic 

oikoi linked with the imperial family, on which most of the urban destitute depended.
118

 

This shows how successful Alexios’ strategies were in a long term, but does not 

describe its implementation. Accordingly, in the following lines firstly the political 

aspects of the initiatives taken by Alexios to safeguard the Church doctrine will be 

discussed, especially the heresy trials. Secondly, we will consider how these actions fit 

into a strategic attempt to discredit potential opponents within the Constantinopolitan 

elite in the face of the city populace connected with that same elite by patronage. 

Thirdly, we must ask how Alexios tried to create links with this same urban group 

through spectacular punishments, philanthropic measures, and piety. 
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6.3.1 Ecclesiastical and Political Struggles during the Reign of Alexios I Komnenos 

The first ecclesiastical issue that Alexios I had to face was not initiated by the 

emperor; on the contrary, the initiative was directed against him. He had to face a 

serious financial crisis at the beginning of his reign while confronted simultaneously 

with a Norman invasion. This situation demanded an immediate response. The solution 

he found was the confiscation of ecclesiastical property. Although the extent of this 

course of action did not seem particularly far-reaching, it resulted in strong and 

persistent resistance by a part of the clergy led by Leon, the bishop of Chalcedon. It was 

already pointed out that there is strong evidence that this seemingly exclusively 

ecclesiastical matter was used by different groups inside and outside the Komnenian 

establishment to express their dissatisfaction with Alexios’ policies.
119

  

During that crisis, Leon of Chalcedon not only resisted the confiscation of 

church property but also accused the emperor and the Patriarch Eustratios Garidas of 

Iconoclasm and Messalianism.
120

 Leon of Chalcedon’s accusations also opened a new 

front for the political opposition to Alexios I in addition to his highly criticized seizure 

of power, his flawed legitimacy and the asymmetrical generosity towards the his 

relatives. That his presumed hostility toward the Church became one of the most 

important aspects of the criticism of him is clear in the speech of Ioannes Oxeites, the 

patriarch of Antioquia, in 1091. As observed earlier, Ioannes Oxeites was not a member 

of the opposition to Alexios I, but one of the monks close to the emperor who made 

prophecies and gave him moral advice. Accordingly, as part of this monastic circle, 

Ioannes Oxeites enjoyed the parrhesia allowed to the clergy. However, we assume that 

the emperor was admonished mostly in private and the reason for the public character of 

his harsh diatribe is propagandistic.
121

 Firstly, with this speech, Alexios was able, as 

Peter Frankopan correctly emphasizes, to place the blame for his unpopular measures on 

his relatives.
122

 Moreover, Judith Ryder has recently proposed that Oxeites’ speeches 

gave a framework to theological positions that Alexios was defending at the time, thus 

the emperor not only must have known the content of Oxeite’s speeches, but also must 
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have approved of it.
123

 Secondly, although Ioannes Oxeites was not a mouthpiece of the 

opposition, much of his criticism of Alexios Komnenos was shared by the emperor’s 

enemies. By allowing these censures to be uttered in a controlled environment, through 

the mouth of a trusted clergyman, Alexios could assume the role of the “penitent 

emperor” and at least partially neutralize the criticism he faced.
124

 It must be 

emphasized that Ioannes Oxeites’ speech was written and held at the beginning of 1091, 

shortly before the Byzantine victory in Levounion over the Petchenegs, which was 

followed by an array of rebellions and conspiracies in which his relatives participated 

and played leading roles. Frankopan considers this speech as the starting point for the 

internal political conflicts of the 1090s in Byzantium.
125

  

The portrayal of Alexios as a penitent emperor arises very early in his reign. His 

seizure of power without any consideration for the opinion of political groups within the 

capital and the violence unleashed by his troops at the population of Constantinople 

were unprecedented events that affected his legitimacy. In order to remove these 

shadows, the recently crowned emperor tried to reconcile with the city and God by 

convening the Synod, which determined the atonement which he and his relatives, who 

had participated in the coup d’état, had to make. According to Anna Komnene, even the 

women followed their husbands. Lamentation filled the rooms of the Palace and the 

emperor wore sackcloth under his imperial purple robe for forty nights.
126

 This 

penitence showed the city that the Palace was under new direction. Furthermore, 

according to Anna Komnene, her grandmother restored the morals in the women’s 

chamber for the first time since Konstantinos IX Monomachos, turning it into a 

monastery.
127

  

These measures were not solely attempts by Alexios Komnenos and his clique to 

provide an answer to the criticism of his legitimacy but also were a conscious stance 

towards the predecessors of the Komnenoi, including the Doukai, known by their 

sponsorship of individuals, such Michael Psellos, who were interested in Hellenic 

studies and sometimes came into conflict with the Church for this reason. Alexios 

Komnenos thus legitimated his contested position and his policies towards the 

aristocracy by distancing himself from his predecessors through his pious attitude.  
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When harsh criticism and conspiracies weakened his position, this pious stance 

was transformed into a zeal for persecution. If we juxtapose the heresy processes and 

the period when the opposition to Alexios I intensified, we can observe that these 

processes coincide with the most complicated political moments in his reign. Ioannes 

Italos’ trial took place some months after the start of Leon of Chalcedon’s 

controversy.
128

 The first hearings of the Bogomil trial seem to have been 

chronologically near to the conspiracy of the Anemas brothers, namely around 1100. 

They certainly happened before the death of the sebastokrator Isaakios Komnenos 

between 1102 and 1104, who played an important and similar role as inquisitor in both 

events.
 129

 In June 1107, some months before the Norman invasion led by Bohemond of 

Taranto in October and before the conspiracy to assassinate Alexios I led by Aaron and 

Theodoros Aaronites during this same campaign, the emperor issued an edict 

concerning the reform of the clergy.
130

 This edict established the office of didaskalos, 

whose task was to teach the people of Constantinople correct doctrine and to hunt 

heretics among them, who should be delivered to the emperor or to any other civilian 

authority if the matter required state’s intervention.
131

 

The processes against the monk Neilos, the Calabrian, and Theodoros 

Blachernites could also fit into the pattern and may be contemporaneous with the 

political crises involving the Diogenai. In the account by Anna Komnene, Neilos and 

Blachernites trials were embedded between the murder conspiracy in the summer of 

1094 led by Nikephoros Diogenes and the Cuman invasion in the following winter led 

by a pretender claiming to be Leon or Konstantinos Diogenes.
132

 Venance Grumel and 

Jean Darrouzès affirm that the trial against Neilos and Blachernites took place at some 

point between 1094 and 1095. However, their dating of the trial against Neilos is solely 

based on Anna Komnene’s narrative sequence while the Blachernites’ case is dated with 
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the support of Anna Komnene’s sequence and the citation order of heresies by Niketas 

of Herakleia.
133

  

This form of dating events is problematic since, as often said here, Anna 

Komnene’s narrative occasionally does not follow the chronologic order of events. 

Considering that the trial against Neilos took place between the condemnation of 

Ioannes Italos under the Patriarch Nicholas III Grammatikos in 1084 and the Cuman 

invasion in 1095, Jean Gouillard establishes an estimated date of 1087 for the process 

against Neilos.
134

 However, Paul Gautier provides an argument that could confirm the 

dating given by Grumel and Darrouzes. He links a monk called Neilos, to whom 

Theophylaktos of Ohrid writes a poem in order to convince him to influence a certain 

sebastos to remove a certain Antiochos from his post, with the monk Neilos, the 

Calabrian. Anna Komnene’s depiction of Neilos, the Calabrian, and the addressee of 

Theophylaktos of Ohrid’s poem have features in common, such as being a monk, the 

name Neilos and the fact that both are able to exert influence in the aristocracy. Since 

the poem was written after the appointment of Theophylaktos as archbishop of Ohrid in 

1089, Gautier establishes this date as a terminus post quem.
135

 The identification is not 

certain, but likely. If the monk Neilos, to whom Theophylaktos of Ohrid dedicates his 

poem, is the monk Neilos, the Calabrian, prosecuted by Alexios Komnenos, we can 

establish a possible dating in the middle of the 1090s for the process against him. 

The heresy trials were not simply smoke screens for political persecution as if 

the heretics were only condemned for being political opponents of the emperor. They 

had their ecclesiastical and theological aspects. Nevertheless, the timing of those trials is 

interesting. The trial against Ioannes Italos, the Bogomils and most likely against the 

monk Neilos, the Calabrian, and Theodoros Blachernites as well as the edict of 1107 to 

reform of the clergy, can also be considered as reactions to times in which the emperor 

and his government were more heavily contested. As already stated, conspiracies and 

rebellions were not isolated events, but the result of previously existing discontent that 

created suitable conditions for them and provided rebels with supporters. For this 

reason, it is not surprising that periods of social and political unrest also had 

repercussions within the Church. Thus, as consequences of escalation of tensions in 
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Byzantine society, the trials or demonstrations of imperial piety were responses to the 

troubled times and not necessarily to the rebellions, plots or struggles that erupted from 

it. They might even take place not directly after these events, but antecede them though 

retaining a broad simultaneity. 

The connection between sensitive moments and imperial initiatives to reform the 

Church and persecute deviations is not completely new. Others have done this when 

dealing with particular episodes. Dionysios Mamankakis links the trials to the violent 

takeover and the confiscation.
136

 Paul Magdalino connects the foundation of the Edict of 

1107 with the Norman invasion.
 137

 However, the assessment and the juxtaposition of 

heresy trials and persecutory initiatives present a systematic modus operandi, which 

was used consistently during the whole of Alexios’ reign.  

6.3.2 Alexios Komnenos and the People 

The establishment of the Komnenoi as the ruling elite in Constantinople was 

slow and difficult. The violent usurpation was a stain that obstructed the rapprochement 

between the City and its new lords for a long time, as it is evident in a short piece of 

information given by Anna Komnene on when the Crusaders were before the walls of 

Constantinople. Anna Komnene writes that the city populace panicked, for they thought 

that the city would be plundered again as had happened during Alexios’ coup. Anna 

Komnene describes the event with the following words: “Not only those of the vulgar 

mob of Byzantium, those feeble in every aspect and inexperienced in war, observing the 

ranks of the Latins, moaned and beat their breast in grief because they could not 

accomplish anything out of fear, but also those who were well-disposed toward the 

emperor, for they remembered the Thursday on which the city was seized; and feared 

that at the present time retribution would be demanded for what had been done then.”
138

  

It is a very interesting remark. Anna Komnene describes two different groups in 

Constantinople, the populace and the “ones who were well disposed toward the 

emperor”. The first feared another round of plundering and the latter that they will 

receive the quittance for what they had done. Therefore, the latter was Alexios’ original 
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supporters during his seizure of power. The obvious conclusion from this short passage 

is that in 1096, fifteen years after his coup, Alexios Komnenos and his supporters were 

still isolated from the rest of city, openly disliked and living in the shadows of the crime 

that inaugurated their rule. The reconciliation between Alexios Komnenos and the city 

was a process that lasted his entire reign and was carried out in two ways: the patronage 

networks that connected the population and the urban economic to urban elite had to be 

broken, and the direct patronage relations between the emperor and the population had 

to be established. 

At the economic level, the existent patronage network between the city populace 

and its elite was broken through a consistent policy of limited generosity and 

confiscations. Furthermore, Alexios I waged a propaganda war against them. His 

persecution and imperial efforts to assure the purity of the Christian doctrine at exactly 

the moment when Alexios’ government was most contested was an important part of it. 

Anna Komnene mentions that Ioannes Italos, Neilos, the Calabrian, and Basileios, the 

Bogomil were all connected with important houses in the capital.
139

 In Ioannes Italos’ 

case, Anna Komnene is more specific by linking him to one Serblias, one Iasites, and 

Ioannes Solomon
140

 as well with Michael VII and his brothers.
141

 There are two 

interesting details in this list of Italos’ disciples. First, Serblias, Iasites, and Solomon 

were families with influence in Constantinople and with a strong presence in the 

bureaucracy.
142

 Second, there is evidence that members of these houses had troubled 

relations with Alexios Komnenos. Ioannes Solomon participated in the Anemas 

conspiracy and believed – wrongly according to Anna Komnene ─ that he would be 

crowned emperor.
143

 Michael Iasites married into the Komnenian family, but he 

apparently disrespected the emperor’s daughter and the empress, and he was expelled 

from the Imperial Palace because of it.
144
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At the same time, throughout the proceedings against Italos, popular 

participation is observable. A mob invaded Hagia Sophia when it seemed that the 

patriarch was being persuaded by Italos. Anna Komnene describes how he had to hide 

on the roof of the church.
145

 In addition, one may also notice how Alexios I converted 

the proceedings against the Bogomils into a theatrical spectacle for the city populace.  

Anna Komnene describes a play in two acts. The first act took place on the 

Tzykanisterion, the polo field in the Palace grounds, with strong popular presence. Anna 

Komnene reports that the suspect Bogomils either renounced the accusations or 

persisted in their heretic positions. Unable to differentiate the Bogomils from the true 

Christians, the emperor ordered the assembling of two ovens, one with a cross on the 

top and the other without. Then, he commanded that those who wanted to die as 

Christians should go to the oven with a cross and the Bogomils should move to the oven 

without the cross. This angered the public, who sympathized with those who wanted to 

die as Christians. However, some moments before the execution, Alexios I gave the 

order to stop, freed the accused who had declared themselves Christians and arrested the 

Bogomils once again in order to continue the efforts to convert them.
146

  

The second act took place in the Hippodrome, also with strong public presence. 

The Synod and the emperor decided that burning would be a suitable punishment for 

Basileios, the leader of the Bogomil sect. Anna Komnene reports the tension caused by 

the boastful attitude of Basileios, who believed that he would be saved from the pyre by 

an angel. After dramatically placing Basileios near the pyre to prove that he could be 

burned, he was thrown into the flames.
147

 On this occasion, Alexios I is presented by 

Anna Komnene not only as an emperor but also as a show-master with full control over 

the public.  

This account of the Bogomil heresy and Alexios I’s action against it is preceded 

by a description of the Orphanotropheion, a huge philanthropic institution, to which a 

hospital, an orphanage, an almshouse for the crippled, and a grammar school for 

foreigners and poor Byzantines were attached. This institution, which already existed, 

was reformed and inaugurated once again by Alexios I.
148

 As with the accounts of the 

Bogomil trial, its foundation happened much earlier than Anna Komnene reports, which 
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is after Alexios’ last campaign against the Turks in 1116.
149

 Most likely, the new 

inauguration of the Orphanotropheion happened after the victory in Levounion against 

the Petchenegs in 1091, which resulted in significant numbers of prisoners of war.
150

 

Anyhow, these two actions by Alexios Komnenos, the reform of the Orphanotropheion 

and the spectacular execution of Basileios, the Bogomil, are his most important attempts 

to reconcile with the Constantinopolitan populace. It began with the trial of Ioannes 

Italos and included the mock parades, which were, as Dominik Heher emphasized, 

moments of bonding between emperor and people by punishing dissident and offender 

who had dared to try to depose the emperor.  

6.4 An Outline of Alexios I’s Response to Opposition 

The survey developed here enables us to give an outline of how Alexios I dealt 

with criticism and opposition. The Komnenian consortium was still in its first days 

during Alexios I’s rule. It was still too small and some of its members held on to goals 

and loyalties that were independent or conflicted with those fostered by Alexios I. The 

conspiracy led by Nikephoros Diogenes in 1094, which was formed within the fringes 

of the emperor’s personal and familial circle and was supported by important members 

of this group, was clear evidence of weakness. Thus, Alexios often seemed willing to 

yield to appeals by members of his family while at the same time he performed public 

trials and punishment. This characteristic shows that two emperors existed inside 

Alexios I: the head of a newly formed aristocratic alliance, which was not stable and 

could break at any moment, and the “New Constantine”, fully conscious of the imperial 

legacy, who constructed his own imperial image according to models established 

centuries ago. Consequently, Alexios had to create strategies parallel to the weak and 

conditioned support offered by his allies. For that, he used violence very rarely, giving 

preference to symbolic responses to attacks, such as mock parades. The heresy trials 

were also a response to opposition. Alexios, accused of taking ecclesiastical property 

illegally, thereby gave a proof of his piety, exposing the heretic inclinations of the 

Constantinopolitan elite formed by new rich. This social stratum became an important 

source of support to any oppositional movement against him because of the interruption 

of the wide generosity policy fostered by his predecessors and his violent seizure of 
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power. When accused of illegitimacy and illegal appropriation, Alexios answered by 

pointing out that his enemies were heretics and pagans, and therefore worse than he 

was. Concurrently, the emperor adopted a penitent stance to reinforce his image of piety 

and to neutralize criticism.  

These actions were also aimed at fracturing the patronage network that linked 

the populace with the urban elite, establishing a direct bond between the emperor and 

his people. The success of this initiative is questionable. Although Anna Komnene 

presents her father as having full control over the people during the public punishment 

of the Bogomils, the trauma caused by his violent accession to power was too deep to be 

properly healed. The sudden fear of the population of Constantinople that the Crusaders 

encamped near the walls in 1096 would plunder the city and their automatic memory of 

the events of 1081 demonstrate that the inaugural act of his reign was still an open 

wound fifteen years later. Maybe only the succession could finally cast away the 

shadow of illegality and illegitimacy that haunted Alexios I, giving fuel to the 

opposition and hindering a full bonding between the emperor and the people.  

During the reign of Leon III (717–741), a similar process took place. Michael 

Angold observes how this emperor used public humiliation rituals of his enemies to 

create a direct bond between the emperor and the populace. These actions connected the 

imperial authority with the interests of Constantinople and its populace, as well its elite. 

This settlement ended a period of civil strife in which the power was disputed by the 

military. It resulted in a long period of political stability. According to Angold, another 

settlement occurred between the patriarch and the senate in the 11th century, aimed at 

protecting themselves from the changing circumstances. Yet the result was different 

because, at the end, Alexios I established an aristocratic government and alienated the 

senate.
151

 The fact that this emperor founded a government with strong aristocratic 

tinges does not hinder a similar settlement with the city. It was demonstrated here that 

this emperor made a conscious effort to achieve a settlement using methods analogous 

to as Leon III. He used less violence and restricted this policy only to the populace.  
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7. Conclusions 

The previous lines present a more complex image of the opposition to Alexios I 

Komnenos than is normally accepted by scholars. Instead of fixed political blocks 

determined by ancient divisions and long-term alliances, we observe fluid groups whose 

composition was not stable, reacting to the most recent events, both internal and 

external. As John Haldon puts it, “the relations within and between the different 

elements which made up these groups remained fluid and subject to constant change, so 

that it is impossible to speak of clearly identifiable or long-term political solidarities.”
1
 

Rivalry within the elite and the highly unstable political background of the 11th century 

in Byzantium did not permit durable plans. Consequently, alliances are understood 

better as responses to momentary needs than as a means to achieve long-term objectives 

or part of grand strategies. Furthermore, political instability during the reign of Alexios 

I was also the result of an ideological battle concerning the function of the Byzantine 

state and the practice of power in Byzantium. The Byzantines upheld that the 

foundation of the state was the distribution of titles and offices from which the whole 

aristocracy should profit and that there should be some opening up to capable 

individuals from other social strata. In the 11th century, emperors promoted the 

introduction into the highest ranks of the court hierarchy of members of the expanded 

elite, composed of merchants and shop-owners who throve in the economic growth at 

the time. However, this policy failed at the end of the same century and it was 

substituted by Alexios I’s “patrimonial solution”, whose aim was to form smaller but 

more cohesive ruling elite and reinstate the empire’s governability, as well as its 

capacity to respond to the contemporaneous challenges. It obviously did not satisfy a 

significant part of the aristocracy because many were overlooked in favor of the 

emperor’s relatives and supporters.  

At this point, it is important to emphasize the role played by the imperial family, 

the so-called Komnenian clan, as well as its limitations. Instead of a close-knit political 

group grounded in familial obligations, we see a loose association composed of factions 

and individuals with varying ambitions, occasionally embittered by long-existing feuds, 

but united around the emperor, from whom they had different and sometimes 

contradictory expectations. Consequently, internal struggles arose within the ruling 

group, in which Alexios I acted as an arbiter. These were, for example, the accusations 
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made against Ioannes Komnenos, the doux of Dyrrachium by Adrianos Komnenos and 

Nikephoros Melissenos in the first half of the 1090s, and the quarrel between Anna 

Dalassene and the Doukai during the controversy of Leon of Chalcedon in the years 

between 1081 and 1095. These struggles hindered the formation of a united front 

against common enemies. Moreover, the hierarchy established by Alexios I that favored 

blood relations over relatives by marriage alienated groups and individuals linked with 

the Komnenoi before 1081, such as the Diogenai and the Taronitai. Their response was 

the conspiracy of Nikephoros Diogenes in 1095 and the rebellion of Gregorios 

Taronites in 1103. On these occasions, we can observe an association between the 

elements situated at the fringe of the new Komnenian status quo and that part of the 

aristocracy that was excluded from the ruling elite. This frailty together with the number 

of porphyrogennetoi and Alexios’ contested legitimacy due to his violent seizure of 

power and to his confiscations of ecclesiastical property led to the rise of opposition and 

the isolation of his ruling elite. 

The internal contradictions were mostly solved in 1095 through a new pact 

symbolized by the Synod of Blachernae. The family of Eirene Doukaina withdrew the 

support they had given to Leon of Chalcedon and his staunch resistance, in exchange for 

the removal from Anna Dalassene, the emperor’s mother who for a long time 

guaranteed cooperation among the Komnenos brothers, but was occupying the place of 

leading female figure at court that should belong to Eirene. By the time of the Synod, 

Alexios had more control over his political supporters, diminishing her importance. In 

1095, Anna Dalassene was only a hindrance to a proper cooperation between Alexios I 

and his Doukas relatives by marriage. This Synod also led to the silent removal of 

problematic members of the establishment, such as Gregorios Taronites and Nikephoros 

Melissenos, as well as the rise of the empress’ brothers and brother-in-law, who became 

the second most important members of the Komnenian consortium after Isaakios 

Komnenos, the emperor himself and later his own sons. Simultaneously, Alexios united 

his family with the aristocratic lineages from Adrianople through marriage, beginning 

with the Bryennios. This new foundation of the Komnenian establishment was finally 

able to assure internal unity, resulting in a clear decrease of oppositional movements 

after 1095.  

While surveying the various oppositional movements and realignments of 

alliances, the characteristics of the political opposition described in the introduction can 

be confirmed. Although the Byzantine political traditions offered the possibility of 
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legitimizing successful coups-d’état, deposing an emperor, even a hated one, was not an 

easy task. In order to have any chance of success, wide support was necessary and this 

could only be built up if players representing different groups with varied long-term 

goals could be brought together to achieve the established goal. Although it is not 

possible to understand the plots against Alexios I in their deepest levels due to lack of 

information, the available data enables us to grasp how political opposition was 

exercised during his reign and the limitations of the regime he established.  

Considering what was mentioned above, we can finally put away the 

interpretation that connects the political struggles during Alexios I’s reign to the 

division between the military aristocracy and the bureaucratic elite. Although this 

reading was long contested and relativized, the reign of Alexios kept being its last 

enclave. Undoubtedly, the events give support to such an interpretation: Alexios’ troops 

did attack senators during his seizure of power, many of whom supported conspiracies 

against Alexios. Furthermore, the emperor cancelled the generous policies of his 

predecessors that opened the doors of the Senate for a wider sector of the elite. 

However, Alexios’ policies were not determined by his social origins and, accordingly, 

not the result of a supposed social conservatism or rivalry with the bureaucratic elite. It 

was rather the contingencies of his time – financial needs, military threats and the 

response to the opposition – that determined his actions. Similarly, the members of the 

aristocracy rooted in Constantinople and linked with the bureaucracy and the clergy 

which was involved with the opposition or with the attempts of depositing Alexios, 

reacted to the policies just mentioned. Nevertheless, they did not shun from members of 

the military. In fact, instead of putting forward potential candidates from their ranks, the 

members of the Constantinopolitan elite turned to the military leaderships as 

possibilities to depose Alexios and reestablish acceptable policies. Here we see the 

genesis of the division of the Byzantine aristocracy that was clearly consolidated in the 

reign of Alexios’ direct successors: the military aristocracy formed by the imperial kin 

and the secondary elite composed by civil servants, clergy, and scholars, which was 

aware of its subordinated status and strove for positions of service to the highest tier of 

the aristocracy. 

It is also important to highlight the problems presented by the sources. The main 

source for political opposition to Alexios Komnenos is the Alexiad by Anna Komnene. 

She is also the only source on many events during his reign. In order to interpret the 

information she provides and to counterbalance its weight for the assessment of the 
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political opposition better, the account of the Alexiad was compared with reports from 

other sources and analyzed for its literary and political agenda.  

Despite her qualities as historian, Anna Komnene is a problematic source. Her 

emotional attachment to Alexios Komnenos, a father whom she seems to have been 

very close to, was strong and she possessed literary ambitions. She was not only eager 

to recount the facts; Anna Komnene also wanted to portray her father as a hero. For this, 

she adopts models from the different literary traditions which she had access through 

her erudition. Hence, she presents Alexios as a new or even better Ulysses, David, 

Salomon or Konstantinos I. This characteristic presents the modern scholar the 

challenge of separating facts from literary models.  

This leads to the issue of how to know in which cases Anna Komnene was 

concealing or disguising Alexios’ errors and failures in order to neutralize them or even 

to transform them into successes or signs of his good character. This strategy is clear in 

Anna Komnene’s account of Alexios’ treatment of Nikephoros Diogenes and the 

Paulicians. In both cases, Alexios seems to have taken terrible political choices, but they 

were whitewashed by Anna Komnene.  

Nikephoros Diogenes was given the government of Crete with the obligation of 

living there, but Anna Komnene omits the information whether Diogenes actually ever 

set foot on the island. Her silence is likely to be connected with the rebellion in that 

province. She appears to conceal who is really behind the rebellion of Crete. All this 

half-said and incongruent information leads to the suspicion that Anna Komnene 

conceals this in order to cover up her father’s obvious political error.  

In the case of the Paulicians, we notice that Anna Komnene adopted the strategy 

of cutting the history of her father’s dealings with this heretical population in many 

parts, distributing them along her narrative. When dealing with secondary characters, 

Anna Komnene usually prefers to form narrative blocks in which all the information 

about a given person is presented at the cost of the chronological sequence. It is thus 

striking that she acts very differently when reporting the events concerning the 

Paulicians. If all the information about the dealings of Alexios with the Paulicians were 

put together, his errors that led to Paulician support for the Petchenegs and the death of 

Gregorios Pakourianos, his domestikos of the West in 1086, would be clearly exposed. 

By separating the elements, Anna Komnene was able to present a more positive account 

of her father, even portraying him as a pious emperor in his decision to convert the 
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Paulicians to Orthodoxy, which was actually the reversion of an anterior action of 

releasing them from military service. 

 Despite his violent seizure of power, his controversial measures, his weak initial 

support and the active opposition even by members of his ruling group, Alexios’ reign 

can be considered successful. He enjoyed a long reign, ruled according to his own 

terms, left a political heritage and appointed a successor of his own choice. The cause of 

this success goes beyond his patrimonial regime, which had many limitations either in 

its function of providing a unified front against common enemies or in its capacity to 

avoid the emergence of internal dissidence. Alexios’ inaction concerning Anatolia was 

not the chief impulse for the opposition. Even if Alexios had put more efforts into 

reconquering Anatolia, the situation would not have changed significantly: the 

aristocracy who was not linked with the Komnenoi would still oppose his way of ruling 

the Empire, the fringes of the Komnenian establishment would still antagonize Alexios, 

its kernel would still be divided by internal struggles and the porphyrogennetoi would 

still continue to feed their own dynastic ambitions.  

Alexios’ success has more to do with his political acumen, his capacity of 

assessing the (lack of) strength of his position and using the political resources available 

to him. He was not shy of granting significant power to key agents in order to remain in 

power, even at the cost of being found wanting as a proper man according to Byzantine 

gender roles, as in the case of the concessions he granted many women of the court, 

such as Maria of Alania and his mother, Anna Dalassene. Alexios knew when to grant 

extraordinary power as much as he knew when to take it back without harming his 

position. Yet his political calculations were sometimes not exact, resulting in increased 

opposition and internal destabilization of his regime. However, in the long-term, he was 

undoubtedly successful.  

Alexios I did not suffer any large-scale military rebellion, which was common in 

the period before his reign. There are reasons for this development. First, at least before 

old age and physical disabilities became a hindrance, Alexios took the lead role as field 

commander of the Byzantine armies. Since Basileios II, this seemed to be a very 

effective way of preventing large-scale civil wars. Early in his reign, Basileios decided 

to take the leading role in the war efforts, which was held for decades by members of 

aristocratic families Skleros and Phokas. They reacted to losing command by rebelling 

against the emperor with strong support from wide sectors of the Byzantine army. After 

almost being defeated, Basileios crushed this rebellion and confirmed his supremacy 
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over the military, which allowed him to keep a strong grip on the imperial power. The 

direct military leadership was also translated in the absence of civil wars for his 

successors. The large military uprising happened during the reign of emperors who 

remained in Constantinople and assigned to others the leadership of the army. The 

“military” emperors could face provincial insurrections that were moved either by 

claims of regional autonomy or dissatisfactions with tributes, but none of them had to 

face any open wide-scale military rebellion that threatened their position as emperors. 

This seemed to be also the case with Alexios. Moreover, the highest posts of the army 

were reserved for the emperor’s parents and supporters, leaving only the second echelon 

posts for the rest of the aristocracy. Yet these positions still allowed the exercise of 

political influence over the soldiers, theoretically creating fertile soil for military 

rebellions. However, the changes in the Byzantine army during the reign of Alexios I 

abolished these conditions. The defeat in Manzikert and the following military setbacks 

in the reign of Alexios I decimated the Byzantine native forces from which the members 

of the aristocracy sought their support for uprisings. The reconstitution of the armed 

forces by Alexios was based on two sources: the private retinues of the allied families 

and foreign mercenaries, such as hired Normans, Paulicians established in Thracia or 

defeated Petchenegs settled in the Balkans.
2
 Consequently, the army officials who were 

not part of the Komnenian establishment were pressed between a high officialdom 

composed of the emperor’s relatives and the soldiers directly linked with the emperor. 

The only remaining possibility of deposing Alexios was to strike him from within, 

through murder conspiracies. 

The second cause for the small number and size of military rebellion was the 

cooptation of the group of aristocratic lineages from Adrianople. They were the only 

probable source of large-scale military rebellion during Alexios I’s reign, for the 

Western tagmata based in Macedonia survived relatively intact from the sequence of 

defeats and became the kernel of the Byzantine army at the end of the 11th century. 

Their importance in this period is reflected in the rebellion of Alexios Komnenos. On 

this occasion, he had the Western tagmata under his order, leaving Nikephoros III and 

his supporters virtually powerless and incapable of a possible reaction. They could only 

rely on the imperial personal guards, the Varangian guard and the Chomatenes. 

Although the command over the Western troops – the title domestikos of the West – was 
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removed from the aristocracy of Adrianople because of Nikephoros Bryennios’ 

rebellion in 1078, the connection between the Thracian elite and the local soldiers 

undoubtedly resisted. Moreover, the Thracian population harbored grudges against 

Alexios Komnenos, for he had defeated Nikephoros Bryennios, leading to his fall and 

blinding. Consequently, Alexios I made great and successful efforts to approach this 

sector of the aristocracy, connecting it with his own family through marriages.  

As few emperors had before him, Alexios I knew how to work his image. He 

made efforts to conquer the favor of the people of Constantinople, exploring possible 

tensions between the populace and the city elite. By exposing the heretical connections 

of the aristocratic houses of Constantinople through spectacular trials, such as those 

against Ioannes Italos and the Bogomils, the emperor managed to attract the attention of 

the urban masses, get them on his side and unleash them against the urban elite, who 

disapproved of Alexios’ actions and of his rule in general terms as well as supported 

oppositional movements against him. The reform and the new inauguration of the 

orphanotropheion was a further effort to establish a direct connection with the urban 

crowd. Although this strategy proved itself to be successful in the following reigns of 

his son and grandson, it was left incomplete at the end of Alexios’ reign. The reason 

was that the people of the city did not entirely trust the emperors. The senators were not 

the only target of the violence of Alexios’ troops on the occasion of his seizure of power 

and the trauma caused by this event was still fresh in the memory of the inhabitants 

when the Crusaders stood before the walls of Constantinople fifteen years after Alexios’ 

coup.  
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Appendix: the Genealogical Tree of the Families Doukas and Komnenos from their 

First Known Member to 1118 

1. The family Komnenos up to 1118 (adapted from Varzos, Ἡ γενεαλογία τών 

Κομνηνών) 

 

2. The family Doukas up to 1118 (adapted from Polemis, The Doukai) 
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Abreviations 

This list below was based on the abbreviations provided by Jahrbuch der 

Österreichischen Byzantinistik and Dumbarton Oaks Byzantine publications 

AB Analecta Bollandiana 

AIPHOS Annuaire de l´Institut de Philologie et d´Histoire 

Orientales et Slaves 

Anna Komnene, Alexiad Reinsch, Diether Roderisch/ Kambylis, Athanasios 

(ed.), Annae Comnenae Alexias. 2 Vol. (CFHB 40), 

Berlin, New York 2001. 

Reinsch, Diether Roderisch (tr.), Anna Komnene 

Alexias, Cologne 1996.  

Sewters, E.R.A., Anna Komnene Alexiad. Revised 

with introduction and notes by Peter Frankopan, 

London 2009. 

BBOM      Birmingham Byzantine and Ottoman Monographs 

BCH      Bulletin de correspondance hellénique 

BF      Byzantinische Forschungen 

BMGS      Byzantine and Modern Greek Studies 

BSI      Byzantinoslavica 

BZ      Byzantinische Zeitschrift 

CFHB      Corpus Fontium Historiae Byzantinae 

CSHB       Corpus Scriptorum Historiae Byzantinae 

Dölger/ Wirth, Regesten Dölger, Franz, Regesten der Kaiserurkunden des 

oströmischen Reiches von 565 – 1453. Vol. 2: 

Regesten von 1025–1204. Second extended and 

corrected edition by Peter Wirth, Munich 1995. 

DOP      Dumbarton Oaks Papers 

DOML      Dumbarton Oaks Medieval Library 

GRBS      Greek, Roman and Byzantine Studies 

Grumel/ Darrouzès, Regestes Grumel, Venance, Regestes des Actes du Patriarcat 

de Constantinople. Vol. 1: Les Actes des 

Patriarches. Fasc. II and III: Les Regestes de 715 a 

1206. 2nd edition revised by Jean Darrouzès, Paris 

1989. 

Ioannes Skylitzes, Synopsis Historion Thurn, Hans (ed.), Ioannis Scylitzae Synopsis 

Historiarum (CFHB 5), Berlin 1973. 

Wortley, John (tr.), John Skylitzes. A Synopsis of 

Byzantine History, 811–1057. Introduction and 

comments by Jean-Claude Cheynet and Bernard 

Flusin, Cambridge 2010. 
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Ioannes Zonaras, Epitomē Historiōn Büttner-Wobst, Theodor (ed.), Ioannis Zonarae 

epitomae historiarum libri xviii. Vol. 3 (CSHB 

45,3), Bonn 1897.  

Trapp, Erich (tr.), Militärs und Höflinge im Ringe 

um das Kaisertum. Byzantinische Geschichte von 

969 bis 1118 nach der Chronik des Johannes 

Zonaras (Byzantinische Geschichtsschreiber 16), 

Graz, Vienna, Cologne 1986. 

Jeffreys, PBW Jeffreys, Elizabeth et ali, Prosopography of the 

Byzantine World, 2016, London 2017. URL: 

http://pbw2016.kdl.kcl.ac.uk  

JHS Journal of Hellenic Studies 

JMedHist Journal of Medieval History 

JÖB Jahrbuch der Österreichischen Byzantinistik 

Kazhdan, ODB Kazhdan, Alexander (ed.), Oxford Dictionary of 

Byzantium. 3 vol., New York, Oxford 1991. 

Kekaumenos, Consilia et Narrationes Roueché, Charlotte (ed.), Kekaumenos, Consilia et 

Narrationes (SAWS edition, 2013). 

Wassiliewsky, B./ Jernstedt, V. (ed.), Cecaumeni 

Strategicon et incerti scriptoris. De Officis Regiis 

Libellus, Amsterdam 1965. 

LeMa Lutz, Liselotte, Lexikon des Mittelalters. 10 vol., 

Stuttgart 1977–1999. 

LThK  Kasper, Walter et ali (ed.), Lexikon für Theologie 

und Kirche. 11 Vol., Freiburg, Basel, Rome, Vienna 

1994. 

Matthew of Edessa, Patmowt’iwn Doustorian, Ara Edmond (tr.), Armenia and the 

Crusades, Tenth to Twelfth Centuries. The 

Chronicle of Matthew of Edessa. Lanham, New 

York, London 1993.  

Michael Attaleiates, Historia Pérez Martín, Inmaculada (ed.), Miguel Ataliates, 

Historia (Nueva Roma 15), Madrid 2002. 

Kaldellis, Anthony/ Krallis, Dimitris (tr.), The 

History of Michael Attaleiates (DOML 16), 

Cambridge, MA, London 2012. 

Michael Psellos, Chronographia Reinsch, Diether Roderisch (ed.), Michaelis Pseli 

Chronographia. 2 Vol. (Millenium Studies 51), 

Berlin, Boston 2014. 

Reinsch, Diether Roderisch (tr.), Leben der 

byzantinischen Kaiser, Berlin 2015. 
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Michael the Syrian, Chronicle Chabot, J.-B. (ed.), Chronique de Michel le Syrien, 

patriarche Jacobite d'Antioche (1166 – 1199), vol. 

3, Bruxelles 1905. 

MiscByzMonac Miscellanea Byzantina Monacensia  

Nicholas Kataskepenos, La Vie Sargologos, Étienne (ed., tr.), La Vie de Saint 

Cyrille le Philéote, moine byzantine (✝1110) 

(Subsidia Hagiographica 39), Bruxelles 1964. 

Nikephoros Bryennios, Hyle Historias Gautier, Paul (ed, tr.), Nicephori Bryenni 

Historiarum Libri Quattuor (CFHB 9), Bruxelles 

1975. 

Niketas Choniates, Chronike Diegesis Van Dieten, Jan-Louis (ed.), Nicetae Choniatae 

Historia. 2 Vol. (CFHB 11), Berlin 1975.  

Grabler, Franz (tr.), Die Krone der Komnenen. Die 

Regierungszeit der Kaiser Joannes und Manuel 

Komnenos (1118 – 1180) aus dem Geschichtswerk 

des Niketas Choniates (Byzantinische 

Geschichtsschreiber 7), Graz, Vienna, Cologne 

1958. 

Magoulias, Harry J. (tr.), O City of Byzantium, the 

Annals of Niketas Choniatēs (Byzantine Texts in 

Translation), Detroit 1984.  

OCP       Orientalia Christiana Periodica 

Orderic Vitalis, The Ecclesiastical History Chibnall, Marjorie (ed, tr.), The Ecclesiastical 

History of Orderic Vitalis. 6 Vol., Oxford 1978. 

PmbZ Lilie, Ralph-Johannes/ Ludwig, Claudia/Zielke, 

Beate/ Pratsch, Thomas et ali. (ed.), Prosopographie 

der mittelbyzantinischen Zeit. Nach Vorarbeiten F. 

Winkelmanns. 8 Vol., Berlin, New York 1998–

2013. 

REB      Revue des études byzantines 

SPBS      Society for the Promotion of Byzantine Studies 

Skylitzes Continuatus Tsolakis, Eudoxos T. (ed.), Ἡ συνέχεια τῆς 

χρονογραφίας τοῦ Ἰωάννου Σκυλίτση, Thessaloniki 

1968. 

StPB Studia Patristica et Byzantina 

Theophanes Confessor, Chronographia Boor, Carl de (ed.), Theophanis Chronographia. 

Leipzig 1883 [repr. Olms 1963]. 

Turtledove, Harry (tr.), The Chronicle of 

Theophanes. An English Translation of Anni Mundi 

6095–6305 (a.d. 602–813), Philadelphia 1982 
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TM      Travaux et mémoires 

ZRVI Zbornik radova Vizantološkog instituta, Srpska 

akademija nauka 
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